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xix 

Introduction

Welcome to the Microsoft Windows NT Resource Kit Volume 2; Windows NT
Networking Guide.

The Windows NT Resource Kit also includes the following volumes:

« Volume 1: Windows NT Resource Guide, which provides information to
help administrators better understand how to install, manage, and integrate
Windows NT™in a network or multiuser environment.

« Volume 3: Windows NT Messages, which provides formation on local and
remote debugging and on interpreting error messages.

» Volume 4: Optimizing Windows NT, whichprovides a step-by-step approach to
understanding all the basic performance managementtechniques.

The Windows NT Networking Guide is designed for people who are, or who want
to become, expert users of Microsofte Windows NT Workstation and Microsoft
Windows NT Server networking features. The Windows NT Networking Guide
presents detailed, easy-to-read technical information to help you better manage how
Windows N'T is used at yoursite. It contains specific networking information for
system administrators who are responsible forinstalling, managing, and integrating
Windows NTin both small and large networks.

The Windows NT Networking Guide is a technical supplement to the documentation
included as part of the Windows NT product and does not replace that information
as the source for learning how to use Windows NT networking features and
utilities.

You should also use if in conjunction with the Windows NT Resource Guide since
there are multiple cross-references between the two books. In addition, the tools
for both books are contained on a single compactdisc (CD) and in a single set of
3.5-inch floppy disks. (The CD is bound into the back cover of the Windows NT
Resource Guide, and the floppy disks are available upon request from MS-Press.}
See the “Introduction” section of the Windows NT Resource Guide fora partial list
of the available tools. A complete list is available on the CD in the README.WRI
file with instructions on how to use them in the RETOOLS.HLPfile.

This introduction includes two kinds of information you canuse to getstarted:

» Thefirst section outlines the contents of this book, so that you can quickly
find technical details about specific elements of Windows NT networking.

~ The second section describes the conventions used to present informationin
this book,
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_ Abouihe Networking Guide
This guide includes the following chapters. Addittonal tables of contents are
included in each part to help you quickly find the information you want.

Part Il, About Windows NT Networking
Chapter 1, “Windows NT Networking Architecture,” contains information
for the support professional who may not have a local area network background.
This chapter provides a technical discussion of networking concepts and
discusses the networking components included with Windows NT.

Chapter 2, “Network Interoperability,” describes how Windows NT works
together with your existing Novelle networks, [BMmainframe systems, and
UNIX. systems.

Chapier3, “Windows NT User Environments,” expiains the use of home
directories and logon scripts in customizing the environment of individual users
or related groups of users.

Chapter 4, “Network Security and Administration,” describes how securily
is implemented for workgroups and domains under Windows NT,including
local logon and pass-through validation for trusted domains and network
browsing. |

Chapter4, “Windows NT Browser,” explains how members ofa
Windows NT network can browse the resources of the network.

Part ii, Using Windows NT Networking
Chapter 6, “Using NBF with Windows NT,” describes NetBEUI Frame,the
implementation of the NetBIOS Extended User Interface protocol under
Windows NT, including how network traffic and seSsions are managed.

Chapter 7, “Using DLC with Windows NT,” presents details about the Data
Link Control (DLC) protocol device driver in Windows NTthat provides
connectivity to IBM maintrames and to local arca network printers attached
directly to the network.

Chapter 8, “Client-Server Connectivity on Windows NT,” discusses how
MS-DOSe, Windowsa, Windows NT, and OS/2e client workstations
communicate with Windows NT databases, focusing on Microsoft SQL Server
as an example of a distributed application.

Chapter 9, “Using Remote Access Service,” explains the technical details
of Windows NT RASincluding security, interoperability, and scripting
capabilities.

+
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Part lll, TCPAP
Chapter 16, “Overview of Microsoft TCPAP for Windows NT,” describes
the elements that make up Microsoft TCPAP and provides an overview of how
you can use Microsoft TCP/IP to support various networking solutions.

Chapter 11, “installing and Configuring Microsoft TCP/IP and SNMP,”
describes the process for installing and configuring Microsoft TCP/IP, SNMP,
and Remote Access Service (RAS) with TCP/Pon a computer running
Windows NT.

Chapter 12, “Networking Concepts for TCPAP,” presents key TCPAP
networking concepts for networking administrators interested im a technical
discussion of the elements that make up TCP/IP.

Chapter 13, “Installing and Configuring DHCP Servers,” presents the
procedures and strategies for setting up servers to support the Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol fer Windows networks. .

Chapter 14,“Tnstalling and Configuring WINS Servers,” presents the
procedures and strategies for setting up Windows Internet Name Service
SCIVETS.

Chapter15, “Setting Up LMHOSTS,”provides guidelines andtips for using
LMHOSTSfiles for name resolution on networks.

Chapter 16, “Using the Microsoft FTP ServerService,’ describes how to
install, configure, and administer the Microsoft FTP Server service.

Chapter 17, “Using Performance Monitor with TCP/IP Services,”
describes how to use the performance counters for TCP/[P, FTP Server service,
DHCPservers, and WINSservers.

Chapter 18, “Internetwork Printing and TCP/IP,” describes how to install
TCPAP printing and create TCP/IP printers on Windows NT computers with
Microsoft TCPAP.

Chapter 19, “Troubleshooting TCP/IP,” describes how to troubleshoot IP
connections and use the diagnostic utilities to get information that will help solve
networking problems.
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Part 'V, Windows NT and the Internet

Chapter 20, “Using Windows NT on the Internet,” describes typical
scenarios for connecting a Window NT computer or network to the Internet and
the logistical details involved in doing that.

Chapter 21, “Setting Up Internet Servers and Clients on Windows NT
Computers,” describes how to set up Internet servers and clients on a
Windows N'T computer.

Chapter 22, “Remote Access Service and the Internet,” provides technical
details about using RAS for Internet connections, including as anInternet
Gateway Server and as a router to the Internet for small networks.

Pari V, Appendixes
Appendix A, “TCP/IP Utilities Reference,” describes the TCP/IPutilities and
provides syntax and notes.

Appendix B, “MIB Object Types for Windows NT,” describes the LAN
Manager MIB II objects provided when you install SNMP with Windows NT.

Appendix C, “Windows Sockets Application,” lists third-party vendors who
have created software based on the Windows Sockets standard to provide
utilities and applications that run in heterogeneous networks using TCP/IP. This
appendix also lists Internet sources for public-domain software based on
Windows Sockets.
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Conventions in This Manual
This document assumes that you have read the Windows NT documentationset
and that you are familiar with using menus, dialog boxes, and other features of
the Windowsoperating system family of products. It also assumes that you have
installed Windows NT on your system and that you are using a mouse. For
keyboard equivalents to menu and mouse actions, see the Microsoft Windows NT
online Help.

This document uses several conventions to help you identify information.
The following table describes the typographical conventions used in the
Windows NT Networking Guide.

Convention Used for

bold MS-DOS-style commandand utility names such as copy or ping
and switches such as /? or -h. Also used for Registry value names,
such as IniFileMapping and OS/2 application programming
interfaces (APIs).

italic Parameters for which you can supply specific values. For example,
the Windows NT root directory appears in a path name as
systemroofh\sYSTEM32, where systemroot can be C:\WINNT35 or
some other value.

ALL CAPITALS Directory names, filenames, and acronyms. For example, DLC
stands for Data Link Control; C\PAGEFILE.SYSis a file in the
boot sectur.

Monospace Sample text from batch and INIfiles, Registry paths, and screen text
in non-Windows~based applications.

Other conventions in this document include the following:

“MS-DOS”refers to Microsoft MS-DOSversion 3.3 orlater.

+ “Windows-based application” is used as a shorthand term to refer to an
applicationthat is designed to run with 16-bit Windows and doesnot run
without Windows. All 16-bit and 32-bit Windows applications follow similar
conventions for the arrangement of menus, dialog box styles, and keyboard and
mouse use.
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“MS-DOS—based application” is used as a shorthand (ermto refer to an
application thatis designed to run with MS-DOS but not specifically with
Windows or Windows NTandis not able to taice full advantage of their
graphical or memory management features.

“Command prompt”refers to the command line where you type MS-DOS—style
commands. Typically, you see characters such as C:\> to show the location of
the command prompt on your screen. In Windows NT, you can double-click the
MS-DOSPrompticon in Program Managerto use the command prompt.

An instruction to “type” any information means to press a key or a sequence of
keys, and then press the ENTER key.

Mouseinstructions in this document, such as “Click the OK button” or “Drag an
icon in File Manager,” use the same meanings as the descriptions of mouse
actions in the Windows NT System Guide and the Windowsonlinetutorial.
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CHAPTER 1]

WindowsNT Networking
Architecture  

Windows NT is a complete operating system with fully integrated networking
capabilities. These capabilities differentiate Windows NT from other operating

systems such as MS-DOS, OS/2, and UNIX for which network capabilities are
installed separately from the core operating system.

Integrated networking support means that Windows NT offezs these features:

- Support for both peer-to-peer and client-server networking. All Windows NT
computers can act as both network clients and servers, sharing files and printers
with other computers and exchanging messages over the network. Windows NT
Server also includes features needed for full-scale servers, such as domain
managementtools.

+ The ability to easily add networking software and hardware, The networking.
software integrated into Windows NTlets you easily add protocol drivers,
network card drivers, and othernetwork software. Windows NT includes

four transport protocols—IPX/SPX (NWLink), TCP/IP, NBF (Windows NT
NetBEUD, and DLC. .

» Interoperability with existing networks. Windows NT systems can communicate
using a variety of transport protocols and network adapters.It can also
communicate over a variety of different vendors’ networks.

» Supportfor distributed applications. Windows NT provides a transparent
Remote Procedure Call (RPC)facility. It also supports NetBIOS, Sockets,
and the Windows Network (WNet) APIs and named pipes and mailslots, for
backward compatibility with LAN Managerinstallations and applications.

« Remote access to networks. Windows NT Remote Access Service (RAS) clients
can dial into any PPP or SLIP server. Windows NT RASservers support any
remote clients using IPX, TCP/IP, or NetBEUI using PPP. For additional
information about RAS, see Chapter 9, “Using Remote Access Service.”

«Print and File sharing, and AppleTalke routing for Macintoshe clients.
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This chapter describes the Windows NT networking architecture and how
it achieves each of these goals. Far perspective, the next section provides a
brief explanation of two industry-standard models for networking—-the Open
System Interconnection (OSDreference model and the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers (THEE) 802 project model. The remainder of the chapter
describes the Windows NT networking components as they relate to the OST
and LEBE models and as they relate to the overall Wiadows NT architecture.

Overview of Networking
In the early years of networking, several large companies, including IBM,
Honeywell, and Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC™), each had its own standard
for how computers could be connected together. These standards described the
mechanisms necessary to move data from one computer to another. These carly
standards, however, were not entirely compatible. Networks adhering to IBM
Systems Network Architecture (SNA) could not communicate directly with
networks using DEC Digital Network Architecture (DNA), for example.

In later years, standards organizations, including the International Standards
Organization (ISO} and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE),
developed models that became globally recognized and accepted as the standards
for designing any compuier network. Both models describe networking in terms of
functional layers. ,
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Chapter t_Windows NT Networking Architecture 5

OSI Reference Model

ISO developed a model called the Open Systems Interconnection (OSD reference
model. It is used to describe the flow of data between the physical connectionto the
network and the end-user application. This modelis the best known and most
widely used model to describe networking environments.

  

7. Application layer
6. Presentationaye 

Figure i.i Open Sysiems Interconnection (OSD) Reference Model

As shown in Figure 1.1, the OSIlayers are numbered from bottomto top. The most
basic functions, such as putting data bits onto the network cable, are on the bottom,
while functions attending to the details of applications are at the top.

In the OSI model, the purpose ofeach layer is to provide services to the next higher
layer, shielding the higher layer from the details of how the services are actually
implemented. Thelayers are abstracted in such a way that each layer believesit is
communicating with the same layer on the other computer. In reality, each layer
communicates only with adjacent layers on one computer. That is, for information
to pass from Layer 5 on Computer A to Layer 5 on ComputerB,it actually follows
the route illustrated by Figure 1.2.

He
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Figure 1.2 Communication Between OSI Layers

‘the following list describes the purpose of cach of the seven layers of the OSI
model and identifies services that they provide to adjacentlayers.

1, The Physical Layer addresses the transmission of the unstructured rawbit
stream over a physical medium (thatis, the networking cable). The Physical
Layerrelates the electrical/optical, mechanical, and functional interfaces to the
cable. The Physical Layer also carries the signals that transmit data generated
byall the higher layers.

This layer defines how the cable is attached to the network adapter card. For
example, it defines how many pins the connector has and what eachpin is used
for. It describes the topology used to connect computers together (Token Ring,
Ethernet, or some other). It also defines which transmission technique will be
used to send data over the network cable.

J
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_Chapter 1 Windows NTNetworking Architecture 7

. The Data Link Layer packages raw bits from the Physical Layer into data
frames, whichare logical, structured packets in which data can be placed. The
exact format of the frame used by the network depends on the topology. Thatis,
a Token Ring network data frameis laid out differently than an Ethernet frame.
The Data Link Layeris responsible for providing the error-free transfer of these
frames from one computer to another through the Physical Layer. This allows
the Network Layer to assume Virtually error-free transmission over the network
connection. Frames contain source and destination addresses so that the sending
and receiving computers can recognize and retrieve their own frames on the
network.

. The Network Layeris responsible for addressing messages andtranslating
logical addresses and namesinto physical addresses. This layer also determines
the route from the soutceto the destination computer. It determines which path
the data should take based on network conditions, priority of service, and other

factors. It also manages traffic problems on the network, such as switching,
routing, and controlling the congestion of data packets.

The Network Layer bundles small data frames togetherfor transmission across
the network.It also restructures large frames into smaller packets. On the

receiving end, the Network Layer reassembles the data packets into their
original frame structure.

. The Transport Layer takes care of error recognition and recovery. It also ensures
reliable delivery of host messagesoriginating at the Application Layer. Similar
to how the Network Layer handles data frames, this layer repackages messages
—dividing long messages into several packets and collecting small messages
together in one packet—to providefor their efficient transmission overthe
network, At the receiving end, the Transport Layer unpacks the messages,
reassembles the original messages, and sends an acknowledgmentofreceipt.

. The Session Layer allows two applications on different computers to
establish, use, and end a connection called a session. This layer performs
name recognition and the functions needed to allow two applications to
communicate over the network, such as security functions.
The Session Layer provides synchronization betweenusertasks by placing
checkpoints in the data stream. This way,if the network fails, only the data after
the last checkpoint hasto be retransmitted. This layer also implements dialog

-control between communicating processes, regulating which side transmits,
when, for how long, and so on.
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8 Part! About Windows NT Networking

6. The Presentation Layer determines the form used to exchange data between
networked computers. If can be called the network’s translator. At the
sending computer,this layer translates data from a format received from the
Application Layer into a commonly recognized, intermediary format. Ac the
receiving end, this layertranslates the intermediary format into a format useful
1o that computer’s Application Layer.

The Presentation Layer also manages network security issues by providing
services such as data encryption.It also provides rules for data transfer and
provides data compressionto reduce the number of bits that need to be
transmitted.

~I . The Application Layer serves as the window for application processes to access
network services. This layer represents the services that directly
support the user applications such as softwareforfile transfers, database access,
and electronic ‘mail.

IEEE 802 Model
Another networking model developed by the IEEEfurther defines sublayers of the
Data Link Layer. The IEEE 802 project (named for the year and monthit began—
February 1980) defines the Media Access Control (MAC) andthe Logical Link
Control (LLC) sublayers.

As Figure 1.3 shows, the Media Access Control sublayeris the lower of the
two sublayers, providing shared access for the computers’ network adapter cards to
the Physical Layer. The MAC Layer communicates directly with the network

adapter card and is responsible for delivering error-free data between two
computers on the network.

The Logical Link Control sublayer, the upper sublayer, manages data link
communication and defines the use of logical interface points [called Service
Access Points (SAPs)] that other computers can reference and use to transfer
information from the LLC sublayer to the upper OSI layers. Two protocols running
on the same computer would use separate SAPs.

aa Lagical Link Controf (LLC)
2. Data Link layer

Media Access Control {MAC}

| 1. Physical layer

eame

Figure 1.3 Logical Link Control and Media Access Control Sublayers

 So  
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Project 802 resulted in a number of documents, including three key standards
fornetwork topologies:

« 802.3 defines standards for bus networks, such as Ethernet, that use a
mechanism called Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
(CSMA/ICD).

+ 802.4 defines standards for token-passing bus networks. (The ArcNete
architecture ts similar to this standard in many ways.)

» 802.5 defines standards for Token-Ring networks,

TEEEdefined functionality for the LLC Layerin standard 802.2 and defined
iunctionality for the MAC and Physical Layers in standards 802.3, 802.4, and

 

 

 
 
 

802.5,

802.1 OS! Model and Network Management

LLC layer 802.2 Logical Link Control 
MAClayer

 802.4 oe4
CSMAICD bu

Figure 1.4 Project 802 Standards as Related to LLC and MAC Layers

This chapter describes the layered components of the Windows NT networking
architecture, beginning with an overall description of that architecture.
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19 Part! About Windows NT Networking

Windows NT Networking Niodei
As with other architecture components of Windows NT, the networking architecture
is built of layers. This helps provide expandability by allowing other functions and
services to be added. Figure 1.5 showsall of the components that make up the
Windows NT networking model.

[ _ Providers |
 

7.Application User mode
ceceee Oe Presetite ceueeewneeeeeeeeeeeeedKernelmode _
' Executive services

'yOManager «dSSesioneeEee

 
 

: 3, Network Transport protocols :

SayeedSSSSt*Csti‘“s=CSsts‘s‘“‘sSsS

Figure 1.5 Windows N'T Networking Model

Each of the Windows NT networking layers performs these functions.

The Windows NT networking model begins at the MAC sublayer where
network adapter card drivers reside. These drivers link Windows NTto the
network yia corresponding network adapter cards. Windows NT includes RASto
allow network access to computers for people who work at home or on the road. For
more information, see “Remote Access for Windows NT Clients,” later in this
chapter,

The network mode] includes two important interfaces—-the NDIS 3.0 Interface and
the Transport Driver Interface (TDI). These interfacesisolate one layer from the
next by allowing an adjacent componentto be written to a single standard rather
than many. For exampie, a nctwork adapter card driver (below the NDISinterface)
does not need to include blocks of code specifically written for each transport
protocolit uses. Instead, the driveris written to the NDIS interface, whichsolicits
services fram the appropriate NDJS-conformant transport protocol(s). These
interfaces are included in the Windows NT networking modelto allow for portable,
interchangeable modules.

- a ° oj an
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Between the two interfaces are transport protocols, whichactas data organizers
for the network. A transport protocol defines how data should be presentedto
the next receiving layer and packagesthe data accordingly. It passes data to the
network adapter card driver through the NDIS Interface and to the redirector
through the TDI.

Above the TDIare redirectors, which “redirect” local requests for network
resources to the network.

Forinterconnectivity with other vendors’ networks, Windows NT allows
multiple redirectors. For eachredirector, the Windows NT computer must
also have a corresponding provider DLL (supplied by the network vendor). A
Multiple Provider Router determines the appropriate provider and then routes the
application request via the provider Lo the corresponding redirector.

The rest of this chapter describes these Windows NT networking components
in detail.

NDIS-Compatible Network Adapter Card Drivers
Until the late 1980s, many of the implementationsof transport protocols were
tied to a proprictary implementation of a MAC-Layerinterface defining how the
protocol would converse with the network adapter card. This madeit difficult for
network. adapter card vendors to support the different network operating systems
available on the market. Each network adapter card vendor had to create
proprietary interface drivers to support a variety of protacol implementations for
use with several network operating system environments.

In 1989, Microsoft and 3Com jointly developed a standard defining an interface for
communication between the MAC Layerand protocol drivers higher in the OSI
mode]. This standard is knownas the Network DeviceInterface Specification
(NDIS). NDIS allows for a flexible environment of data exchange.It defines the
software interface—cailed the NDIS interface—used by transport protocols to
communicate with the network adapter card driver.

The flexibility of NDIS comes from the standardized implementation used by the
network industry. Any NDIS-conformant protocol can pass data to any NDIS-
conformant network adaptercard driver, and vice versa. A process called binding is
used to establish the initial communication channel between the protocol driver and
the network adapter card driver.

Windows NTcurrently supports device drivers and transport protocols written to
NDIS version 3.0.

 Petitioner Vonage Holdings Cer



12 Part! About Windows NT Networking

NDIS allows multiple network adapter cards on a single computer. Hach
network adapter card can support multiple transport protocols. The advantageof
supporting multiple protocol drivers on a single network card is that Windows NT
computers can have simultaneous access to different types of network servers, cach
using a different transport protocol. For example, a computer can have access to
both a Windows NT Serverusing NBF (the Windows NT implementation of
NetBEUDand a UNIX server via TCPAP simultancously.

Unlike previous NDIS implementations, Windows NT does not need a protocol
manager moduleto link the various components at each layer together. Instead,
Windows NT uses the information in the Registry (described in Chapter10,
“Overview of the Windows NT Registry”of the Windows NT Resource Guide) and
a small piece of code called the NDIS wrapper that surrounds the network adapter
card driver. 5

Transport Protocols
Sandwiched between the NDIS interface and the TDI are transport protocol device
drivers. These drivers communicate with a network adapter card via
a NDIS-compliant device driver.

 4, Transport
 

3. Network N@F DLO NWLink TOPAP

 
2, Data Link

Figure 1.6 ‘Transport Protocols

Windows NT includes these transports:

. NF is a wauspuri proiveyi detived foi NetDLUlalia provides Compaubility
with existing LAN Manager, LAN Server, and MS-Netinstallations. (For more
information, see Chapter6, “Using NBF with Windows NT.”)

« TCP/IP is a popular routable protocol for wide-area networks.

» NWLink is an NDIS-compliant version of Internetwork Packet Exchange
(PX/SPX) compatible protocol. It can be used to establish connections between
Windows NT computers and either MS-DOS, OS/2, Windows, or other
Windows NT computers via RPC, Sockets, or Novell NetBIOS.

- Microsoft Data Link Control (DLC) provides an interface for access to
roainframes and network attached printers. (For more information, see
Chapter 7, “Using DLC with Windows NT.”)
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« AppleTalk supports Services for Macintosh in Windows NT Server. Developers
using Windows NT Workstation can also install the AppleTalk protocol, as
needed, when developing AppleTalk-compliant programs.

Transport Protocols and Streams
Windows NT supports Streams-compliant protocols provided by third parties.
These protocols use Streamsas an intermediary between the protocol and next
interface layer (NDIS onthe bottom and TDI ontop). Calls to the transport protocol
driver must first go through the upperlayerof the Streams device driverto the
protocol, then back throughthe lower layer of Streams to the NDIS device driver.

Using Streams makes it easier for developers to port other protocol stacks to
Windows NT.It also encourages protocol stacks to be organized in a modular,
stackable style, which is in keeping with the original OSI model.

Transport Driver Interface
The Windows NT networking model was designedto provide a platform on which
other vendors can developdistributed applications. The NDIS boundary helps to do
this by providing a unified interface at a significant break pointin the model, At
anothersignificant breakpoint, namely the Session Layer of the OSI model,
Windows NT includes another boundary layer. The TDI provides a common
interface for networking components that communicate at the Session Layer. These
boundaries allow software components above and below a Jevel to be mixed and
matched without reprogramming.

4. Transport - 
 

 
 

 
 3. Network Transport protocolsA WOR

Figure 1.7' ‘The Transport Driver Interface

The TDIis not a single programbuta protocol specification to which the upper
bounds of transport protocol device drivers are written. (Windows NT also
includes a TDIdriver that handles [RQ packet traffic from multiple TDI providers.)
At this layer, networking software provides a virtual connection betweenthe
local redirector and each local or remote destination with which the redirector

communicates. Similar connections are made betweenthe server and the sources
of the requests it receives.

e
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14 __Partl AboutWindows NT Neiworking a

Windows NT Workstations and Servers
Aboveall, the goal of a network is to share resources in one location on the network
and to use them from another location on the network. On a network, computers can

be organizedin one of two ways:

» On networks using a classic client-server model, dedicated servers share
resources and client workstations can access those resources.

« On networks using the peer-to-peer networking model (also called workgroup
computing), each computercan act as both client workstation and server.
Computers nmning

Windows NTallows you to configure your network using either or both of these
models. Windows NT Workstation can use the peer-to-peer model with as many as
ten users simuitancously connected to each workstation.

In the Windows NT architecture, two software components—called the server
and the redirector-—provide server and workstation functionality. Both of these
components reside abovethe ‘TDI and are implemented asfile system drivers.

Being implemented asfile system drivers has several benefits. Applications can cail
a single API (namely, Windows NT I/O functions) to accessfiles on local and
remote computers. From the 1/O Manager's perspective, there is no difference
between accessing files stored on a remote networked computer and accessing
those stored locally on a hard disk. The redirector and server can directly call other
drivers and other kemel-mode components such as the Cache Manager, thus
optimizing performance. Each can be loaded and unloaded dynamically. In addition,
the Windows NTredirector can coexist with other redirectors (discussed more fully
in the section called “Interoperating with Other Networks,” later in this chapter).

WindowsNT Redirector
The redirectoris the component through which one computer gains access to
another computer. The Windows NT redirector allows connectionto other
Windows NT computers as well as to LAN Manager, LAN Server, and MS-Net
servers. This redirector communicates to the protocol stacks to whichit is bound via
the TDI. Because network connections are notentirely reliable, it is up to the
redirectorto reestablish connections when they go down.
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Asillustrated by Figure 1.8; when a process on a Windows NT workstation
tries to open a file on a remote computer, these steps occur:

I. The process calls the 1/O Manager, asking for the file to be opened.
2, The /O Managerrecognizes that the requestis for a file on a remote computer,

80 It passes it to the redirectorfile system driver.

3. The redirector passes the requestto lower-level network drivers, which transmit
it to the remote server for processing.

Application,

subsystem, and DLL
f

RIS EO PNR

Windows NT 1/0
system service

 
User mode

Kernel mode

 
c a .
‘ Executive services

  
  

 
hr aE a

 
 
 

 

 
mar

Network adapter card drivers

Figure L.8 Client-Side Processing Using the Redirector
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WindowsNT Server

The server component entertains the connections requested by client-side
redirectors and provides them with access to the resources they request. When a
Windows NT server reccives a request from a remote workstation to read a file
on the server, these steps occur (as shown in Figure 1.9}:

1. The low-level network drivers receive the request and passif to the server
driver.

The serverpasses a file-read request to the appropriate localfile systern driver.

Theiocal file system driver calls a lower-level disk driverto access thefile.

‘The data is passed back to the local file system driver.

Thelocal file system driver passes the data back to the server.Awpwwp
The server passes the data to the lower-level network drivers for transmission
back to the client computer.

VO Manager   

  
 

 
 
 

Localfile

system driver

, Disk

driver

Fignre 1.9 Server-Side Processing Using the Server

Server

"File Systems"

 
 Transport

drivers

 

  
 

 

Interoperating with Other Networks
AS mentioned before, the Windows NT redirector allows connections to LAN
Manager, LAN Server, and MS-Netservers. It can also coexist with redirectors for
other networks, such as Novell NetWaree and Banyane VINESe.

While Windows NT includes integrated networking,its open design provides
for transparent access to other networks. For example, a Windows NT usercan
concurrently access files stored on Windows NT and NetWareservers.

For details about interoperating with other networks, see Chapter2, “Network
Interoperability.”
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Providers and the Provider Interface Layer
_ Foreach additional type of network (NetWare, VINES, or some other), you must
install a componentcalled a provider. The provideris the componentthatallows a
Windows NT computer to communicate with the network. Windows NT includes a
provider for the Windows NTnetwork.It also includes the Client Service for
NetWare with Windows NT Workstation and the Gateway Service for NetWare
with Windows NT Server, with which a Windows NT computer can connectas a
client to a NetWare network. Other provider DLLs are supplied by the appropriate
network vendors.

From the application viewpoint, there are two sets of commands that can cause
network traffic-—uniform naming convention (UNC) commands and WNet
commands,

UNC is a method of identifying a shared resource on a network. UNC names
start with two backslashes followed by the server name. All otherfields in the name
are separated by a single backslash. Althoughit’s enough to simply specify the
servername to list a server’s shared resources, a full UNC nameis in this form:

\\server\share\subdirectory\filename

WNetis part of the Win32@ API and is specifically designedto allow applications
on Windows NT workstations to connect to multiple networks, browse the
resources of computers on those networks, and transfer data between computers
of various networks. File Manager, for example, uses the WNetinterface to provide
its network browsing and connection facilities.

As shown in Figure 1.10, the provider layer spans the line between kernel and user
modes to manage commands that may cause networktraffic. The provider layer
also includes two components toroute UNC and WNet requests to the appropriate
provider:

« The Multiple UNC Provider (MUP) receives UNC commandsand locates the
redirector that can make a connection to the UNC name.

+ The Multiple Provider Router (MPR) receives WNet commands and passesthe
request to each redirector in turn until one is found that can satisfy the request.
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User-mode

process
 
 

[ai[Multiple Provider Router 

LANManWorkstation||NWCWorkslation
providers

Uemoe

 FKemelmodemode

Windows NT Netware Other
redivector redirector redirection

Figure 1.10 Provider Interface Components
 

Note 1/O calls, such as Open,can contain both an UNC name and WNetcalls. 

Multiple UNC Provider
The MUPis a kernel-mode component whose job is to locate UNC names. When an
application sends a command containing UNC names, MUProutes cach UNC name
to one of the registered UNC providers, including LanmanWorkstation and an
others that may be installed. When a provider indicates that if can communicate
with the server, MUP sends the remainder of the command to the provider.

When applications make I/O calls that contain UNC names, the MUPdirects them
to the appropriate redirectorfile system driver. The call is routed to its redirector
based on the handle on the Y/O call.

Multiple Provider Router
Through the MPR, Windows NTprovides an open interface that enables consistent
access lo third-party network Tlic systems. The key to the MPR is tnat ali file
systems, regardless of type and physical location, are accessible through the same
set of file system APIs.

Applications, including File Manager, make file system requests through the
Windows NT Win32 APL The MPR ensures that requests are directed to the
properfile system. Local file requests are sent to the local disk, remote requests to
Windows-based servers are sent to the proper server by the Windowsredirector,
requests to NetWare-based servers are handled by the NetWare Client for
Windows NT and sent to the NetWare server, and so on.

Because applications access all types of files through a single set of APis, any
application can access any kind of server without affecting the user.
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Distributed Applications and Windows NT
Any application you run on Windows NT can-take advantage of networking
resources because networking components are built into Windows NT.in addition,
Windows NT includes several mechanisms that support and benefit distributed
applications.

A distributed applicationis one that has two parts—a front-end to run on the client
computer and a back-end to run on the server. In distributed computing, the goalis
to divide the computing task into two sections. The front-end requires minimal
resources and runs on the client’s workstation. The back-end requires large amounts
of data, number crunching, or specialized hardware and mins on the server. A
connection betweenthe client and the server at a process-to-process level allows
data to flow in both directions between the client and server.

Microsoft Mail, Microsoft Schedule+, SQL Server, and SNA Serverare examples
of distributed applications.

As described in the next section, Windows NT includes NetBIOS and Windows
Sockets interfaces for building distributed applications. In addition, Windows NT
supports peet-to-peer named pipes, mailslots, and remote procedure calls (RPC).
On Windows NT, for example, an electronic mail product could include a
messaging service using named pipes and asynchronous communication that
rans with any transport protecol or network card.

Of named pipes, mailslots, and RPC, RPC is the most portable mechanism. RPCs
use other interprocess communication (PC) mechanisms—including named pipes
and the NetBIOS and Windows Sockets interfaces-—~-to transfer functions and data

between client and server computers.

Named pipes and mailsiots are implemented to provide backward compatibility
with existing LAN Managerinstallations and applications. :

For more information about using distributed applications with Windows NT,
see Chapter8, “Client-Server Connectivity on Windows NT.”

NetBIOS and Windows Sockets

Besides redirectors, Windows NT includes two other components that provide
links to remote computers—NetBIOS and Windows Sockets. Windows NT
includes NetBIOS and Windows Sockets interfaces for building distributed
applications. (Windows NTalso includes three other interprocess communication
mechanisms—-named pipes, mailslots, and remote procedure calls—for use by
distributed applications. ‘These are described later in this chapter.)

%
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The NetBIOS and Windows Sockets APIs are supplied by separate DLLs. These
DLLs comraunicate with corresponding drivers in the Windows NT Executive. As
shown by Figure 1.11, the NetB1OS and Windows Sockets drivers then bypass the
Windows NTredirector and communicate with protocol drivers directly using the
TDI.

 
 
  

Appiication
process 
 

 

process A

“ WindowsSocketsLL

; NetBIOS 7 Windows
4|Sockets

NetBi108 Over TCPAP|

 

 

VO Manager

  
 

Manager

|retector||
 

[isle— [““J 
Network  

Figure 1.11 NetBIOS and Windows Sockeis Support

NetBiOs

NetBIOSis the Network Basic Input/Output System—asession-level interface
used by applications to communicate with NetBIOS-complianttransports such as
NetBEUI Frame (NBF). The network redirector is an example of a NetBIOS
application. The NetBIOS interface is responsible for establishing logical names on
the network, establishing sessions between two logical names on the network, and
supporting reliable data transfer between computers that have established a session.

This Session-Layerinterface was originally developed by Sytek, Inc., for IBM’s
broadband computernetwork. At that time, NetBIOS was included on a ROM chip
on the network adapter card, Sytek also developed a NetBIOS for IBM’s Token-
Ring network,this time implemented as a device driver. Several other vendors have
since produced versionsof this interface.
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In orderto support the emerging network industry standard, Microsoft developed
the NetBIOS interface for MS-Net and LAN Managerproducts, and also included
this interface with the Windows for Workgroups product,

NetBIOSuses a untque logical nameto identify a workstation for handling
comununications between nodes. A NetBIOS nameis a unique alphanumeric name
consisting of one to 15 characters. To carry on two-way communication between
computers, NetBIOS establishes a logical connection, or session, between them.
Oncea logical connectionis established, computers can then exchange data in the
form of NetB1OS requests orin the form of a Server Message Block (SMB),

Server Message Blocks
The SMB protocol (developed jointly by Microsoft, Intel, and IBM)defines a series
of commands used to pass information between networked computers and can. be
broken into four message types——session control,file, printer, and message, Session
control consists of commandsthat start and end a redirector connection to a shared

resource at the server. The file SMB messages are used by the redirector to gain
access to files at the server, The printer SMB messagesare used by the redirector to
send data to a print queueat a serverandto get status information about the print
queue. The message SMB type allows an application to send messagesto or receive
messages from another workstation.

The redirector packages network control block (NCB) requests meantfor remote
computers in a structure known as a system message block (SMB). SMBs can be
sent over the network to a remote device. The redirector also uses SMBs to make
requests to the protocol stack of the local computer, such as “Create a session with
the file server.”

The provider DLLlistens for SMB messagesdestinedfor it and removes the data
portion of the SMB requestso that it can be processed by a local device.

SMBs provide interoperability between different versions of the Microsoft family
of networking products and other networks that use SMBs,including these:

MS 08/2 LAN Manager DEC PATHWORKS™

Microsoft Windows for Workgroups Microsoft LAN Manager for UNIX

IBM LANServer 3Come 3+Opene

MS-DOS LAN Manager MS-Net
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Windows Sockets

Windows Sockets is a Windows implementation of the widely used UC Berkeley
Sockets API. Microsoft TCP/IP, NWLink, and AppleTalk protocols use this
interface.

A socket provides an endpoint to a connection; two sockets form a complete path. A
socket works as a bidirectional pipe for incoming and outgoing data between
networked computers. The Windows Sockets API is a networking APItailored for
use by programmers using the Microsoft Windows family of products. Windows
Sockets is a public specification based on Berkeley UNIX Sockets andaims to do
the following:

r. Provide a faminar etworking API to programmers using, Windows or UNTX

» Offer binary compatibility between heterogeneous Windows-based TCP/IP
stack and utilities vendors

+ Support both connection-oriented and connectionless protocols

Mosi users will use programs that comply with Windows Sockets, such as FTP
or Telnet. (However, developers who are interested in developing a Windows
Sockets application can find specifications for Windows Sockets on the Internet.)
wa

Named Pipes and Mailsiots
Named pipes and mailslots are actually written as file systems, unlike other IPC
mechanisms. Thus, the Registry lists entries for the Named Pipes File System
(NPFS) and the Mailslot File System (MSFS). Asfile systems they share common
functionality, such as caching, with the other file systems. Additionally, processes
on the local computer can use named pipes and mailslots to communicate with one
another without going through networking components. Remote access to named
pipes and mailslots, as with all of the file systems, is provided throughthe
redirector.

Named pipes are based on OS/2 API calls, but in Windows NT they include
additional asynchronous support and increased security.

Another new feature added to named pipes is impersonation, which allows a server
to changeits security identifier so that it matches the client’s. For example, suppose
a dalabase serversystem uses named pipesto receive read and write requests from
clients, When a request comesin, the database setver program can impersonate the
client before attempting to perform the request. So even if the server program does
have authority to perform the function, the client may not, and the request would be
denied. (For more information on impersonation, see Chapter 2, “Windows NT
Security Model”of the Windows NT Resource Guide.)
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Mailslot APIs in Windows NTare a subset of those in Microsoft OS/2 LAN
Manager. Windows NTimplements only second-class mailslots, notfirst-class
mailsiots. Second-class mailstots provide connectionless messaging for broadcast
messages and so on, Delivery of the message is not guaranteed, although the
delivery rate on most networks is very high. Second-class mailslots are most useful
for identifying other computers or services on a network and for wide-scale
notification of a service,

Remote Procedure Calls
Muchof the original design work for an RPC facility was started by Sun
Microsystems, This work was continued by the Open Software Foundation (QSF}
as part of their overall Data Communications Exchange (DCE) standard. The
Microsoft RPC facility is compatible with the OSF/DCE-standard RPC.It is
important to note that it is compatible and not compliant. Compliancein this case
meansstarting with the OSP source code and building onit. The Microsoft RPC

facility is completely interoperable with other DCE-based RPC systems such as the
ones for HP and IBM AlXosystems.

The RPC mechanism is unique becauseit uses the other IPC mechanismsto
establish communications between the client and the server, RPC can use named

pipes, NetBIOS,or Windows Sockets to communicate with remote systems. If
the client and server are on the same computer, it can use the Local Procedure Call
(LPC) facility to transfer information between processes and subsystems. This
makes RPC the most flexible and portable of the Windows NT IPC mechanisms,

RPCis based on the concepts used for creating structured programs, which can
be viewed as having a “backbone”to which a series of “ribs” can be attached. The
backboneis the mainstream logic of the program, which should rarely change. The
ribs are the procedures the backbone cails on to do work or pexform functions.

In traditional programs, these ribs are statically linked. By using DLLs,structured
programs can dynamically link the ribs. With DLLs, the procedure code and the
backbone code are in different modules. The DLL can thus be modified or updated
without changes to the backbone. RPC meansthat the backbone and the ribs can
exist on different computers, as shown in Figure £.12.

2
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Figure 1.12 Remote Procedure Call Facility

In this figure, the client application was developed with a specially compiled stub

library. The client application thinks it is calling its own subroutines.In reality,lanom ofthe tranat; ne the &
these stubs transfer the data and the function down tc a module called the RPC

Runtime. This module is responsible forfinding the server that can satisfy the RPC
command, Once found, the function and data are sent to the server, whereitis
picked up by the RPC Runtime module on the server. The server piece then loads
the neededlibrary for the function, builds the appropriate data structure, andcalls
the function. The function thinks it is being called by the client application. When
the function is completed, any return values are collected, formatted, and sent back
to the client via the RPC Runtime modules. When the function retumsto the client
application it has the appropriate returned data, orit has anindication that the
function failed in stream.

Remote Access Service
Windows NT 3.5 Remote Access Service (RAS) connects remote or mobile
workers to corporate networks. Optimized for client-server computing, RASts
implemented primarily as a software. solution, and is available on all of Microsoft's
operating systems.
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To understand the RASarchitecture, it is important to make the distinction between
RAS and remote control solutions, such as Cubix and peANYWHEREe. RASisa
software-based multi-protoco] router; remote control solutions work by sharing
screen, keyboard and mouse control over a WAN connection. In a remote control
solution, users share a CPU or multiple CPU’s on the server. In contrast, a
Windows NT RASserver’s CPUis dedicated to communications, not to running
applications.

Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)
Windows NTsupports the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) in RAS. PPP is a set of
industry standard framing and authentication protocols. PPP negotiates
configuration parameters for multiple layers of the OSI model.

PPP support in Windows NT 3.5 (and Windows 95) means that computers running
Windows can dial into remote networks through any server that complies with the
PPP standard. PPP compliance also enables a Windows NT Server to receive calls
from, and provide network access to, other vendors’ remote access software.

The PPP architecture also enables clients to load any combination of IPX, TCPAP,
and NetBEUL. Applications written to the Windows Sockets, NetBIOS, or JPX
interface can now be run on a remote Windows NT Workstation. The following

' ustrates the PPP architecture of RAS.
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Figure 1.139 PPP Architecture of RAS

RAS Connection Sequence
Understanding the RAS connection sequence will help you understand the PPP
protocol.

Uponconnecting to a remote computer, PPP negotiation begins.
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First, framing rules are established between the remote computer and server. This
allows continued communication (frame transfer) to occur.

Next the RASserver authenticates the remote user using the PPP authentication
protocols (PAP, CHAP, SPAP). The protocols invokeddepend onthe security
configurations of the remote client and server.

Once authenticated, the Network Control Protocols (NCPs)} are used to enable and
configure the server for the LAN protocolthat will be used onthe remote client,

When the PPP connection sequence has completed successfully, the remote client
and RAS server can begin to transfer data using any supported protocol, suck as
Windows Sockets, RPC, or NetBIOS. The following illustrates where the PPP
protocol are on.the OSI model.

Remote Computing Applications

Win32 RAS API WinSockets, NetBiOS

‘ PPP Control Protocels
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i. Physicat

Figure 1.14 Locationof the PPP Protocol on the OSI Model

If your remote client is configured to use the NetBIOS gateway or SLIP,this
sequence is invalid.
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NetBIOS Gateway
Windows NTcontinues to support NetBIOS gateways, the architecture used in
previous version of Windows NT and LAN Manager. Remote users connectusing
NetBEULand the RAS server translates packets, if necessary, to [PX or TCPAP.
This enables users to share network resources in a multi-protocol LAN,but
prevents them from running applications which rely on JPX or TCP/IP on the client.
The NetBIOS gateway is used by default when remote clients are using NetBEUL.
The following illustrates the NetBIOS gateway architecture of RAS.
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Figure 1.15 NetBIOS Gateway Architecture of RAS

An example of the NetBIOS gateway capability is remote network access for
Lotus Notese users. While Lotus Notes does offer dial up connectivity, dial up is
limited to the Notes application only. RAS complements this connectivity by
providing a low-cost, high-performance remote network connection for Notes@
users which not only connects Notes, but offers file and print services, and access to
other network resources.

Serial Line Internet Protocol (SLIP)
Serial Line Internet Protocol (SLIP), is an older communications standard found in
UNIX environments. SLIP doesnot provide the automatic negotiation of network
configuration and encrypted authentication that PPP can provide. SLIP requires
user intervention. Windows NT 3.5 RAScan be configured as a SLIP client,
enabling Windows NTusers to dial into an existing SLIP server. RAS does not
provide a SLIP server in Windows NTServer.

see the RASPHONE.WLP online Help file on the Windows NTdistribution disks
(or, if RAS has beeninstalled, \systemroo\SYSTEM32) for more information
about RAS.

“
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Services for Maciniosh
Through Windows NT Services for Macintosh, Macintosh users can connect to
a Windows NT serverthe same way they would connect to an AppleShare server.
Windows NT Services for Macintosh will support an unlimited number of
sirnultaneous AFP™connections to a Windows NT server, and Macintosh sessions

will be integrated with Windows NTsessions. The per-session memory overhead is
approximately 15K.

Existing versions of LAN ManagerServices for the Macintosh can beeasily
upgraded to Windows NT Services for Macintosh, OS/2-based volumes that
already exist are converted with permissionsintact. In addition, graphical
installation, administration, and configurationutilities are integrated with existing
Windows NT administration tools. Windows NT Services for Macintoshrequires
System 6.0.7 or higher and is AFP 2.1-compliant; however, AFP 2.0 clients are
supported. AFP 2.1 compliance provides support for logon messages and server
messages.

Support for Macintosh networking is built into the core operating system for
Windows NT Server. Windows NT Services for Macintosh includes a full AFP 2.0
file server. All Macintosh file system attributes, such as resource data forks, 32-bit
directory IDs, and so on, are supported. Asafile server,all filenames, icons, and
access permissionsare intelligently managed fordifferent networks. For example, a
Word for Windowsfile will appear on the Macintosh with the correct Word for
Macintosh icons. These applications can also be launched from the File Serveras
Macintosh applications. Whenfiles are deleted, there will be no orphaned resource
forks left to be cleaned up.

Windows NT Services for Macintosh fully supports and complies with
Windows NTsecurity. It presents the AFP security model to Macintosh users
and allows them to access files on volumesthat reside on CD-ROM orother read-

only media. The AFP server also supports both cleartext and encrypted passwords
at Ingan time. The administrator has the option to configure the server not to accept
cleartext passwords.

Services for Macintosh can be administered from Control Panel and can be
started transparently if the administrator has configured the serverto use this
facility.

Macintosh-accessible volumes can be created from File Manager. Services for
Macintosh automatically creates a Public Files volumeat installation time:
Windows NT file and directory permissions are automatically translated into
corresponding Macintosh permissions.
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Windows NT Services for Macintosh has the same functionality as the LAN
Manager Services for Macintosh 1.0 MacPrint. [In addition, administration and
configuration are easier. There is a user interface for publishing a print queuc on
AppleTalk and a user interface for choosing an AppleTalk printer as a destination
device. The Windows NT print subsystem handles AppleTalk despooling errors
gracefully, and uses the built-in printer support in Windows NT. (The PPD file
scheme of Macintosh Services 1.0 is not used.) Services for Macintosh also has
a PostScript-compatible engine that allows Macintoshes to print to any .
Windows NT printeras if they were printing to a LaserWriter.

Additional Reading
For additional information on topics related to networking and the Windows NT
networking model, see the following resources:

ANSUIEEEstandard 802.2 - 1985 (ISO/DIS 8802/2): IEEE Standardsfor Local
Area Networks—Logical Link Control Standard.

ANSI/IEEE standard 802.3 - 1985 (ISO/DIS 8802/3): LEEE Standardsfor Local
Area Networks—Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
(CSMA/CD)} Access Method and Physical Layer Specifications, American
National Standards Institute; January 12, 1989.

ANSI/IEEE standard 802.4 - 1985 (ISO/DIS 8802/4): IEEE Standardsfor Local
_ Area Networks—Token-Passing Bus Access Method and Physical Layer
Specifications; American National Standards Institute: December 17, 1984.

ANSVIEEEstandard 802.5 - 1985 (ISO/DIS 8802/5): IEEE Standardsfor Local
Area Networks--Token-Ring Access Method and Physical Layer Specifications,
American National Standards Institute; June 2, 1989.

Beatty, Dana. “Programming to the OS/2 JEEE 802.2 API” OS/2 Notebook. Ed.
Dick Conklin. Redmond, WA: Microsoft Press, 1990.

Haugdahl, J. Scott. Inside NetBJOS. Minneapolis: Architecture Technology
Corporation, 1990.

Haugdahl, J. Scott. Inside NetBIOS (2nd Edition). Minneapolis, Minn:
Architecture Technology Corporation, 1988.
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Haugdahl, J. Scott. Inside Token-Ring (3rd Edition). Minncapolis, Minn:
Architecture Technology Corporation, 1990.

IBM Token-Ring Network Architecture Reference (6165877), November1985.

IBM Token-Ring Network PC Adapter Technical Reference (69X7830).

International Business Machines. Local Area Network: Technical Reference
(SC30-3383-2). New York: 1988.

Intemational Standard 7498: Information processing systems—Open Systems
interconnection—Basic Reference Model (First edition}, American National
Standards Institute, November 15, 1984. The OSI model.

Martin, James. Local Areas Networks: Architecture and Implementations.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall: 1989.

Microsoft Corporation, 3Com Corporation. S48 Specification. This may be
obtained from the files library in the Microsoft Client Server Computing foram
on Common Serve (GOA MONETUWIOR4SaadVR ANareaa PANES,

Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft LAN Manager Resource Kit. Microsoft
Corporation, 1992.

Microsoft, Computer Dictionary. Redmond, WA: Microsoft Press, 1991.

Microsoft. Microsoft LAN Manager MS-DLC Protocol Driver. Redmond, WA:
Microsoft Press, 1991.

Microsoft, Microsofi/3Com LAN Manager Network Driver Interface
Specification. Redmond, WA: Microsoft Press, 1990.

Miller, Mark. LAN Protocol Handbook. Redwood City, CA: M & T Books, 1990.

Miller, Mark. LAN Troublesheoting Handbook, Redwood City, CA: M & T
Books, 1990.

“Yanenbaum,Andrew. Computer Networks(2nd Edition). EnglewoodCliffs, NJ:
Prentice Hall, 1988

The Ethernet. A Local Area Network. (Data Link Layer and Physical Layer
Specifications); version 2.0, November 1982, Also knownas the “Ethernet Blue
Book.”
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CHAPTER 2

Network Interoperability  
ii addition to Windows-based networking, Windows NT supports network
interoperability with computers running a wide range of operating systems and
network protocols, This support makes it easy to incorporate computers running
Windows NT imto existing networks so you can take advantage of the advanced
features of Windows NT without disrupting your enterprise.

The networking architecture of Windows NTis protocol-independent, providing
standard interfaces for applications—such as Windows Sockets, remote procedure
calls (RPC), and NetBIOS—and device drivers. Besides making it easier to
implementa particular protocol stack for Windows NT,this architecture also
enables a Windows NT computer to run multiple protocols on a single network
adapter card. As a result, a Windows NT computer can simultaneously
communicate with a numberof different network systems.

Of particular interest to most network administrators is how to provide access by
and to computers running Windows NT Workstation and Windows NT Serverin
the following environments:

« Novell NetWare networks

» UNIX networks

« SNA networks for IBM mainframe and midrange computers

This chapter provides an overview of some ofthe issues and benefits involved in
using Windows NT computers in these environments.
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Using Windows NT with NetWare

4

inten

Windows NT computers can easily be integrated into a predominantly NetWare
environment, making the benefits of an advanced operating system available to an
existing network,

A network administrator contemplating a mixed network environment is naturally
concerned about how the various components will be able to communicate with
each other. In the case of a mixed Windows-based networking and NetWare
environment, the network administrator wants to ensure that Windows NT
Workstation computers added to the network are able to use file and print resources
on existing NetWare servers, and that existing NetWare clients can access client-
server applications running on Windows NT Servers. The following figure shows
how the various components ofthe network relate to each other,
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Figure 2.1 Mixed Windows-based and NetWare Environment
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The following sections discuss how Windows NT computers caneffectively
function either as a client of NetWare servers or as an application server for
NetWareclients.

WindowsNT Servers on a NetWare Network

Many organizations that use NetWare are seeking solutions for downsizing or
reengincering existing applications that run on minicomputers or mainframes.
NetWare servers are designed to functionprimarily as file and print servers, so they
do not support such business-critical applications well. NetWare servers do not
feature preemptive multitasking or protected virtual memory, essential features for
client-server applications. On the other hand, Windows NT Server makes anideal
platform for such demanding applications becauseofits scalability, fault tolerance,
32-bit architecture, and threaded, preemptive multitasking with full memory
protection.

. NetWare administrators can take advantage of the advanced features of
Windows NT Servers on an existing NetWare network without interfering with
client systems’ access to file and printer resources on NetWare servers. For
example, a NetWare administrator can add Windows NT Server computers running
SQL Server to the network so client workstations can take advantage of a
distributed high-performance relational database system while still being able to
use files and printers shared by their usual NetWare servers. Such a solution
requires no additional hardware orsoftware to provide the necessary connectivity.

To function as an application server for NetWare clients, a computer running
Windows NT Server must be running the built-in NWLink IPX/SPX-compatible
protocol stack (NWLink), Connections over NWLink can be made via Remote
Procedure Calls (RPC), Windows Sockets, Novell NetBIOS, or the NWLink
NetBIOSinstalled with NWLink. Because NWLink is NDIS-compliant, the
Windows NT computer can simultaneously run other protocol stacks, such as
NetBEUI Frame (NBF) or TCP/IP, through which it can communicate with non-
NetWare computers.

WindowsNT Clients on a NetWare Network
Windows NT was designed from the start with integrated network support in
mind, Because the network support built into Windows NTis independentof the
underlying network system, the same user interface and tools work with all
networks that run on Windows NT. For example, with File Managerthe user
can browse and connect to any NetWare or Windows-networking server onthe
network,
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With the Client Service for NetWare, a Windows NT Workstation computercan

access file and print resources on NetWare servers as easily as it accesses resources
on Windows-based networking servers. With the Gateway Service for NetWare,a
Windows NT Server computer can not only access NetWarefile and print
resources, but also share these resources with Windows-based networking clients
that have no NetWare connectivity software. To the Microsoft networkingclients,
the NetWare resource looks like any other shared resource on the Windows NT
Server computer.

The Windows NT architecture includes an open interface called the multiple
provider router (MPR)that enables consistent access to third-party network file
systems, The MPR makesall file systems, regardless of type and physical location,
accessible through the sameset offile-system application programminginterfaces
(APis}. Applications (and components of the Windows INT sheii} make Tile-system
requests through the Windows NT Win32 APL The MPR ensures that requests are
directed to the properfile system: localfile requests are sentto the local disk,
remote requests to Windows-based servers are sent to the proper server by the
Windows NT redirector, and requests to NetWare servers are sent to theda AT MoS a5 Ait SOil

appropriate server by the Client or Gateway Service for NetWare.

For more information about NWLink and the Client and Gateway Services for
NetWare,see the Windows NT Installation Guide or Windows NT Server Services
for NetWare Networks.

Windows NT

Ke Server computer
Sr NetWare
A

 
 

* Windows NT clients can access

Novell servers using NetWare
mee se Noaguiastortor Windows NT

—_ (om Novell}
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Figure 2.2 Windows NT Computers as NetWare Clients or Application Servers
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Additional Considerations Regarding Mixed Networking
Environments

Before adding computers ranning Windows NT(or other non-NetWare operating
systems) to a NetWare network, a NetWare administrator should anticipate some of
the potential problems that might arise.

One source of possible difficulty for NetWare administrators is that Windows NT
NetWareclients do not run NetWare logon scripts.However, Windows NT can run
its own logonscripts, and the ability of Windows NT to maintainpersistent
connections through logonscripts and user profiles provides much the same
functionality as NetWare logon scripts in many instances.

Anotherarea of difficulty is backing up Windows NT NetWare clients. Novell
servers do not provide tape backup services for their Windows NT clients without
third-party software. A Windows NT computer equipped with a supported tape
drive can back up other Windows NT computers, as well as NetWare servers and
computers running Windows networking software.

Finally, Windows NT can act as a client only for a NetWare server running
NetWare version 3.x and earlier. Windows NT canaccess servers running
NetWare 4.x through the server’s Bindery Emulation Modethat emulates
version 3.x.

Integrating Windows NT and UNIX Systems
With its advanced configuration managementtools, Windows NTis especially
suited for integrating with most of the UNIX variants that are likely to be found on
many networks, Among the Windows NT features that make it easy to interoperate
with UNIX systemsare:

« Built-in TCP/IP protocol andutilities.

« Support for character and graphics terminal emulation.

» Advanced file transfer and data sharing capabilities.
» Distributed processing support.

« Application portability.

The following sections provide further information about these features. With
DHCP and WINS, combined with the DNS server and other TCP/IP tools provided
in this resource kit, integrating Windows NT and UNIX systemsis easier than ever.
Forfull details on TCP/IP in the Windows NT environment, see Part IIL, “TCP/IP,”
and Part IV, “Windows NT andthe Internet.”
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TCP/IP Protocol

Atthe protocol level, Windows NTincludesa fast, robust implementationof the
Transport Contro! Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) protoco] stack, the most
commonly used protocol among UNIX systems. Using TCP/IP, Windows NT
computers can communicate with UNIX systems without additional networking
software. (TCP/IP also provides efficient communication on wide-area networks,
even when no UNIX systems are involved.) The TCP/IP protocol stack for
Windows NT is NDIS-compliant and so can be used in conjunction with NetBEUI
Frame (NBF) and other NDIS-compliantprotocols, It includes an internet protocol
(IP) router, serial line internet protocol (SLIP), and point-to-point protocol (PPP)
support.

in addiiion io tae TCP/IP proivcol tiseif, Windows INTalse iciudes wore ibaa
dozen TCPAPutilitics that make it easier for experienced UNIX users to access
UNIX systems from Windows NT and to administer the TCP/IP networking on
their own computer. Additionaltools are included on the CD-ROM accompanying
this resource kif,

Windows NF also providesfacilities for integrating computers running
Windows NF into networks managed through Simple Network Management
Pratocol (SNMP), which is commonly used to manage TCP/IP networks. Through
its SNMP service, a Windows NT computer can report its current status to an
SNMP management system on a TCP/IP network, either in response to a request
from a management system or automatically when a significant event occurs on the
Windows NT computer.

For more information, see Part TIL, “TCP/IP.”

Character and Graphics Terminal Support
The TCP/IP Telnet utility is built into the Windows Terminal accessory to make
it easy for a Windows NT computerto have character-oriented terminal access

(INESSSeSVidPEPAP.Peng?piovidesBasicteniinialeinulationoFTTY
(scrolling), as well as emulation of DEC VT-100 (ANSI) and VT-52 terminals.
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Evenin the traditionally character-oriented UNIX environment, many applications
are moving to graphical user interfaces. X Windows is a commonly used standard
for graphical interfaces in networked UNIX environments. A numberofthird-party
companies are also developing X Servers to enable Windows NT users to access
and run X-based applications on UNIX systems. (In X Windows terminology, an X
server runs on a client workstation to provide graphics output on behalf of an X
Client program running on an applications server.) Several third-party vendors are
also developing X Client libraries for Windows NT as well; this eventually will
enable UNIX (or other systems with X Server capabilities) to access client-server
applications running on a Windows NT computer. Companies developing X Servers
and X Client libraries for Windows NT include Hummingbird, Congruent, and
Digital Equipment Corporation.

File Transfer and Data Sharing
Oneof the fundamental reasons for connecting computers on a network is to enable
them to exchange files and data. Windows NT supports standard facilities for
transferring files and sharing data between Windows NT and UNIX systems.

Included with Windows NT itself are both client and server versions of File

Transfer Protocol (FTP). FTP makesit possible for Windows NT computers
to exchange files with diverse systems, particularly IINIX systems,

Where more advanced data sharing capabilities are required, computers running
~ Windows NTT can access data on UNIX systems (including data on remotely

mountable file systems, such as NFS, RFS, and AFS) through Microsoft LAN
Manager for UNIX (LMU), an implementation of Microsoft Windows networking
for servers running UNIX variants, LMU is based on server message blocks
(SMBs), a set of protocols developed by Microsoft that are now part of the X/Open
standard.

Finally, a number of third-party companies (including NetManage, Beame and
Whiteside, Intergraph, and Process Software) have developed versions of Sun’s
Network File System (NFS) for Windows NT. NFS is a widely used tool for
sharing files among various UNIX systems.
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Distributed Processing Support
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As more and more enterprises adopt the client-server paradigm for their networks,
standards-baseddistributed processing becomes a key factorin the successof that
effort. Windows NTprovides direct support for several types of industry-standard
distributed processing.

The Remote Procedure Call (RPC)facility of Windows NT is wire-compatible
with the Open Software Foundation’s Distributed Computing Environment (DCE)
RPC. Using this RPC, developers can create applications that include not only
Windows NT computers, but all systems that support DCE-compatible RPCs,
such as systems from Hewlett Packarde and Digital Equipment Corporation.

Tn addition to RPCs, Windows NT supports Windows Sockets, Windows Sockets
provides an APIthat is compatible with Berkeley-style sockets, a mechanism thatis
widely used by different UNIX versions for distributed computing.

For more information about RPC and Windows Sockets, see Chapter1,
“Windows NT Neiworking Architecture.’

Perhaps most importantly, Windows Open Services Architecture (WOSA), whose
developmentis being led by Microsoft, specifies an open set of APIs for integrating
Windows-based computers with back-end services on a broad range of vendors’
systems. WOSAconsists of an extensible set of APIs that enable Windows-based
desktop applications to access available information without having to know
anything about the type of networkin use, the types of computers in the enterprise,
or the types of back-end services available. As a result, should the network,
computers, or services change, desktop applications built using WOSA won't
require rewriting. The first two WOSA components address database and electronic
messaging: Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) and Messaging API (MAPD.
Work is underway for additional standards, including directory, security, and
software licensing services.

AppitcationSupport
For mostusers, the key measure of interoperability is the ability to run the same
applications on multiple platforms. Three key factors are furthering this type of
interoperability between UNIX and Windows NT computers.
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Onefactoris the relative ease with which many UNIX independentsoftware
vendors (ISVs) are able to port their high-end business and technical applicationsto
the Win32 API of Windows NT. Aiding this processis the fact that most UNIX
applications are written in standard C and so are readily adapted to other operating
systems (such as Windows NT) for which standard C libraries have been
developed. A wide variety ofthird-party porting aids (including items as diverse
asXlibs, GNU tools, and X Client libraries) are available through commercial
sources and from Internet. Because application developers are findingil so easy to
port their traditionally UNIX-based applications to Windows NT,increasing
numbers of such applications will be available for both UNEX platforms and for
computers running Windows NT.

Another factor is that Windows NT fully supports programs that conformto the
TERE 1003. 1-1990 standard commonly known as POSIX.1 (derived trom Portable
Operating System Interface). This standard defines a basic set of operating-system
services available to character-based applications. Programs that adhere to the
POSIX standard can be easily ported from one operating system to another. See
Chapter 17, “POSIX Compatibility,” of the Windows NT Resource Guide for more
information.

Another factor is that third-party products from vendors such as Bristol
Technologies are available that enable UNIX to run Windows-based applications.
Additionally, there are third-party products, such as Consensys Portage, that enable
Windows NT to run UNLX-based applications.

Connecting WindowsNT and IBM SNA Hosts
A growing trend in many types of enterprises is downsizing mainframe-based
applications to run on personal computerclient-server networks. Many of these
downsized applications will still require access to data and applications residing on
IBM System Network Architecture (SNA) hosts, mainframes and midrange
computers. Companies have invested large amounts of money, time, and effort in
their host systems and so wantto be able to makethe best use of that investment
even as they move towarddistributed client-server computing. This section
discusses how Windows NT computers can be connected to IBM SNA hosts to
leverage the high capacity of SNA hosts in a distributed environment.
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Basic Connectivity Using the Built-in DLC Protocol
A computer running Windows NT can communicate with IBM SNA hosts (as well
as other network devices) across an Ethernet or token ring LAN through the Data
Link Control (DLC} protocoithat is built into Windows NT. The DLC protacol
device driver enables a basic level of connectivity with other computers running the
DLC protocol stack. For example, a Windows NT computercan connect to and
communicate with an IBM mainframe through its 37x5 Front-end processor (FEP)
using a 3270 terminal emulator and the DLC protocol. See Chapter 7, “Using DLC
with Windows NT,” for more information.

SNA Server for Windows NT

Although such simple one-to-one corinections can suffice for many basic operations,
most enterprises require more flexible connectivity betweer: IBM host computers
and local area networks (LANs). To meetthis need, Microsoft SNA Server exploits
client-serverarchitecture to link desktop personal computers to IBM mainframe and
midrange computers that are accessible using the Systems Network Architecture
(SNA) protocols. The client personal computers can run Windows NT, Windows,
MS-DOS, OS/2, or the Macintosh operating system and can use standard LAN
protocols to connect to the server; only the computer running SNA Server must run
the SNA protocol. Each personal computer user can have multiple 3270 and 5250
sessions for concurrentterminal and printer emulation, including file-transfer and
Emulator High-Level Language API (EHLLAPDapplications. SNA Serverfor

Windows NT also provides support for the following APIs for distributed SNA
applications:

» Advanced Program-to-Program Communications (APPC) for applicationsthat
* communicate peer-to-peer with other APPC applications using the LU 6.2

protocol

» Common Programming Interface for Communications (CPI-C) for applications

that communicate peer-to-peer with IBM Systems Application Architecture
- {SAA}applications “sng: the-L-6 2 pretacol . : pt ee

« Corm»monService Verbs (CSV) for applications that communicate with NetView
and enable tracing of API calls

« Logical Unit APIs (LUA)for applications (using LUA/Request Unit Interface or
LUA/Session Level Interface APIs) that need direct access to LU 0, 1, 2, and 3
data streams
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The client-server architecture of SNA Server makes it possible to off-load
communications processing from client systems, permitting them to use their system
resources more efficiently. Client personal computers do not have to run one
protocol to access the LAN and anotherto access the SNA host. Instead, each
personal computercan run Microsoft-based networking (named pipes), TCPAP,
IPX/SPX, AppleTalk, or Banyan® VINES@, within a single-protocol or mixed
network, to access the SNAserver. The SNA server routes the connection to the

appropriate host computervia the SNA protocol. The SNA server automatically
balances the user load across multiple host connections and servers to provide
optimal throughput.

Theclient-server architecture also provides Windows NT-based applications with
the ability to access information on IBM mainframes and midrange computers. For
example, using SNA Server, mail servers can access PROFS, and Microsoft SQL
Server can access DB2 information.

 
 

 AS/400
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Windows NF
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Figure 2.3. SNA Server Connecting LANs to IBM Host Computers
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DSPU Support
In addition to standard personal computer connections, SNA Server supports
Downstream Physical Units (DSPUs), any SNA device or personal computer
running a full PU 2.0 (SNA cluster controller) protocol stack. These systems
use the SNA server as a concentrator gateway for connecting to IBM hosts.
Examples of some of the DSPU clients that SNA Server supports are IBM OS/2
Communications Manager/2 clients and IBM 3174 cluster controllers. The DSPU
protocols that SNA Server supports are DLC overtokenring or Ethernet,
Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC), and OSI-standard X.25/QLLC (Qualified
Logical Link Controi).

NetView Support
SNAServer provides API support for bidirectional communications with NetView,
1BM’s mainframe-centered network management system. SNA Servercan send
application- or system-defined Windows NTevent-log messages to NetView and
can enable Windows NT commands to be executed from the NetView console. For

example,if an SNAServer database is stopped on ihe LAN,anaieri can be sent to
the NetView console. A data center operator can then send a command from the
NetView console to the Windows NT computerto restart the server.

SNA Serveralso supportsResponse-Time Monitor (RTM)and user-defined alerts
for third-party 3270 emulators,

Centralized Management
Network administrators can administer all SNA servers from a centralized location,

such as from a LAN workstation or a NetView console. Por example, a comparly
with offices in several cities could have one or more SNA Serversat cach site. The

MIS department at corporate headquarters can manageall of these SNA servers,
performing all administrative functions remotely.
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Integration with Windows NT
SNA Serveris supported onall the hardware platforms supported by Windows NT.
SNAServerrelies on the built-in security of Windows NT, so administrators need
fo manage only a single set of user accounts. SNA Serveralso is fully integrated
with Windows NT system monitoring and management services, and provides
automatic server and connection fault tolerance. SNA Server for Windows NT is

completely 32-bit and multithreaded for maximum performance, scalability, and
reliability.

SNA Serveris fully compliant with Microsoft's Windows Open Services
Architecture (WOSA), providing a consistent interface to enterprise computing
environments and hiding the complexities of connectivity from applications.

Server Capabilities
SNA Server provides for as many as 250 simultancous host connections by each
server andup to 2,000 users and 10,000 sessionsper server.

ze ™~
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CHAPTER. 3

WindowsNT User Environments 
Each user on a Windows NT network works in a unique environment. The user
environmentis composed of such things asthe file and print resources that are
available, the configuration of Program Manager icons, screen wallpaper or
background, automatic network connections, and applications that run on startup.
One important elementof the user environmentis a directory assignedto a user or
to a defined user group on either a workstation or a server where the user can store
files. This directory is called a home directory.

A user’s environment is determined primarily by a user profile, which you can
create and maintain on a Windows NT Server computer using the User Profile
Editor administrative tool. For information on the User Profile Editor, see the
Windows NT Server System Guide. Some clementsof the user environmentare
more easily controlled by creating a script that is executed whenever the user logs
on to a Windows NT Workstation computer or a Windows NT Server computer.
Sucha seript is called a logon script.

This chapter explains how to create homedirectories and logonscripts. It also
describes special parameters you can use in logonscripts so the same script runs in
different user environments with the expected result for each individual user.
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Home Directories
A homedirectory is a private storage space assignedto a useror groupof users.
Users typically store their private data in their home directory, and they can
normally restrict or grant access to otherusers. When a user opens a Command
Prompt window, the default directory is the user’s home directory. The home
directory can also be specified as the default working directory for applications.

If hard disk space on your network’s client workstations is limited, you might want
to assign each user a homedirectory on a Windows NT Server computer, Or, if you
want to limit a user’s access to the files and directories on a workstation, you can
create a home directory on the workstation and give the user only List permission
on all otherdirectorics.

| Assigning a HomeDirectory
Ona Windows NT Workstation computer, home directories are assigned in User
Manager. On a Windows NT Server computer, home directories are assigned in
User Manager for Domains. The homedirectory that is used depends on whether
the user logs on to the workstation account orthe domain account.

The home directory can be specified by a local path name, such as
CA\USERS\BILL,or by a universal naming convention (UNC) name, such as
\MYSERVER\USERS\BILL. The UNC nameis the better option for large
networks, because the system administrator can more easily see where users’
home directories are located.

By default, the homedirectory is the \USERS\DEFAULTdirectory thatis created
during installation of Windows NT. The most comimon way to assign a home
directory is to specify it using the following syntax:

\USERS\accouniname

-Or-

\USERS\groupname

where accountnameis the usemame given to the account or where groupnameis
ithe nameof a local or global group whose membersali share the same home
directory.

UP
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» To assign a home directory

1. From the Administrative Tools group in Program Manager, double-click the
User Manager or User Manager for Domains icon, depending on whether you
are using a Windows NT Workstalion computer or Windows NT Server
computer.

2. Double-click the name of the user or group whose homedirectory you want to
assign.

The User Properties dialog box appears.

3. Choosethe Profile button to display the User Environment Profile dialog box.

4. Enterthe full path specification of the home directory in the Local Path box of
the Home Directory group box.

If you are specifying a remote home directory, specify a disk drive letter and
provide the full path (not just the sharename) to the directory. For instance, if
the homedirectory is VEFFHO on share \SERVER I\WUSERS,enter the path
\SERVER KUSERSVEFFHO.

 

Note if you want the user to control access to the homedirectory, give the user Full
Control permission for the directory. You will probably also give members ofthe
Administrator or Domain Admins group Full Control permission and give all other
users No Access or List permission only. For information on setting directory
permissions, see Chapter 4, “File Manager,” of the Windows NT System Guide.

If you specify a nonexistent directory when you define or modify a user account,
Windows NT automatically creates the directory.

When a user logs on to a domain, Windows NT automatically tries to connect to the
home directory defined in the user’s domain account using the following rules.

« Ifthe computer where the homedirectory resides is not available, the user’s
home directory on the local computeris used (if there is one).

» Ifthe home directory specified does not exist or the user does not have a home
directory, then the user is connected to the \USERS\DEFAULTditectory of the
computer that processes the logon. ,

. Ifthe \USERS\DEFAULT directory does notexist, then the user is connected to
the \USERSdirectory.

Note Windows NT Server connects the user to the horne directory specified in the
domain nser account only when the logon is from a Windows NT or Windowsfor
Workgroups 3.11 client, LAN Manager 2.x clients can connect to the home
directory by typing the following command at the command prompt:

net use <drive>: /home 
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Specifying the HomeDirectory in a Logon Script or Batch File
Windows NT provides three environment parameters you can use in a logonscript
or other batchfile to specify the location of the home directory, or in Program
Managerto specify the working directory of an application. Logon scripts are
describedlater in this chapter. If a home directory has not been defined forthe
user, the default values are used as shown in the following table.

Table3.1 Environment Parameters for Logon Scripts and Batch Files
Paramcter name Definition Default value

homedrive % Drive where the home Drive where the Windows NT

directory is located system files are installed

Shomepath % Path name of the home \OSERSDERAUET
directory

% homeshare % UNC name of the shared No default value

directory containing the home
directory, or a local or
redirected drive letter

If the \USERS\DEFAULTdirectory does not exist on the drive specified by the
%homedrive% parameter, the value of the %homepath % parameteris set by

‘default to the \USERS directory on that drive. If the \USERS directory does not
exist, the %homepath% parameteris set to the root directory specified by the
Wwhomedrive% parameter.

When the user opens a Command Prompt window,the default directory is the
equivalent of %homedrive% %homepath%. Ifa user’s home directory is
specified on a remote computer and that computeris not available, the default
directory of the Command Prompt on a Windows NT Workstation computeris
the user’s home directory on the local workstation.

Youmightalso want to. specify the workingdirectoryofeach.applicationas
Yhomedrive%Ye homepath%. That way,all File OpenandSave Asdialog
boxes default to the user’s home directory.

Logon Scripts
A logon script is a .BAT, .CMD,or EXEfile that is run automatically when a user

logs on at a Windows NT network client running either Windows NT Workstation
or MSDTAS A lnagn ser Son antamiateDearne. fy OPO script Cad automatically configure the user’s environment to
perform suchtasks as making network connections, running applications, and
setiing environment variables upon startup.
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Userprofiles can do everything that logon scripts can do, and more. However, there
are several reasons fo use logon scripts instead of, or in addition to, user profiles:

» You have users that use MS-DOS workstations. User profiles work only on
Windows NT workstations.

» You want to manage part of the user’s environment, such as network
connections, without managing or dictating the entire environment.

= You use only personal profiles, and you wantto create common network
connections for multiple users.

« You already have LAN Manager2.x running on your network, and you want to
continue to use the logon scripts you created for that system.

- Logon scripts are easier to create and maintain than user profiles.

You can assign a different logon script to each user or create logon scripts for use
by multiple users. Wheneverthat user logs on, the logon script is downloaded and
run. To assign a user a logonscript, you designate the name of the logon script file
in the user environment profile defined in User Manager on a Windows NT
Workstation computer, or User Manager for Domains on a Windows NT Server
computer. Specify only the filename, not the full pathname.

The defauit file extension for logon scripts is .CMD for client workstations running.
OS/2 2.1 and .BAT for all other client computers. Youcan define a differentfile
type as the logon script by specifying the file extension. If the same logon script
must run at both Intel-based and RISC-based workstations, it must be a BAT

file that runs the appropriate .EXE file or files on the workstation. Use the
Se processor % parameter in the logon script to run the appropriateEXE file no
matter which processoris being used.

You specify the path to the logon script using the Server option of Control
Panel. For detailed information, sec online Help. By default, Windows NT
locks for logon scripts on the primary domain controller in the directory
systemroo\SYSTEM32\REPL\IIMPORT\SCRIPTS, where sysfemroot is the
disk drive and directory in which Windows NT Server wasinstalled.

if you use logon scripts in a domain with more than one domain controller, you
should replicate the logon scripts to all the backup domain controllers. All servers
in a domain can authorize logon requests, and the logon script for a user must be
located on the server that approves the user’s logon request. By replicating logon
scripts, you ensure that logon scripts are always available to users, yet you still
need to maintain only one copy of each script.
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The filenarne for each user's logon script is defined with other user account
information in User Manager for Domains. If you change the path to the logon
scripts, this change ig not replicated to the client workstations. The path must be
updated manually in the Server option of Control Panel for each client computer.

To simplify the replication of logon scripts, Windows NT Servercreates a
\SCRIPTS subdirectory under both the default import and export directories
used forreplication, If you replicate logonscripts, you must be sure to use the
Server option of Control panel or Server Manager to change the logon script
path to systemroot\SYSTEM32\REPLAIMPORT\SCRIPTSor
systemrootSYSTEM32\REPLAEXPORT\ SCRIPTS,as appropriate. For more

information, see the Server Managerchapter of the Windows NT Server System
Guide.

Whenyou use replicated logon scripts, you identify one of the domain controllers as
the export server andall the others as import servers. The export server for the
logon scripts is normally, but does not have to be, the primary domain controller
{PDC}.

Logon Scripts and LAN Manager2.x
When a user at a workstation running LAN Manager 2.x logs on to a Windows NT
Server computer, LAN Managertries to run the user’s logon script. LAN Manager
2.x does not, however, recognize the logon script parameters described earlier in
this chapter. Logon scripts for LAN Manager2.x workstations should instead use
the NetWhkstaGetinfs or NetUserGetinfo parameter ic obtain the necessary
values.

Logon Scripts and Windowsfor Workgroups
By default, Windows for Workgroups does not run a logon script when a userlogs
on to a Windows NT Server computer. To run a logon seript from Windowsfor

Workgroups, youmustconfigure Windowsfor Workgroups:tologonto the
WindowsNTdomain on startup.

To log on to the Windows NT domain on startup from a Windows for
Workgroups computer

1. From Control Panel, double-click the Network option.

2. In the Microsoft Windows Network dialog box, choose the Startup buttonto
display the Startup Settings dialog box.

fact . In the Options for Enterprise Networking box, select the Log On To
Windows NT or LAN Manager Domain checkbox.
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4

5.

- Inthe Domain box, type the name of the Windows NT domain you want to log
on to.

In the Startup Settings dialog box, choose the OK button.

& Inthe Microsoft Windows Networkdialog box, choose the OK button.

Windows for Workgroups does not recognize logon script parameters, and
application programming interface (APDcalls made from a logon script return an
error.

Troubleshooting Logon Scripts
Use this list to troubleshoot the most common problems with logon scripts:

Petitioner Vane

Make sure the logon scriptis in the directory specified in the Server option of
Control Panel. When Windows NTis installed, the logon script directory is as
follows:

systemroot\system32\rep]\import\scripts

The only valid path option is a subdirectory of the default logon script directory.
If the path is any otherdirectory or it uscs the environmentvariable
%homepath%, the logon scriptfails.

If the logon script is on an NTFS partition, make sure the user has Read
permission for the logon script directory. If no permissions have been explicitly
assigned, the logon script might fail without providing an error message.

Make sure the logon script has a filename extension of either .CMD or .BAT.
The .EXE extension is also supported, but only for genuine executable
programs. If you use a nondefaultfile extension for your processor, be sure to
specify it with the filename of the logon script.

Attempting to use the .EXE extension fora scriptfile results in the following
etror message:

NTVDM CPU has encountered an illegal instruction.
If this exror message appears, close the window in which the logonscriptis
running.

If the logon script is to run on a Windows for Workgroups computer, make sure
the Windows NT domain nameis specified as a startup option in the Network
option of Control Panel.

Makesure any new or modified logon scripts have been replicated to all domain
controllers. Replication of logon scripts happens periodically, not immediately.
To manually force replication, use Server Manager. Sce the Server Manager
chapterof the Windows NT Server System Guide for detailed information.
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Environment Parameters for Logon Scripts
if you want to use the sare logon script for various users, you can use the
environment parameters shownin the following table to reduce development and
maintenance time.

Table 3.2. Environment Parameters for Logon Scripts

Parameter

homedir %

*homedrive %

ns ab on
“70 IAHRBELO

% homeshare Ye

% 08 Go

%processor_archiecture %

% processor_level %

% userdomain %

% username %

Description 

Redirected drive letter on user’s computer that refers to
the share pointforthe user’s home directory

Local or redirected drive where the home directory is
located

aih name of the home directory

UNC nameof the shared directory containing the
homedirectory, or a loca! or redirected drive letter

The operating systemof the user’s workstation

The processor architecture {such as Intel) of the user’s
workstation

The type of processor (such as 486) of the user’s
workstation

The domain containing the user’s account
The user name of the user 

Environment Variabies for Logon Scripis
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The environmentvariables shownin the following table canbeset by the logon
script.

 Table 3.3. Environment Variables for Logon Scripts

 ‘Variable “Description

ComSpec Directory for CMD.EXE
LibPath Directories to search for dynamic link libraries (DLLs)

OS2LibPath Directories to search for dynamic link libraries (DLLs) under 05/2
subsystem

Path Dweciories to search for executable program files

WinDir Dizectory in which Windows N'T is installed
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CHAPTER 4

Network Security and
Administration  

* Bach domain and computer in a workgroup maintains its own user accounts
information. Even on a multidomain network, if account information for an

individual user is coordinated across all parts of the network,the user can access
any server or domain with a single logon. If the user’s accounts are allowed to
become unsynchronized, the following problems can occur:

» The user can’t browse a domain or server for which he or she has permissions,

» The user can’t access a shared resource.

. ‘The user must type a password each time he or she browses or tries to access a
resource. *

This chapter providestips for helping you avoid problemsrelated to network logon.
it describes how user accounts and other security information are maintained within
workgroups and domains and how security information can be shared by trusted
domains,

Before reading this chapter, be sure to read the Windows NT Server Concepts and
Planning Guide for a thorough discussion of domain organization strategies and
user environment management techniques.
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Windows NT User Accounts

Windows NT needsonly a single logon, even for a heterogeneous networking
environment, in part because security in Windows NTis assigned by user rather
than by resource. Resource-based security models require a separate password for
each resource a user wants to access,

In Windows NT, the network administrator creates an accountfor each user
wanting fo use network resources. As described in Chapter 2, “Windows NT
Security Model,” of the Windows NT Resource Guide, Windows NTmaintains a
user account containing a unique security ID within the user accounts database.
Windows NT also keeps track of permissions and user rights for the user. When a
personlogs on, the Security Accounts Manager (SAM)checksthe user’s logon
information against data in its user accounts database to authenticate the logon.
Then, when access is granted, the Local Security Authority (LSA) creates a
security access token for that user.

  
 
 

 
Logon Security account Te

process manager User accounts= 5 a database

Security policy
database

\ Local security
_athattty iB

— User rode

Kernel mode

Security
Reference

_-Maoiter....

SERne

Hioure 4.1 Windows NT Security Model
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Note A user who forgets his or her passwerd might assumethat he or she can gain
access to a resource yia the Guest account: this is not the case. Because
Windows NT recognizes the username, it compares the user’s logon information
only with the account information for that username. If the password does not
match, no access is granted.

By default, the Guest account on Windows NT Serveris disabled so that only those
users with recognized accounts can access the system. As described in the
Windows NT Server Concepts and Planning Guide, Windows NT uses the Guest
account for pcople with an unrecognized user account, including users logging on
from untrusted domains. Domains and trustrelations are explained laterin this
chapter,  

Depending on the way yourcorporation’s networkis organized, a given user might,
in fact, have more than one account, perhaps one granting access to the local
computer or workgroup and another for domains on the network. The user account
database used to authenticate a logon doesn’t necessarily reside on the user’s local
computer. Its location depends on whether the computeris part of a workgroup ora fi
domain and whether the user is logging on to the local computer, to the home
domain, or to another domain.

In the Windows NT security model, there are two types of user accounts:

‘4 A global user account is a normal user accountthatfits into the Windows NT
model described in this chapter. User accounts on Windows NT Workstation
computers and on Windows NT Server computersthat are not domain
controllers are global accounts, Global users are authenticated by the primary
domain controller (PDC) or backup domain controller (BDC) on a domain, or
throughtrust relationships.

» A local user account is a user account that fully participates in a domain butis
available only by remote logon and is authenticated only by user information
available locally on the machine that is processing the logon. For example, a
local user might be a member of a Windows for Workgroups, LAN Manager
2.x, or Novell network. Local user accounts are available only within their
domain, they cannot be authenticated through trustrelationships.
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Workgroups and Domains
A workgroupis simply an organizational unit, a way to group computers that don’t
belong to a domain. In a workgroup, cach computer keepstrack of its own user and
group account information and does not share this information with other
computers. Each Windows NTcomputerthat participates in a workgroup maintains
its own security policy and security account databases.

Users on a workgroupare considered global users, as explained in the previous
section. Logons to another computer are authenticated on the remote computeronly
by valid username and password.

Security policy database
User account database

 
 Workgroup

Figure 4.2 Computers Participating ina Workgroup

A workgroup is a good network configuration for a small group of computers with
not many user accounts, where network administration is not an issue, OF In an
environment with a mix of Microsoft networks that does not include Windows NT

Server computers.

A domainis a group of servers that share commonsecurity policy and user account
databases. One Windows NT Server computer acts as the primary domain
controller (PDC), which maintains the centralized security databases for the
domain. Other Windows NT Server computers in the domain function as backup
domain controllers and can authenticate logon requests. Domains can also contain
Windows NT Server computers that do not act as domain controllers, Windows NT
Workstation computers, LAN Manager 2.» servers, and other workstations such as
those running Windows for Workgroups and MS-DOS. Users of a Windows NT
Server domain are authenticated by the primary domain controller or by a backup
domain controller. Logon credentials include the username, password, and domain
name.

fy Bia
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With Windows NT, administrators have full centralized control over security. To
eliminate any single point of failure on a Windows NT Server domain, the user
account database, including the logonscripts (which are discussed in Chapter3,
“Windows NT User Environments’) is automatically replicated to the backup
domain controllers.

 
 

Security policy database

User account database
 

 Domain

Figure 4.3 Computers Participating in a Domain

Domains and workgroups can interoperate and are identical in terms of browsing.If
a Windows NT computeris not participating in a domain,it is by default part of a
workgroup (evenif the workgroup is only one computer) and can be browsed as
part of that workgroup. For more information, see Chapter 5, “Windows NT
Browser.”

LAN Manager 2.x Domains
A Windows NT computer can connect to standalone LAN Manager 2.x servers and
LAN Manager 2.x servers participating ina LAN Manager 2.x domain, LAN
Manager2.x and Windows NT computers interoperate because they both use
server message blocks (SMBs) to communicate between the redirector and server
software. The NetBEUI Frame (NBF) and TCP/IPprotocols used by Windows NT
are also interoperable with NetBEUI and TCP/IP protocols written for LAN
Manager2.x.
 

Note LAN Manager 2.x servers can act as backup domain controllers in a
Windows NT Server domain. Both local and global user accounts are replicated to
LAN Manager 2.x servers acting as BDCs. Because LAN Manager 2.x does not
supporttrust relationships or local groups, a LAN Manager 2.x server can never be
a primary domain controller. 
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Avoiding Multiple PDCs
A commonconfiguration problem is having multiple PDCs on a domain. This type
of configuration problem is described in the following scenario.

A system administrator installs a Windows NT Server computercalled
WMAIN_UNIT, which is designated during installation as the PDC of a domain
called MyDomuain. Later, the system administrator shuts down and turnsaff the
PDC, \MAIN_UNIT. Then the system administrator installs another server, called
WSECOND_UNIT, which is also installed as the PDC. Because \MAIN_UNITis
not currently on the network, MyDomain has no PDC,andtheinstallation of
\SECOND_UNIT proceeds withouterror.

Now the system administrator turns WMAIN_UNIT back on. When the Netlogon
service (described laterin this chapter) discovers another PDC on the network,it
fails, and \MAIN_UNIT can no longer participate im the domain.

The system administrator now has a serious problem. It is not possible to simply
demote \MAIN_UNITfrom a PDC to a BDC and continue. The Security ID (SID)
for \MAIN_UNIT will not be recognized by the current PDC, \SECOND_UNIT.
In fact,WMAIN_UNIT cannot join MyDomainin any capacity. This happens
because when a PDC is created, a unique domain SID is also created. All BDCs
and user accounts within the domain share this domain SID as a prefix to their own
SIDs. When \SECOND_UNITis installed as a PDC, its SID prefix is different
from that of \MAIN_UNIT, and the two computers can never participate in the
same domain,

In addition, the system administrator cannot change the name of \MAIN_UNIT and
rejoin MyDomain, becausethe SID is fixed once the Windows NT Serveris
installed. If \\MAIN_UNITis to be the PDC of MyDomain,the system
administrator must shut down both WMAIN_UNIT and \SECOND_DNIT,start up
\MAIN_UNIT,and then reinstall Windows NT Server on \WSECOND_UNIT,
designating ita BDC during setup.

‘Toaveid-this-problem,\SECOND“UNEshouldteinstalica'as @ Backupdomaine
controller while \MAIN_UNITis running. If \MAIN_UNITis taken offline at this
point, \SECOND_UNIT can he promoted to PDC. (in general, it should not be
necessary to designate a new PDC unless the original PDC is going to be downfor
a long time.) When \MAIN_UNITisready to go online again, WSECOND_UNIT
can be demoted to a BDC. The SID forWMAIN_UNIT1s recognized by
\SECOND_UNIT,and when \MAIN_UNITis restarted,it becomes the PDC
again.
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Interdomain Trust Relationships

Petitioner VomaRR GH

With Windows NT Server,the user accounts and global groups from one domain
can be used in another domain. When a domainis configured to allow accounts
from another domain to have access to its resources, it effectively trusts the other
domain. The trusted domain has made its accounts available to be used in the

trusting domain. These trusted accounts are available on Windows NT Server
computers and Windows NT Workstation computers patticipating in the trusting
domain.
 

Hint By using trust relationships in your multidomain network, you reduce the need
for duplicate user account information and reduce the tisk of problems caused by
unsynchronized account information. 

The crust relationship is the link between two domains that enables a user with an
account in one domain to have access to resources on another domain. The trusting
domainis allowing the trusted domain to return to the trusting domaina list of
global groups and other information about users who are authenticated in the trusted

domain. There is an implicit trust relationship between a Windows NT Workstation
participating in a domain and its PDC.

The following figure illustrates a trust relationship between two domains, where the
London domain trusts the Topeka domain.

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Because the London domain irusts the

Topeka domain, users from the Topeka domain
can be granted permissions andrights in the
London domain (even though they don't
have accounts in London).

London

Accounts

Policy

Figure4.4 Trusted Domain
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In this example, the following statements are true because the Londen domaintrusts
the Topeka domam:

» Users defined in the Topeka domain can access resources in the London domain
without creating an account within that domain.

» ‘Topeka appears in the From boxat the initial logen screen of Windows NT
computers in the London domain. Thus, a user fromthe Topeka domain can
log on at a computerin che London domain.

Whentrust relationships are defined, user accounts and global groups can be given
rights and permissions in domains otherthan the domain where these accounts are
located. Administration is then much easier, because you need to create each user
account only once on yourentire network, and then the user account can be given
access to any computeron your network (provided you set up domainsand trust
relationships to allow it).
  

Note Trust relationships can be configured only between two Windows NT Server
domains. Workgroups and LAN Manager2.x domains cannot be configured to use
trust relationships.

Changes to Computers in the Trusting and Trusted Domains
When one demainis permitted to trust another, User Manager for Domains creates
an interdomain trust account in the Security Accounts Manager (SAM)ofthe
trusted domain. This accountis like any other global user account, except that the
USER_INTERDOMAIN_TRUST_ACCOUNTbit in the control fieid for the
account is set. The interdomaintrust account is used only by the primary domain
controller and is invisible in User Manager for Domains. The password is randomly
generated and is maintained by User Manager for Domains.

Whenthis trust relationship is established, the Netlogon service on the trusting
domain attempts discovery on the trusted domain,as. described laterinthis chapter,

“andthe mterdomaintrust accountis authenticatedby a domain controller on the
trusted domain.

When one domaintrusts another, a trusted domainobject is created in the LSA of
the trusting domain, and a Secret object is created in the LSA of the trusting
domain.
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Accessto Files in a Trusting Domain
Users from the trusted domain can be givenrights and permissionsto objects in the
trusting domain using File Manager,just as if they were members ofthe trusting
domain. Subject to account privilege, users in the trusted domain can browse
resources in the trusting domain.

For cxample, suppose the London domain trusts the Topeka domain. User EmilyP,
who is a memberof the Topeka domain, wants to access MYFILE.TXT,whichis a
file located on a Windows NT Server computerin the London domain. When
EmilyP attempts to log onto the server in London, her user account information is
not transferred to the London domain’s user database. Because Londontrusts

Topeka, the London domain has accessto user information in the Topeka domain’s
user account database. Authenticating a user logon in this manneris called pass-~
through authentication, a conceptthat is discussed in preater detail later in this
chapter.

One-way Trust Relationships
Trust relationships are defined in only one direction. In the previous example,just
because the London domain trusts the Topeka domain does not meanthat the
Topeka domain trusts the London domain. For a two-way trust relationship, each
domain must be configuredto trust the other.

Trustrelationships are not transitive. For example, if the London domain trusts the
Topeka domain and the Topeka domain trusts the Melbourne domain, that does not
mean that the London domain trusts the Melbourne domain. Forthe London domain

to trust the Melbourne domain, a trust relationship must be explicitly established.

Users and computers from the trusting domain have no special status on the trusted
domain. The namesoftrusting domains do not appear in the From box of the Logon
dialog box, nor do users from the trusting domain appear in the File Managerof
computers in the trusted domain.

Setting Up Domains
The way you configure your network into domains depends on your administrative
resources and the size of your network. This section describes the most common
domain models:

« Single domain

+ Master domain

» Multiple master domain

« Multiple trust
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single Domain
in the single domain model, there is only one domain. Because there are no other
domains, there are no irust relationships to administer. This model is the best
implementation for organizations with fewer than 10,000 users in whichtrust
among departments is not an issue. This model offers centralized management ofall
user accounts, and Jocai groups have to be defined only once. In an organization
with multiple domains where there is no need to share information among domains,
the best configuration is often multiple single domains.

If, however, you anticipate significant growth in your organization, you might want
to consider a more flexible model, suchas the multiple master domain model
describedlater in this section. If your organization grows beyond 10,000 users, the .
single domain model can no longer support all your users, and there might be a
great deal of administrative work involved in reconfiguring your user database.

Master Domain
is an issue,.thetmasterdomain modeliIsaa suitableoption.‘Tn‘thismodel,0one domain,
the master domain, is (rusted by all other domains, but does not trust any of them,
Trust relationships aiiong the other domains can bedefined and administered as
necessary.

The master domain modeloffers the benefits of both central administration and

multiple domains. In an organization with a number of departments, each
department can administerits own resources, but user accounts and global groups
stil need to be defined only once, in the master domain.
As with the single domain model, however, the user population is limited to 10,000,
because all user accounts are maintained in one place, the master domain. Further,
local groups must be defined for each domain, which can require significantly more
administration if you use local groups extensively.

“MuitipiéWasterDomain ~
Forlarge organizations, or those which anticipate substantial growth, the multiple
master domain model mightbe the best solution. In this model, there is more than
one master domain, each of whichtrusts all the other master domains, and ail of
which are trusted by all the other domains. None of the master domains trusts any
of the subdomains.
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This model works best when computer resources are grouped in some logical
fashion, such as by department or by location. Becatise a multiple master domain
model can support as many as 10,000 users per master domain, it works well for
large organizations. And because all the master domainstrust each other, only one
copy of cach user accountis needed.

The administrative requirements for a multiple master domain model can be
considerably greater than for a singie domain or master domain model. Local and
global groups might have to be defined several times, there are more trust
relationships to manage, and not all user accounts reside in the same domain.

Multiple Trust
In the muitiple trust model, all domains trust all other domains. This modelis the
simplest to understand, but if many domains are involved it is the most complex to
administer.

Like the multiple master domain model, the multiple trust modelis scalable as the
organization grows: it can support as many as 10,000 users for each domain (not
for cach master domain, as in the multiple master domain model). Because each
domain has full control over its own user accounts, the multiple trust model can
work well for a company without a centralized managementinformation services
(MIS) department. If, however, the organization has many domains, there can be a
very large numberof trust relationships to manage. And because domain
administration is decentralized, it ig harder to assure the integrity of global groups
that other domains mightuse.

Local and Global Groups
You can place a set of users with the same administrative requirements into user
groups. User groups make system administration much simpler, because you can

assign all membersof a group the same logon script, file rights and permissions,
and user profile. If some aspect of the group’s administrative requirements changes,
you can make the change m just oneplacefor all the users in the group.

User groups can be local or global. The terms local group and global group refer
not fo the contents of the group, but to the scope of the group’s availability, A local
group is available only on the domain controllers within the domainin whichit is
created, while a global groupis available within its own domain and in any trusting
domain. A trusting domain can, therefore, use a gJobal group to control rights and
permissions given members of a trusted domain.
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Global Groups
A global group contains only individual user accounts (no groups) from the domain
in which it is created. Once created, a global group can be assigned permissions and
rights, eitherin its own domain or in any trusting domain. A global group is a good
way to export a group of users as a single unit to another domain. For example, in a
trusting domain you can grant identical permissions to a particularfile to a giobal
group, which then pertain to all individual members of that group.

Global groups are available only on Windows NT Server domains. When
Windows NT Serveris installed on a computer,it is configured with two predefined
global groups:

» Domain Admins

» Domain Users

Local Groups
A local group is a aood way to impert a group of peers and global groups fre

mH
RAS he wepa Mtka aS OE per add

other domains into a single:unit for use in the loca] domain. "A local group can
contain user accounts or global groups from one or more domains. The group can be
assigned privileges and rights only within its own domain. Local groups created on
a Windows NT Workstation computer or a Windows NT Server computerin a
workgroup are available only on that computer.

The following predefinedlocal groups are available on Windows NT WorkstationArr OC
and Winaows NT Server computers:

« Administrators

= Users

+ Guests

« Backup operators

+, Replicator,

The following additional predefined local groups are available only on
Windows NT Server computers acting as primary or backup domain controllers:

« Account operators

: Print operators

« Server operators

Another predefined local group, Power Users, is available only on Windows NT
Workstation computers or on Windows NT Server computers that are not acting as
domain controllers.
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Logons and Authentication
When you log on to a workgroup computer, your logon information is compared
with the local user accounts database. When you Jog on to a computer that
participates in a domain, you choose whether to log on locally, or to the domain. (If
your domain trusts another domain, you can alternately choose to log on there.)
 

Note Windows NT Server computers store only domain accounts. To jog on to a
Windows NT Server computer, you must use a domain account. 

For example, suppose AnnM has an account on a domain (MyDomain), as well as
an account on a Windows NT workstation (MyWksta) belonging to that domain.
When AnnM iogs onto her workstation account, the local authentication software
uses the information stored in the workstation user accounts databaseto

authenticate the logon. If AnnM logs onto the domain from that workstation,the
local authentication software sends the logon request to the domain for
authentication. Although they share the same username, each account has a unique
security ID.

 
(Ann's Workstation)

Vigure 4.5 Logging On Locally Versus Logging On to the Domain

As described in Chapter 2, “Windows NT Security Model,” of the Windows NT
Resource Guide, the Local Security Authority (LSA) creates a security access
token for each user accessing the system. This happens when the user logs on and is
authenticated (that is, during interactive logon). The LSA also creates a security
access token when a user establishes a connection from a remote computer. This
procedure is called a remote logon.
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For example, suppose AnnM logs on and is authenticated by her local computer and
then wants to access a printer controlled by a Windows NT Server computerin
domain MyDomain. Whenshe tries to connect to the printer (assuming she hasn’t
already connected to some other resource in the domain), she is actually performing
a remote Jogon. Oneof the servers in MyDomiain checks the domain’s central user
accounts database for information to authenticate her account for the domain and

then creates a security access token for AnnM,and allows AnnM access.

Note This type of scenario becomes complex when AnnM usesdifferent passwords
for different accounts. For example, if her local password doesn’ { matchthe
password for her domain account, when. she tries to browse the domain or connect
to a resource in the domain, a messagelike the following is displayed on the screen:

 

Meee ne bee Re eee
OY > Lem eres Oo Was VLE Pew
Access is denied

While tools such as File Manager promptfor a valid password, the command-line
interface and some applications simply deny access.It is always a better idea to
have oneset of credentials that apply everywhere in a trusted enterprise. 

From an administrative viewpoint, it is important to understand wherethe user
account informationis stored. A user’s accountis either in a private local user
accounts database or in a domain user accounts database shared by al! the
Windows NT Server computers in the domain.

The Netiogon Service
The Netlogon service provides users logging on with a single access point to a
domain’s primary domain controller and all backup domain controllers. The
Netlogonservice replicates any changes to the security database to all domain
controllers in the domain, including the SAM, Builtin, and LSA databases
described in Chapter 2, “Windows NT Security Model,” of the Windows NT

. ResourceGuide.TheSAMdatabaseislimitedonlyby thenumberofRegistry
entries permitted and by the performance limits of the computer hardware. The
maximum numberof accounts of all types the SAM database supports is 10,000.

The Netlogon service on a Windows NT Server computerfully synchronizesits
user database when the domain controlleris first installed, or when the domain
controller is brought back online after being offline, and the PDC’s changelogis
fiul when the serverreturns online.

The Netiogon service accents logon requests fram any chent and provides complete
authentication information from the SAM database. It can authenticate logon

requests as a memberofa trusting or trusted domain.
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The Netlogon service runs on any Windows NT computer that is a memberof a
domain. it requires the Workstation service and the “Access This Computerfrom
Network”right, whichis set in User Manager on Windows NT Workstation
computers or servers, or User Manager for Domains on domain controllers, A
domain controller also requires that the Server service be running.

User Authentication

Ona Windows NT Workstation computer or a Windows NT Server computer that
is not a domain controller, the Netlogon service processes logon requests for the
local computer and passes through logon requests to a domain server.

The Netlogon service processes authenticates a logon request in three steps:

1. Discovery

2. Secure channel setup

3. Pass-through authentication (where necessary)

Discovery
When a user logs on to a domain from a Windows NT Workstation computeror a
Windows NT Server computerthat is not a domain controller, the computer must
determine the location of a domain controller in its domain. If the computeris part
of a workgroup, not a domain, the Netlogon service terminates.(If the workstation
is not connected to a network, Windows NTtreats it like a member of a workgroup
consisting of one member.)

When a Windows NT Workstation computer or a Windows NT Server computer
that is not a domain controller starts up, it attempts to locate a Windows NT Server
computer in each trusted domain. (There is an implicit trust between the client and
domain controllers in its own domain.) In either case, the server located can be
either a primary domain controller (PDC) or a backup domain controller (BDC).
The act of locating a domain controller to connectto is called discovery. Once a
domain controler has been discovered, it is used for subsequent user authentication.

When a domain controlleris started up, the Netlogon service attempts discovery
with all trusted domains. (Discovery is not necessary on the domain controller’ s
own domain, because it has access to its own SAM database.} Each domain is
called three times in intervals of five seconds before discovery fails. If a trusted
domain does not respond to a discovery attempt, the domain controller attempts
another discovery every 15 minutes until it locates a domain controller on the
trusted domain. If the domain controller receives an authorization request for the
trusted domain for which discovery has not yet been successful, it attempts another
discovery immediately, no matter when the last discovery was attempted.
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Secure Communication Channel
Before a connection between two Windows NT computers is allowed, each
computer’s Netlogon service must be satisfied that the computerat the other end of
the connectionis identifying itself correctly. To do this, each computer’s Netlogon
service issues and verifies challenge and challenge response information. Whenthis
information is successfully completed, a secure channel is established and a
communication session set up between the two computers’ Netlogon services, The
session can be ended without terminating the secure channel. The secure channet is
used to pass subsequent network API calls between the two computers. The secure
communication channel is used to pass the username and encrypted password
during pass-through authentication. Pass-through authentication is discussed in
detail later in this chapter.

The Netlogonservice maintains security on these communication channels by using
user-level security to create the channel. The following special internal user
accounts are created:

mace.
Wo yelratatrs acrconnte which all natin
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through authentication for a Windows NT Server computer in the domain,as
described later in this chapter

omewewletationCHa ¥ oT MG LeeLOL v

« Server trust accounts, which allow Windows NT Server computers to get copies
of the master domain database from the domain controller

: Interdomain trust accounts, which allow a Windows NT Server computerto
perform pass-through authentication to another domain

The Netlogonservice attempts to set up a secure channel whenit is started, as soon
as discovery is completed. Failing that, Netlogonretries every 15 minutes or
wheneveran action requiring pass-through authentication occurs. To reduce
network overhead among trusted domains, the Netlogon service on a domain
controller creates a secure channel only whenit is needed.
 

 
Ifah on-(for-examole,because-the

domain controllers are offline), the Netlogon service starts anyway. If the user's
interactive logon uses the same domain name and username, the user’s interactive
logonis successfully completed using cached credentials.
A Windows NT computer stores the information used to authenticate the last
several (ten, by default) users who loggedon interactively. That way,if all the
domain controllers are down at the same time, the last several users who connected

to thecomputer can stilllog on. Additionally, the credentials of all users who have
ta from the computer strvasl in tha Lane! CANA datahacelogecd ON TOTwe local CASTE pu Pare SEOVlG LD Wie Iscal SAMdatabase.
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Pass-through Authentication
Pass-through authentication occurs when a user account must be authenticated, but
the local computercan’t authenticate the accountitself, In this case, the username
and password are forwarded to a Windows NT Server computerthat can
authenticate the user, and the user’s informationis returned to the requesting
computer.

Pass-through authentication occurs in the following instances:

« At interactive logon when a user at a Windows NT Workstation computerora
Windows NT Server computerthat is not a domain controller is logging onto a
domain ortrusted domain

- Atremote logon when the domain specified is a trusted domain

Figure 4.6 illustrates pass-through authentication.In this example, AnnM wants to
access a computer in the London domain. Because the London domaintrusts
AnnM’s home domain (Topeka), it asks the Topeka domain to authenticate AnnM’s
account information.

 
 
 

 

London

Security Policy database
User Accounts database

 Agcess:
username=AnnM
password=specialk
hore domain=Topeka

 
 AnnM

{home account}
 

  
 

Topeka

Figure 4.6 Pass-Through Authentication,

a
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The Netlogonservice provides this pass-through authentication. Each Windows NT
computer participating in the domain musi be running the Netlogonand
Workstation services. (Netlogon is dependenton the Workstation service.) The
Netlogonservice communicates with the Netlogonservice on the remote computer,
as Ulustrated in Figure 4.7.

Local Computer

Security
account 4-—-———+-| Natlogon
manager Domain

 
 

Secure
Communications
Channel! 

User accounts

Security
. Netiogon9——--———-P+ account

. manager

 Domain Controller

Figure 4.7 Netlogon Requirements for Domain Logons

Tf the user accountis in a trusted domain, the request mustfirst be passed from the
computerin the trusting domain to a domain controller in its domain. The domain
controller then passes the request to a domain controllerinthe trusted domain,

_which authenticatestheuser account information and thenreturns the user
information bythe reverse route. es

interactive Logon
The interactive logon can occur in any user accounts database where a user has an
account. Depending on the type of Windows NT computer and how it has been
configured, the From box (in the Logondialog box)lists the local computer and/or
domains where user accounts can be authenticated.

-y .
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Summaryof Interactive Logon Authentication
The following table shows the logen options for someone using a Windows NT
coniputer in a workgroup, a domain, and a domain with a trustrelationship. The
unique identifier used by Windows NT after logon depends on the jocation of
the database used to log on the user, The third column inthis table describes the
uniqueidentifier used in cach case. Any network connection requests sent
elsewhere on the network include this unique identifier.

Table 4.1 Summary of Interactive Logon Authentication

Computeris in User can logon at Unique identifier

Workgroup Local database Computemame and username

Pomain Local database Computername and usermmame
Domain database Dornain name and username

Domam Local database Computername and username
with a trust Home domain database Domain name and username

relationship Trusted domain database Trusted domain name and username

Domain withouta Local database. Computername and username
trust relationship Untrusting domain name and

username
 

Remote Logon
A security access token created at interactive logon is assigned to theinitial process
created for the user. When the user tries to acecss a resource on another computer,
the security access token is placed in a table in the remote server process. The
server process creates a security ID for the user and mapsit to the user’s security
access token. This security ID is sent back to the client redirector and is used in all
further server message block (SMB) communication betweenthe server and client.
Whenevera resource request comes in from the client, the security IDidentifies the
user to the server process. The security access token that maps to the user ID
identifies the user to the remote security subsystem.
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Windows NT

 
 

 

Security policy Gaiabase
User accounts database

Windows NT
workstation

ee
Table of remote user IDs
UsenDt
UseriD2 :  

workstation

Figure 4.8 Remote Logon

The following list shows the steps in a successful remote logon at a Windows NT
Workstation computer or Windows NT Server computer.

1, The username, password, and domain name (the data entered mn the Welcome
dialog box) of the logged onuser are sent from the user’s computer to the remote
Windows NT server.

The authenticating computer’s SAM comparesthe logon username and
password with information in the user accounts database.

If the access is authorized, the authenticating computer’s LSA constructs a
security access token and passesit to the server process, which creates a
user [ID referencing the security access token.

Theuser ID is then returnedto the client computerfor use in all subsequent
requests to the server.

After the session has been created, the client computer sends requests marked
with the user ID it received during session setup. The server matches the user ID
with the proper access token kept in an internal table. This security access token
at the remote computeris used for access authentication at the remofe computer
by that user.

Remote Logon at a LAN Manager 2.x Server
Remote logon at a LAN Manager 2.x server is basically the same as remote logon
toa Windows NT computer. However, instead of comparing the user’s logon
information against a centralized user accounts database, the LAN Manager2.x
server compares the information with its local user accounts database. This
database may be the server’s own standalone database or a domain database shared
by a group of servers. LAN Manager2.x servers cannot use pass-through
authentication.
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Accessing resources on a LAN Manager2.x server is similar to accessing resources
on a Windows NT computer, except that the LAN Manager 2.x server does not use
a security access token to identify resource requests. Instead, the security ID maps
to the usemmame, whichis used to process resource requests.

if the LAN Manager 2.x serveris in the same domain as a Windows NT Server
computer, the server logonis identical to that used when accessing another
Windows NTServer computer (except that the LAN Manager 2.x server does not
generate or use security access tokens).

If the LAN Manager 2.x server is in another domain, the server logonis identical to
logon for a Windows NT Workstation computerthat is a member of a workgroup.
This is true even for a trusted domain, since LAN Manager 2.x servers don’t
support trust relationships. An account mustexist either in the LAN Manager 2.x
server’s domain or at the stand-alone serveritself,

Summary of Remote Logon Authentication
This section summarizes the various remote logon scenarios.

» Workgroup computer connecting to a Windows NT computer in a domain

Interactive logonfor the user at the workgroup computer(the client) is performed
by the local user accounts database.

‘The client’s username and a function of the password are passed to the specific
serverin the domain to whichthe client is tying to counect. This server checks the
username and password with information in its local user accounts database.If
there is a match, access to this server is allowed.

» Domain computer connecting to a Windows NT computer in the same domain

Interactive logon for the user at the client computer was performed by the domain’s
user accounts database.

The client’s domain name, username, and a function of the password are passed to
the computer being accessed, which passes them to a Windows NT Server computer
in the domain.

The Windows NT Server computer verifies that the domain name for the client
matches this domain.

Next the Windows NT Server computer check the username and password against
the domain’s user accounts database. If there is a match, access is allowed.
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Domain client in a trusted domain connecting to a Windows NT computer

Interactive logon forthe userat the client computer is performed by the domain’s
user accounts database.

- The client’s domain name, username, and a function of the password are passed to
the computer being accessed. That computer passes the logon information to a
Windows NT Serverin the domain.

The Windows NTServer computer verifies that the client’s domainis a trusted
domain and then passes the client’s identification information to a Windows NT
Server computerin that trasted domain.

A Windows NTServer computerin the trusted domain(that is, the same domainas
the client computer) checks the usernameand password against the domain’s user
accounts database. If there is a match, access is allowed.

Common Logon Scenarios
The following examples describe various logon scenarios in a Windows NT
environment,

Example 1: Logging On to a Member of a Workgroup
For a computer running Windows NTandparticipating in a workgroup, the
logon information is compared with the local user accounts database, When a user
logs on, the From boxlists only the name ofthe local computer. The user cannot
specify another workgroup or domainfor logon. There is no discovery, because the
Netlogon service is not running.If the user attempts access to another Windows NT
computer, authentication proceedsas discussed in “Example 4: Logging On to an
Unirusted Domain,” later in this chapter.

 
Figure 4.9 Inifial Logon and Local Databases for a Windows NT Workstation

After successful authentication, the username and password are cached by the
computer’s redirector for use when connecting to remote resources.
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Example 2: Logging On to the Home Domain
From a Windows NT computerparticipating in a domain, a user can choose
to have his or her logon information authenticated by the local computerorby a
domain controller in its domain. If the user account is a domain account, a domain
controller’s SAM for the home domainor a trusted domain authenticates the logon.
The workstation itself connects to a domain with a workstation trust account.

The From box Jists the name of the local computer, the name of the home domain in
which the computerparticipates, and the names of any trusted domains.

 ——} Securlly policy database
User accounts database

fyDomain
controller

TrustedDomain
controtier

Vigure 4.10 Logging On from a Domain Workstation

The security access token generated in an interactive logon is maintained on
the computer where the user is logged on.

Example 3: Logging On to a Trusted Domain
Whena user at a Windows NT Workstation computerin a domain,or a
Windows NT Server computerthat is participating in a domain but not as a domain
controller, attempts to log on to a trusted domain, the user’s credentials are not
authenticated on the local computer. The logon request is passed to a domain
controlleron the trusted domain and is authenticated there.
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If the usernameis not valid and the Guest accountof the computer on the computer
ihe useris logging on to is enabled, the useris logged onto the trusted domain as a
guest. If the Guest account is disabled,orif the usernameis valid but the password
is not, the logonattempt fails with access denied. The Guest accountIs used only
for remote logons.

The net use command prompts for a passwordif there is no corresponding user
account in the trusted domain,orif there is a corresponding user account but the
password does match the one supplied by the trusting domain, in situations where
the net use command would require a password, the net view command simply
fails with access denied.

The From boxlists tae domain and trusted domains for this computer.

 
 

 
(RTpaeine

jae ; [edoiinittrator

[Hsbomain i 4a — . :
Siemi f——} Securily policy database

7] EES fo} User accounts database 

fyDomain Trust 5controller f=}

TrustedDomain

controller f

Figure 4.11 Authentication by a TrustedDomain Controller

Example 4: Logging On to an Untrusted Domain
{fa cHent workstation or server connects by remote logon fo a Windows NT
computer and the domain namespecified is not trusted by the domain the client
workstation or serverthat the user is logged onto, the client computerchecksits
own user account for the username and password supplied. If the credentials are
valid, the client logs the user on. Ifthe username is not valid and the clhient’s Guest
accountis enabled, the computer logs the user on as a guest and passesthe
credentials to the untrusted dornain.
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Example 5: Logging on Without Specifying a Domain
Name

For workstations running Windows for Workgroups 3.1 or LAN Manager2.0,the
domain of the Windows NT computer being connected to might not be specified.
For a user connecting to an individual or workgroup workstation, user credentials
are authenticated only on the local computer. Ef the usernameis not valid and a
Guest account is enabled, the user is logged on as a guest.

if the client is connecting to a domain of which the workstation is a member, user
credentials are authenticated first by the workstation itself, and then by a domain
controler. If the username is not valid for the domain and the domain controller’s

Guest account is enabled, the useris logged to the Guest account of the machine
being connectedto. If the username is valid but the passwordis not, orif the Guest
accountis disabled, the user is again prompted for a password, and thenthe logon
attempt fails with access denied.

For a user logging onto a trusted domain from a domain workstation,it is not
obvious where the user’s domain accountis defined. User credentials are

authenticated in the following order until] the user is successfully logged on: first by
the workstation itself, then by the loca] domain server, and finally by the tnisted
domain.If all these logon attempts fail, the user is connected,if possible,to the
local workstation’s Guest account.

Troubleshooting Logon Problems |
This section discusses the two categories of typical problems users might face that
relate to logons:

« Problems when trying to view a server’s shared resources

« Problems whentrying to access one of those resources

Viewing a Server’s Shared Resources
Suppose AnnM logs on to a Windows NT domain with the password Yippee. She
wants to view the shared resources on a server named \WPRODUCTS,buther

password there is Yahoo. Because ofthis situation, Ann sees the following message
displayed on the screen:

Error 5; Access has been denied.
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AnnM asks the administrator of \PRODUCTSto change her password, but the
administrator leaves the User Must Change Password At Next Logon checkbox
checked. When AnnM tries to view the server's shared resources this time, she sees
the following message displayed on the screen: .

Error 2242: The password of this user has expired.

Whenthe administrator of \PRODUCTSclears the User Must Change Password
At Next Logon checkbox, AnnMis finally able to see the server’s shared resources.

Accessing a Server’s Shared Resources
Suppose AnnM is logged on to a Windows NT domain with the password Yippee
but wants to connect fo a shared directory an \\PRODUCTS, where her passwordis
Yahoo. Even though \WPRODUCTShas a Guest account because there is an
account for AnnM,sheis not allowed to gain access via the Guest account. Instead,
Windows NT prompts AnnM forthe valid password on WPRODUCTS.

On theother hand, JeffH wants to access the same shared directory and has no
account on WERODUCTS. Heis allowed access to this resource via the Guest
account for \PRODUCTSand is assigned the permissions associated with that
accoumit.

WAN Environmenis
Ina WANenvironment, timeout parameters are automatically tuned by both
Windows NT Workstation and Windows NT Server. Session setup times out after
45 seconds.

Using the LMHOSTSfile, a directed mailslot can be sentdirectly to a computer’s
internet protocol (IP) address to establish a trust relationship. For information on
the LMHOSTSfile, see Chapter 15, “Setting Up LMHOSTS.”
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CHAPTER 5

Windows NT Browser  
Users on a Windows NT network often need to know what domains and computers
are accessible from their local computer. Viewing all the network resources
available is known as browsing, The Windows NT Browser system maintainsa list,
called the browse list, of all the domains and servers available. Forstance, when
a user attempts to connect to a network drive using File Manager, the list of servers
that is displayed in the Shared Directories box of the Connect Network Drive dialog
boxis the browselist, and it is provided by a browserin the local computer’s
domain.

Note For the purposesof this discussion, the term server refers to any computer
that can provide resources to the rest of the network. A Windows NT Workstation
computer, for stance, is a server in the context of the Browser system if it can
share file or print resources with other computers on the network. The computer
does not have to be actually sharing resources to be considered a server. In this
chapter, specific references to Windows NT Server computers are always made
explicitly.

The Windows NT browser system consists of a master browser, backup browsers,
and client systems. The master browser maintains the browse list and periodically
sends copies to the backup browsers. When a browser client needs information, it
obtains the current browse list by remotely sending a NetServerEnum2application
programming interface (API)call to either the master browser or a backup browser.
(A NetServerEnum APIcall is also supported for compatibility with Microsoft
LAN Managernetworks.)

The centralized browser architecture reduces the numberof broadcast datagrams.
A datagram ts a network packet that is sent to a mailslot on a specified computer
(a directed datagram) or to a mailslot on any number of computers (a broadcast
datagram). The centralized browser architecture also reduces the demands onthe
client’s CPU and memory.
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Specifying a Browser Computer

 

Whether a computer running Windows NT Workstation computer or a
Windows NT Server computer can become a browseris determined inthe
Registry by the MaintainServerList entry under the HKEY_LOCALMACHINE
\YSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Browser\Parameters key, The possibic
values for the MaintainServerList entry are shown in the following table:

Table 5.1 Values for the MaintainServerList Entry  

  Value Meaning

No This computer will never be a browser.

Yes This computer will become a browser, At startup, the servertries to contact
tic master browser to get a current browse fist, If the master browser
cannot be found, this computer forces a browserelection, and can become
the master browser. For more information on browserelections, sec

‘Determining Browser Roles,” later in this chapter.
Thie tc the default valne far Windowszui8 1S ine Ge ab Yarde tor Wincows

the defau IT Server computers
COANE

Auto This computer is a potential browser. Whether it becomes a browser
depends on the number of existing browsers. This computer is notified by
the master browserifit should become a backup browser.

This is the default value for Windows NT Workstation computers. 

On any computer with a value of Yes or Auto for the MaintainServerList,
Windows NT Setup configures the Browser service to start automatically when the
computerstarts.

Anothersetting in the
HKEY_LOCAL,MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Browser\Para
meters key in the registry has a bearing on which servers become master browsers
and backup browsers. Setting the IsDomainMasterBrowserentry to True or Yes on
a. computermakesthat. computerapreferred master.browser..A.pecterred master.
browser computer has an advantage over other computers in master browser
elections. Also, whenevera preferred master browser computeris started,it forces
a browser election. For more information on browserelections, see “Determining
Browser Roles,” later in this chapter.
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Number of Browsers in Domains and Workgroups
In a Windows NT Server domain, every Windows NT Server computeris a
browser. One Windows NT Server computer in the domain, the primary domain
controller if there is one, is the master browser, and the other Windows NT Server
computers are backup browsers. If there is more than one Windows NT Server
computer in the domain, no Windows NT Workstation computer will ever be a
master browser in the domain.

Ina workgroup containing Windows NT Workstation computers, there is always
one master browser. If there are at least two Windows NT Workstation computers
in the workgroup, there is also one backup browser. For every 32 Windows NT
Workstation computers in the workgroup,there is another backup browser.

Determining Browser Roles
Atcertain times in each domain or workgroup,it is necessary to force an election of
the master browser. This section explains how the election works.

When a Windows NT computer needs to force a master browserelection, it notifies
the other browsers on the system by broadcasting an election datagram. The
election datagram contains the sending browser’s election version and election
criteria, as explainedlater in this section. The election versionis a constant value
that identifies the version of the browser election protocol.

When a browser receives an election datagram, the receiving browser examines the
datagram and first compares the election version with its own. If the receiving
browser has a higher election version than any other browser, it wins the election
regardless of the election criteria. If the election versions are identical for both
computers, the election criteria are compared.

The election criteria is a 4-byte hexadecimal value. If there is a tie on the basis of
election version, the tie is broken by the valueofthe electioncriteria.

» . If the browser has a higher electioncriteria than the issuer of the election
datagram, the browser issues its own election datagram and enters the “election
in progress”state.

« If the browser does not have a higher election criteria than the issuer of the
election datagram, the browser attempts to determine which system is the new
master browser.

x ®
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Specific groups of bytes are masked and their values set according to the following
list:

Operating System Type: OxFF@GGO88
Windows NT Server: @x20090908
Windows NT Workstation: Ox10G3G008

Windows for Workgroups: OxO1G08008

Election Version: @xGOFFFFQ@

Per Version Criteria: @xOQOB00FF

Primary Domain Controller: OxGGOHGaase
WINS client: . O@xGaaeeazs
Preferred Master browser OxGGOhRGas

Running Master browser: Ox@aveaeaa
MaintainServerList-yes GRGDGEGEGS

Running Backup Browser @xOeeeagal

If thereis still a tic, the browser that has been running longestis the winner. If there
ig still a tie, the browser that has a lexically lower nameis the winner. For example,
a server with a name of A becomes master browser instead of a server with a name
of B.

When a browserreceives an election datagram indicating thatit wins the election,
the browserenters the running election state. In the runningelectionstate, the
browsersends an election requestafter a delay based on the browser’s current
browserrole:

« Master browsers delay for 200ms.

» Backup browsers delay for 400ms

: All other browsers delay for 800ms.

The browser broadcasts up to four election datagrams.If, after four election
datagrams, no other browser has responded with an election criteria that would win

_ the ion, thebrowserbecomesthemasterbrowser.If thebrowserreceives an
~ election datagramindicating that anothersystem would wintheelection, the

browser demotesitself to backup browser. To avoid unnecessary network traffic, a
browserthat has lost an election does not broadcast any unsent election datagrams.

  
 

Browsers

The master browser and backup browsers in each domain have certain duties to
maintain the hrovwse list,
Agia
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Role of Master Browsers
The master browser maintains the browselist, the list of all servers in the master

browser’s domain or workgroup, and the list of all domains on the network. For a
domain that spans more than one subnetwork,the master browser maintains the
browselist for the portion of the domain on its subnetwork.

Individual servers announce their presence to the master browser by sending a
directed datagram called a server announcementto the domain or workgroup’s
master browser. Computers running Windows NT Server, Windows NT
Workstation, Windows for Workgroups, and LAN Managerservers send server
announcements. When the master browser receives a server announcement from a

computer,it adds that computerto the browselist.

The master browseralso returnslists of backup browsers (in the local subnetwork
of a TCP/iP-based network, if the domain spans more than one submetwork) to
computers running Windows NT Server, Windows NT Workstation, and Windows
for Workgroups. If a TCP/[P subnetwork comprises more than one domain, each
domain has its own master browser and backup browsers. On networks using the
NetBEUI Frame (NBF) or NWLink IPX/SPX-compatible network protocol, name
queries are sent across routers, so there is always only one master browserfor each
domain.

When a computerstarts and the computer’s MaintainServerList registry entry is set
to Auto, the master browser must tell that computer whether or not to become a
backup browser.

When a computer first becomes a master browser, it can force all servers to register
with it if its browse list is empty. The master browse computer doesthis by
broadcasting a RequestAnnouncement datagram. All computers that receive a
RequestAnnouncement datagram must respond by sending a server announcement
at a random time within the next 30 seconds. The randomized delay ensures thatthe
network and the master browser itself are not overwhelmed with responses.

When a master browser receives a server announcement from another computerthat
claims to be the master browser, the receiving master browser demotesitself and
forces an election. This action ensures that there is always only one master browser
ineach domain or workgroup.

Note The list of servers that the master browser maintains is limited to 64K of

data. This limits the number of computers that can be in a browse list in a single
workgroup or domain to 2000-3000 computers.
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Role of Domain Master Browsers

The primary domain controller (PDC) of a domain is given a bias in browser
elections to ensure that it becomes the master browser, The browserservice running
on a domain’s primary domain controllerhas the special additional role of being the
doinain master browser.

For a domain that uses TCP/IP and spans more than one subnetwork, cach
subnetwork functions as an independent browsing entity, with its own master
browser and backup browsers. To browse across the WAN to other subnetworks,at
least one browser running Windows NT Server is required on the domain for each
subnetwork. On the subnetwork. with the PDC, this Windows NT Server computer
is typically the PDC, which functions as the domain master browser.

When a domain spans multiple subnetworks, the master browsers for each
subnetwork announcesitself as the master browsers to the domain master browser

using 2 directed MasterBrowserAnnouncement datagram. The domain master
browserthen sends a remote NetServerEnum API call to each master browser to

collect each subneiwork’s list of servers. The domain master browser merges the
serverlist from each subnetwork master browser with its ownserver list to form the

browse list for the domain. This process is repeated every 15 minutes to ensure that
the domain master browserhas a complete browselist of all the servers in the
domain,

The master browser on each subnetwork also sends a remote NetServerEnum API

call to the domain master browser to obtain the complete browse list for the domain.
This browselist is thug available to browserclients on the subnetwork.
 

Note Windows NT workgroups cannot span multiple subnetworks, Any
Windows NT workgroup that spans subnetworks actually functions as two separate
workgroups, with identical names.

oleofBackupBrowsers
Backup browserscali the master browser every 15 minutesto getthe latest copy of
the browse list, as well as a list of domains. Each backup browser caches these lists
and returns the list of servers to any clients that send a remote NetServerHnum
API call to the backup browser. If the backup browser cannot find the master
browser, it forces an election.
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How Computers Announce Themselves
When a computeris started, it announces itself by sending a server announcement
to the domain or workgroup’s master browser every minute. As the computer

continues running, the time between server announcements is increased until it
eventually becomes once every 12 minutes.

If the master browser has not received a server announcement from a computer for
three announcement periods, the computeris removed from the browse list.

Note There might be up to a 36-minute delay between the time a server goes down
and the time it is removed from the browselist.

 

 

Domain Announcements
Client computers sometimes need to retrieve lists of domains, as well as lists of
servers in those domains. The Windows NT NetServerEnum APIhas a level of

information to allow this.

When a browser becomes a master browser, it broadcasts a DomainAnnouncement

datagram every minute for the first five minutes, and then broadcasts once every 15
minutes after that. Master browsers on other domains receive these

DomainAnnouncement datagrams and add the specified domain to the browselist.

DomainAnnouncement datagrams contain the name of the domain, the nameof the
domain master browser, and whether the master browseris running Windows NT
Server or Windows NT Workstation. If the master browserif running Windows NT
Server, the datagram also specifies whether that browser is the domain’s PDC.

If a domain has not announceditself for three consecutive announcementperiods,
the domain is removed from the browselist.
 

Note A domain might be down for as long as 45 mimutes before it is removed from
the browse list.   

The domain master browser augments this list of domains with the list of domains
that have registered a domain NetBIOS address with the Windows Internet Name
Service (WINS). Checking against WINS ensures that the browser maintains a
complete list of domain names in an environment with subnetworks. For
information on special NetBIOS names, see “Managing Special Names”in
Chapter 14, “Installing and Configuring WINS Servers.”
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How Clients Receive BrowserInformation
Whenan application running on a client issues a NetServerEnum APIcall, the
client sends the API call 1o a browser,

if this is the first time a NetServerEnumAPI call has been issued by an

application running onthe client, the client must first determme which computers
are the browsers in its workgroup or domain. The client doesthis by sending a
QueryBrowserServers directed datagram. ‘This request is processed by the master
browserfor the domain and subnetwork on which the clientis located. The master

browserthen returns a list of browsers active in the workgroup or domain being
queried. The client selects the namesof three browsers from the list, and then stores
these names for future use. For future NetServerEnum APIcalls, a browseris
lee comin haen ine Lees then thee beep ene harass coos he the eliest
CHOSGH PaiGCiiey TOM tie uve OPOWSer Malies Uial WCIU Saved DY WiC Uileitt.

If the client cannot find the master browseraficr three attempts, the client issues a
ForceElection broadcast to the domain being queried. A ForceElection broadcast
forces the election of a new master browserin the domain. To indicate that the

mnaster browsercould not be found, the client then returns an error

(ERROR_BAD_NETPATH)to the application. For more information on browser
elections, see “Determining Browser Roles,” earlierin this chapter.

Browser Failures
Whena serverfails, it stops announcingitself. When the master browser does not
receive a server announcementforthree of the server’s current announcement

periods, the master browser removes the non-browserfrom the browselist. It might
take up to an additional 15 minutes for the backup browsersto retrieve the updated
browselist from the master browser, so it could take as long as 51 minutes from the
time a serverfails to when it is removed from all browselists.

Because a backup browser announcesitself in the same way as a server, the
procedure whenabackupbrowserfails is.the same.as.thatforaserver, Ifthename
of this backup browser has been given to any clients, attempts made by those clients
io contact this backup browserfail. The client then zetries the NetServerEnum
API call on another backup browser on the client’s list of browsers. If all the
backup browsersthat a client knows have failed, the client attempts to get a new hst
of backup browsers from the master browser.If the client is unable to contact the
master browser, it forces a browserelection.

gon ¥
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When a master browser fails, lhe backup browsers detect the failure within [5
minutes. After a master browser failure is detected, the farsi backup browser to
detect the failure forces an election to select'a new master browser, In addition, it is
possible that between the time the master browserfails and the election of a new
master browser happens, the. domain will disappearfromthe list of domains in the
browselist. Ifa client performsits first NetServerEnum APIcall after the old
master browser has failed but before a backup browser detects the failure, the cHent
forces an election. If a master browser fails and there are no backup browsers,
browsing in the workgroup or domain will not function correctly.

When a domain master browser fails, other master browsers see only servers on the
same local subnetwork. Eventually, all servers that are not onthe local subnetwork
are removed from the browselist.

Browser Components
The Browser system consists of two components:

» Browserservice

« Datagram Receiver

The Browser service ts the user-mode portion that is responsible for
maintaining the browselist, remotely making API calls, and managing the
various roles a browser can have. It resides within the LanmanServer

service (systemroo\S YSTEM32\SERVICES.EXE)and is supported by
\systemrooASYSTEM32ABROWSER.DLL.The browser's registry entries are
under the HREY_LOCALMACHINE\S YSTEM\CurrentControlSet

\Services\Browser key.

The datagram receiver is the kernel-mode portion of the browser, and is simply a
datagram and mailslot receiver. It receives directed and broadcast datagrams of
interest to the workstation and server services. It provides kernel-level support for
the NetServerEnum API, as well as support for remote mailslot reception (second-
class datagram-based mailslot messages) and the request announcementservices.

The datagram receiverfile is \systemroo\SYSTEM32\BROWSER.SYS.The
datagram receiver’s registry entries are in the HKEY_LOCALMACHINE
\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\DGRevr key.

iad
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Mailslot Names
All browserdatagrams destined for LAN Manager, Windows for Workgroups,

Windows NT Workstation, or Windows NT Server computer8 are sent to the
mailslot name \MATLSLOT\LANMAN.

Browserdatagramsthat are destined only for Windows NT Workstation or
Windows NT Server computers are sent to the mailslot name
\MAILSLOT\MSBROWSE.

LAN ManagerInteroperability
Ip order for Windows NT browsers and LAN Managerbrowsers to work together,
you might have to perform some configuration tasks.

Making Windows NTServers Visible to LAN Manager Clients
To make a Windows NT server visibie to LAN Managerciients, you must
configure the Windows NT server to announceitself to LAN Manager 2.x servers.
You can do this by using the Networks option in Control Panel or by changing the
LMannounce entry in the Registry.

+ 'Fomake a Windows NT servervisible te LAN Managerclients using the
Control Panel

1. On the Windows NT computer, double-click the Network option in Control
Panel to display the Network Settings dialog box.

2. Select Sever from the Installed Network Software box, and then choose the
Configure button to display the Server dialog box.

3. Select Make Browser Broadcasts to LAN Manager 2.x Clients check box, and
then choose the OK button.

» ‘To iiaké a WindowsNTbrowservisibie toLAN Managercients asing the
Windows NT Registry

1. Run the REGEDT32.EXEfile from File Manager or Program Managerto start
the Registry Editor.

2. Locate the following key:

HKEYLOCAL.MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\_LanmanSe
rver\Parameters

3. Changethe value of the LMannounceentry to 1.

For more information about the Windows NT Registry, see Chapters 10 through i¢
in the Windows NT Resource Guide.
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Making LAN Manager DomainsVisible to Windows NT Browsers
You can make up to four LAN Manager-only domains visible to a Windows NT
Browser, You can do this by using the Control Panel or configuring the Registry of
the Windows NT browser. The LAN Manager domains you add to the
Windows NT browselist this way will be visible to ali members ofthe
Windows NT browser’s domain.

» To make LAN Manager domainsvisible to a Windows NT browserusing the
Control Panel
1. On the Windows NT computer, double-click the Networks option in Control

Panel to display the Network Settings dialog box.

2. Select Computer Browser from the Installed Network Software box, and then
choose the Configure button to display the Browser Configuration dialog box.

3, For each LAN Manager domain you wantto add, type the LAN Manager
domain name in the box on the left, and then choose the Add button.

4. When finished adding up to four domains, choose the OK button.

>» To make LAN Manager domainsvisible to a Windows NT browser using the
Windows NT Registry

1, Run the REGEDT32.EXEfile from File Manager or Program Managerof the
Windows NT browser to start the Registry Editor.

2. Locate the following key:

HKEY_LOCALMACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\LanmanSe
rver\Parameters

3. In the OtherDomainsentry, add the names of the LAN Manager domainsthat
you want to be made visible to the Windows NT browser.

For more information about the Windows NT Registry, see chapters 10 through 14
in the Windows NT Resource Guide,
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CHAPTER

Using NBF with Windows NT

6

 
NetBEUI Frame (NBF)is the implementation of the NetBIOS Extended User
Interface (NetBEUI) protocoldriver used in Windows NT. This protocol provides
compatibility with existing LANsthat use the NetBEUIprotocol.

This chapter describes how NBF handles connection-oriented and connectionless
networktraffic, and it also describes NBF’s unique method for handling resources
to create a virtually infinite number of connections. The topics include the
following:

Overview of NetBEUI and NBF

NBF andnetwork traffic
NBE andsessions _

Session iimits

Lut4REDE
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Overview of NetBEU! and NBE
The NetBEUIprotocol,first introduced by IBM in 1985, was written to the
NetBIOSinterface and designed as a small, efficient protocol for use on
depariment-sized LANs of 20 to 200 workstations. Thisoriginal design assumed
that broader connectivity services could be added by including gatewaysas the
network grew.(As describedlaterin this chapter, NBF breaks the session limit that
restricted NetBEUI’s reach.)

The NetBEUIprotocol provides powerful flow control and tuning parameters plus
robust error detection. Microsoft has supported the NetREUIprotocolin alt of its
networking products since Microsoft’s first networking product, MS-Net, was
introduced in the mid-1980s.

NetBEULis the precursor to the NetBEUI Frame (NBF) protocol included with
Windows NT. NBE provides compatibility with existing LAN Managerand
MS-Netinstallations, and with 123M LAN Serverinstallations. On Windows NT,
the NetBIOS interface is supported under MS-DOS, 16-bit Windows, and Win32
subsystem environments.

NBF and Network Traffic

The NBF protocol,like NetBEUI, provides for both connectionless or connection-
orientedtraffic. Connectionless communications can be eitherunreliable or reliable.
NBEand NetBEUIprovide only unreliable connectionless, not reliable
connectionless communications.

Unreliable communication is similar to sending a letter in the mail. No responseis
generated by the receiver of the letter to ensure the senderthat the letter madeit to
its destination. In comparison,reliable connectionless communicationsis ike a
registered letter whose senderis notified that the letter arrived. .

Connectinn-oriented communications nrovide reliable communications between two
computers in a way that is analogous to a phonecall, where two callers connect, a
conversation occurs, and then the connection is dropped when the conversation
ends. A reliable connection requires more overhead than connectionless
communications do.

NBF communicates via the NDIS interface at the Logical Link Control (LLC)
sublayer. A connection at the LLC sublayeris called a link, which is uniquely
defined by the adapter’s address and the destination service access point (DSAP). A
service access point (SAP) can be thought of as the address of a port (o a layer as
defined by the OSI model. Because NBFis a NetBIOS implementation,it uses the
NetBIOS SAP (OxFO). While the 802.2 protocol governs the overall flow of data,
the primitives are responsible for passing the data from onelayerto the next. The
primitives are passed through the SAPs betweenlayers.
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7. Application
 

§. Presentation

5, Session

 4. Transport

 
 
 
 

3. Network

2. Data Link 

 
Network adapter card driver(MAC} 

1. Physical
Network adapter card

Figure 6.1 NBF Communicates via the NDIS Interface at the LLC Sublayer

Connectionless Traffic

For connectionless traffic that requires a response from a remote computer, NBF
sends out a certain numberof frames, depending on the command. The total number
is based on retry Registry value entries, such as NameQueryRetries. The time
between sending each frame is determined by timeout Registry entries, such as
NameQueryTimeout.

Three types ofNetBIOS commands generate connectionlesstraffic: name claim and
resolution, datagrams, and miscellaneous commands. These commandsare sent as
UI (Unnumbered Information) frames at the LLC sublayer.

To see how Windows NT usesretry and timeout values from theRegistry, consider
what happens when Windows NT registers computernames via NBF usingthe
NetBIOS Add.Name command. When NBFreceives the Add.Name command, it
broadcasts ADD_NAME,QUERYframesa total of AddNameQueryRetries
times and sends these broadcasts at a time interval of AddNameQueryTimeout.
This allows computers on the network enough time to inform the sending computer
whether the name is already registered as a unique name on another computer or a
group name on the network.
 

Note Ali Registry values discussed in this chapter are found underthe following
Registry path:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\ CurrentControlSet\Services\Nbf
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Connection-Oriented Traffic

 
The net use commandis an example of a connection-orlented communication, as
illustrated in Figure 6.2.

Client

Bedirector
NBF [RBG 

{commasTPromamcrl
Figure 6.2. Connection-oriented Network Traffic

When a user types netuse at the command line io connect to a shared resource,
NBF mustfirst locate the server by sending Ul-frames, and theninitialize the link.
This is handled by the redirector when it makes a connection to the NBFdrivers via
the Transport Driver Interface (TDT} boundary. NBF begins the sequence by

generating a NetBIOS Find Nameframe. Once the server is found, a session is set
up with UC Class-il frames following the standard 802.2 protocol (802.2 governs
the overall flow of data).

‘The client computer sends an SABME (Set Asynchronous Balance Mode Extended)
frame, and the server returns a UA (Unnumbered Acknowledgment) frame. Then
the client sends an RR (Receive Ready) frame, notifying the serverthat Ht is ready
to receive I-frames whose sequence numberis currently 0. The server
acknowledges this frame,

Once the LLC-level session is established, additional NetBEUT-level information is

exchanged. The client sends a Session Initialize frame, and then the server responds
with a Session Confirm frame. At this point, the NetBEULlevel session is ready to
handle application-level frames (Server Message Blocks, or SMBs}.

Rehable transfer is achieved with link-oriented frames by numbering the I-frames.
This allows the receiving computer to determine whether the frames were lost and
in what order they were received.

NBF uses two techniques to improve performance for connection-orientedtraffic:
use of adaptive sliding windows and use oflink timers. These techniques are
described in the next two sections.
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Adaptive Sliding Window Protocol
NBFusesan adaptive sliding windowalgorithm to improve performance while
reducing network congestion and providing flow control. A sliding window
algorithmallows a sender to dynamically tune the number of LLC frames sent
before an acknowledgment is requested. Figure 6.3 shows frames traveling through
a two-way pipe.

 
 

Redirector 
Figure 6.3. Adaptive Sliding Window

If the sender could feed only one frame into the pipe and then had to wait for an
acknowledgment (ACK), the sender’s pipe would be underused. If
the sender can send multiple frames before an ACKis returned, the sender can keep
the pipe full, thereby using the full bandwidth of the pipe. The frames wouldtravel
forward, and then ACKsfor the received frames would travel back. The numberof
frames that the sender is allowed to send before it must wait for an ACK is referred

to as the send window. In general, NBF has no receive window,unless it detects
that the remote is a version of IBM LAN Server, which neverpolls; in this case,
NBFuses a receive window based on the value of MaximumIncomingFramesin
the Registry.

The adaptive sliding window protace!tries to determine the best sizes for the
send window forthe current network conditions. Ideally, the windows should be big
enough so that maximurm throughput can be realized. However, if the window gets
too big, the receiver could get overloaded and drop frames. For big windows,
dropped frames cause significant network traffic because more frames have to be
retransmitted. Lost frames might be a problem on slow links or when frames have
to pass over multiple hops to find the receiving station. Lost frames coupled with
large send windows generate multiple retransmissions. This traffic overhead might
make an already congested network worse. By limiting the send windowsize,
traffic is throttled, and congestion control is exercised.

¥ 6
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Link Timers

NBFusesthree timers: the response timer(T1), the acknowledgmenttimer(T2),
and the inactivity timer (Ti). These timers help regulate network traffic and are
anqniroalled hy the yokuas af the NefanltT1 Timeont, PofankT3Timeont andULLrolled Uy tuk Sao Ua uit SRE eo A RELA
DefaultTiTimeout Registry entries, respectively.

The response timeris used to determine how long the sender should wait before
it assumes the I-frameis lost. After Ti milliseconds, NBF sends an RR framethat
has not been acknowledged and doubles the value for T1. If the RR frameis not
acknowledged after the numberofretries defined by the value of LLCRetries, the
link is dropped.

Where the return traffic does not allow the receiverto send an I-frame within a
legitimate time period, the acknowledgmenttimer begins, and then the ACKis sent.
The value forthis timer is set by the T2 variable, with a default vatue of 150
milliseconds.If the senderhas to wait until the T2 timer starts in orderto receive

a response,the link might be underused while the sender waits for the ACK. This
rare situation can occur over slow links. On the other hand,if the timer value is too
low,the timerstarts and sends unnecessary ACKs, generating excesstraffic, NBF
is optimized so that the last frame the sender wants to send is sent with the POLL
bit turned on. This forces the receiver to send an ACK immediately.

The inactivity timer, Ti, is used to detect whetherthe link has gone down. The
default value for Ti is 30 seconds. If Ti milliseconds pass withoutactivity on
the link, NBF sends an I-framefor polling. This is then ACKed, andthe link is
maintained,
  

 

NBF and Sessions
Each process within Windows NT that uses NetBIOS can communicate with up to
254 different computers. The implementation of NetBIOS under Windows NT
requires the application to do a few more things than havetraditionally been done
on otherplatforms, but the capacity for doing up to 254sessions from within each
process is well worththe price. Prior implementations of NetBIOS had the 254-
session limit for the entire computer, including the workstation and server
components.

Note that the 254-sessionlimit docs not apply to the default workstation or server
components. The workstation and serverservices avoid the problem by writing
directly to the TDI ratherthan calling NetBIOSdirectly. This is a handie-based
(32-bit) mterface.
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NBFaiso has a unique method of handling resources to create a virtually infinite
(memory pennitting) numberof connections, as described in the next section.

Session Limits
The 254-session limit is based on a key variable in the NetBIOS architecture called
the Local Session Number (LSN). Thisis a one-byte number (0 to 255) with
several nurabers reserved for system use. When two computers establish
a session via NBF,there is an exchange of LSNs.

The LSNson the two computers might be different. They do not have
to match, but a computer always uses the same LSN for a given session. This
numberis assigned when a programm issues a CALL NCB (Network Control Block).
The numberis actually shared between the two computersin the initial frame sent
from the calling computerto the listening computer. Figure 6.4
showsthis session-creation frame exchange.
 

 
 
 2, SourceAddress=0286D0-129C4D

NameQuery Response

NCB GALL

(Name=REMOTE}  

 
 

 

1. SourceAddress=0286D0-11F784

NameQuery{LSN=5, Name=AEMOTE}

NCB LISTEN

(Name=REMOTE) 

Figure 6.4 Broadcast of NameQuery

Theinitial frame is a NameQuery frame. In previous implementations of NBF,this
frame was broadcast onto the network. All computers read the frame and check to
see if they have the name in their name space andif there is a LISTEN NCB
pending on the name. If there is a LISTEN NCB pending,the computerassigns a
new LSNforitself, and then adds it to the response frame and satisfies the LISTEN
NCB,which now contains just the LSN used on that computer. Even though both
computers know the LSN ofthe other, the information is not used. The more
important information for the two communicating partners is the network addresses
that are part of the frames. Asthe frames are exchanged, each partnerpicks up the
address of the other in the source address component
of the frame received. The NBF protocol keeps the network address of the remote
partner so that subsequent frames can be addressed directly.
 

Note This process applies for NBF connections. NetBIOS connections established
via TCP/IP and RFC1001/1002 or NBP are handled differently. 
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Windows N'Thas to use the same NameQuery frame to establish connections
with remote computers via NBF; otherwise, it would not be able to talk to existing
workstations and servers. The NameQuery frame transmitted must containthe
|-byte-wide LSN to be used.

Breaking the 254-Session Limit
NBFbreaks the 254-session barrier by using a combination of two matrices, one
maintained by NBF, and one maintained by NetBIOS,

The NRF system maintains a two-dimensional matrix, as shown in Figure 6.5.
Alongthe side of this matrix are the LSN numbers 1 to 254. Across the top are the
network addresses for the different computers that it has sessions with. In the cell
defined by the LSN and network address is the TDI handle, whichrelates back to
the process that established the connection (either the CALL or LISTEN).

 
Figure 6.5 NB¥F and. Its LSN Matrix

Note The matrix conceptand its contents are for illustration purposes only. The
physical storage algorithm and exact contents are beyond the scope of this chapter.

 

 

The NameQuery frame from Windows NT contains the LSN numberassociated
with the TDI handlethatsatisfies either the NCB CALL or the LISTEN.Inthe case

of a CALL,it is not broadcast but is addressed directly to the recipient.

The remaining mystery is how NBF pects the network address of the recipient to add
to its matrix when doing the CALL. {it’s easy on the LISTEN side becausethe
addressis in the NameQuery frame received.)
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As shown in Figure 6.6, NBFuses two NameQuery frames.
 

 
2, SourceAddress=(286D0-129C3D

NameQuery Response 
 

NCB CALL

(Name=REMOTE}

 4, SourceAddress=0286D6-129C3D
NameQuery Response
 

1. ScurceAddress=0286D0-11F784

NameQuery(LSN=0, Name=REMOTE) NemesREMOTE) 
3. SourceAddress=028650-11F784

NameQuery(LSN=5, Narne=REMOTE}

Figure 6.6 Two NameQuery Frames in Windows NT NBE

For the numbered items in Figure 6.6:

1. The first frame is the FindNameformatof the NameQuery.
However, an LSN of0 is spectal; it indicates that it is a FindName. The
FindNameis broadcast; when the remote computer respondsto the
frame, NBF has the network address it needs to add an entry to the table.

2, The second NameQuery is then sent directly to the remote station, with the LSN
filled in as a CALL command. The FindNamewill be successfully returned by
the remote computer, even if no LISTEN NCEis posted against the name.

3. Ifno LISTEN NCBis posted against the name, frame (3) is sent.

4, The same frameis responded to by frame (4).

NBFmustalso address another problem—the LSN from the NBFtable cannot be
the one returned to the process issuing the CALL or LISTEN commands. NBF may
have established connections with multiple remote computers with LSN=5,for
example. Windows NT must return each process an LSN numberthat uniquely
defines its session.

As stated earlier, NBF uses the TDI handle to know which LSN and network

address to send frames to, and each process has its own set of LSNs available to it,
Therefore, there must be a component betweenthe originating process and the TDI
interface of NBFthat translates a process ID and an LSNinto a TDI handle. The
componentin the middie is called NETBIOS.SYS.

This conceptis illustrated in Figure 6.7, although the table maintained by
NETBIOS.SYSis actually 254 LSNs per LANA numberperprocess. (In
Windows NT, each binding path is represented by a LANA number). Inreality,
each process can have up to 254 sessions per LANA number,notjust a total of 254
sessions.
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Process 1D
LSN

TDI Handle 

 

NETBIOS.SYS 
 SDE

NBF :
re SkOETACSETSa 

Figure 6.7 NETBIOS.SYS Mairix

NETBIOS.SYSbuilds a second matrix that has LSNs downthe side, process IDs
along the top, and TDI handles in the cells. It is the LSN fromthis table thatis
passed backto the originating process.

Figure 6.8 presents a top-down view of the architecture.

Process ID = 122

  
 
 

  
 
 

ESE
User mode

Kernel mode

LSN

TOl Handle

TDI Handle

  

Network TASean
Figure 6.8 Another Viewof the NetBIOS Architecture
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For example, suppose a process needs to establish a session with a remote
computer. Before the process can issue the CALL NCB, it must issue a RESET
NCB. This command signals NETRIOS.SYSto allocate space in its TDI handle
table, among other things. Once the RESETis satisfied, the process issues a CALL
NCBto make 4 connection with a specific remote computer. This NCBis directed
down to the NETBIOS.SYS device driver. The driver opens a new TDI handle to
NBFand sends the command to NBF.

NBFissues the first NAME_QUERY with LSN=0to find the remote computer.
Whenthe remote- computer responds, the network address is extracted from the
frame, and a column in the NBFtable is created. The second NAME_QUERY with
an LSNis sentdirectly to the remote computer, Whenthat frame is returned
successfully, NBFreturns from the TDI call to the NETBIOS.SYSdriver with a
successful status code.

NETBIOS.SYSthenfills in the LSN from its tabic into the NCB andsatisfies it

back to the calling process.
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CHAPTER 7

Using DLCwith Windows NT  
A Data Link Control (DLC) protecol interface device driver is included in
Windows NT Workstation and Windows NT Server. The DLC protocol
is traditionally used to provide connectivity to IBM mainframes.It is also used to
provide connectivity to local area network printers that are directly attached to the
network, instead of to a specific computer.

This chapter provides details about the DLC protocol device driver for
Windows NT.
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Overview
The Data Link Control (DLC) protocol driver provided with Windows NT allows
the computer to communicate with other computers running the DLC protocolstack
(for example, an IBM mainframe) and other network peripherats (for exampie,

printers such as 2 Hewlett-Packard HP 451 that use a network adapter card to
connectdirectly to the network).

Windows NT DLC contains an 802.2 Logical Link ¢Control (LLC) Finite State
Machine, which is used when transmitting.and receiving type 2 connection-oriented
frames. DLC can also transmit and receive type | connectioniess frames, such as
Unnumbered Information (UI) frames. ‘Type 1 and 2 frames can be transmitted and
received simultaneously.

Windows NT DLC works with either token ring or Ethernet MAC drivers and can
transmit and receive Digital .Intel.Xerox (DIX) format frames when bound to an
Ethernet MAC.

The DLCinterface can be accessed from 32-bit Windows NT-based programs and
from 16-bit MS-DOS—based and 16-bit Windows-based programs. The 32-bit
interface conforms largely to the CCB2interface, the segmented 16-bit pointers
being replaced with flat 32-bit pointers. The 16-bit interface conformsto the CCB1
interface.

 

Note For definitions of the CCB interfaces, see the [BAY Local Area Network

Technical Reference. 

Loading the DLC Driver on Windows NT
The DLC driver can be loaded when the systemis first installed, or any
time thereafter, using the Network option in Control Panel.

The orderof the bindings section is significant to DLC because an adapter
is specified at the DLC interface as a number—typically 0 or 1 (although
Windows NT DLC can support up to 16 physical adapters). The number
correspondsto the index of the adapter in the DLC bindings section. If you
have only: one network adapter card installed, DLC applications use a value of 0 to
refer to this adapter, and youneed not make any changes to the bindings.

if you have more than one adaptercard, you might want to modify the bindings.
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® ‘Lo change the order ef the bindings

L. From the Network Control Panel, choose Bindings.

2. From the Show Bindings For box, choase DLC Protocol:

You will see a list of bindings, such as the following:

DLC Protocel -> ARC Bullt-in Ethernet Adapter Driver ->
[@1] ARC Built-in Ethernet Adapter

DLC Protocol -> IBM Token Ring Adapter Driver ->
[92] IBM Token Ring Adapter

The numbers in brackets refer to the order in which the adapters were installed.
In this example, DLC currently refers to the Ethernet adapteras adapter #0 and
the Token Ring adapter as adapter #1.

If you have software (such as a 3270 emulator program) that allows you to
specify an adapter nuntberat run time, you might decide to keep the current
setup and change the adapter number when you runthe software. Typically,
however, the software uses adapter #0, expecting an 18M Token Ring card
to be the primary adapter. In this case, you will need to change the order of
the bindingslist.

3. To change the order of an item in the list, highlight the item, and then use
~ the up- and down-arrow buttons to reposition it in thelist.

Por example, suppose you wanted to change the above bindings so that the IBM
Token Ring adapter corresponds to adapter #0 and the ARC Ethernet adapter
corresponds to adapter #1, Highlight the line containing IBM Token Ring
Adapter Driver, and click once on the up-arrow button. The bindings are now
correctly ordered for your application software, and you do not need to modify
the program configuration.

4, Choose OK to keep the modified bindingslist.

4 g
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DLC Driver Parameters in the Registry
Unlike other Windows NT protecol drivers, DLC does not bind toa MAC driver
until an adapter open commandis issued. When an adapter is opened forthe first
time, the DLC protocol driver writes some default values into the Registry for
that adapter. These values control the various timers that DLC uses, whether DIX
frames should be used over an Ethernet link, and whetherbits in a destination
address should be swapped (used when going over a bridge that swaps destination
addresses).

The timer entries in the Registry are supplied because program-supplied timer
vaiues might not be sufficient. There are three timers used by DLClink.
communication:

« Tl is the response timer.

a T2 is the acknowledgment delay timer.

: Tiis the inactivity timer.

Fachtimeris split into two groups—TxTickOneand TxTickTwo, where x is
1,2, ori.

Typically, these timer values are set when a program opens an adapter and/or
creates a Seryice Access Point (SAP).

The Registry contains entries used to modify timer values. Registry entries for DLC
are found in the following location:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentContral Set \Services\DLC\Parameters

\<Adapter Name>

Whenyou edit a timer entry value, the change takes effect the next time the adapter
is opened (for example, by rerunning the application). For more information,
including the ranges and default valuesfor the timers, see “DLC System Driver
Entries” in Chapter 14, “Registry Value Entries.”

Communicating with SNA Hosts Using DLC and SNA
Oneof the major uses of the DLC protocol today is connecting personal computers
to SNA hosts, that is, IBM mainframe or midrange computers such as the AS/400.
Withthe increased popularity of local area networks in the mid-1980s, IBM
introduced two new connectivity options for its hosts. With the Token Ring
Interface Connection (TIC), any SNA host can communicate with a token sing
network. With the LAN Interface Connection (LIC), an AS/400 computer can
communicate with an Ethernet network,
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PC with DLC

3270 emulation 
Figure7.1 Mainframe Comectivity Path Using Token Ring

The SNA hosts already possessed a rich protocol stack in Systems Network
Architecture (SNA). SNA provides equivalent functionality to the OSI Network,
‘Transport, Session, and Presentation levels (although functionality might differ at
each level). Because the DLC layer and the OST Data Link layer are almost
identical in functionality, a programming interface was developed for the DLC
layer and exposed to programmers wanting to use this level of interface. The
interface is described in the IEEE 802.2 standard.

SNA Model OSI Model
 

7, Application layer

6. Presentation layer

5. Session layer

 

  
Figure 7.2. Comparison of SNA and OSI Models

SNA Server uses the DLC protocol device driver when communicating to
mainframes via the token ring interface. Detailed configuration and installation
information is provided in the Microsoft SNA Server Installation Guide and the
Microsoft SNA Server Administration Guide.
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Using DLC to Conneci io HP Printers
DLCis used to provide connectivity to local area network printers that are directly
attached te the network, not to a specific computer.

Printing via the DLC protocol device driver starts by creating a printerthat uses the
HPMON.DLLprinter driver. All commands are performed in the Print Manager
utility.

Yo connect to a printer that is directly attached to the network

t.. From the Printer menu in Print Manager, choose Create Printer.

2. Inthe Print To box, select Other.

3. In the Print Destinations dialog box, select Hewlett-Packard Network Port,
4 . Inthe Add Hewlett-Packard Network Peripheral Port dialog box, select the

network adapter card that will communicate with the printer.

From the Add Hewlett-Packard Network Peripheral Portdialog box, youcan cause.
Windows NTto automatically search for printers connected to your network. You
can also adjust the DLC Timersforthis application. DLC timers are described in
“DLC Driver Parameters in the Registry,” earlier in this chapter.

For more specific information, see the online Help associated with the Add
Hewlett-Packard Network Peripheral Port dialog box.

Changing the Locally Administered Address
There might be times when you want to change or overridethe network address
of the network adapter card when running the DLC protocol. You might wantto
do this, for example, when communicating directly to a mainframe. Certain
configurations of mainframe software require the network address of the devices
connecting to it to follow a set format, so it might be necessary to change the card’s
network address. You can dothis through the Registry Editor.
 

Note The following exampleis for an IBM Token Ring adapter. This parameter1s
supported on other network adapters as well, but not necessarilyall.

The following instructions do not apply when connecting to a mainframe via SNA
Server. The medifications needed to the network address are handled during the
installaGion process. 
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» ‘To change the address of an adapter card

i. From the File menu of Program Manager, choose the Run command,

2. In the Command Line box of the Run dialog box, type REGEDT32.EXE, and
then choose the OK button.

3. Whenthe Registry Editorstarts, select the following key:
HKEYLOCALMACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\ibmTGKMCO1

_ 4, From the Edit menu, choose Add Value. For Value, type NetworkAddress, and
select REG_SZ for data. Choose OR.

5. Type the 12-digit Locally Administered Address (LAA) that you need to
communicate to the mainframe. If you don’t know this address, see your network
administrator or operations group.

6. Exit the Registry Editor and restart your computer.

(You must restart the computerfor the modification to take effect.)

7. From the command prompt, run the following commandtoreport the active
MACaddress:

net config rdr

if the MAC address is the one you entered in the Registry Editor, the LAA has
taken effect.

For more information about using Registry Editor, see Chapter 11, “Registry Editor
and Registry Administration,” of the Windows NT Resource Guide. For
information about specific DLC-related Registry Entries, see Chapter14, “Registry
Value Entries,” of the Windows NT Resource Guide.
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CHAPTER 8

Client-Server Connectivity on
Windows NT  

Client-server computing systems must be able to access data that resides on
different hardware platforms, different operating systems, different network
operating systems, and different database management systems (DBMSs). This
chapterdiscusses specifically how client workstations communicate with databases
stored on Windows NT computers. Primarily, this chapter covers details about
MS-DOS, Windows, Windows NT Workstation, and OS/2 client workstations.

This chapter explains client-server connectivity on Windows NT using Microsoft
SQL Server as an example. For information on other client-server databases
developed for Windows NT,see the appropriate vendor documentation.
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SGL Server
Microsoft SOL Server 4.2] has been completely reengineered for Windows NT.
SOL Server includes the following enhancements and performance improvements
that were not part of previous versions of SQL Server:

2
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A new Symmetric Server architecture allows SQL Serverto scale from
notebook computers to symmetric multiprocessor servers, with support for Intel-
based and RISC-based computers. This architecture dynamically balances the
processor load across multiple CPUs and provides a preemptive multithreaded
design for improved performanceandreliability.

Windows NTprovides preemptive scheduling, virtual paged memory
management, symmetric multiprocessing, and asynchronous I/O, the foundation
of a mission-critical database server platform. Integration with the Windows NT
operating system improves operational contro] and ease of usc. Administrators
can manage multiple SQL Servers across distributed networks using graphical
tools for configuration, security, database administration, performance
monitoring, event notification, and unattended backup.

Unified logonsecurity with Windows NT security means that authorized
users do not have to maintain separate SQL Server logon passwords and can
bypass a separate logon process for SQL Server. Additionally, SQL Server
applications can take advantage of Windows NT security features, which
include encrypted passwords, password aging, domain-wide user accounts,
and Windows-based user administration.

Windows NT provides an ideal platform for building powerful 32-bit client-
server applications for Microsoft SQL Server. The Microsoft SOL Server
Programmer’ ¢ Toolkit enntaine a 29 hit UWlint?_haeead varsian af the Micicrosoftfiedewe ou AOS ee WALAOPLOFOALtra tia L¥al

DB-Library™ application programming interface,
Microsoft SQL Serveris fully interoperable with Microsoft SQL Server for
OS/2, as well as with SYBASE SQL Server for the UNIX and VMSoperating

ael unch ah rosoft SAL Ssystems, Existing apannlications will Aaorl: UncnaAnged, Micrass“wy BL Server
operates across all corporate network environments, including Noveil NetWare
and TCP/IP-based LANs.
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The key to enterprise interoperability is network independence. Microsoft SQL
Server can support clients communicating over multiple heterogeneous networks
simultaneously, with no need for additional integration products. SOLServer
communicates on named pipes (over either NetBEUI or TCP/IP network protocols)
with Windows, Windows NT, MS-DOS, and OS/2 clients. In addition, SOL Server
can simultaneously support TCP/IP Sockets for communication with Macintosh,
UNIX, or VMSclients and SPX Sockets for communications in a Novell NetWare

environment. It also supports DECnet™ Sockets, AppleTalk, and Banyan VINES.
Microsoft SQL Server jeverages the power, ease of use, and scalability offered by
the Windows NT operating system to manage large databases for mission-critical
applications.

Data Access Mechanisms

Figure &.1 illustrates the key interfaces used to access data in a Microsoft
SQL Serverclient-server environment. These include application programming
interfaces (APIs), data stream protocols, inferprocess communication (IPC)
mechanisms, network protocols, andthe Tabular Data System (TDS)protocol.

 

  Microsoft SQLservices

   
 

 

*5QL Server

+ Open Data Services
CO -

TDS «NF. TPC/IP sockets, > TDS
DECnetsockets, SPX

" , “The-NetBEUL,TOPIP, -»
Transport protocol DECnet, 1PX

{ Co

“0 _fing, Jonathon, 222, CA...
Figure 8.1 Levels and Interfaces Within the Microsoft SQL Server Architecture

 

The following sections describe each of these interfaces to SOL Server.
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Application Programming Interfaces
Each back-end database typically has its own application programming interface
(API) through which it coramunicates with clients. A client application needing to
access multiple back-end databases must be able to transform requests and data
transfers into each of the corresponding APIs. Client-server appiications
communicate with Microsoft SQL Server through two APIs—Open Database
Connectivity (ODBC) and DB-Library.

ODBC is an API for generic database connectivity for Windows and Windows NT
platforms. It is designed to be a general-purpose call-level interface (CLI) for any
database, including nonrelational DBMSs. The ODBC interface provides the
needed functionality for applications that must access multiple DBMSsfrom
different vendors. Application developers can develop, compile, and ship an
application without targeting a specific DBMS, provided that DBMS-specific
features are not used. ODBC ensures interoperability by forcing all clients to
adhere to a standard interface. The ODBC driver automatically interprets a
command for a specific data source,

DB-Library is a set of API calls designed specifically so multiplatform client
applications can interact with Microsoft SQL Server, DB-Library provides the
needed functionality for applications requiring client support for MS-DOSand
OS/2, as well as for Microsoft Windows and Windows NT.It is also equivalentto
the SYBASE Open Clientinterface on UNIX, VMS, and Macintosh systems.

Data Stream Protocols

Petitioner Vonage Holdi

Livery DBMSuses a logical data stream protocol that enables the transfer of
requests, data, status, crror messages, and so on, between the DBMSanaiis clients.
The APIuses interprocess communication (IPC) mechanisms supported by the
operating system and network to package and transport this logical protocol.

The data stream protocol for Microsoft SQL Serveris called Tabular Data Stream
(LDS). FDS is also used by Open Data Services and SYBASE@ software to
transfer requests and responses betweenthe client and the server. Because TDS is a
logical data stream protocol, it requires physical network IPC mechanisms to
transmit the data. The Net-Library architecture described later in this chapter
provides a method of sending TDS across a physical network connection.

Data stream protocols are typically proprietary, developed and optimized to work
exclusively with a particular DBMS. An application accessing multiple databases
must, therefore, be able to use multiple data stream protocols. Using ODBC helps
resolve this problem for application developers.
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With ODBC implementations, the data stream protocol differences are resolved
at the driver level. Each driveremits the data stream using the protacol established
by the server. The SQL Server ODBCdriver emits TDS directly; it does not
translate or otherwise encapsulate DB-Library function calls.

Interprocess Communication Mechanisms
The choice of IPC mechanism is constrained by the operating system and network
being used. For example, Microsoft SQL Server for OS/2 uses named pipesasits
IPC mechanism, SYBASE SOL Server on UNIX uses TCP/IP sockets, and
SYBASE on VMS uses DECnet Sockets. In a heterogencous environment, multiple
IPC mechanisms might be used on a single computer.

SQL Server for Windows NT can communicate over multiple IPC mechanisms.
SQL Server communicates on named pipes (over either NetBEUI or TCP/IP
network protocols) with Windows, Windows NT, MS-DOS, and OS/? clients. It
can also simultaneously support TCP/IP Sockets for communication with
Macintosh, UNIX, or VMSclients and SPX sockets for communications in a

Novell NetWare environment. SQL Server also supports Banyan VINES, DECnet
sockets, and AppleTalk.

_ Network Protocols
A network protocolis used to transport the data stream protocol over a network.
It can be considered as the plumbing that supports the IPC mechanisms usedby the
data stream protocol, as well as supporting basic network operations such as file
transfers and print sharing.

Back-end databases can reside on a local area network (LAN)that connects it with
the client application, or it can reside at a remote site, connected via a wide area
network (WAN)and/or gateway. In both cases,it is possible that the network
protocols or physical network supported by the various back-end databases are
different from those supported by the client or each other. In these cases, a client
application must use different network protocols to communicate with various back-
end databases.

The network transport protocols supported within SOL Server inchide NetBEUI,
TCP/IP, SPX/IPX using NWLink, DECnet, AppleTalk, and VINES IP.
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Net-Library Archtiecture
Microsoft SOL Server Net-Library architecture for client-server applications [s
based on the Net-Library conceptthat abstracts the client and server applications
from the underlying network protocols being used. Figure 8.2 shows how
SQL Serverand related products can be accessed from practically any network
environment.
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DB-Library

(SYBASE) Macintosh, UNIX, VMS
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Client API (OB-Library/ODBC)

Windows, MS-DOS, O&/2

 

 
Figure 8.2 Net-Library Architecture

_ The Net-Library architectuxe provides a method of sending TDS (used by Microsoft
SOL Server, Open Data Services, and SYBASE)via an IPC across a physical
network connection. The Net-Library architecture also provides a transparent
interface to the DB-Library APIs and the SQL Serverdriver for ODBC.

Net-Libraries are linked dynamically at run time. With the Microsoft Windows NT,
Windows, and OS/2 operating systems, Net-Librarics are implemented as DLLs,
and multiple Net-Libraries can be loaded simultancously. With MS-DOS, Net-
T thearias are immnleamanted ap tarminate.anrl.ofa.vacicdant (TSR) sractame andDOR Grawe GF0 DIOPECSG GG UA ae tay SIRI Qa cans PAVREMERS, Abi

only one can be loaded at a time.

The Net-Library architecture can be divided into two components—server-side
Net-Libraries and client-side Net-Libraries.

Server-Side Net-Library Architecture
Microsoft SQL Server uses the server-side Net-Library architecture that was first
introduced with Microsoft SQL Bridge. It can accept client requests across multiple
network protocols at the same time,
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Figure 8.3 illustrates the integration of server-side Net-Libraries with the various
SQL Server—based products on the Windows NTplatform.

SYBASE
SQL Server
Others
 
 
 

 

 
 

ODSapplications

, Oper Data Services

Server-side Net-Libraties

SQL Bridge  
 
  iPC Mechanisms (Named pipes, TCP/IP sackets, SPX) 

Figure 8.3 Server-Side Net-Library Architecture on the Windows NT Platform

The default Net-Library is named pipes.

Whena server-side Net-Library is loaded by an application such as SQL Server,
the Net-Library implements a network-specific way of establishing communication
with clients and, in some cases,registers its presence on the network. SQL Server
looks at the Windows NT Registry to determine which Net-Library to load on

_ Startup and which parameters to pass to it. The SQL Server Monitor process also
uses a server-side Net-Library to communicate with clients and to search the
following Registry key for network-specific parameters:

RKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\SdLServer\Server

At startup, SQL Server specifies a value for the server_name parameterin
the SRV_CONFIG structure of Open Data Services. This value identifies
which Registry key SQL Server will search for values of the ListenOn and
connection_string Registry entries. (By default, SOL Serverlooks in
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\SQLServer\Server,)

Each connection_string Registry value is read and passed onto the associated Net-
Library (for example, named pipes) that is listed in the ListenOnfield in the Server
subkey. Each Net-Library acts upon the connection_string differently.

If there is no connection_string associated with the Net-Library, SOL Server docs
one ofthe following:

- If the Registry entry is under the SQL#Server\Server subkey, no connection
siring is passed as the default.

« If the Registry entry is not under SQL#Server\Server, server_name is passed as
the default.

rh
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If the server_name subkey and the SQL#Server\Server subtree do not exist, or
the Registry cannot be accessed, SQL Server assumesthat the named pipes DLL
(for the default Net-Library) is loaded, and no parameter is passed. (Named pipes
access can be turned off by using the Registry Editor to explicitly delete the named
pipes entry from the SQL#Server\Serversubkey.)

Remote stored- procedure calls and the Microsoft SQL Administrator tool also use
the DB-Library/Net-Library architecture under Windows NP.

Client-Side Net-Library Architecture
Whena call is made to open a connection to SOL Server, the API involved
(DB-Library orthe SQL Server driver for ODBC) determines which client-side
Net-Library should be loaded to communicate with SQL Server or Open Data
Services. (This process is described in more detail later in this chapter.)

Figure 8.4 shows client-side Net-Libraries used to communicate with SQL Server
on the server side.

 

 
Appiication
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Windows NT

 
 DB-Library fj D8-Library
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Fignre 8.4 Client-Side Net-Library Architecture
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Win32 DB-Library Architecture
Intermally, a separate operating system thread is spawned for each connection that
DB-Library makes with SQL Server. Each instance of the DB-Library DLL that is
loaded by a calling process gets a private data arca, while sharing code.

The Win32 DB-Library architecture differs from the implementation with Windows
3.x. In Windows 3.x, the DB-Library DLL has a single data segment
that is shared among all calling processes. W3DBLIB.DLL maintains DB-Library
connections as a linked list of connections in a single data segment. This architecture
is required, because in Windows 3.x DLLs have a single data segmentthat is shared
among all calling processes. This necessitates the initialization and clean up of the
DB-Library DLL data structures through calls to the dbinit and dbwinexit
functions.

The DB-Library functions for Win32 are located in NTWDBLIB.DLL,and the
named pipe Net-Library is located in DBNMPNTW.DLL. (Besure to set the PATH
environment variable to include the directory where the DLLsreside.)

Another file, NTWDBLIB.LIB, contains import definitions that your applications
for the Win32 APT use. Set the LIB environment variable to include the directory
where NTWDBLIB.LIB resides.

DB-Library resolves server names differently depending ontheclientplatform.

Resolving Server Names for Clients Based on Windows,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Windows NT
When dbopen(the DB-Library function that initiates a client conversation with
SOL Server) is called with the name of a SQL Serverto connect to, DB-Library
uses configuration information to determime which client-side Net-Library to load.

The client-side Net-Library configuration is stored in the following locations:

 CHent Net-Library configuration is stored in

Windows 3.x WIN.INI
MS-DOS Environment variable

OS/2 OS2Z.INI

Windows NT Windows NT Registry
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DB-Library scans the [SQLSERVER] section of WINJNI, O52. INI, orthe
\SOLServer\Chent\ConnectTo subtree of the Windows NT Registry looking
for a logical name that matches the servername parameter specified in the call to
dbopen. All items in the [SQLSERVER] section of the NJ file or in the Registry
subiree have this format:

logical -name=Net-Lib-OLL-name[ ,network-specific-parameters ]
  

Note Although some Net-Libraries need values for network-specific-paranieters,
this is optional for others that instead use defaults or determine the network-specific
information required themselves. 

DB-Library uses the following logic to determine which Net-Library to load:

» Ifa matching logical nate is found in the .INIfile or in the Windows NT
Registry, DB-Library loads the specified Net-Library DLL. Uf network-specific
parameters are present in the INI entry or the Windows NT Registry, these are
passed unmodified by DB-Library to the Net-Library DLL.

« Jf no matching logical nameis found in the UN] file or in the Windows NT
Registry, the DLL name (and optionally, the network-specific parameters) of the
entry named DSQUERY will be used to load the required Net-Library. So, if
you don’t have a specific server name but do have a DSQUERYeniry, that
entry will be used as the default.

« If there is neither a specific logical name nor a DSQUERYentry in the .INI file
or in the Windows NT Registry, DB-Library loads the named pipes Net-Library
(for example, DBNMPP3.DLLfor the Windows operating system) and passesit
the servername parameter from dbopen. With Microsoft SQL Server using
named pipes, you typically never need to make a INI entry. Hf you use any other
Net-Library, you must make at least one entry.

The following examples illustrate this logic:

- forecast=dbnmp3
The Windows named pipe Net-Library is used, and if connects to SQL Server
\\Forecast using the standard named pipe, \pipe\sql\query.
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» sales=dbnmp3,\\server l\pipe\sqi2\query

The Windows named pipe Net-Libraryis used, and it connects to \\serverl,
where SQL Server has beenstarted using an alternate named pipe,
\pipe\sq!2\query.
 

Note SQL Server can be directed to use an alternate pipe by adding
an entry to the ListenOnfield in the Registry underthe following tree:
HKEY_ LOCALMACHINE\SOFTWARE\Mi crosoft\SaLServer\ Server

» dsquerv=dbmsspx3

The SPX Net-Library is used, and the servername parameter from dbopen is
used. This Net-Library requires no specific network connection information
because it queries the NetWare Bindery to determine the location of the server
running the Network Managerservice specified in the servername parameter.

. unixsrv=sybtepw,131,107.005,21,3180

The SYBASE TCPAP Net-Libraryis used, and DB-Library passes the IP
address and port numbercontained in the initialization string to the Net-Library.

Note The SQL Server ODBC driver uses the same Net-Libraries as
DB-Library to communicate with SQL Server, Open Data Services,
and SQL Bridge.

ResolvingServer Names for MS-DOS-Based Clients
WithMS-DOS, only one Net-Library TSR can be loaded, so.there is no INI
configuration. Instead, MS-DOS environment variables are used to specify any
network-specific connectioninformation. Environmentvariables have the following
format:

logical-name=network-specific-parameters

The Net-Library used is the currently loaded TSR.If the servername
parameter passed to dbopen corresponds to a currently set environmentvariable,
DB-Library passes the information contained in the environment string fo the
currently loaded Net-Library. In turn, Net-Library uses this information to
determine server location and network-specific information parameters, if present.
If no environment variable matches the servername passed to dbopen, DB-Library
passes the servername parameter from dbopen to the currently loaded Net-Library.
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New DB-Library Function identifies SQL Servers
DB-Library version 4.20.20 and later includes a new function (dbserverenumi)
that enables applications to identify SQL Servers available on the network,
regardless of which network operating system is being used, For details on the
dbserverenumfunction, see the Microsoft SOL Server Programmer’s Reference
for C.

Configuration of the Net-Library
HY thre Fy AD " an tranel tard Mirernentft

The Net-Library files and IPCsfor each network protoce! supported by Microsoft
SOL Serverarelisted in the following table. Thesefiles are installed automatically
using the SQL Server Setuputility on the server side and the SQL Chent
Configuration Utility on the Windows, Windows NT, MS-DOS,and 05/2 client
side. TheAUTOEXEC BATfile is used to load the MS-DOSclient Net-Library.

The server-side Net-Library is used by SOL Server and ODSapplications. If SQL
Server and ODSare on the same computer, ODS uses an alternate pipe.

Table 8.1 shows which files you need when installing SQL Server on various
network operating systems with various network protocols. Use the following table
to determine exactly which files need to be in place for servers and clients.

Youcan also usethis table for troubleshooting, should there be difficulty in
connecting a client workstation to Microsoft SQL Server.

Table 8.1 Server-Side and Client-Side Net-Library Wiles 

 
Netwerk Network Network clients Client-side Server-side

interface pretocol supported Net-Library Net-Library Comments

Named NetBEULor LAN Manager, | DBNMPIPE.EXE SSNMPNTW.DLL—This network
Pipes TCP/IP Windows for (MS-DOS), setup provides

Workgroups, DBNMP3.DLL ; SQL Server
and Windows NT—(Windows), Integrated
clients DBNMPP.DLL Security with the

(05/2), Windows NT
DBNMPNTW.DLL User Account

(Windows NT) Database.

NWLink Windows NT DBNMPNTW.DLL SSNMPNTW.DLL

clients (Windows NT)

Windows TCP/IP UNIX and MAC Part of SYBASE SSMSSOCN.DLL This
Sockets clients Open Client configuration

provides multiple
vendor

integration.
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Table 8.1 Server-Side and Client-Side Net-Library Files (continued)
Network Network Networkclients Client-side Server-side

protocol supported Net-Library Net-Library Comments

PC clients: FTP DBMSSOCN.DLL SSMSSOCN.DLL The

PC/FCP, HP (Windows NT}, corresponding
ARPAServices, DBMSSOC3.DLL Net-Libraries are

Wollongong (Windows), available from
PathWay, Novell DBMSSOC.EXE SYBASE.
LAN WorkPlace, (MS-DOS)
ATETe

StarGroup, Sun
PC-NFS, DEC
PATHWORKS

(DECnet),
Microsoft TCPAP
for LAN

Manager, and
so on

NWLink Novell NetWare DBMSSPS.EXE Novell: The servername

(IPX/SPX) 3.10+ (MS-DOS (DOS), SSMSSPXN.DLL is registered
and Windows) DBMSSPX3.DLL with the Novell
and OS/2 (Windows), bindery service.
Requestor, DBMSSPXP.DLL
NSD004 (OS/2) (O$/2)
clients

NWLink DBMSSPXN.DLL

(Windows NT)

VINESIP Barlyan VINES, DBMSVINE.EXE Banyan VINES: Registers to
4,31 (rev.5)+ and (DOS), SSMSVINN.DLL StreetTalk as the
Windows NT DBMSVIN3.DLL ‘ pivenservice.
clients (Windows), Banyan VINES

DBMSVINP.DLL will automaticaily
(08/2), handle lookups of
DBMSVINN.DLL partial names or
(Windows NT) nicknames.

 

 

Notes NWLink is a Microsoft implementation of the IPK/SPX protocol.
Altemative software available through Novell is fully expected sometime in the
nearfuture.
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Using NetBEUIasthe network protocol, the client workstation always uses @
broadcast to locate the SQL Server(s) on the network. Also, with TCP/IP the client
workstation always uses a broadcastto locate the SQL Server(s), providedthat the
servername andIP address are not located in the LMHOSTfile on the workstations.

Novell Connectivity
As shownby Table 8.1, in a Novell NetWare environment, SQL Server requires
NWLink(installed through Network Control Panel) and the SSMSSPXAN.DLL.
This DLL is automatically installed on the server side, with the appropriate
Registry entries, when you use SQL Server Setup and choose Change Network
Support, then NWLink JPX/SPX.

The following is a sample of what is added to the Registry for Microsoft SQL
Server on a Novell Network:

HKEY_ LOCALMACHINE \ SOFTWARE \Mi crosoft\SQLServer\ Server
ListenOn: REG_MULTI_SZ7: SSNMPNTW, \\.\pipe\sql\query

SSMSSPXN, CORAL (computername)

Windows and 0/2 client workstations require the Novell NetWare 3.1.0 or higher
level of PX. The SOL Client Configuration Utility thai ships with SQL Serveris
used to specify the default network that the Windows and OS/2 clients will use. By
choosing Novell IPX/SPX,the required DBMSSPX3.DLLis automatically
instafled on the Windowsclient side, and DBMSSPXP.DLLis installed on the
OS/2 client side. This adds the appropriate entries in the WIN.INI file or the

Uti

-OS/2.INI file, respectively.

‘The following is a sample of what is added to the WIN.INIfor Windows chents
communicating with Microsoft SQL Server on a Novell Network:

[SQLSERVER]
DSQUERY=DBMSSPX3
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MS-DOSclients require the same level of IPX that the Windows workstations do.
DBMSSPX.EXE must be installed on the MS-DOS computer. This TSR can be
loaded either manually or from AUOTEXEC,BAT.

Windows NT client workstations use NWLink, whichis installed through Network
Control Panel. Afterinstallation, use the Client Configuration Utility to specify that
the default network is Novel] IPX/SPX.This,in turn, installs the required
DBMSSPAN.DLL on the Windows NT client side.

The following is a sample Registry entry for Windows NTclients communicating
with Microsoft SQL Server on a Novell Network:

HREY.LOCAL_HACHINE\SOFTWARE\Mi crosoft\SGLServer\Client\ConnectTe
DSQUERY: REG_SZ: DBMSSPXN
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CHAPTER 9

Using Remote AccessService  
Windows NT 3.5 Remote Access Service (RAS) connects remote or mobile
workers to corporate networks. Optimized for client-server computing, Remote
Access Service (RAS) is implemented primarily as a software solution, and is
included in all of Microsoft’s operating systems.

The goals in designing RAS were to makeit:

» secure

« Interoperable

« Economical

« Scalable

- High performance

» Easy to use

« Extensible —
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RAS Capabilities and Functionaiiiy
RAS provides transparent network access for computer running Windows NT,
Windows for Workgroups, MS-DOSversion 3.1 or later (RAS version 1.1a), and
MS OS/2 version 3.1 (RAS version 1.1).

Users run the RAS graphical phone book on a remote computer, and then initiate a
connection to the RASserverusing a local modem, X.25, or ISDN card. The RAS
server, running on a Windows NTServer-based computer connected to the
corporate network, authenticates the users and services the sessions until terminated
by the user or network administrator. Ail services that are typically availabie to a
LAN-connected user (including file- and print-sharing, database access and
messaging) are enabled via the RAS connection. The following figure depicts the
RAS architecture:

Printing File sharing Host access Database E-mail
Scheduling

 

 

Q
enAccess Server| fAtindeyus NT Seryvar\

al- (Windows NT Server}
Telephone,

Py X.25, ISDNSS
Remote Client
(MS-DOS, Windows.
Windows NT}

Figure 9.1 RAS Architecture

Note that the remote clients use standard tools to access resources. For example, the
Windows File Manageris used to make drive connections, and Print Manageris
used to connect printers. Connections made while LAN-connected via these tools
are persistent, so users don’t need (o re-connect to network resources during their
remote sessions. Since drive letters and UNC (Universai Naming Convention)
namesare fully supported via RAS, most commercial and custom applications work
without any modification.
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Connectivity is achieved in one of three ways: via a standard modem, ISDN card,
or X.25, The. asynchronous modem is the most popular means of connecting, with
ISDN emerging as a high-speed alternative. X.25 is a standard for many companies
doing business internationally,

Remote Access Versus Remoie Control

In understanding the RAS architecture, it is important to make the distinction
between RAS and remote control solutions, such as Cubix and pceANYWHERE.
RASis a software-based multi-protocol router; remote control solutions work by
sharing screen, keyboard and mouse over the wire. In a remote control solution,
users share a CPU or multiple CPU's on the server. The RAS server’s CPUis
dedicated to communications, not to ranning applications.

This architectural difference has significant implicationsin two areas: scalability
and software applications architecture.

Tn thearea of scalability, considerthe differing approachto increasing the capacity
or performance of a remote-control server. For best performance, an additional or
upgraded CPU or computer would needto be purchased for every port to be added
or upgraded. With RAS, additional ports can be added without upgrading the server
computer. Whenit does require an upgrade, the RAS Server would generally
get additional RAM,a less costly approach than with remote-control. With
Windows NT, a single server can scale to support hundreds of remote users,
using far fewer hardware resources than a remote contro! solution.

In software applications architecture, the RAS client normally executes applications
from the remote workstation. Contrast this with the remote control client, which
runs applications from the host-side CPU. The RAS arrangementis better suited to
graphical, client-server—based applications, and because network traffic is
reduced, the user achieves higher performance. Remote control, however, can be
useful in non-client-server environments.
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RAS Features in Windows NT 3.5
Microsoft’s Remote Access Server first shipped with LAN Manager2.1 in 1991.
It was included with the Windows NT 3.1 operating system, and has now been
significantly enhanced for Windows NT 3.5. RAS feaiures the following
capabilities:

: Multiprotocol routing via PPP support

» Internet support

» Improved integration with NetWaree networks
« Increased numberof simultancous connections

« Software data compression

- Data encryption

» Availability of the RAS APIs

Multi-protocol Routing via PPP Support
‘The underlying RAS architecture allows clients to run any combination of the
network protocols NetBEUL, TCPAP, or IPX during a RAS session. This means
that Windows Sockets and NetWare-aware, as well as NetBIOS applications,
can be run remotely. The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)is used as the framing
mechanismon the wire. Using PPP enables a high degree of interoperability with
existing remote access services.

Internet Support
RASenables Windows NT and the next version of Windows, Windows95, to

provide complete services to the Internet. A Windows NT Server 3.5-based
computer can be configured as an Internet service provider, offering dial-up Internet
connections to a client workstation running Windows NT 3.5 or Windows95. A
computerrunning Windows NT Workstation 3.5 can dial into an Internet-connected ;
computer running Windows NTServer3.5, or to any oneofa variety ofindustry-
standard PPP or SLIP-based Internet servers.

Improved Integration with NetWare Networks
Windows NT 3.5 and RASfully integrate into a NetWare network, The RAS
clients ave running IPX and/or NetBIOS,so all applications that typically work
whendirectly connected to the network, continue to work when remotely connected.
The RASserver now supports IPX routing, enabling remote clients to gain access to
all NetWare resources via the RAS server.
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Increased Number of Simultaneous Connections
Windows NT Server3.5 supports up to 256 simultaneous connections. The
Windows NT Workstation provides a single RAS connection, primarily for
personal use or for very small networks.

Software Data Compression
Software data compression in RAS allows users to boost their effective throughput.
Data is compressed by the RASclient, sent over the wire in a compressed format,

and then decompressed by the server. In typicaluse, RAS software compression
doubles effective throughput.

Data Encryption
Remote Access Service provides data encryption, in addition to password
encryption, to provide privacy forsensitive data. While most RAS users do not
need encryption, governmentagencies, law enforcement organizations,financial
institutions, and others benefit from it. Microsoft RAS uses the RC4 encryption
algorithm of RSA Data Security Inc.

RASAPIs

In April 1994, Microsoft published the 16-bit and 32-bit RAS APIs, which allow
corporate developers and solution providers to create custom, remote-enabled
applications that can establish a remote connection, use network resources, and re-
connect in the event of a communications link failure. Applications developed using
these tools will be compatible with Windows95, Windows NT Workstation and
Server 3,5, and Windows for Workgroups 3.11.

Security
Microsoft’s RAS provides security at the operating system, file system, and
network layers, as well as data encryption and event auditing. Someofthe security
features are inherited from the Windows NToperating system, while others are
specific to RASitself, Every stage of the process-—such as user authentication,

data transmission, resource access, logoff and auditing---can be secured. The next
section describes RAS security in detail.
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Windows NT Security
WindowsNT, the host for RAS, is a secure operating environment. Windows NT
was designed to meet the requirements for C-2 level (U.S. Department of Defense)
security, meaning that access to system resources canbe discretely controlled, and
all access to the system can be recorded and audited. A Windows NT Server-based
computer, provided it is secured physically, can be locked-down using software.
Any access to the systemrequires a password and leaves an audit trail.

Windows NT Server provides for enterprise-wide security using a trusted
domain, single-network logon model. A domainis simply a collection of servers
that are administered together. Trusted domainsestablish relationships whereby the
users and groups of one domain can be granted access to resources in a trusting
domain. This eliminates the need for duplicate entry of user accounis across a muiti-
server network, Finally, underthe single-network-logon model, once a useris
authenticated, the user carries access credentials. Anytime the user attempts to gain
access to a resource anywhere on the network, Windows NT automatically presents
the user’s credentials. If trusted domainsare used, the user may neverhave to
present a password afterinitial logon, even thoughhis account exists on one server
in one domainonly.

The single-network logon model extends to RAS users. RAS access is granted from
the pool of all Windows NT user accounts, An administrator grants a single user,
group ofusers,or all users the rightto dial into the network. Then, users use their
domain login to connect via RAS, Once the user has been authenticated by RAS,
they can use resources throughout the domain and in any trusted domains.

Finally, Windows NTprovides the Event Viewerfor auditing. All system,
application, and security events are recorded to a central secure database which,
with proper privileges, can be viewed from anywhere on the network. Any attempts
to violate system security, start or stop services without authorization, or gain
access to protected resources, is recordedin the Event Log and can be viewed by
the administrator.

Authentication

Axthenticationis an important concern for many corporations. This section answers
some ofthe most frequently-asked questions, such as:

- Wow can our systeminsure the privacy of passwords?

« Can oursystem include a security mechanismin addition to that provided by
RAS and Windows NT?

> Is the call-back feature supported?
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Authentication Protocols

The Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP)is used by the Remote
Access Serverto negotiate the most secure form of encrypted authentication
supported by both server and client. CHAPuses a challenge-response mechanism
with one-way encryption on the response. CHAPallows the RASserverto
negotiate downward from the most-secure to the least-secure encryption
mechanism,and protects passwords transmitted in the process.

Table $1 Security Levels and RAS Encryption Protocols 

  Level of security Type of encryption RASencryption protocol
High / One-way CHAP, MD5
Medium ‘Two-way SPAP

Low Clear-text PAP 

CHAPallows different types of encryption algorithms to be used. Specifically, RAS
uses DES and RSA Security Inc.’s MD5. Microsoft RAS uses DES encryption
when both the client and the server are using RAS. DES encryption, the U.S.
government standard, was designedto protect against password discovery and
playback, Windows NT 3.5, Windows for Workgroups, and Windows95will
always negotiate DES-encrypted authentication when communicating with each
other. When connecting to third-party remote access servers or client software,
RAS can negotiate SPAPorclear-text authentication if the third party product does
not support encrypted authentication.

MDS, an encryption scheme used by various PPP vendors for encrypted
authentication, can be negotiated by the Microsoft RAS client when connecting to
other vendors’ remote access servers. MDSis not available in the RAS server.

_oPAP, the Shiva Password Authentication Protocol, is a two-way (reversible)
encryption mechanism employed by Shiva. Windows NT Workstation 3.5, when
connecting to a Shiva LAN Rover, uses SPAP: as does a Shiva client connecting to
a Windows NT Server3,5, This form of authentication is more secure than clear
text, but less secure than CHAP.

PAPuses clear-text passwordsandis the least sophisticated authentication
protocol. It is typically negotiated if the remote workstation and server cannot
negotiate a more secure form of validation.

The Microsoft RAS server has an option that prevents clear-text passwords from
being negotiated. This option enables system administrators to enforce a highlevel
of security.
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Third-party Security Hosts
RAS supports third-party security hosts. The security host sits between the remote
user and the RAS Server.

The security host generaliy provides an extra layer of security by requiring a
hardware key of somesort in orderto provide authentication. Verification that the
remote useris in physical possession of the key takes place before they are given
access to the RAS Server. This open architecture allows customers to choose from a
variety of security hosts to augment the security in RAS.

As an additional measure of security, RAS offers call-back. Call-back security
enables administrators to require remoteusers to dial from a specific predetermined
location (e.g. telephone number at home) orto call back a user from anylocation, in
orderto use low-cost communications lines. In the case of secured call back, the

user initiates a call, and connects with the RAS Server. The RAS Server then drops
the call, and calls back a momentlaterto the pre-assigned call-back number. This
security method will generally thwart most impersonators.

Network Access Restrictions

Remote access to the network under RASis controlled by the system. administrator,
In addition to the tools provided with Windows NT Server (authentication, trusted
domains, event auditing, C2 security design, etc.), the RAS Admin tool gives an
administratorthe ability to grant or revoke remote access privileges on a user-by-
user basis. This means that even though RASis running on a Windows NT Server-
based computer, access to the network mustbe explicitly granted for each user who
is to be authorized to enter the network via RAS.

‘This process ensures that remote access must be explicitly granted, and provides a
convenient means for setting call back restrictions.

Microsoft's RAS provides an additional measure of security. The RAS
Administrator provides a switch that allows access to be grantedto all resources
that the RAS hosi computer can see, or jusi resuuives local iv tie coiipuier, THis
allows a customer to tightly control what informationis available to remote users,
and to limit their exposure imthe eventof a security breach.

&
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Data Encryption
Data encryption protects data and ensures secure dial-up communications. Thisis
especially important for financialinstitutions, law-enforcement and government
agencies, and corporations that require secure data transfer. For installations where
total security is required, the RAS administrator can set the RAS serverto force
encrypted communications. Users connecting to that server automatically encrypt
all data sent.

Interoperability

tooner Vonage Holdings Corp. ef al. - Exhibit

Because LAN’s are evolving quickly from islands of informationto fully-connected
networks of diverse operating systems, protocols, and file systems, Microsoft has
defined interoperability as a key feature in Windows NT and RASand has
concentrated on the following areas to ensure smooth integration into the
heterogeneous networks of today and tomorrow:

» Flexible hardware options

: PPP, an underlying protocol for interoperability
« Aramp to the Internet

‘ Seamless integration with NetWare networks
« Interoperability with other third-party remote access vendors

Flexible Hardware Options
Microsoft's Remote Access Service offers the broadest hardware support of any
remote access vendor. Currently, over 1,700 computers, 300 modems, and 11 raulti-
port serial adapters are supported. By selecting a remote access solution with very
broad hardware support, customers can gain flexibility in their system design. A
complete listing of the hardware devices supported by RAS can be foundin the
Windows NT Hardware Compatibility List (HCL). The HCL ships with
Windows NT, and canalso be found on the Microsoft Download Service

(206-936-MSDL) or on CompuServe (GO WINNT).

r
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Point-to-Point Protocol: The Enabling Technology
Previous versions of RAS functioned as NetBIOS gateways. Users would make
their connections using NetBEUY NetBIOS, and then inherit other protocols from
theserver, This method enabled users to share network resources in a muiti-vendor
LAN environment, but limited them from running applications whichrelied onthe
presence of a protocol otherthan NetBEUIontheclient-side. The enhanced
architecture is as follows:

 
 
  
 

Remote Client
as|

| Applications

Sockets NetBiOS

RASServer |

Diai -
hang-upstatus

Figure 9.2 PPP Architecture

Whilethis architecture continues to support the NetBIOS gateway,it also offers
some exciting new possibilities. This architecture enables clients to load any
combination of NetBEUL IPX, and TCP/IP. Applications written to the Windows
Sockets, NetBIOS, or IPX interface can now be run on a Windows NT
Workstation. This architecture will be the basis for the RAS client in Windows?5
as well.

RAaaTe als atin € the kh ?
NiLt-pratocal routingi48 jeSt One OF LIS benefits oof Microsoft's moveto the Point-
to-Point Protocol (PPP) in RAS. The Point-to-Point Protocolis a set of industry
standard protocols that enable remote access solutions to interoperate in a roulti-
vendor network. PPP support in Windows NT 3.5 and Windows95 meansthat
workstations running Windowscandial into remote networks through any industry-
standard PPP server. It also enables a Windows NT Serverto receive calls from,
and provide network access to, other vendors’ remote access workstation software.
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And while multi-protocol support is an important new feature of Microsofi’s RAS,
NetBIOS gateway support continues to be an importantpart of its feature set.

Remote Client RAS Server

Applications

RAS API

Dial TOPAP, (PX
hang-up 5 NeiBEU!
staius E H 

Figure 9.3. NetBIOS Gateway Architecture

An example of the NetBIOS gateway capability is remote network access for Lotus
Notesusers. While Lotus Notes does offer dial-up connectivity, dial up is limited to
the Notes application only. RAS complements this connectivity by providing a low-
cost, high-performance remote network connection for Notes@ users, which not only
connects Notes, but offers file and print services, and access to other network
resources,

Many customers who are interested in PPP interoperability, are also concerned with
SLIP. SLIP, the Serial Line Internet Protocol, is an older communications standard
found in UNIX environments. SLIP does not provide automatic negotiation of
network configuration;it requires uscr intervention. It also does not support
encrypted authentication. Microsoft supports SLIP on theclient side, so that the
clients running Windows NT 3.5 may dial into an existing SLIP server. RAS does
not provide a SLIP server in Windows NT version 3.5.

Using Terminal and Script Settings for Remote Logons
When you use RAS to connect to a remote computer, the remote computer will
probably require a specific series of commands and responsesto successfully log
youon to the remote system. The sequenceis identical each time you log on to the
remote system.
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If both the remote server and client are Windows NF 3.5 computers, connection and
logan can be completely automated using Windows NT built-in security. If you log
on to the Windows NT RASclient using 4 username and password thatts valid on
the remote network, and select the Authenticate Using Current User Name and
Password check box in the Edit Phone Book Entry diaicg box,Windows NT KAS
will automatically conncct to the remote Windows NT 3.5 RASserver.

If the remote computeryou are logging on to is not aWindows NT 3.5 computer,
you must configure the Security settings for cach RAS entry to handle the log on
requirements for the remote device you are connecting to. The remote logon will be
either manual using a Terminal screen thatallows youtointeract with the remote
computer, or you can automate the remote log on using scripts that are stored in
SWITCHL.INE or PAD.INEF(for X.25 networks).

This section explains how to use the RAS Terminal screen and also describes how
to create and use automatic scripts for logon to remote computers.

na RAS Terminal for Remote Logons
If a remote computer you dial in to requires a log on procedure, you must configure
the Security settings for that RAS entry to use aRAS Terminal log on as described
in the procedure below. After RAS connects to the remote system, a character-
based window will appear and display the log on sequence from the remote
computer, You use this screen to interact with the remote computer forlogging on.
Alternatively, you can automate the manual log on through RAS Terminal as

described in the next section, “Automating Remote Log Onsis Using SWITCHINE
Scripts.”

To configure a Windows N'f3.5 RAS entry to use Terminalafter dialing
1. In Remote Access, select the entry you want to connect to.

Choose the Edit button.

Loob Thaw oH mteanathian shar tha Adwannc
Ad Like sccurity button 13 no. VAAL, caccse me gah

Choose the Security button. (in Windows NT 3.1 and Windows for Workgroups
3.11, this button is labeled Switch).

5. Inthe After Dialing box, select Terminal. (In Windows NT 3.1 and Windows
for Workgroups 3.11, this box is labeled Post-Connect).

6. Choose the OK button until you return to the main Remote Access Screen.

*

After you dial and connectto this entry, the After Dial Terminalscreen will appear
and you will see prompts from the remote computer. You then log onto the remote
computerusing the After Dial Terminal dialog box. After you have completed all
inferaction with the remote computer, choose the Done button fo close the After
Dial Terminal Gialog box.
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Automating Remote Log Ons Using SWITCH.INF Scripts
You can use the SWITCHLINFfile (or PAD.INF on X.25 networks) to automate
the jog on process instead of using the manual RAS Terminal describe in the
previous section, “Using RAS Terminal for Remote Log Ons.”

Creating Scripts for RAS
SWITCHLINFis like a set of small batch files (scripts) contained in onefile. A
SWITCHLINE script has four elements: a section header, commands, responses, and
comments.

Section headers divide SWITCHINF into individual scripts. A section headerstarts
ascript.

Eachline in a script is a command or a response. A command comes from the local
RASclient, The commands you canissue from a Windows NT computerarelisted
below.

A response is from the remote device or computer. To write an automatic script, you
must know the required responsesfor a specific device. The commands and
responses must be in the exact order the remote device expects them. Branching
statements, such as GOTOorIF, are not supported. The required sequence of
commands and responses fora specific intermediary device should be in the
documentation for the device,or if you are connecting to a commercialservice,
from the support staff of that service.

The SWITCHLINFfile can contain scripts for each intermediary devices or online
service that the RAS user will call. The scripts are activated by configuring Remote
Access phonebookentries as described below in the section “Activating
SWITCHLINE Scripts.”
 

Note RAS permits you to embed your username and password only inclear text in
the SWITCHLINFfile. The ability to use macros that obtain your username and
password from your own RASphonebookfile (username.PBK) will be included in
an upcoming, interim release of Windows NT. This functionality may be available
by the time you are reading this, Check the RASPHONE.HLPfile on yourcurrent
system for the availability of these macros and for more information about creating
scripts with SWITCHLINE, 
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Section Headers

Asection header marks the beginning of a script for a certain intermediary device
apd must not exceed 31 characters. The section header is enclosed in square
brackets. For example:

[Route 66 Login]

CommentLines

Comment limes must have a semicolon(;) in column one and can appear anywhere
_in the file. Cormment lines can contain information for those who maintain the

SWITCHLINFfile. Far example:

: This script was created by MariaG on September 29, 1995

Commands

A command comes from the local computer. A response comes from the remote
device or computer.

You use the COMMANDestatement to send commands to the intermediary
device. The COMMAND=statement can be used three ways, as described below:

COMMAND=

COMMAND2=byitself causes a 2-second delay, depending on CPU speed and
whether or not caching software like SMARTDRYV.DRVis ranning. Using
COMMANDe=as a delay is important because the intermediary device may not
be able to process all commandsif they are send at once.

COMMAND=custom string
This sends customstring but will also cause a slight delay of several hundred
milliseconds (depending on CPU speed and caching software installed) to give
the intermediary device time to process custom string and prepare for the next
command.

COMMANDcussionsirving <cir>
This causes custom string to be sent instantaneously because of the carriage
return (<cr>) at the end of theline.

You must consuit the documentation from the remote device to determine the

required strings to be send with the COMMAND= command.

berach creat = on
z
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Response Related Keywords
Each commandline is followed by one or more response lines. You must consult
the documentation from the remote device to determine the possible response
strings.

In addition to the response strings you obtain for the remote device (or online
service), response lines can contain one of the following keywords:

OK=custom response string <macro>
The script continues to the nextline.

CONNECT=cusiom response string <macro>
Used at the end of a successful script.

ERROR=cusiom response string <macro>
Causes RAS to display a generic error message.

ERROR_DIAGNOSTICSscustom response string <diagnostics>
Causes RASto display the specific cause for an error returned by the device.
Not all devices report specific errors, Use ERROR:if you device does not
return specific errors.

NoResponse
Used when no response will come from the remote device.

These commands are usually combined. CONNECT=is usually the last line

executed unless an ERRORline followsit and the intermediary device reports anerror,

RASon the local computer always expects a response from the remote device and
will wait until a responseis received unless a NoResponsestatement followsthe
COMMAND-=line.If there is no statement for a response following a
COMMAND=line, the COMMAND=line will execute and stop.

Reserved Macro Words

Reserved macro keyword are enclosed in angle brackets

<cr>

Inserts a carriage return.
<if>

Inserts a line feed.
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<match>

Reports a match tf the string enclosed in quotation marks is found in the
device response. For example, <match> "Smith" matches Jane Smith and John
Smith 1.

<P> ;

Inserts a wildcard character, for example, CO<?><?>2 matches COOL2 or
COAT2, but not COOL3.

<DXX> (XX are hexadecimal digits) -
Allows any hexadecimal character to appearin a string including the zero
byte, <hOO>.

<igsnore>
Ignores the rest of a response from the macro on. For example,
<cr><]f>CONNECTV-<ignare> reads the following responses as the same:
“crlfCONNECTYV-1.1” and “crlfCONNECTYV-2.3."

<diagnostics>
Passes specific error information from a device to RAS. This enables RAS to
display the specific error to RAS users. Otherwise, a nonspecific error
message will appear.

Activating SWITCH.INF Scripts
You can configure a RAS entry to execute a SWITCEHLINFscript before dialing,
after dialing, or both. For example, to automate a remote log on to a remote host,
you would first create the script in SWITCH.INF,and then configure the RAS entry
to use the created script after dialing,

v

1. Tn Remote Access, select the entry you want to connectto.

2. Choose the Edit button.

3. Ifthe Security butionis not visible, choose the Advanced button.

Choose the Security button. Gn Windows NT 3.1 and Windowsfor Workgroups
3.11, this button is labeled Switch).

In the After Dialing box, select the nameof the script. The section header in
SWITCH_INFis what will appearas the name of the script. (in Windows NT
3.1 and Windows for Workgroups 3.11, this box is labeled Post-Connect).

4, Choose the OK button until you return to the main Remote Access Screen,

"Whenyou diaf this entry, the selected script will execute after RAS dials and
connects to the remote host.

<b
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Troubleshooting Scripts Using DEVICE.LOG
Windows NT 3.1 and 3.5 (and Windows for Workgroups 3.11) allow youto log all
information passed between RAS, the modem,and the intermediate device,
including errors reported by the intermediate device. This can allow you (o find
errors that prevent your scripts from working.

 

The DEVICE.LOGfile is created by turning logging onin the registry. The
DEVICE.LOGfile is in the SYSTEM32\RASsubdirectory of your Windows NT
directory.

>» Tocreate DEVICE.LOG

1. Hang up any connections, and then exit from Remote Access.

2. Start the Registry Editor by running the REGEDT32.EXE program.
3. Go to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE,and then access the following key:

\SYSTEM\CurrentContro]Set\Services\RasMan\Parameters

Change the value of the Logging parameter to 1. When changed, the parameter
should looklike this:

Logging:REG,DWORD:0x 1

Logging begins when you restart Remote Access or start the Remote Access Server
service Gf your computer is receiving calls}. You do not need to shutdown and
restart Windows NT.

Ef an error is encountered during script execution, execution halts. You must
determine the problem by looking in DEVICE.LOG,makethe necessary
corrections to the script, and then restart RAS.

To tum logging on in Windowsfor Workgroups 3.11, edit the SYSTEM.INIfile
and in the [Remote Access} section add the line LOGGING=1. Thetextfile

DEVICE.LOGwill be created automatically in the Windowsdirectory when RAS
is started.

Using Scripts with Other Microsoft RAS Clients
Microsoft RAS version 1.0 does not have the capability to invoke RAS Terminal or
use scripts in INF files.

Microsoft RAS version 1.1 supports PAD.INF only. Note that the syntax used in
the PADINF file differs slightly different from subsequent versions of Microsoft
RAS.

Microsoft RAS for Windows for Workgroups version 3.11, Windows NT
version 3.1 and version 3.5 support RAS Terminal and ‘scripts in SWITCH.INF
and PAD.INF.
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Resource Directory
‘This resource directory provides contact information on many of the vendorsthat
provide RAS-related equipment and support. It is not intended as anall-inclusive
list of RAS-related products.

Digiboard
6400 Flying Cloud Drive
Eden Prairie, MN 35344

(612) 943-9020
Adfulti-part Seriai Adapters,
ISDN Adapters

Ficon Technology Corp.
2196 - 32nd Avenue (Lachine)
Montreal, Quebec H8T 3H7
Canada

(514) 631-2592
25 Adapters

NetManage,Inc.
20823 Stevens Creck Blvd.

Cupertino, CA 95014
Phone: (408) 973-7171
Fax: (408) 257-6405
lerminal Emulation, File Transfer,
X Windows, E-mail, NFS, TN3270,
BIND, SNMP

Security Dynamics
One Alewife Center.

Cambridge, MA 02140 USA
Phone (617) 547-7820
Fax (617) 354 8836

Advanced network security
and authorization products

Digital Pathways Inc
201 Ravendale Drive

Mountain View, CA 94049-5216
Phone (415) 964 0707
Fax (415) 961 7487
Advanced network security
and authorization products

Racal

480 Spring Park Place
Suite 900

Herndon, Virgmia 22070
Phone (703) 437 9333
Fax (703) 471 0892
Advanced network security
and authorization products

SpartaCom, Ine.
10, avenue du Québec
Bat. F4

B.P. 437

F-91946 Courtaboeuf Cedex
France

Phone (33-1) 69.07.17.80
Fax (33-1) 69.29.09,19
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CHAPTER 10

Overview of Microsoft TCP/IP

for Windows NT  
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is a networking protocol
that provides communication across interconnected networks made up of computers
with diverse hardware architectures and various operating systems. TCP/IP can be
used to communicate with Windows NT systems, with devices that use other
Microsoft networking products, and with non-Microsoft systems, such as UNIX
systems.

This chapter introduces Microsoft TCPAP for Windows NT. The topicsin this
chapter include the following:

» Advantages of adding TCP/IP to a Windows NT configuration

« Microsoft TCP/IP core technology and third-party add-ons
= Windows NTsolutions in TCP/IP internetworks

For more detailed information on TCP/IP andits integration with Microsoft

Windows NT and other networking products, see Chapter 12, “Networking
Concepts for TCP/IP,”
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Advaniages of Adding TCP/IP to a Windows NT
Configuration |

The TCP/IP protocol family is a standard set of networking protocols,orrules, that
govern how data is passed between computers on a network. TCP/IP is used to
connect the Internet, the worldwide internetwork connecting over two million
universities, research labs, U.S. defense installations, and corporations. These same
protocols can be used in private intemetworksthat connect several local area
networks.

Microsoft TCP/IP for Windows NTenables enterprise networking and connectivity
on Windows NT computers. Adding TCPAP to a Windows NTconfiguration offers
the following advantages:

az
&

A standard,routable enterprise networking protocolthatis the most complete
and accepted protocol available. Ajl modern operating systems offer TCP/IP
support, and mostlarge networks rely on TCP/TP for muchoftheir network
traffic.

A technology for connecting dissimilar systems. Many standard connectivity
utilities are availabie to access and transfer data between dissimilar systems,
including File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and Terminal Emulation Protocol
(Telnet). Several of these standardutilities are included with Windows NT.
A robust, scalable, cross-platform client-server framework, Microsoft TCP/IP
supports the Windows Sockets 1.1 interface, whichis ideal for developing
client-server applications that can run with Windows Sockets-compliant stacks
from other vendors. Many public-domain Internet tools are also written to the
Windows Sockets standard. Windows Sockets applications cai aisG iaKe
advantage of other networking protocols such as Microsoft NWLink,the
Microsoft implementation of the IPX/SPX protocols used in Novello NetWare
networks.

Faaw A noe

Internet. TCP/IP, Point to Point Protocol (PPP), and Windows Sockets 1]
provide the foundation needed to connect and use Internet services.
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Microsoft TCP/IP Core Technology
and Third-Party Add-Ons

Microsoft TCP/IP providesall the elements necessary to implement these protocols
for networking. Microsoft TCP/IP includes the following:

» Core TCP/EP protocols, including the Transmission Control Protocol (FCP),
Internet Protocol (IP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP), and Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP). This suite of
Internet protocols provides a set of standards for how computers communicate
and how networks are interconnected. Support is also provided for PPP and
Serial-Line IP (SLIP), which are protocols used for dial-up access to TCP/IP
networks, inchiding the Internet.

» Support for applicationinterfaces, including Windows Sockets 1.1 for network
programming, remote procedure call (RPC) for communicating between
systems, NetBIOS forestablishing logical names and sessions on the network,
and network dynamic data exchange (Network DDE) for sharing information
embedded in documents across the network.

» Basic TCP/AP connectivity utilities, including finger, ftp, Ipr, rep, rexec, rsh,
telnet, and tftp. These utilitics allow Windows NT users to interact with and
use resources on non-Microsoft hosts, such as UNIX workstations.

» TCP/IP diagnostic tools, including arp, hostname, ipconfig, Ipq, nbtstat,
netstat, ping, route, and tracert. These utilities can be used to detect and
resolve TCPAP networking problems.

« Services and related administrative tools, including the FTP Serverservice for
transferring files between remote computers, WindowsInternet NameService
(WINS) for dynamically registering and querying computer names on an
internetwork, Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)service for
automatically configuring TCP/IP on Windows NT computers, and TCP/IP
printing for accessing printers connected to a UNIX computer or connected
directly to the network via TCP/IP.

» Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)agent. This componentallows a
Windows NT computer to be administered remotely using managementtools
such as SunNet Manager or HP Open View. SNMPcanalso be used to monitor
DHCPservers and to monitor and configure WINSservers.
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- The client software for simple network protocols, inchiding Character
Generator, Daytime, Discard, Echo, and Quote of the Day. These protocols
allow a Windows NT computer to respond to requests from other systems that
support these protocols. Whenthese protocols are installed, a sample QUOTES
files is also instalied in the \systemroai\S YSTEM32\DRIVERS\ETCdirectory.

» Path MTU Discovery, which provides the ability to determine the datagram size
for all routers between Windows NT computers and any other systems on the
WAN. Microsoft TCP/IP also supports the Internet Gateway Multicast Protocol
(IGMP), whichis used by new workgroup software products.

The following figure shows the elements of Microsoft TCP/IP alongside the variety
of additional applications and connectivity utilities provided by Microsoft and other
third-party vendors.

Gopher, WAIS

Development tools
{XLib, ONC/RPC)

 

  
  
 

 
Enhanced connectivity

applications

[.-|integrated with Windows NT
[| Developedby third parties orthe research community

Figure 10.1 Microsoft TCP/IP Core Technology and Third-party Add-ons
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TCP/IP standards are defined in Requestsfor Comments (RFCs), which are
published by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and other working groups.
The relevant RPCs supported in this version of Microsoft TCP/IP (and for
Microsoft Remote Access Service) are describedin the following table.

Table 10.1 Requests for Comments (RFCs) Supported by Microsoft TCPAP
REC Title   

768 User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

783 Tnvial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP)

791 Internet Protocol (IP)

792 Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP}

793 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

826 Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)

854 Telnet Protocel (TELNET)

862 Echo Protocol (ECHO)

863 Discard Protocol (DISCARD)

864 Character Generator Protocol (CHARGEN)

865 Quote of the Day Protocol (QUOTE)

867 Daytime Protocol (DAYTIME)

&94 IP over Ethernet

919, 922 IP Broadcast Dalagrams (broadcasting with subnets}

959 File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
1001, 1002 NetBIOS Service Protocols

1034, 1035 Domain Name System (DOMAIN)

1042 IP over Token Ring

1055 Transmission of IP over Serial Lines (IP-SLIP)

F112 Internet Gateway Multicast Protocol (IGMP)

1122, 1123 Host Requirements (communications and applications)

1134 Point to Point Protocol (PPP)

1144 Compressing TCP/IP Headers for Low-Speed Serial Links

1157 Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)  
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Table 10.1 Key Requests for Comments (RFCs) Supported by Microsoft TCP/IP

(contin.ited,}
  REC Title

j 179 —_ Line Printer Daemon Protocal —
1188 IP over FDDI

H191 Path MTU Discovery

120] IP over ARCNET

1231 ISFE802.5 Token Ring MIB (MIB-ID

1332 PPP Internet Protocol Control Protocol (IPCP)

1334 PPP Authentication Protocois

1533 DHCPOptions and BOOTP Vendor Extensions

1534 . Inieroperation Between DHCP and BOOTP

{541 Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)

1542 Clarifications and Extensions for the Bootstrap Protocol

1547 Requirements for Point to Point Protacof (PPP)

L548 Point to Point Protocol (PPP}

1549 PPP in High-level Data Link Control (HDLC) Framing

1552 PPP Internctwork Packet Exchange Control Protocol (IPXCP)

4553 IPX Header Compression

£570 Link Contre] Protocol (LCP) Extensions

Draft RFCs NetBIOS Frame Control Protocel (NBFCP); PPP over ISDN; PPP over

X.25; Compression Centro] Protocol

All RFCs can be found on the Internet via ds.internic.net.

In this version of Windows NT, Microsoft TCP/IP does not include a complete suite
of TCP canmeciviiy ulllities, Neiwork File Sysieu (NPS) support, or some,
TCPAP server services (daemons) such as routed and telnetd. Many such
applications andutilitics that are available in the public domain or from third-party
vendors are compatible with Microsoft TCP/IP.
 

Tip For Windows for Workgroups computers and MS-DOS—based computers on a
Microsoft network, you can install the new version of Microsoft TCP/AP—-32 for
Windowsfor Workgroups and the Microsoft Network Client version 2.0 for
MS-DOS from the Windows NTServer 3.5 compact disc. This software includes
the DHCP and WINSclients and other elements ofthe new Microsoft TCP/IP

software. For information about installing these clients, see Chapter 9, “Network

Client Administrator,” in the Windows NT ServerInstallation Guide.

®
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WindowsNT Solutions in TCP/IP Internetworks
When TCP/IP is used as a transport protocol with Windows NT, Windows NT
computers can communicate with other kinds of systems without additional
networking software. Microsoft TCP/IP in combination with other parts of
Windows NT provides a scalable sotution for enterprise networks that include a
mix of system types and software on manyplatforms.

 

This section summarizes how TCP/IP works with Windows NT to provide
enterprise networking solutions. For information about how the elements discussed
in this section fit within the networking architecture, see “TCP/IP and Windows NT
Networking” in Chapter 12, “Networking Concepts for TCP/IP.”

Using TCP/IP for Scalability in Windows Networks
TCPYIP delivers a scalable internetworking technology widely supported by
hardware and software vendors,

When TCP/IP is used as the enterprise-networking protocol, the Windows-based
networking solutions from Microsoft can be used on an existing internetwork to
provide client and server support for TCP/IP and connectivity utilities. These
solutions include:

« Microsoft Windows NT Workstation 3.5, with enhancements to support wide
area networks (WAN), TCP/IP printing, extended LMHOSTSfile, Windows
Sockets 1.1, FEP Serverservice software, and DHCP and WINSclient
software.

» Microsoft Windows NT Server 3.5, with the same enhancements as

Windows NT, plus DHCP server and WINSserver software to support the
implementation of these new protocols.

« Microsoft TCPAP-32 for Windows for Workgroups 3.11, with Windows
Sockets support, can be used to provide access for Windows for Workgroups
computers to Windows NT, LAN Manager, and other TCP/IP systems.
Microsoft TCP/IP-32 includes DHCP and WINSclient software.

« Microsoft LAN Managet, including both client and server support for Windows
Sockets, and MS-DOS—based connectivity utilities. The Microsoft Network
Client 2.0 software on the Windows NT Server compact disc includes new
Microsoft TCP/IP support with DHCP and WINSclients,

1
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The current version of TCP/IP for Windows NT aiso supports IP routing in systems
with multiple network adapters attached to separate physical networks (multihomed
systems).

 

Network B 
  

iP router

ZF 
 
  
  

 

To othrnetworks
Network A

 

 

 iP router IP router

 
 
 

Otter
networks

| Using TCP/IP for Connectivity to the internet
Microsoft TCP/IP provides Windows-based networking with a set of
intemmetworking protocals based on open standards.

Microsoft TCP/IP for Windows NT-includes many common connectivity
applications such as ftp, rsh, and telnet that supportfile transfer, remote process
execution, and terminal emulation for communication on the Internet and between
non-Microsoft network systems.
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TCPAP applications created by researchers and other users, such as Gopherand
NCSA Mosaic,are in the public domain orare available through other vendors as
both 16-bit and 32-bit Windows-based applications. Any of these applications that
follow the Windows Sockets 1.] standard are compatible with Windows NT. Such
applications allow a Windows NT computer to act as a powerful Intermetclient
using the extensive intemetworking components with public--domain viewers and
applications to access Internet resources.

 
Tip Public-domain Windows-basedutilities such as LPR and Gopher can be
obtained onthe Internetvia ftp.cica.indiana.edu in the /pub/win3/nt or
/pub/win3/winsock directory, or via the same directories on ftp.cdrom.com. 
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TCP/IP for Heterogeneous Networking
Because most modern operating systems Gin addition to Windows NT} support
TCPAP protocols, an internetwork with mixed system types can share information
using simpie networking applications and utilities. With TCP/IP as a connectivity
protocol, Windows NT can communicate with many non-Microsoft systems,
including:

« Internet hosts

- Apple Macintoshe systems

: IBM mainframes

» UNIX systems

«+ Open VMSsystems

« Printers with network adapters connected directly to the network

LAN Manager

= Microsoft TCPAP __forUNIXhostUNIX host

Windows for UNIX hostWorkgroups a,
Pathworks for VMS

Figure 10.3 Microsoft TCP/IP Connectivity

 
 

 
Windows NT

{including RAS)  

Microsoft TCP/IP provides a framework for interoperable heterogeneous
networking. The modular architecture of Windows NT networking with its
transport-independentservices contributes to the strength ofthis framework. For
example, Windows NT supports these transport protocols, among many others:

. IPX/SPX for use in NetWare environments, using the Microsoft NWLink

transport. Besides providing interoperability with NetWare networks, IPX/SPX.
is a fast LAN transport for Windows-based networking as well.

« TCP/IP for initemetworks based on IP technologies. TCP/IP is the preferred
transport for internetworks and provides interoperability with UNIX and other
TCP/IP-based networks.
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» NetBEUlas the protocol for local area networking on smaller networks and
compatibility with existing LAN Manager and IBM LAN Servernetworks.

« AppleTalk for connecting to and sharing resources with Macintoshsystems,

Othertransport protocols provided by third-party vendors, such as DECnet and
OSI, can also be used by Windows NT networking setvices,

Windows NT providesstandard network programming interfaces throughthe
WindowsSockets, RPC, and NetBIOS interfaces. Developers can take advantage
of this heterogeneous client-server platform to create custom applicationsthat will
run on ay system in the enterprise. An example of sucha service is Microsoft SQL
Server, which uses Windows Sockets 1.1 to provide access to NetWare,
MS-DOS-based, Windows NT, and UNIXclients.

Using TCP/IP with Third-Party Software
TCP/IPis a common denominatorfor heterogeneous networking, and Windows
Sockets is astandard used by application developers. Togetherthey provide a
framework for cross-platform client-server development. TCP/IP-aware
applications from vendors that comply with the Windows Sockets standards can run
over virtually any TCP/IP implementation,

The Windows Sockets standard ensures compatibility with Windows-based TCP/IP
utilities developed by more than 30 vendors. This includes third-party applications
for the X Window System, sophisticated terminal emulation software, NFS,
electronic mail packages, and more. Because Windows NT offers compatibility
with 16-bit Windows Sockets, applications created for Windows 3.x Windows
Sockets run over Windows NT without modification or recompilation,

For example, third-party applications for X Window provide strong connectivity
solutions by means of X Window servers, database servers, and terminal emulation,
With such applications, a Windows NT computer can work as an X Window server
platform while retaining compatibility with applications created for Windows NT,
Windows 3.1, and MS-DOSon the same system. Otherthird-party software
includes X Windowclientlibraries for Windows NT, which allow developers to
write X Window client applications on Windows NT that can be runanddisplayed
remotely on X Window server systems.

The Windows Sockets API is a networking API used by programmers creating
applications for both the Microsoft Windows NT and Windowsoperating systems.

’ Windows Sockets is an open standard that is part of the Microsoft Windows Open
System Architecture (WOSA)initiative. It ts a public specification based on
Berkeley UNIX sockets, which means that UNIX applications can be quickly
ported to Microsoft Windows and Windows NT. Windows Sockets provides a
single standard programming interface supportedby all the major vendors
implementing TCPAP for Windows systems.

¥
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The Windows NT FCP/IP utilities use Windows Sockets, as do 32-bit TCP/IP

applications developed by third parties. Windows NTalso uses the Windows
Sockets interface to support Services for Macintosh and IPX/SPX in NWLink,
Under Windows NT, 16-bit Windows-based applications created under the
Windows Sockets standard will ran without modification or recompilation. Most
TCP/P users will use programs that comply with the Windows Sockets standard,
such as ftp or telnet or third-party applications.

The Windows Sockets standard allows a developerto create an application with
a single commoninterface and a single executable that can rn over many ofthe
TCP/IPimplementations provided by vendors. The goals for Windows Sockets are
the following:

« Provide a familiar networking API to programmers using Windows NT,
Windowsfor Workgroups, or UNIX

« Offer binary compatibility between vendors for heterogeneous Windows-based
TCP/IP stacks and utilities

: Support both connection-oriented and connectionless protocols

Typical Windows Sockets applications include graphic connectivity utilities,
terminal emulation software, Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and electronic
mail clients, network printing utilities, SQL client applications, and corporate
client-server applications.

If you are interested in developing a Windows Sockets application, specifications
_ for Windows Sockets are available on the Internet from ftp.microsoft.com, on

CompuServee in the MSL library, and in the Microsoft Win32 Software
Developers Kit.

© To get a copy of the Windows Sockets specification via anonymous FTP

1. Make sure you have write permission in your current working directory.
BK Ai ihe coduiaric proutpi, siaal tip, aud thea comiieci wo Pip. MierSesort.comn

for 198.105.232.1).

Log on as anonymous.

Type your electronic mail address for the password.

Type cd \advsys\winsock\speci1, and then press ENTER.aeBw
Use the dir commandto see the list of available file types. If you want binary
data such as in the Microsoft Word version, type bin, and then press ENTER,

7. Determine the file with the format you want [for example, ASCH (TXT),
PostScripte (PS), or Microsoft Word (DOC)], and then type get winsock.ext
where ext is the format that you want, such as winsock.doc for the Microsoft
Word version.
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» To get a copy of the Windows Sockets specification from CompuServe

1. Atthe command prompt, type go msl, and then press ENTER.

2. Browse using the keywords windows sockets.

3. Choose the file with the format you want [ASCH (.TXT), PostScript (PS), or
Microsoft Word for Windows (.DOC)], and then type get winsock.ext.

There is aiso an electronic mailing list designed for discussion of Windows Sockets
programming.

> To subscribe to the Windows Sockets mailinglist

« Send electronic mailto listserv@sunsite.unc.edu with a message bodythat
contains subscribe winsock user's-email-address.

You can use the same procedure to subscribe to two mailinglists called
winsock-hackers and winsock-user's.
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CHAPTER 11

Installing and Configuring
Microsoft TCP/IP and SNMP  

This chapter explains how to install Microsoft TCPAP and the SNMPservice for
Windows NT and how to configure the protocols on your computer.

The TCP/IP protocol family can be installed as part of Custom Setup when you
install Windows NT,following the steps described in this chapter. Also, if you
upgrade to a new version of Windows NT, Setup automatically installs the new
TCP/IPprotocol and preserves your previous TCP/IP settings, This chapter assumes
that Windows NT has been successfully installed on your computer but TCP/IP has
not beeninstalled.

The following topics appear in this chapter:

« Before installing Microsoft TCP/AP

« Installing TCP/IP

» Configuring TCP/AP

» Configuring TCP/IP to use DNS

« Configuring advanced TCP/IP options

« Configuring SNMP

Removing TCP/IP components

Configuring Remote Access Service (RAS) for use with TCP/IP

You must be logged on as a member of the Administrators group to install and
configure all elements of TCP/IP.
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Beforeinstalling Microsoft TCP/IP
 

{important The values that you use for manually configuring TCP/IP and SNMP
must bé supplied by ire network administrator.

Check with your network administrator to find out the following information
before you install Microsoft TCPAP on a Windows NT computer:

Whether you can use Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) to
configure TCPAP, You can choose this option if a DHCPserveris installed on
your internetwork. You cannot choose this option if this computer will be
a DHCPserver, For information, see “Using Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol” later in this chapter.

Whether this computer will be a DHCP server. This option is available only for
Windows NT Server. For information, see Chapter 13, “Installing and
Configuring DHCP Servers.”

Whether this computer will be a WindowsInternet Name Service (WINS)
server. This option is available only for Windows NT Server. For information,
see Chanter 14, “Installing and Configuring WINS Servers.”

Whether this computer will be a WINS proxy agent. For information, sec
“Windows Internet Name Service and Broadcast Name Resolution”in

Chapter 12, “Networking Concepts for TCPAP.”

If you cannot use DHCP for automatic contiguration, you need to obtain the
following values from the network administrator so you can configure TCPAP
manually:
*6

Petitioner Vor

The IP address and subnet mask for each network adapter card instailed on the
computer. For information, sec “IP Addressing” in Chapter 12, “Networking
Concepts for TCP/IP.”

The IP address for the default local gateways ([P routers).

Whether your computer will use Domain Name System (DNS)and,if so, the IP
addresses and DNS domain name of the DNSservers on the internetwork. For

information, see “Domain Name System Addressing” m Chapter 12
“Networking Concepts for TCP/IP.”
The IP addresses for WINS servers, if WINS servers are available on your
network.
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Youneed to know the following information before you install the Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP)service on your computer, as described in
“Configuring SNMP”later in this chapter:

+ Community names in your network

» Trap destination for each community

- IP addresses or computer names for SNMP managementhosts

Although the Windows NT SNMP management agent supports management
consoles over both IPX and UDP protocols, SNMP must be installed in conjunction
with the other TCP/IP services. Once SNMPis installed, no additional
configuration is needed to manage over IPX. If IPX is installed, SNMP
automatically runs with it.

Installing TCP/IP
You must be logged on as a memberof the Administrators group for the local
computerto install and configure TCP/IP.

e To install Microsoft TCP/IP on a Windows NT computer
1, Double-click the Network icon in Control Panel to display the NetworkSettings

dialog box,

2. Choose the Add Software button to display the Add Network Software dialog
box.

3, Select TCP/IP Protocol And Related Components from the Network Software
box, and then choose the Continue button.

4. in the Windows NT TCP/IPInstallation Options dialog box, select the options
for the TCPAP components you wantto install, as described in the table that
followsthis procedure. If any TCP/IP elements have been installed previously,
they are dimmed and notavailable. When you have selected the options you
want, choose the Continue button.

While you are installing or configuring TCP/IP, you can read the hint bar at the
bottom of each TCP/IP dialog box for information about a selected item, or
choose the Help button to get detailed online information.

Windows NT Setup displays a message prompting for the full path to the
Windows NT distributionfiles.
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5. In the Windows NT Setup dialog box, enterthe full path to the Windows NT
distribution files, and then choose the Continuc button.

You can specify a drive leticr for floppy disks, a CD-ROM drive, ora shared
network directory, or you can specify the Universal Naming Convention (UNC)
path name for a network resource, such as WNTSETUP\MASTER.

All necessary files are copied to yourhard disk. 

Note If you are installing from floppy disks, Windows NT Setup might request
disks more than once. This behavioris normal and not an error condition.

6. If youselected the cptionsforinstalling the SNMP and FTP Serverservices, you
are automatically requested to configure these services.

Follow the directions provided in the online Help forthese dialog boxes. For
additional details, see “Configuring SNMP”laterin this chapier, and see also
Chapter 16, “Using the Microsoft FTP Server Service.”

7. In the Network Settings dialog box, choose the OK button.

If you selected the Enable Automatic DHCP Configuration option and a DHCP
server is available on your network,all configuration settings for TCP/IP are
completed automatically, as described in “Using Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol” later in this chapter,

If you did not check the Enable Automatic DHCP Configuration option,
continue with the configuration procedures described in “Configuring TCP/IP
Manually”later in this chapter. TCP/IP must be configured in order to operate.

If you checked the DHCP ServerService or WINS Server Service options, you
must complete the configuration steps described in Chapter 13, “Installing and
Configuring DHCP Servers,” and Chapter 14, “Installing and Configuring
WINSServers.”
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Table 11.1 Windows NT TCP/IP Installation Options

Option

TCPAP internetworking

Connectivity Utilities

_ SNMPService

TCPAP Network Printing
Support

FTP Server Service

simple TCP/IP Services

x
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Usage

Includes the TCP/IP protocol, NetBIOS over TCP/IP and
Windows Sockets interfaces, and the TCPAP diagnostic
utilities, ‘Fhese clements are installed automatically.

 

Installs the TCP/IP utilities. Select this optionto install the
connectivity utilities described in Appendix A, “TCP/IP
Utilities Reference.”

Installs the SNMPservice. Select this option to allow this
computer to be administered remotely using management
tools such as Sun Net Manager or HP Open View. This
option also allows you to monitor statistics for the TCP/IP
services and WINS servers using Performance Monitor,as
described in Chapter 17, “Using Performance Monitor with
TCPAP Services.”

Enables this computer to print directly over the network
using TCP/IP, Select this option if you want to print to
UNIX print queues or TCPAP printers that are connected
directly to the network, as described in Chapter 18,
“Internetwork Printing with TCP/IP.”

This option must be installed if you want to use the
Lpdsvr service so that UNIX computers can printto
Windows NTprinters.

Enables files on this computer to be shared overthe
network with remote computers that support FFP and
TCP/IP (especially non-Microsoft network computers).
Select this option if you want to use TCP/IP to share files
with other computers, as described in Chapter 16, “Using
ihe Microsoft FTP Server Service.”

Providesthe client software for the Character Generator,
Daytime, Discard, Echo, and Quote of the Day services.
Select this option to allow this computer to respond to
requests from other systemsthat support these protocols.
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Table 14,1 Windows NT TCP/IP Installation Options (continued)

Option Usage  

DHCPServer Service Instails the server software to support automatic
confignration and addressing for camputers using TCP/TP
on yourinternctwork. This option is available only for
Windows NT Server. Select this option if this computeris
to be a DHCP Server, as described in Chapter 13,
“Installing and Configuring DHCP Servers.”

If you select this option, you must manually configure the
iP address, subnet mask, and default gatewayforthis
computer. ,

WINS Server Service installs the server software to support WINS, a dynamic
naine resolution service for computers on a Windows
infernetwork. This option is available only for
Windows NTServer. Select this option if this computeris
to be installed as a primary or secondary WINSserver,as
described in Chapter14, “Installing and Configuring
WINSServers.”

Do notselect this option if this computer will be a WINS
proxy agent.

Enable Automatic DHCP Turns on automatic configuration of TCP/IP parameters for
Configuration this computer. Select this option if there is a DHCP server

on your internetwork to support dynamic host
configuration. This option is the preferred method for
configuring TCPAP on most Windows NT computers.

This option is not available if the DHCP Server Service or
WINS Server Service option is selected. 

If you have trouble installing Microsoft TCP/IP on your computer, follow the
suggestions in the error messages displayed on the screen. You can also use
diagnostic utilities such as ping to isolate network hardware problems and
incompatible configurations, For information, see Chanter 19, “Troubleshootin
TCP/IP.”

After TCP/IP is installed, the \systermroot\SYSTEM32\DRIVERSAETC directory
contains several files, including default HOSTS, NETWORKS, PROTOCOLS,
QUOTES, and SERVICESfiles plus a sample LMHOSTS.SAM file that describes
the formatforthis file.
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Configuring TCP/IP
For TCPAP to work on your computer, it must be configured with the IP addresses,
subnet mask, and default gateway for each network adapter on the computer.
Microsoft TCP/IP can be configured using two different methods:

__.......Chapter11InstallingandConfiguringMicrosoft TCP!PandSNMP 171

» Ifthere is a DHCP server on yourinternetwork, if can automatically configure
TCP/IP for your computer using DHCP.

- If there is no DHCPserver,orif you are configuring a Windows NT Server
computer to be a DHCP server, you must manually configure all TCP/IP
settings.

These configuration methods are described in the following sections.

Using DHCP
The best method for ensuring easy and accurate installation of TCP/IP is to use
automatic DHCP configuration, which uses DHCPto configure your local computer
with the correct EP address, subnet mask, and default gateway.

You can take advantage of this method for configuring TCP/IP if there is a DHCP
server installed on your network. The network administrator cantell youif this
optionis available. You cannot use DHCP configuration for a server that you are
installing as a DHCPserver or a WINSserver. You must configure TCP/IP settings
manually for DHCP servers, as described in “Configuring TCP/IP Manually” later
in this chapter.

» To configure TCP/IP using DHCP

1. Make sure the Enable Automatic DHCP Configuration option is checked in
either the Windows NT TCP/IP Installation Options dialog box or the TCP/IP
Configuration dialog box.

2. When you restart the computer after completing TCP/IPinstallation, the DHCP
server automatically provides the correct configuration information for your
computer.

If you subsequently attempt to configure TCP/IP in the Network Settings dialog
box, the system warns you that any manualsettings will override the automatic
settings provided by DHCP. As a general mule, you should not change the automatic
settings unless you specifically want fo override a setting provided by DHCP. For
detailed information about DHCP,sce “Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol”in
Chapter 12, “Networking Concepts forTCPAP.”
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Configuring TCP/IP Manually
After the Microsoft TCP/IP protocol software is installed on your computer, you
must manually provide valid addressing information if you are installing TCP/IP on
a DHCP server or a WINS Server, of if you cannot use automatic DHCP
configuration.

For a WINSserver computer that has more than one network adapter card, WINS
always bindsto the first adapter in the list of adapters bound by TCP/IP. Make sure
that this adapteraddress is not set to O, and that the binding order of IP addresses is
not disturbed.

RAG

You must be logged on as a member of the Administrators group for the local
computer to configure TCP/IP.

Caution ‘Be:sure to Use© the values for IP addresses and subnet masks that are
supplied by your network administrator to avoid duplicate addresses, If duplicate
addresses do occur, this can cause some computers on the network to function
unpredictably. For more information, see “IP Addressing” in Chapter12,

“NetworkingConcepts for TCPAP.”

 

  

To manually configure the TCP/IP protocol

1. Complete one of the following tasks:

Lf you are installing TCP/IP, perform the following steps.

« Completeall options in the Windows NT TCP/IP Installation Options dialog
box, and then choose OKto display the Network Settings dialog box.

. Choose the OK button to display the Microsoft TCP/IP Configuration dialog
box.

—-Or-

if you are reconfiguring TCP/IP, periorm the followingsicps.

« Double-click the Network option in Control Panel to display the Network
Settings dialog box.

¥
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 Enable Aulomatic DHCP Configuration

IP Addtess: i 103 41 42

255 256 255
  
   
 

 Subnet Mask: a

vr...

Default Gateway: Ti _103 AL 12

Primary WINS Server [|

Secondary WINS Server: fo.

 
  

  
2. In the Adapterbox, select the network adapter for which you wantto set IP

addresses.

The Adapter list contains all network adapters to which IP is bound on this
computer. This list includes all adapters installed on this computer.

You mustset specific IP addressing information for each bound adapter with
correct values provided by the network administrator. The bindings for a
network adapter determine how network protocols and other layers of network
software work together.

3. For each bound network adapter, type values in the IP Address and Subnet Mask
boxes.

» The value in the IP Address box identifies the IP address for your local
computeror, if more than one network card is installed in the computer, for
the network adapter card selected in the Adapter box.
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» The valuein the Subnet Mask box identifies the network membershipforthe
selected network adapter and its host 1D. This allows the computerto
separate the IP address into host and network IDs. ‘The subnet maskdefaults
to an appropriate valuc, as shown in the following table:
Table 11.2 Subnet Mask Defaults 

  Address class Range of first octet in IP address Subnet mask
Class A 1-126 255.0.0.0

Class B 128-191 255,255.0.0

Class C 192-223 255.255 ,255.0 

4. For each networkadapter on the computer, type the correct IP address vaiue in
the Default Gateway box, as provided by the network administrator.

This value specifiesthe IP address of the default gateway (or IP router) used to
forward packets to other networks or subnets. This value should be the IP
address of yourlocal gateway.

‘This parameter is required only for systems on internetworks. if this patameter
is not provided, IP functionality is limited to the local subnet unless a route is
specified with the TCP/IP route utility, as described in Appendix A, “TCP/IP
Utilities Reference.”

if your computer has multiple network cards, additional default gateways can be
added using the Advanced Microsoft TCP/IP Configuration dialog box, as
described later in this chapter.

5. If there are WINSservers installed on your network and you want to use WINS
in combination with broadcast name queries to resolve computer names, type IP
addresses in the boxesfor the primary and, optionally, the secondary WINS
servers. ,

The network administrator should provide the correct values for these
parameters. These are global values for the computer, notjust individual
adapters,

if an address for a WINSserveris not specified, this computer uses name query
broadcasts (the b-node mode for NetBIOS over TCP/IP) plus the local
LMHOSTSfile to resolve computer names to IP addresses. Broadcast resolution
is limited to the local network.
 

Note WINS nameresolution is enabled and configured automatically for a
computer that ig configured with DHCP.

On a WINS server, NetBIOS over TCP/IP (NETBT.SYS) uses WINS on the
local computeras the primary nameserver, regardless of how nameresolution
might be configured. Also, NetBIOS over TCP/IP binds to the first IP address
on a network adapterand ignores any additional addresses.
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Foroverview information about name resolution options, see “Name Resolution
for Windows Networking” in Chapter 12 “Networking Concepts for TCPAP.”
Fordetailed information about installing and configuring WINSservers, see
Chapter 14, “Installing and Configuring WINS Servers.”

6. If you wantto configure the advanced TCPAP options for multiple gateways and
other items, choose the Advanced button, and then continue with the
configuration procedure, as described in “Configuring Advanced TCP/IP
Options”later in this chapter,

7. If you want to use DNSfor host nameresolution, choose the DNS button, and
then continue with the configuration procedure, as described in the next section.

8. Ifyou do not want te configure DNS or advanced options, orif you have
completed the other configuration procedures, choose the OK button. When the
Network Settings dialog box is displayed again, choose the OK button.

Microsoft TCP/IP has been configured. If you are installing TCPAP for the first
time, you must restart the computerfor the configuration to take effect, If you
are changing your existing configuration, you do not have to restart your
computer.

After TCP/IP is installed, the \systemroot\SYSTEM32\DRIVERS\ETC directory
contains a default HOSTSfile and a sample LMHOSTS.SAMfile. The network
administrator might require that replacement HOSTS and LMHOSTSfiles be used
instead of these default files.

Configuring TCP/IP to Use DNS
Although TCP/IP uses IP addresses to identify and reach computers,users typically
preferto use computer names. DNSis a naming service gencrally used in the UNIX
networking community to provide standard naming conventions for IP workstations.
Windows Sockets applications and TCP/IP utilities, such as ftp and telnet, can also
use DNSin addition to the HOSTSfile to find systems when connecting to foreign
hosts or systems on your network.

Contact the network administrator to find out whether you should configure your
computer to use DNS. Usually, you can use DNSif you arc using TCPAPto
communicate over the Internet or if your private internetwork uses DNS to
distribute host information. For information, see “Domain Name System
Addressing” in Chapter 12, “Networking Concepts for TCP/IP.”

Microsoft TCP/IP includes DNSclient software for resolving Internet or UNIX
system names. Microsoft Windows networking provides dynamic name resolution
for NetBIOS computer names via WINSservers and NetBIOS over TCP/IP.

DNSconfiguration is global for all network adapters installed on a computer.
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» To configure TCP/IP DNS connectivity
l,

te

4,

 
Double-click the Network option in Control Panel to display the Network
Settings dialog box.

a Tnointlad Naty; Cnfiteara hay calarnt TOPITD Dentacnl and then
chy

Tn the Installed Net work Software OOK, SGOT asaya CPOWOCOL, GG Gata kai

the Configure button to display the TCP/IP Configuration dialog box.

Choose the DNS button to0 display the DNS Configuration dialog box.
vos tone[aad] Domain Name:oa
[ Domain Name Service [DNS] Seanch Order

Wiig? Gide:
SORONUHMEeenna

 

Names are dispiayed in the Host Name box and Domain Name box.

Complete one or both of the following optionaltasks:

» Type anew namein the Host Name box (usually your computername).
Thehost name can he any combination of A—7 letters, 0-9 numerals, and theate faSeanale SennPh Sera nthe iehear an

hyphen (-) character.
 

Note Some characters that can be used in Windows NT computer names,

particularly the underscore, cannot be used in host names.  

By default, this value is the Windows Nt computer name, but the network
administrator can assign another host name without affecting the computer
name. The host nameis used to identify the local computer by name for
authentication by someutilities. Other TCP/IP-basedutilities, such as rexec,
can use this value to learn the name of the local computer. Host names are
stored on DNSservers in a table that maps names to IP addresses for use by
DNS.
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« Type anew name in the Domain Name box.

‘The DNS Domain Namecan be any combination of A~Z letters, 0-9
numerals, and the hyphen (-) plus the period(.) character used as a separator.

The DNS Domain Nameis usually an organization name followed by a
period and an extension that indicates the type of organization, such as
microsoft.com. The DNS Domain Name is used with the host name to create

a fully qualified domain name (FQDN)for the computer. The FODNis the
host name followed by a period (.) followed by the domain name. For
example, this could be corp01.research.trey.com, where corpis the host
name and research.trey.comis the domain name. During DNS queries, the
local domain name is appended to short names. 

Note A DNS domain is not the same as a Windows NT or LAN Manager
domain.

: 5. In the Domain Name System (DNS) Search Order box,type the IP address of
the DNS server that will provide name resolution, and then choose the Add
button to move the IP address to thelist on the right.

The network administrator should provide the correct values for this parameter.

You can add up to three IP addresses for DNS servers. The servers running
DNS will be queried in the orderlisted. To change the order of the IP addresses,
select an JP address to move, and then use the up- and down-arrow buttons. To
remove an IP address, select the IP address, and then choose the Remove button.

6, Inthe Domain Suffix Search Order box, type the domain suffixes to add to your
domain suffix search list, and then choose the Add button.

This list specifies the DNS domain suffixes to be appended to host names during
name resolution. You can add up to six domain suffixes. To change the search
order of the domainsuffixes, select a domain name to move, and then use the up-
and down-arraw buttons. To remove a domain name,select the domain name,
and then choose the Remove button.

7, When you are done setting DNS options, choose the OK button.

8. When the TCP/IP Configuration dialog box reappears, choose the OK button.
When the Network Settings dialog box reappears, choose the OK button.

The settings take effect after you restart the computer.
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Configuring Advanced TCP/IP Options
if your computer has multiple network adapters connected to different networks
using TCP/IP, you can choose the Advanced button in the TCP/IP Configuration
dialog box to configure options for the adapters or to configure alternate default
gateways.

» To configure or reconfigure advanced TCP/IP options
1. Double-click the Network option in Control Panel to display the Network

Settings dialog box.

9. In the Installed Network Software box, select TCP/IP Protocol, and then choose
the Configure button to display the TCP/IP Configuration dialog box.

   

 

    
IPAAddresses Subnet Masks

  

  
 
 

IP Addi 2
ps ijoedte EPOCo SN
Subnetask:

 
194.103.4112

  

  
ao

Windows Networking Parameters
 

CJ Enable DNS fur Windows Name Resolution (1 Enable tP Routing

(J Enable W2NS Prony Agent

incorbcbetcactict

3, Choose the Advanced button to display the Advanced Microsoft TCP/IP
Configeration dialog box.

4, In the Adapterbox, select the network adapter for which you wantto specify
advanced configuration values.

The IP address and default gateway settings in this dialog box are defined only
for the selected network adapter.
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5. In the IP Address and SubnetMask boxes, type an additional IP address and
subnet mask for the selected adapter, and then choose the Add button to move
ihe IP address to the list on the right.

The network administrator should provide the correct values for this parameter.

Optionally, if your network card uses multiple IP addresses, repeatthis process
for each additional IP address. You can specify up to five additional JP
addresses and subnet masksfor identifying the selected network adapter. This
can be useful for a computer connected to one physical network that contains
noultiple logical IP networks.

6. In the Default Gateway box, type the IP address for an additional gateway that
the selected adapter can use, and then choose the Add button ta movethe IP
address to the list onthe right.

Repeat this process for each additional gateway. The network administrator
should provide the correct values for this parameter,

This list specifies up to five additional default gateways for the selected network
adapter.

To changethe priority order for the gateways, select an address to move and use
the up- or down-arrow buttons. To remove a gateway, select it, and then choose
the Remove button.

7. If you want to use DNS for DNS nameresolution on Windows networks,select
the Enable DNS For Windows Name Resolution option.

If this option is selected, the system finds the DNSserver by using the JP
address specified in the DNS Configuration dialog box, as described earlier in
this chapter. Selecting this option enables DNS name resolution for use by
Windows networking applications.

8. If you want to use the LMHOSTSfile for NetBIOS name resolution on
Windows networks, select the Enable LMHOSTS Lookup option.

If you already have a configured LMHOSTSfile, choose the Import LMHOSTS
button and specify the directory path for the LMHOSTSfile you wantto use. By
default, Windows NT uses the LMHOS'Sfile found in

\systemroot\sYSTEM32\DRIVERSIETC,

For any method of name resolution used in a Windows NT network, the
LMIIOSTSfile is consulted last after querying WINS or using broadcasts, but
before DNS is consulted.
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9. In the Scope 1D box, type the computer’s scope identifier, if required on an
internetwork that uses NetBIOS over TCP/IP.

To communicate with each other, all computers an a TCP/IP internetwork must
have the same scope ID. Usually, this value ts left blank. A scope ID might be
assigned to a group of computers that will communicate only with each other
and no other systems. Such computers can find each other if their scope IDs are
identical. Scope IDs are used only for communication based on NetBIOS over
TCP/IP.

A computer can have only one scope ID, even if it has more than one adapter
card with access to more than one network, If such a multthomed computeris a
DHCPclient, with DHCP servers on each network, the scope ID of the two
networks should be identical. If they are not identicai, the last adapter card to be
configured will write its scope ID to the Registry, which could result in
unexpected behaviorand a loss of connectivity to one of the networks.It is best
in this case to set the scope JD manually. Any manually configured value
overrides values provided by the DHCP server.

The network administrator should provide the correct value,if required.
10. To turn onstatic IP routing, check the Enable IP Routing option.

t i ith ather static r P
This option allows this computerto participate with other static routers on a
network. You should check this option if you have two or more network cards
and your network usesstatic routing, which also requires the addition ofstatic
routing tables. For information about creating static routing tables, sec the route
utility in Appendix A, “TCP/IP Utilities Reference.”

This option is not available if your computer has only one network adapter and
one IP address. Also, this option does not support routers running the Routing
Information Protocol (RIP).

11. If you wantthis computer to be used to resolve names based on the WINS
database, select the Enable WINS Proxy Agent option.

This option allows the computer to answer name queries for remote computers,
su vilier Compuiers Configured fur broadcasi wune resviuiion can beuelit from
the name resolution services provided by a WINSserver.

This option is available only if you entered a value for a primary WINSserver
in the TCP/IP Configuration dialog box, as described in “Configuring TCP/IP”
earlier in this chapter. However, the proxy agen( cannot be run on a computer
that is also. a WINS server.

Consult with the network administrator to determine whether your computer
should be configured as a WINS proxy agent, as only a few computers on cach
subnetwork should be configured for this feature.
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i2. When you are donesetting advanced options, choose the OK button. Whenthe
TCP/IP Configuration dialog box reappears, choose the OK button. When. the
Network Settings dialog box. reappears, choose the OK button to complete
advanced TCP/IP configuration.

You must restart the computer for the changes to take effect.

Configuring SNMP
The SNMPserviceis installed when you select the SNMP Service optioninthe
Windows NT ‘TCP/IP Installation Options dialog box. After the SNMPservice
software is installed on your computer, you must configure it with valid information
for SNMPto operate.

You must be logged on as a memberof the Administrators groupforthe local
’ computer to configure SNMP.

The SNMPconfiguration information identifies communities and trap destinations,

» Acommunity is a group of hosts to which a Windows NT computerrunning the
SNMPservice belongs. You can specify one or more communities to whichthe
Windows NT computer using SNMP will send traps. The community nameis
placed in the SNMPpacket whenthetrapis sent.

When the SNMP service receives a request for information that does not contain
the correct community name and does not match an accepted host name for the
service, the SNMPservice can send a trap to the trap destination(s), indicating
that the request failed authentication.

« Trap destinations are the namesor IP addresses of hosts to which you want the
SNMPserviceto send traps with the selected community name.

You might want to use SNMP forstatistics, but might not care aboutidentifying

communities or traps. In this case, you can specify the “public” community name
when you configure the SNMPservice.

» ‘To configure the SNMPservice

1. Double-click the Network option in Control Panel to display the Network
Settings dialog box.
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2.

oN

 
In the Installed Network Software box, select SNMP Service, and then choose

the Configure button to display the SNMP Service Configuration dialog box.

Community Names

[ x a . — IP Host/Address or“4 VEX Address

. To identify each community to which you wantthis computer to send traps, type
the name in the Community Names box. After typing cach name, choose the
Add button to move the nameto the Send Traps With Community Nameslist on
the left.

Typically, all hosts belong to public, which is the standard name for the common
community of all hosts. To delete an entry in thelist, select it, and then choose
the Remove button.
 

Note Community names are case sensitive. 

. To specify hosts for each community you send trapsto, alter you have added the
community and whileit is still highlighted, type the hosts in the IP Host/Address
Or IPX Address box. Then choose the Add button to move the host nameorIP

address to the Trap Destination for the selected community list on theleft.
You can enter a host name, its LP address, or its IPX address.

To delete an entry in the list, selectit, and then choose the Removebutton.

To enable additional security for the SNMPservice, choose the Security button.
Continue with the configuration procedure, as described in the next section,
“Configuring SNMP Security.” -

To specify Agent information (comments about the user, location, and services),
choose the Agent button, and then continue with the configuration procedure, as
described in “Configuring SNMP Agent Information” later in this chapter.

. When you have completed all procedures, choose the OK button. When the
Network Settings dialog box reappears, choose the OK button.
The Microsoft SNMPservice has been configured andis ready to start. It is not
necessary to reboot the computer.
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Configuring SNMP Security
SNMPsecurity allows youto specify the communities and hosts a computerwill
accept requests from, and to specify whetherto send an authentication trap when an
unauthorized community or host requests information.

‘ » To configure SNMPsecurity

1. Double-click the Network optionin Control Panel to display the Network
Settings dialog box.

2. Inthe Installed Network Software list box, select SNMP Service, and then
choose the Configure button.

3. Inthe SNMP Service Configuration dialog box, choose the Security button.

Send Authentication Trap

Accepted Community Names

© Aceept SNMP Packets from Any Host
Gnly Accept SNMP Packets from These Hosts:

Ip HostéAddress orIPX Address: 
4, Tf you want to send a trap for failed authentications, select the Send

Authentication Trap check box in the SNMPSecurity Configuration dialog box.

5. In the Community Namebox, type the community names in which you will
accept requests. Choose the Add button after typing each name to movethe
name to the Accepted Community Nameslist on the left.

A hest must belong to a community that appears on this list for the SNMP
service to accept requests from that host. Typically, all hosts belong to public,
which ts the standard name for the common community of all hosts. To delete an
entry Inthe list, select it, and then choose the Remove button.
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6. Select an option to specify whether to accept SNMP packets from any hostor
from only specified hosts.

« ifthe Accept SNMPPackets From Any Host option is selected, no SNMP
packets are rejected on the basis of source host ID. The list of hosts under
Only Accept SNMP Packets From These Hosts has no effect.

v Ifthe Only Accept SNMP Packets From These Hosts option is selected,
SNMPpackets will be accepted only from the hosts listed. In the IP
Host/Address Or IPX Address box, type the host names, [P addresses, or
IPX addresses of the hosts from which you will accept requests. Then choose
the Add bitten to move the host name or TP address to the list bay an the left,
Aa 2 ire AUP LG Cd LaddGre Ed GREEAy ead aa A We Leah

To delete an entry in thelist, select it, and then choose the Remove button.
7. Choose the OK button.

The SNMPService Configuration dialog box reappears.

To specify Agentinformation (comments aboutthe user, location, and services),
choose the Agent button. Continue with the configuration procedure, as
described in the next section.

. After you complete all procedures, choose the OK button, When the Network
Settings dialog box reappears, choose the OK button.

The Microsoft SNMPservice and SNMPsecurity have been configured and are
ready to start. You do not need to rebootthe computer.

Configuring SNMP AgentInformation
SNMPagentinformation allows you to specify comments about the user and the
physical location of the computer and to indicate the types of service to report. The
types of service that can be reported are based on the computer’s configuration.

e Toconfigure SNMP agent information —
1. Double-click the Network option in Control Panel to display the Network

Settings dialog box.

. In the Installed Network Software list box, select SNMP Service, and then

choose the Configure button to display the SNMP Service Configuration dialog
box.
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3. Choose the Agent button to display the SNMP Agentdialog box.
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4. In the Contact box and Location box, type the computer user’s name and the

computer’s physical location.

These comments are used as text only, They cannot include embedded control
characters.

5. In the Service group bex, select all options that indicate network capabilities
provided by your Windows NT computer.
SNMPmust have this information to manage the enabled services.

If you have installed additional TCP/IP services, such as a bridge or router, you
should consult RFC 1213 for additional information.

Table 11.3 SNMP Service Options

Option Description

Physical Select this option if this Windows NT computer manages any
physical TCP/IP device, such as a repeater.

Datalink/Subnetwork Select this option if this Windows NT computer manages a
TCPAP subnetwork or datalink, such as a bridge.

Internet Select this optionif this Windows NT computer acts as an IP
gateway.

End-to-End Select this option if this Windows NT computer acts as an IP
host. This option should be selected for all Windows NT
installations.

Applications Select this option if this Windows NT computerincludes any
applications that use TCPAP, suchas electronic mail. This
option should be selected for all Windows N'Tinstallations.  
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6. Choose the OF. button.

7. When the SNMPService Configuration dialog box reappears, choose the OK

butten. When the Network Seuings dialog box reappears, choose the OK.button.eed to restart the computer,5aiie ‘<2 fua oo] cae] =

Removing TCP/IP Components
If you wantto remove the TCP/IP protocol or any of the services installed on a
computer, use the Network option in Control Panel to removeit.

When you remove network software, Windows NT warns youthat the action
permanently removes that component. You cannotreinstall a componentthat has
been removed until after you restart the computer.

> Toremove any TCP/IP component

1. Double-click the Network option in Control Panel to display the Network
Settings dialog box.

2. In the Installed Network Softwarelist, select the component that you want to
remove.

3. Choose the Remove button to permanently remove the component.

Configuring RASfor Use with TCP/IP
Windows NT users whoinstall Remote Access Service (RAS)for remote
networking maintain all the benefits of TCP/IP networking,including access to the
WINS and DNScapabilities of Microsoft TCP/IP. RAS clients can be configured
to use Point to Point Protocol (PPP) or Serial Line Internet Protocel (SLIP) to allow
TCP/IP dial-up support for existing TCP/IP internetworks and the Internet. When
PPP is configured on a Windows NT Remote Access server, it can function as a
router for RAS clients. SLIP client software is provided to support older
implementations,it does not support multiple protocols.

As with all network services, you install RAS by usmg the Network option in
Control Panel. During RASinstallation and configuration, you can specify the
network protocol settings to use for RAS connections, which also enables you to
specify TCPAP configuration settings. When the network administratorinstalls a
Microsoft RAS server, IP addresses are reserved for use by RASclients.
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Users with RAS client computers can use the Remote Access program to enter
and maintain names and telephone numbers of remote networks. RAS clients can
connect to and disconnect fromthese networks through the Remote Access
program. You can also use the Remote Access Phone Book application te select the
network protocols to use for a specific Phone Book entry. If TCP/IP is installed, the
Phone Book automatically selects TCP/IP over PPP as the protocol.

Ifa RAS chent computer has a sertal COM port, you can use the Remote Access
Phone Book application to configure SLIP for use with a selected Phone Book
entry. If you configure a RASclient computer to use the SLIP option, when you dial
in for a connection to the selected Phone Book entry, the Terminal screen appears,
and you can begin aninteractive session with a SLIP server. When you use SLIP,
Remote Access Phone Book bypasses user authentication. You wili not be asked for
a username and password.

For complete information about setting up RASservers and clients and using RAS
with Windows NT, see Windows NT Server Remote Access Service.
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CHAPTER 12

Networking Conceptsfor TCP/IP  
This chapter describes how TCP/IP fits in the Windows NT network architecture
and explains the various componentsof the Internet Protocol suite and IP
addressing. As part of the discussion on name resolution in Windows-based
networking, this chapter also describes NetBIOS over TCPAP (NBT) and Domain
Naime System (DNS). For additional information about these topics, see the books
listed in the “Welcome”section of this manual,

This chapter also provides conceptual information about two key features for
Microsoft TCP/IP: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) and Windows °
Internet Name Service CWINS).

The following topics appear in this chapter:

» TCPAP and Windows NT networking

« Intemet protocol suite

« IP addressing

« Name resolution for Windows-based networking
« SNMP

oye
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TCP/IP and Windows NT Networking
The architecture of the Microsoft Windows NT operating system with integrated
networking is protecoi-independent. This architecture, illustrated in the following
figure, provides Windows NT file, print, and other services over any network
protocol that uses exports from the TDI interface. The protocols package network
requests for applications in their respective formats, and then send the requests to
the appropriate network adapter via the network device interface specification
(NDIS) interface. Fhe NDIS specification allows multiple network protocolsto
reside over a wide variety of network adapters and media types.

SNMP RPC

Windows Sockets

Applications

; )
Windows

NetBiOS Applications

Windows Sockeis
NetBIOS Interface=- Interface

comm NetBlOS over TCPAP=tTTT
Transport Device
interiace

Standard

TOPAP4bo

Meats

ia
 

Network Driver
Interface NDIS Drivers, SLIP, PPP

Physical Network Layer

Figure 12.1 Architectural Model of Windows NT with TCP/IP

Under the Windows NTtransport-independent architecture, TCP/IP is a protocol
family that can be used to offer Windows-based networking capabilities. The
TCP/IP protocol gives Windows NT, Windows for Workgroups, and LAN
Manager computers transparent access to each other and allows communication
with non-Microsoft systems in the enterprise network.
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Internet Protocol Suite

TCP/IP refers to the Internet suite of protocols. It includes a set of standards
that specify how computers communicate and gives conventions for connecting
networks and routing traffic through the connections.

The Internet protocols are a result of a Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA)research project on network interconnection in the late 1970s.It
was mandated on all United States defense long-haul networks in 1983 but was not
widely accepted until it was integrated with 4.2 Berkeley Software Distribution
(BSD) UNIX. The popularity of TCP/IP is based on the following features:

« Robust client-serverframework. TCP/IPis an excellent client-server
application platform, especially in wide area network (WAN) environments.

« Information sharing. Thousands of academic, military, scientific, and
commercial organizations share data, electronic mail, and services on the
Internet using TCP/IP.

+ General availability. Implementations of TCP/IP are available on nearly every
popular computer operating system. Source code is widely available for many
implementations. Vendors for bridges, routers, and network analyzersall offer
support for the TCP/IP protocol suite within their products.

The following discussion introduces the components of the IP protocol suite. Some
knowledge of the architecture and interaction between TCP/IP components is useful
for both administrators and users, but mostof the details discussed here are
transparent when you are actually using TCP/IP.

Transmission Control Protocol and internet Protocol

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP) are only two
members of the IP protocol suite. IP is a protocolthat provides packet delivery for
all other protocols within the TCP/IP family. IP provides a best-effort,
connectionless delivery system for computer data. That is, IP packets are not
guaranteed to arrive at their destination, nor are they guaranteed to be received in
the sequence in which they were sent. The protacol’s checksum feature confirms
only the IP header’s integrity. Thus, responsibility for the data contained within the
IP packet (and the sequencing)is assured only by using higher-level protocols.
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Perhaps the most common higher-level IP protocol is TCP. TCP supplies a reliable,
connection-based protocol over (or encapsulated within) IP. TCP guarantees the
delivery of packets, ensures proper sequencing ofthe data, and provides a checksum
feature that validates both the packet headerand ifs data for accuracy. In the event
that the network either corrupts or loses a TCP/AP packet during transmission, TCP
is responsible for retransmitting the faulty packet. ‘This reliability makes TCP/IP the
protocol of choice for session-based data transmission, client-server applications,
and critical services, such as electronic mail.

This reliability has aprice. TCP headers require the use ofadditional bits to providesesees ew te eee
proper sequencing of information,¢aS WEI! aS & mandatory checksumto ensure
reliability of both the TCP headerandthe packetdata. To guarantee successful data
delivery, the protocol also requires the recipient to acknowledge successful receipt
of data.

Such acknowledgments (or ACKs) generate additional networktraffic, diminishing
the level of data throughput in favorof reliability. To reduce the impact on
performance, most hosts send an acknowledgmentfor every other segment or when
an ACK timeout expires.

User Datagram Protocoi
If reliability is not essential, User Datagram Protocoi (UDP), a TCP complement,
offers a connectionless datagram service that guarantees neither delivery nor
correct sequencing of delivered packets (muchlike IP). Higher-level protocolsor
applications might provide reliability mechanismsin addition to UDPAP. UDPdata
checksumsare optional, providing a way to exchange data overhighly reliable
networks without unnecessarily consuming network resources or processing lime,
When UDP checksums are used, they validate the integrity of both the header and
data. ACKsare also not enforced by the UDP protocol; this is left to higher-level
protocols.

UDP also offers one-o-many service capabilities, because it can be either
broadcast or multicast.
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Address Resolution Protocol and Internet Control Message
Protocoi

Two otherprotocols in the IP suite perform important functions, although these are
not directly related fo the transport of data: Address Resolution Protocol! (ARP) and
Internet Control Message Protocol (CMP). ARP and ICMP are maintenance
protocols that support the IP framework and are usually invisible to users and
applications. ,

IP packets contain both source and destination IP addresses, but the hardware
address of the destination computer system mustalso be known. IP acquires a
system’s hardware address by broadcasting a special inquiry packet (an ARP
request packet) containing the IP address of the system with whichit is attempting
to communicate. All of the ARP-enabled nodes on the local IP network detect these

broadcasts, and the system that owns the IP address in question replies by sending
its hardware address to the requesting computersystem in an ARP reply packet.
The hardware/IP address mapping is then stored in the requesting system’s ARP
cache for subsequent use. Because the ARP reply can also be broadcast to the
network,it is likely that other nodes on the network can usc this information to
update their own ARP caches. (You can use the arp utility to view the ARP tables.)

ICMPallows two nodes on an IP network to share EP status and error information.

This information can be used by higher-level protocols to recover from transmission
problems or by network administrators to detect network trouble. Although ICMP
packets are encapsulated within IP packets, they are not consideredto be a higher-
level protocol (CMPis required in every TCP/IP implementation). The pingutility
makes use of the ICMP echo request and echo reply packets to determine whether
a particular IP node (computer system) on a network is functional. For this reason,
the ping utility is useful for diagnosing IP network or gateway failures.

IP Addressing
A host is any device attached to the network that uses TCP/IP. To receive and
deliver packets successfully between hosts, TCP/IP relies on three values, that the
user provides: IP address, subnet mask, and default gateway.

The network administrator provides each of these values for configuring TCP/IP on
a computer. Windows NT users on networks with DHCPservers can take
advantage of automatic system configuration and do not need to manually configure
TCP/IP parameters. This section provides details about JP addresses, subnet masks,
and IP gateways.
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iP Addresses

Every host interface, or node, on a TCP/IP network is identified by a unique IP
address. This address is used to identify a host on a network;if also specifies
rouling informaiion in an internetwork. The IP address identifies a computeras a
32-bit address that is unique across a TCP/IP network. An address is usually
represented in dotted-decimal notation, which depicts each octet (eight bits, or one
byte} of an IP address asits decimal value and separates each octet with a period.
An IP address lookslike this:

1@2.54,94.97

Important Because IP addresses identify nodes on an interconnected network, each
host on the internetwork must be assigned a unique IP address, valid for its
particular network. 

Network ID and Host ID

Although an IP addressis a single value,it contains two pieces of information: the
network ID and the host (or system) ID for your computer.

« The network ID identifies a group of computers and other devicesthatare all
located on the same logical network, which are separated or interconnected by
routers. In internetworks (networks formed by a collection of local area
networks), there.is a unique network ID for each network,

» The host ID identifies your computer within a particular network ID. (A host is
any devicethat is attached to the network and uses TCP/IP.)

Networks that connect to the public Internet must obtain an official network ID
from the InterNIC to guarantee IP network ID uniqueness. The InterNIC can be
contacted via electronic mail at info@internic.net (for the United States,
1-800-144-4345 or, for Canada and overseas, 6194554600). Internet
registration requests can be sent to hostmaster@internic.net. You can also use FTP
to connectto is.internic.net, then log in as anonyntous, and then change to the
ANFOSOURCEH/FAQ directory.
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After receiving a network ID, the local network administrator must assign unique
host IDs for computers within the local network. Although private networks not
connectedto the Internet can choose to use their own network identifier, obtaining a
valid network ID from InterNIC allows a private network to connectto the Internet
in the future without reassigning addresses.

The Internet community has defined address classes to accommodate networks of
varying sizes. Each network class can be discerned from the first octet of its IP
address. The following table summarizes the relationship between thefirst octet of
a given address and its network ID and host ID fields. It also identifies the total
numberof network JDs and host IDs for each address class that participates in the
Internet addressing scheme. This sample uses w.x.y.z to designate the bytes of the
IP address.

Table 12.1 IP Address Classes 

Available Available

 Class wevaluesl2 Network ID UHost ID networks hosts per net

A 1-126 w X.VZ 126 16,777,214

B 128-191 WAX V2 16,384 65,534
C 192-223 WKY Zz 2,097,151 - 254 

1 Inckusive range for the first octet in the IP address.

2 The address 127 is reserved for loopbacktesting and interprocess communication on the jocal
computer;it is not a valid network address. Addresses 224 and above are reserved for special’
protocols (GMP multicast and others}, and cannot be used as host addresses.

A network host uses the network ID and host ID to determine which packets it
should receive or ignore and to determine the scopeofits transmissions (only nodes
with the same network ID accept each other’s IP-level broadcasts).

Because the sender’s IP addressis included in every outgoing IP packet, it is useful
for the receiving computer system to derive the originating network ID and host ID
from the IP address field. This task is done by using subnet masks, as Gescribed in
the following section.
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Subnet Masks

Subnet masks are 32-bit values that allow the recipient of IP packets to distinguish

the network ID portion of the IP address from the host ID. Like an IP address, the
value of a subnet mask is irequenily epiresented in dotted-decimal notation, Subnet
masks are determined by assigning 1’s to bits that belong to the network [ID and 0's
to the bits that belong to the host JD. Once the bits are in place, the 32-bit value is
converted to dotted-decimal notation, as shown in the following table.

Table 12.2 Default Subnet Masks for Standard IP Address Classes  

Address class Biis for subnet mask Subnet mask

Class A LLLILILL GO000008 COCOONS CCOGCOOS 255.0,0.8

Class B Ji111111 11411111 00000000 O0000000 255.255.0.0

Class C Vil11441 31111111 11111111 00000000 255,.255.255.0

The result enables TCP/IP to determine the host and network IDs ofthe local

computer. For example, when the IP address is 102.54.94.97 and the subnet mask is
255.255.0.0, the network ID is 102.54 and the host ID is 4.97,

Although configuring a host with a subnet mask might seem redundant after
examining the previous tables (since the class of a host is easily determined), subnet

masks are also used to further segment an assigned network ID among several local
networks.

For example, suppose a network is assigned the Class-B network address 144.100.
This is one of over 16,000 Class-B addresses capable of serving more than 65,000
nodes, However, the worldwide corporate network to which this ID is assigned is
composed of 12 international LANs with 75 to 100 nodeseach. instead of applying
for 11 more network IDs,it is better to use subnetting to make more effective use of
the assigned ID 144.100. The third octet of the IP address can be used as a subnet
FD, to define the subnet mask 255,255.255.0. This arrangementsplits the Class-B
address into 254 subnets: 144.100. 1 through 144,100,254, each of which can have
254 nodes. (Host [Ds G and 255 should not be assigned to a computer; they are used
as broadcast addresses, which are typically recognized by all computers.) Any 12
of these network addresses could be assigned to the international LANsin this
example. Within each LAN, cach computeris assigned a unique host ID, and they
all have the subnet mask 255.255.255.0.
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The preceding example demonstrates a simple (and common) subnet scheme for
Class-B addresses. Sometimesit is necessary to segment only portions of an octet,
using only a few bits to specify subnet IDs (such as when subnets exceed 256
nodes). Each user should check with the local network administrator to determine

the network’s subnet policy and the correct subnet mask. For all systems on the
local network, the subnet mask must be the same for that network ID.
 

Important All computers on a logical network must use the same subnet mask and
network ID; otherwise, addressing and routing problems can occur.

Routing and iP Gateways
TCP/IP networks ate connected by gafeways (or routers), which have knowledge of
the networks connected in the internetwork. Although each IP host can maintain
static routes for specific destinations, usually the default gateway is used to find
remote destinations. (The default gateway is needed only for computersthat are
part of an internetwork.}

When IP prepares to send a packet, it inserts the local (source} IP address and the
destination address of the packet in the IP header and checks whether the network
ID ofthe destination matches the network ID of the source. If they match, the
packetis sent directly to the destination computer on the local network.If the
network IDs do not match, the routing table is examined for static routes. Hf none
are found, the packet is forwarded to the default gateway for delivery.

The default gateway is a computer connected to the local subnet and other networks
that has knowledge of the network IDs for other networks in the internetwork and
how to reach them. Because the default gateway knows the network IDs of the other
networks in the internetwork, it can forward the packet to other gateways until the
packetis eventually delivered to a gateway connectedto the specified destination.
This process is known as routing.
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Figure 12.2 Internetwork Routing Through Gateways

On networks that are notpart of an internetwork, IP gateways are not required. If a
network is part of an internetwork and a system does not specify a default gateway
(or if the gateway computeris not operating properly), only communication beyond
the local subnet is impaired. Users can add static routes by using the routeutility to
specify a route for a particular system. Static routes always override the use of
default gateways.

It the default gateway becomes unavailable, the computer cannot communicate
outside its own subnet. Multiple default gateways can be assigned to prevent
such a problem. When a computer is configured with multiple default gateways,
retransmission problems result in the system trying the other routers in the
configuration to ensure internetworking communications capabilities, To configure
multiple default gateways in Windows NT, you must provide an IP address for each
gateway in the Advanced Microsoft TCP/IP Configuration dialog box, as described
in Chapter 11, “Installing and Configuring Microsoft TCP/IP and SNMP.”

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
Assigning and maintaining IP address information can be an administrative burden
for network administrators responsible for internetwork connections. Contributing
to this burden is the problem that many users do not have the knowledge necessary
to configure their own computers for internetworking and musttherefore rely on
their administrators.
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The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) wasestablished to relieve this
administrative burden. DHCP provides safe, reliable, and simple TCP/IP network
configuration, ensures that address conflicts do not occur, and helps conserve the
use of IP addresses through centralized management of address allocation. DHCP
offers dynamic configuration of IP addresses for computers. The system
administrator controls how IP addressesare assigned by specifying lease durations,
which specify how long a computercan use an assigned IP address before having to
renew the lease with the DHCP server.

As an example of how maintenancetasks are made easy with DHCP,the IP address
is released automatically for a DHCP client computer that is removed from a
subnet, and a new address for the new subnetis automatically assigned when that
computer reconnects on another subnet. Neitherthe user nor the network
administrator needs to intervene to supply new configuration information. 'This is a
most significant feature for mobile computer users with portables that are dockedat
different computers, or for computers that are moved to different offices frequently.

The DHCPclient and server services for Windows NT are implemented under
Requests for Comments (RFCs) 1533, 1534, 1541, and 1542.

The followingillustration shows an example of a DHCPserverproviding
configuration information on two subnets. If, for example, ClientC is moved to
Subnet 1, the DHCP server automatically supplies new TCPAP configuration
information the next time that ClientC is started.

DHCPserverl

 
 

Router

(with BOOTPforwarding enabled)

Figure 12.3. DHCP Clients and Servers on a Routed Network
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DHCPuses a client-server model and is based on leases for IP addresses. During
system startup (the initializing state), a DHCP client computer sends a discover
message that is broadcast to the local network and might be relayed to all DHCP
servers on the private internetwork. Each DHCPserverthat receives the discover
message responds with an offer message containing an IP address and valid
configuration information forthe client that sent the request.

The DHCPclient collects the configuration offerings from the servers and enters
a selecting state. When the client enters the requesting state, it chooses one of the
configurations and sends a request message thatidentifies the DHCPserverfor the
selected configuration,
PEALE Ce ad

The selected DHCP server sends a DHCP acknowledemeni message that contains
the addressfirst sent duzing the discovery stage, plus a valid lease for the address
and the TCP/IP network configuration parameters forthe client. After the client
receives the acknowledgment,it enters a bound state and can now participate on the
TCP/IP network and completeits system startup. Client computers that have local
storage save the received address for use during subsequent system startup. As the
lease approaches its expiration date, it attempts to renew its lease with the DHCP
server, and is assigned a new address if the current IP address lease cannot be
renewed.

 

 
 

 

discover Initializing Lease expires

 

 
  

offer Rebinding &

request seri Lease approaches
; expiration (87.5%)

unig |} newing=fj acknowledgment
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Figure 12.4 DHCP Client State Transition During System Startup

In Windows NT Server, the network administrator uses DHCP Managerto define
local policies for address allocation, leases, and other options. Por information
about using this tool, see Chapter 13, “Installing and Configuring DHCP Servers.”
Porinformation about the steps for setting up TCP/IP using DHCP,see .
“Configuring TCP/IP” in Chapter 11, “Installing and Configuring Microsoft
TCPAP and SNMP.”Forinformation about setting up DHCP relaying, see the
documentation for your router,
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Name Resolution for Windows-Based Networking
Configuring Windows NT with TCP/IP requires the IP address and computer name,
which are unique identifiers for the computer on the network. The EP address, as
described carlier in this chapter, is the unique address by whichall other TCP/AP
devices on the intemnetwork recognize that computer, For TCPAP and the Internet,
the computer name is the globally known system name plus a DNS domain name.
(On the local network, the computer name is the NetBIOS name that was defined
during Windows NT Setup.)

Computers use IP addresses to identify each other, but users usually find it easier to
work with computer names. A mechanism must be available on a TCP/IP network
to resolve computer names to IP addresses. To ensure that both computer name and
address are unique, the Windows NT computer using TCP/IPregisters its name and
IP address on the network during system startup. A Windows NT computer can use
one or more of the following methods to ensure accurate name resolution in TCP/IP
internetworks:

x Windows Internet Name Service

Windows NT computers can use WINSif one or more WINS servers are
available that contain a dynamic database mapping computer namesto IP
addresses. WINS can be used in conjunction with broadcast name resolution
for an intemmetwork where other name resolution methods are inadequate. As
described in the following section, WINS is a NetBIOS over TCP/IP (NBT)
mode of operation defined in RFC 1001/1002 as p-node.

» Broadcast name resolution

Windows NT computers can also use broadcast name resolution, which is a
NetBIOS over TCP/IP mode of operation defined in RFC 1001/1002 as b-node,
This methodrelies on a computer making IP-level broadcasts to registerits
name by announcing it on the network. Each computer in the broadcast areais
responsible for challenging attempts to register a duplicate name and for
responding to name queries forits registered name.

» DNS nameresolution

The Domain Name System (DNS)provides a way to look up name mappings
when connecting a computerto foreign hosts using NetBIOS over TCP/IP or
Windows Sockets applications, such as FTP. DNSis a distributed database
designed to relieve the traffic problemsthat arose with the exploding growth of
the Internet in the carly 1980s,
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= An LMHOSTSfile to specify the NetBIOS computer name and IP address
mappings, or a HOSTSfile to specify the DNS name and IP address

On a local computer, the HOSTSfile (used by Windows Sockets applications to
find TCP/IP host names) and LMHOSTSfile (used by NetBIOS over TCP/IP to
find Microsoft networking computer names) can be used to list known IP
addresses mapped with corresponding computer names. The LMHOSTSfile is
still used for name resolution in Windows NTfor small-scale networks or
remote subnets where WINSis not available.

This section provides details about name resolution in Windows NTafter first
presenting some background information about the modes of NetBIOS over TCP/IP
that can be used in Microsoft networks.

NetBlOS over TCP/AP and Name Resolution

NetBIOS over TCP/IP (NBT)is the session-layer network service that performs
name-to-IP address mapping for name resolution, This section describes the modes
of NBT,as defined in RFCs 1001 and 1002 to specify how NetBIOS should be
implemented over TCP/IP. c

The modes of NBT define how network resources are identified and accessed. The

two most important aspects of the related naming activities are registration and
resolution. Registration is the process used to acquire a unique name for each node
{computer system) on the network. A computer typically registers itself whenit
starts. Resolutionis the process used to determine the specific address for a
computer name.

The NBT modes include the following:

» h-node, which uses broadcasts to resolve names

» p-node, which uses point-to-point communications with a name serverto resolve
names

« im-node, which uses b-nodefirst (broadcasts), and then p-node (name queries)if
the broadcastfails to resolve a name

» h-nede, which uses p-nodefirst for name queries, and then b-node if the name
service is unavailable or if the name is not registered in the WINS database

lf WINSservers are specified by either a DHCP server or the TCP/IP configuration
specified in the Network option of Control Panel, Windows NT 3.5 defaults to
h-node. Otherwise, the default node type is b-node, unless another node type has
been set as an option by the DHCPserver.
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For DHCP users on a Windows NT network, the node typeis assigned by the
DHCPserver. A DHCP client computer can have only one NetBIOS node type, no
matter how many adapter cards it has. On a multihomed computer with access to
more than ene network, the node type must be the same on both networks. When
WINSservers are in place on the network, NBT resolves names on a client
computer by communicating with the WINS server. If you want to configure a
multihomed computer with some network adapter cards using b-node and some
using h-node, configure WINS server addresses for the adapter cards that are to run
in h-mode. The presence of a WINS address on an adapter card effectively
overrides the b-node setting.

When WINS servers are not in place, NBT uses b-node broadcasts to resolve
names. NBT in Windows NT can also use LMHOSTSfiles and DNS for name

resolution, depending on how TCP/IP is configured on a particular computer. In
Windows NT 3.5, the NETBT.SYS module provides the NBT functionality that
supports name registration and resolution modes.

Windows NT version 3.5 supports all of the NBT modes described in the following
sections. NBT is also used with the LAN Manager 2.x Server message protocol.

B-Node

The b-node mode uses broadcasts for name registration and resolution. That is, if
NT_PCI1 wants to communicate with NT_PC2, it broadcasts to all machines thatit

is looking for NT_PC2, and then it waits a specified time for NT_PC2 to respond.
B-node has two major probiems:

« Ina large environment, it loads the network with broadcasts.

» Routers do not forward broadcasts, so computers that are on opposite sides of a
router never hear the requests.

P-Node

The p-node mode addressesthe issues that b-node does not solve. Ina p-node
environment, computers neither create nor respond to broadcasts. All computers
register themselves with the WINS server, which is a NetBIOS Name Server
(NBNS)with enhancements. ‘The WINSserveris responsible for knowing
computer names and addresses and for ensuring no duplicate names exist on the
network. All computers must be configured to know the address of the WINS
server,

In this environment, when NT_PC1 wants to communicate with NT_PC2,it queries
the WINS server for the address of NT_PC2. When NT_PCI gets the appropriate
address from the WINSserver, it goes directly to NT_PC2 without broadcasting.
Because the name queries go directly to the WINSserver, p-node avoids loading
the network with broadcasts. Because broadcasts are not used and because the

address is received directly, computers can span routers.

5t
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The most significant problems with p-node are the following:

» All computers must be configured to know the address of the WINS server
(although this is typically conftgured via DHCP}

» if for any reason the WINS server is down, computers that rely on the WINS
server to resolve addresses cannot get to any other systems on the network, even
if they are on the local network

M-Node

The m-node mode was created primarily to solve the problems associated with
b-node and p-node. This mode uses a combination of b-node and p-node. in an
m-node environment, a computerfirst attempts registration and resolution using
b-node. If that is successful, it then switches to the p-node. Because this uses
b-nodefirst, it does not solve the problem of generating broadcasttraffic on the
network. However, m-node can cross routers. Also, because b-node is alwaystried
first, computers on the sameside of a router continue to operate as usual if the
WINSserver is down.

M-node uses broadcasts for performance optimization, because in most
environments local resources are used more frequently than remote resources. Also,
in a Windows NT network, m-node can cause problems with NetLogonin routed
environments.

H-Node

The h-node mode, which is currently in RFC draft form,is also a combination of
b-node and p-node that uses broadcasts as a last effort. Because p-node is used first,
no broadcasts are generated if the WINSserveris running, and commuters can span
routers. If the WINS server is down, b-node is used, so computers on the gameside
of a router continue to operate as usual.

The h-node mode does more than change the order for using b-node and p-node.If
the WINS server is down so that local broadcasis (b-node) imust be used, ihe
computer continues to poll the WINS server. As soon as the WINS servercan be
reached again, the system switches back to p-node. Also, optionally on a Windows
network, h-node can be configured to use the LMHOSTSfile after broadcast name
resolution fails.

The h-node mode solves the most significant problems associated with broadcasts
and operating in a routed environment. For Microsoft TCP/IP users who configure
TCP/IP manually, h-node is used by default, unless the user does noi specify
addresses for WINS servers when configuring TCP/IP.
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B-Node with LMHOSTS and Combinations

Anothervariation is also used in Microsoft networks to span routers without a
WINSserver and p-node mode. In this mode, b-node usesa list of computers and
addresses stored in an LMHOSTSfile. If a b-node attemptfails, the systemlooksin
LMHOSTSto find a name and then uses the associated address to cross the router.

However, each computer must have this list, which creates an administrative burden
in maintaining and distributing the list. Both Windows for Workgroups 3.11 and
LAN Manager 2.x used such a modified b-node system. Windows NTusesthis
method if WINS servers are not used on the network. In Windows NT, some
extensions have been added to this file to make it easier to manage (as describedin
Chapter 15, “Setting Up LMHOSTS”), but modified b-node is not an idea] solution.

Somesites might need to use both b-node and p-node modes atthe samesite.
Although this configuration can work, administrators must exercise extreme
cautionin doing so, using it only for transition situations. Because p-node hosts
disregard broadcasts and b-node hosts rely on broadcasts for name resolution, the
two hosts can potentially be configured with the same NetBIOS name, leadingto
unpredictable results. Notice that if a computer configured to use b-node hasa static
mapping in. the WINS database, a computer configured to use p-node cannot use the
same computer name.

Windows NT computers can also be configured as WINS proxy agents to help the
transition to using WINS. For more details, see the next section.

WindowsInternet Name Service and Broadcast Name Resolution
WINSprovides a distributed database for registering and querying dynamic
computer name-to-IP address mappings in a routed network environment. If you are
administering a routed network, WINSis your best first choice for name resolution,
because it is designed to solve the problems that occur with name resolution in
complex internetworks,

WINSreduces the use of local broadcasts for name resolution and allows users to

easily locate systems on remote networks. Furthermore, when dynamic addressing
through DHCPresults in new IP addresses for computers that move between
subnets, the changes are automaticaily updated in the WINS database. Neither the
user nor the network administrator needs to make manual accommodations for name
resolution in such a case.
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The WINS protocol ts based on and is compatible with the protocols defined for
NBNSin RFCs 1001/1002,so it is interoperable with any other implementations of
these RFCs.

This section provides an overview of how WINS and name query broadcasts
provide nameresolution on Windows networks. Forinformation about setting up
WINSservers, see Chapter 14, “Installing and Configuring WINS Servers.”

WINSin a Routed Environment

WINS consists of two components: the WINS server, which handles name queries
and registrations, and the cHent software, which queries for computer name
resolution.

Windows-based networking clients (WINS-enabled Windows NT or Windowsfor
Workgroups 3.1] computers) can use WINSdirectly. Non-WINS computers on the
internetwork that are b-node compatible as descrihed in RFCs 1001 and 1002 can
access WINS through proxies, which are WINS-enabled computersihat listen to
name query broadcasts and then respond for names that are not on the local subnet
of are p-node computers,

‘ . " te tl 4 7 2 TT
On a Windows NT network, users can browse transparently across routers. To
allow browsing without WINS, the network administrator must ensure that the
users’ primary domain has Windows NT Server er Windows NT Workstation
computers on both sides of the routerto act as master browsers. These computers
need correctly configared LMHOSTSfiles with entries for the domain controllers
across the subnet.

With WINS, such strategies are not necessary because the WINS servers and
proxies transparently provide the support necessary for browsing across routers
where domains span the routers. ,

The following figure shows a small internetwork, with three local area networks
connected by a router. Two of the subnets include WINS name servers, which can
be used by clients on both subnets. WINS-enabled computers, including proxies,
access the WINS serverdirectly, and the computers using broadcasts access the
WINS serverthrough proxies. Proxies only pass name query packets and verify
that registrations do not duplicate existing systems in the WINS database. Proxies,
however, do not register b-node systems in the WINS database.
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Figure 12.5 Example of an Internetwork with WINS Servers

The proxy communicates with the WINSserver to resolve names (ratherthan
maintaining its own database} and then caches the names for a certain time. The
proxy serves as an infermediary, by either communicating with the WINSserver or
supplying a name-to-IP address mapping from its cache. The following illustration
showsthe relationships among WINS servers and clients, including proxies for non-
WINS computers and the replication between WINS servers.

WINS servert

  

 

Clienta (WINS)
Query WINS, then broadcast query

WINS database
r+. Fepication WINS server?

 ent(non-WINS)
Broadcast

Figure 12.6 Example of Clients and Servers Using WINS
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In the above figure, ClientA. can resolve namesby first querying the WINSserver
and,if that fails, then using broadcast name queries. ClientB, which is not WINS-
enabled, can only resolve names using broadcast name queries, but when ClientC
receives the broadcast, it forwards the request to the WINS server and returns the
address to ClientB.

However, a complex environment presents additional problems. For example, an
internetwork might consist of two subnets, with all the computers belonging to
DomainA attached to Subneti, ail the computers in DomainB attached to Subnet2,
and computers from DorainC attachedto either of the subnets. Inthis case, without
WINS, DoniainA computers can browse Subnet], DomainB computers can browse
Subnet2, and DomainC computers can browse both subnets as long as the primary
domain controller for DomainC is available. With WINS, computers from all
domains can browse all subnets if their WINS servers share databases.

If the Windows NTclient computeris also DHCP-enabled and the administrator
specifies WINS server information as part of the DHCP options, the computer
usually will be automatically configured with WINS server information. You can
manually configure WINSsettings, as described in Chapter 11, “Installing and
Configuring Microsoft TCP/IP and SNMP”:

» To enable WINS nameresolution for a computer that does not use DHCP,
specify WINSserver addresses in the TCP/IP Configuration dialog box.

. To designate a proxy, check the Enable WINS Proxy Agent option in the
Advanced Microsoft TCP/AP Configuration dialog box.

With WINSserversin place on the internetwork, namesare resolved using two
basic methods, depending on whether WINSresolution is available and enabled on
the particular computer. Whatever name resolution methodis used, the process is
transparentto the userafter the system is configured.

If WINS is notenabled The computerregisters its name by broadcasting name
registration request packels to the loeal subnet via UDP datagrams. To find a

particular computer, the non-WINS computerbroadcasts name query request
packets on the local subnet, although this broadcast cannot be passed on through IP
routers, If local name resolution fails, the local LMHOSTSfile is consulted. These
processes are followed whether the computeris a network server, a workstation, or
other device.
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if WINS is enabled The computerfirst queries the WINS server, and if that does not
succecd,it broadcasts its name registration and query requests via UDP datagrams
(h-nede), in the following series of steps:

1. During TCP/IP configuration, the computer’s nameis registered with the WINS
server, and thenthe IP address of the WINSserverts stored locally so the
WINSserver can be found on ihe internetwork, The WINS database is

replicated among all WINSservers on the internetwork.

WINS server WINS database

 
 

  
 

Corpo

Figure 12.7 Name Registration in the WINS Database

2. A name query request is sentfirst to the WINS server, including requests from
remote clients that are routed through an IP router. This request is a UDP
datagram. If the name is found in the WINS database,the client can establish a
session based on the address mapping received from WINS.

WINS server WINS database

Corp
ae
| net use payroltipublic

Payroll

Figure 12.8 Processing a Name Query Request
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3. If querying the WENSserver docs not succeed and if the client computeris
configured as an h-node, the computer broadcasts name query request packets
in the same manner as a non-WINS-enabled computer.

4. Finally, if other methods fail, the local LMHOSTSfile is checked. This also
includes a search of any centralized LMHOSTSfiles referred to in #INCLUDE
statements, as described in Chapter 15, “Setting Up LMHOSTS.”

WINS servers accept and respond to UDP name queries. Any name-lo-IP address
mapping registered with a WINS server can be provided reliably as a response to a
name query. However, a mapping in the database docs not ensure that the related
device is currently running, only that a computer claimed the particular IP address
and it is a currently valid mapping.

WINS NameRegistration
Nameregistration ensures that the computer’s name and IP address are unique for
each device.

lf WINS Is enabled The nameregistration request is sent directly to the WINS
server to be addedto the database. A WINSserver accepts or rejects a computer
nameregistration depending on the current contents of its database. If the database
contains a different address for that name, WINS challenges the current entry to
determine whether that device still claims the name. If another device is using that

name, WINSrejects the new nameregistration request. Otherwise, WINS accepts
the entry and addsit to its local database together with a timestamp, an incremental
unigue version number, and other information.

if WINS is notenabled For a non-WINS computer to register its name, a name
registration request packet is broadcast to the iocai network,stating its computer
name and IP address. Any device on the network that previously claimed that name
challenges the name registration with a negative name registration response,
resulting in an error, If the registration request is not contested within a specific
time period, the computer adopts that name and address.

Once a non-WINS computer has claimed a name, it must challenge duplicate name
registration attempts and respond positively to name queries issued on its registered
name by sending a positive name query response. This response contains the IP
address of the computerso that the two systems can establish a session.
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WINS Name Release

When a computerfinishes with a particular name (such as when the Workstation
service or Serverservice is stopped), it no longer challenges other registration
requests for the name. This is referred to as releasing a name.

if WINS is enabled Whenever a computeris shut down properly,it releasesits
name to the WINS server, which marks the related database entry as released. If
the entry remains released for a certain period of time, the WINSserver marksit as
extinct, and the version number is updated so that the database changes will be
propagated among the WINSservers. Extinct entries remain in the database for a
designated period of time to enable the change to be propagated to all WINS
Servers.

Ifa name is marked released at a WINS server and a new registration arrives using
that name but a different address, the WINS server can immediately give that name
to the requesting clicnt because it knowsthat the old client is no longer using that
name. (This might happen, for example, when a DHCP-enabled laptop changes
subnets.) If that computer released its name during an orderly shutdown, the WINS
server does not challenge the name.If the computer restarts because of a system
reset, the name registration with a new address causes the WINSserver to
challenge the registration, but the challengefails and the registration will succeed,
because the computer no longer has the old address.

If WINS is not enabled Whena non-WINS computerreleases a name, a broadcast
is made to allow any systems on the network that might have cached the name to
remove it. Upon receiving name query packets specifying the deleted name, the
computer simply ignores the request, allowing other computers on the network to
acquire the namethat it has released.

For non-WINS computers to be accessible from other subnets, their names must be
added as static entries to the WINS database or in the LMHOSTSfile(s) on the
remote system(s), because they will only respond to name queries that originate on
their local subnet.
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WINS Name Renewal

A renewalis a timed reregistration of a computer’s name with the WINSserver,
Thetimestamp for an entry indicates the entry’s expiration date and time. Hf the
entry is owned bythe local WINSserver, the name is released at the time specified
unless the client has reregistered. An entry defined as static never expires. If the
entry is owned by another WINSserver,the entry is revalidated at the time
specified. If it does not exist in the database of the WINS server that owns the
entry, it is removed from the local WINS database. A request for name renewal is
treated the same as a new nameregistration.

 

Renewal provides registration reliability through periodic reregistering of names
with the WINS servers. The default renewal interval for entries in the WINS

database is four days. WINSclients register and refresh every two days, Because
this setting reduces network traffic and allows WINSto serve many more nodes
than before, you should not lowerit. The primary and backup WINSservers should
have the same renewal interval.

iP Addressing for RAS
Remote Access Service (RAS) provides remote networking for telecommuters,
mobile workers, and system administrators who monitor and manage servers at
multiple branch offices. Users with RAS on a Windows NT computercan dial in to
remotely access their networks for services such as file and printer sharing,
electronic mail, scheduling, and SQL database access.

Windows NT RAS works with IP routing for RAS servers so that RAS clients can
use TCP/IP networks, (RAS can also work with IPX routing for clients that use
NetWare networks.) Windows NT also uses the industry-standard Point fo Point
Protocol (PPP) and Serial Line FP (SLIP) standards. These standards ensure that
Windows NTis interoperable with third-party remote-access server and client
software. RAS clients can use DNS and WENS for name resolution services, and it

can create TCP sessions with systems on the local network.

=
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Windows NT NetBEUhost

(or LAN Manager)

 
 

 
 

Windows NT running IPX
for NetWare)

’ Windows NT running TCPAP
{or UNIX, VMS,and others}

 Ttsa
Windows NT Remote Access Server

(or third party)
NetBEUI over PPP
TCP/IP over PPP

. IPX over PPP

waecet Earlier versions of Microsoft RAS
(or third party with (Windows NT 3.1, LAN Manager2.x)
PPPor SLIP)

NetBEUI over PPP
TOPAP over PPP
IPX over PPP
SLIP

Figure 12.9 Network Access with RAS in Windows NT

The RAS server provides a pool of IP addresses that are reserved for static
configuration during RAS installation. The IP addresses are automatically assigned
to RAS clients using PPP when they dial in. If the administrator sets up the RAS
server to use a static pool ofaddresses,all clients dialing into a particular RAS
server are assigned the same network ID as the RASserver plus unique host IDs.
‘(Of course, the network administrator must also reserve that range of static
addresses on the DHCPserver, if present, to make sure that those addressesare not
assigned.)

RASclients can connect to multiple TCP/AP networks that are logically joined (but
physically scparate) networks sharing the same address space. When using multiple
connections, the RAS client can still use DNS and WINS for name resolution.

For complete detatls about RAS, see the Windows NT Server Remote Access
Service manual.
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Name Resolution with Host Files

For computers located on remote subnets where WINSis not used, the HOSTS and
LMHOSTSfiles provide mappings for names to IP addresses. This is the name
resolution method used on interetworks before DNS and WINS were developed.
The HOSTSfile can be usedas a local DNS equivalent. The LMHOSTSfile can
be used as a local WINS equivalent. Eachof these files is also knownas a host
table, Sample versions of LMHOSTSand HOSTSfiles are added to the
\systemroohS¥STEM32\DRIVERS\ETCdirectory when you install Microsoft
TCP/IP. These files can be edited using any ASCII editor, such as Notepad or Edit,
which are part of Windows NT,

Microsoft TCP/IP can be configured to search HOSTS,the local hosttable file, for
mappings of remote host namesto IP addresses. The HOSTSfile formatis the same
as the format for host tables in the 4.3 Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD)
UNIX /etc/hosts file. For example, the entry for a computer with an address of
192.102.73.6 and a host name of trey-research.com lookslike this:

192.102.73.6 trey-research.com

If you want a Windows NT Serverto join a domain and perform domain operations,
such as browsing or acting as a backup domain controller, when the primary
domain controller (PDC) is on the other side of a router, you must add the
Windows NT computer and domain names to the DNSserveror the local HOSTS
file, with the IP address of the PDC as the domain address. Here is a sample
HOSTS file entry:

14.21.11.45 controller controlier.domain control] ler.domain. company
41.11.11.45 domain

Where controlleris the Windows NT computer name of the PDC and domainis the
name of the Windows NT domain (not the DNS domain).

Hdit the sample HOSTSfile thatis created when you install TCP/IP to inchide.
remote host names and their IP addresses for each computer with which you will
communicate. This sample file also explains the syntax of the HOSTSfile.

The LMHOSTSfile is a local text file that maps TP addresses to NetBIOS computer
names for Windows-1ietworking computers that you will communicate with outside
of the local subnet. For example, the LMHOSTStablefile entry for a computer
with an address of [92.45.36.5 and a computer name of Finance] looks like this:

192.46.36.5 financel
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The LMHOSTSfile is read when WINS or broadcast name resolutionfails, and
resolved entries are stored in a system cacheforlater access.

When the computer uses the replicator service and does not use WINS, LMHOSTS
entrics are required on import and export servers for any computers on different
subnets participating in the replication. The LMHOSTSfile is also used for small-
scale networks that do not have servers. For more information about the

LMHOSTSfile, see Chapter 15, “Setting Up LMHOSTS.”

Domain Name System Addressing
The Domain Name System (DNS)is a distributed database providing a hierarchical
naming system for identifying hosts on the Internet. DNS was developed to salve
the problems that arose when the number of hosts on the Internet grew dramatically
in the early 1980s. The specifications for DNS are defined in RFCs 1034 and 1035.
Although DNS might seem similar to WINS, there is a majordifference: DNS
requires static configuration for computer name-to-]P address mapping, while
WINSis fully dynamic and requires far less administration.

The DNSdatabaseis a tree structure called the domain name space, where each
domain (node in the tree structure) is named and can contain subdomains. The
domain nameidentifies the domain’s position in the database in relation foits
parent domain, with a period (.) separating each part of the names for the network
nodes of the DNS domain.

The root of the DNS database is managed by the Internet Network Information
Center. The top-level domains were assigned organizationally and by country.
These domain names follow the international standard ISO 3166. Two-letter and
three-letter abbreviations are used for countries, and vatious abbreviations are
reserved for use by organizations, as shownin the following example.

Table 12.3. Abbreviations Used in DNS Domain Names  
DNS domain name abbreviation Type of organization
com , Commercial (for example, niicrosoft.com)
edu Educational (for example, mit.edu for Massachusetts

Iastitute of Technology)

gov Government (for example, nsf.gov for the National
Science Foundation)

org Noncommercial organizations (for example,
fidonet.org for FidoNet)

net Networking organizations (for example nsf.net for
NSFNET)
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Each DNS domainis administered by different organizations, which usually break
their domains into subdomains and assign administration of the subdomains toother
organizations. Each domain has a unique name, and each of the subdomains have
unique nameswithin their domains. The label for each network domain is a name of
up to 63 characters, Thefully quali led domain name (FODN), which includes the
namesofall network domains‘jeading back to the root, is unique for each host on
the Internét. A particular DNS name could be similar to the following, for a
commercial host:

accounting. trey.com

DNSuses a client-server model, where the DNS servers contain information ahout

a portion of the DNS database and make this information available to clients, called
resolvers, that query the name server across the network. DNS name servers are
programsthat store information about parts of the domain name spacecalled zones.
The administrator for a domain sets up nameservers that contain the database files
withall the resource records describing all hosts in their zones. DNS resolvers are
clients that are trying to use nameservers to gain information about the domain
name space.

Windows NT includes the DNS resolver functionality used by NetBIOS over
TCP/IP and by Windows Sockets connectivity applications such as ftp and teinet to
query the name server and interpret the responses.

The key task for DNSis to present friendly names for users and then resolve those
names to IP addresses, as required by the internetwork. Nameresolution is provided
through DNSby the name servers, which interpret the information in a FQDN to
find its specific address. If a local name server doesn’t contain the data requested in
a query, it sends back names and addresses of other name servers that could contain
the information. The resolver then queries the other name servers until it finds the
specific name and address it needs. This process is made faster because name
servers continuously cache the information learned about the domain name space as
the result of queries.

All the resolver software necessary for using DNSonthe Internetis installed with
Microsoft TCP/IP. To use DNS for TCP/IP nameresolution, you specify optionsin
the DNS Configuration dialog box. For more information, see Chapter 11,
“Installing and Configuring Microsoft TCP/IP and SNMP.”

On computers with Windows NT Server 3.5, Windows NT Workstation 3.5, or
Windows for Workgroups 3.11 with Microsoft TCP/IP-32 installed,Windows
Socket applicationscan use either DNS or NetBIOS over TCP/IP for name
resolution.
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The following table compares DNS versus WINS nameresolution.

Table 12.4 WINS Versus DNS Name Resolution 

 

 

Nameprovider capabilities WINS DNS

Provides scalable naming authority forlarge Yes Yes
internetworks

Provides a dynamic, distributed naming authority Yes Not dynamic
for TCP/IP network names :

Supports MX records forelectronic mail No Yes

Supports recursion and referral for name resolution No Yes

Provides hierarchical naming and resolution No Yes
scheme

Includes DNS name server No Yes

Includes DNS name resolution client : Yes Yes

Provides static name resolution Yes (optional} Yes (only)

Queries DNS servers Yes! Yes

Provides name server in operating system Yes No

Resolves NetBiOS-compatible names Yes No

Provides a name resolution solution for large peer- Yes No
based TCP/IP networks (50,000+ systems)

Supports automatic name registration For WINS No
clients only

Supports dynamic NetBIOS nameregistration and Yes No
resolution :

Supports managing hosts configured via DHCP Yes No

Supports easy adininistration, including browsing Yes No
and managing dynamic andstatic registrations

Centralizes management of the name database Yes No

Definesserver replication partners and policies Yes | No
Alleviates LMHOSTS management requirements Yes No

Reduces IP broadcasttraffic in Windows-based Yes Ne
infernetworks 

1 Queries DINS servers via Windows Sockets applicationsor, for Windows-based networking
applications, via NetBIOS over TCP/IP (after using WINSfirst)
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Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)is used by administrators to
monitor and control remote hosts and gateways on an inlernetwork, The
Windows NT SNMP service allows a Windows NT computer to be monitored
remotely but does not include an application io monitor other SNMP systems on the
network.

Note You must instal] the SNMPservice to use the TCP/IP performance counters
in Performance Monitor, as described in Chapter 17, “Using Performance Monitor
with TCPAP Services.” 

SNMPis a network managementprotocol widely used inTCP/IP networks. These
kinds of protocols are used to communicate between a management program run by
an administrator and the network management agent running on a host or gateway.
These protocols define the form and meaning of the messages exchanged, the
representation of names and valuesin the messages, and administrative
relationships among hosts being managed. SNMP decfincs a set of variables that the
host must keep and specifies that all operations on the gateway are side effects of
petting, putting, or setting the data variables. Because different network-
management services are used for different types of devices or for different
network-managementprotocols, each service has its own set of objects. The entire
set of objects that any service or protocol uses is referred to as its management
information base (MIB).

The Windows NT SNMP service includes MIB H (based on RFC 1213} and
LAN Manager MIB II plus MIBs for DHCP and WINSservers, as described in
Appendix A, “MIB Object Types for Windows NT.” The SNMPservice allows
SNMP-based managers to perform standard SNMP commands,such as reading the
counters in the standard MIBs included with the service. Windows NT SNMPhas
an extensible architecture, so it can be used to create custom functionality on a
Windows NT computer, suchas starting and stopping specific services or shutting
down the system.
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The SNMPservice works with any computer running Windows NT and the TCPAP
protocol. With the SNMPservice, a Windows NT computer canreport its current
status to an SNMP management system on a TCP/AP network. The service sends
status imformationto a host in the following two cases:

» When a management system requests such information

+ Whena significant event occurs on the Windows NT computer

The SNMPservice can handle requests from one or more hosts, and it can also
report network-management information to one or more hosts, in discrete blocks of
data called traps.

The SNMPservice uses the unique host names and IP addresses of devices to
recognize the host(s) to whichit reports information and from whichit receives
requests.

When a network manager requests information about a device on the network,
SNMP managementsoftware can be used to determine object values that represent
network status. MIB objects represent various types of information about the
device. For example, the managementstation might request an object called
SvStafOpen, which would be the total numberoffiles open on the Windows NT
‘computer.

The SNMPservice for Windows NT supports multiple MIBs through an agent
Application Programming Interface (API) extension interface. At SNMPservice
startup time, the SNMPservice loads all of the extension-agent dynamic link
libraries (DLLs) that are defined in the Windows NT Registry. Two extension-

agent DLLs come with Windows NT;others might be developed and added byusers.
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CHAPTER 13

Installing and Configuring DHCP
servers  

A Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)server is a Windows NT Server
computer running Microsoft TCP/IP and the DHCP-compatible server software,
DHCPis defined in Requests for Comments (RFCs) 1533, 1534, and 1541.

This chapter describes how to install and manage servers to support DHCPin
Windows NT and also presents strategies for implementing DHCP. The following
topics are included in this chapter:

» Overview of the DHCP client-server model

« Installing DHCP servers and using DACP Manager

« Defining DHCP scopes

» Configuring DHCP options

» Administering DHCPclients

- Managing the DHCP database files

+ Troubleshooting DHCP

» Advanced configuration parameters for DHCP

« Guidelines for setting jecal policies

» Planning a strategy for DHCP

Important If you want to use a DHCPserverto support subnetworksthat span
multiple routers, you might necd a firmware upgrade for yourrouters. Your routers
must support RFCs 1532, 1533, and 1541.

To find out about DHCP-relay agent support, contact your router vendor. For more
information, refer to RFC1541.TXTavailable via anonymous FTP from
fip.internic.net:/rfec. 
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Overview of DHCP Clients ana Servers
Configuring DHCP servers for a network provides these benefits:

£ inictr ee + i TCDD was atefoe
: The administrator can centrally define global and subnet TCPAP parameters foi

the entire internetwork and define parameters for reserved clients.

» Client computers do not require manual TCP/IP configuration. Whena client
computer moves between subnets,it is reconfigured for TCP/[P automatically at
system startup time.

DHCP uses a client-server model. The network administrator establishes one or

more DHCP servers that maintain TCPAP configuration information to be provided
to clients that make requests.

The DHCPserverdatabase includes the following items:

» Valid configuration parameters forall clients on the internetwork.

« Valid IP addresses maintained in a pool for assignmentto clients, plus reserved
addresses for manual assignment.

- Duration of leases and other configuration parameters offered by the server. The
lease defines the length of time for which the assigned IP address can be used.

A Windows NT computer becomes a DHCPclientif the Enable Automatic DHCP
Configuration option is checked in the Windows NT TCP/IP Installation Options
diaiog box. When a DHCPclient computeris started, it communicates with a
DHCPserver to receive the required TCP/IP configuration information. This
configuration information includesat least an IP address and submask plus the lease
associated with the configuration.

Note DHCPclient software is part of the Microsoft TCP/IP-32 for Windows for
Workgroups software and the Microsoft Network Client 2.0 software that are
inehided on the Windows NT Server compact disc. For information about installing
this software, see the Windows NT Server Installation Guide.  

For an averview of how DHCP works, see “Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol”
in Chapter 12, “Networking Concepts for TCP/IP.”

Note DHCPcan be monitored using SNMP.Fora list of DHCP MIBobject types,
see Appendix A, “MIB Object Types for Windows NT.” 
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Installing DHCP Servers
You install a DHCPserver as part of the process of installing Microsoft TCP/IP.
These instructions assume you have alreadyinstalled the Windows NT Server
operating system on the computer.
  
 

Caution Before installinga1anew DHCP.server, check forotheotherDHCPseservers on
the network to avoid interfering with them.   

You must be a memberof the Administrators group for the computer you are
installing or administering as a DHCPserver.

» Toinstalla DHCP server

1. Double-click the Network icon in Control Panel to display the Network Settings
dialog box, and then choose the Add Software buttonfo display the Add
Network Software dialog box.

2. In the Network Software box, select TCPAP Protocol And Related Components,
and then choose the Continue button.

3, In the Windows NT TCP/IP Installation Options dialog box, select the
appropriate optionsto be installed, including at least DHCP ServerService.
Also select the SNMP Service option if you want to use Performance Monitor or
SNMPto monitor DHCP.

4, Choose the OK button. When Windows NT Setup prompts you forthe full path
to the Windows NT Serverdistribution files, provide the appropriate location,
and then choose the Continue button.

All necessary files are copied to your hard disk.

After you finish configuring TCP/IP and the Network Settings dialog boxis
displayed, choose the OK button.

5. Complete all the required procedures for manually configuring TCP/IP as
described in “Configuring TCP/IP” in Chapter 11, “Installing and Configuring
Microsoft TCP/IP and SNMP.”

W this DHCPserver is multihomed (has multiple network adapters), you must
use the Advanced Microsoft TCP/IP Configuration dialog box to specify IP
addresses and other information for each network adapter.

Also, if any adapter on the DHCPserveris connected to a subnet that you do not
wantthis server to support, then you must disable the bindings to that subnet for
the particular adapter. To do this, double-click the Network icon in Control
Panel, choose the Bindings button in the Network Settings dialog box, and then
disable the related binding. 

Note You cannot use DHCPto automatically configure a new DHCPserver,
because a computer cannot be a DHCPclient and serversimultaneously. 
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All the appropriate TCP/IP and DHCP software is ready for use after you reboot
the computer.

The DHCP Clientservice is a Windows NTservice running on a Windows NT
computer. The supporting DHCP client software is automatically installed for
computers running Windows NT Server or Windows NT Workstation when you
install the basic operating system software.

The Microsoft DHCP Server service starts automatically during sysiemstartup if
you have installed this service. You wil! probably want to pause the service while
you are configuring scopesforthe first time.

To pause the DHCP Serverservice at any Windows NT computer
1. Double-click the Services icon in Control Panel.

~Or-

In Server Manager, choose Services from the Computer menu.

2. In the Services dialog box,select the Microsoft DHCP Server service.

3. Choose the Pause button, and then choose the Close button.

You can aiso start, stop, pause, and continue the DHCP service at the command
promptusing the following commands: net start dicpserver, net stop
dhepserver, nei pause dhepserver, and net continue dhepserver.

Using DHCP Manager
The DHCP Managericon is added to the Network Administration Tools group in
Program Manager when you set up a Windows NT Server computer to be a DHCP
server, You must use DHCP Manager to perform the following basic tasks:

» Create one or more DHCP scopesto begin providing DHCPservices

. Dcfinc propertics for the scope, inchiding the lease Guirationaia IP addiess
ranges to be distributed to potential DHCPclients in the scope

» Define default values for options such as the default gateway, DNS server, or
WINSserverto be assigned together with an IP address, or add any custom
options

The procedures for completing these tasks are described in the following sections.
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To start DACP Manager

* From Program Manager, double-click the DHCP Managericon in the Network
Administration group.

—~Or~

At the command prompt, type the start dhcpadmn command, and then press
ENTER.

DHCP Manager window showsthe local computerthe first time you start DHCP
Manager. Subsequently, the window showsa list of the DHCP servers to which
DHCP Manager has connected, plus their scopes. The status bar reports the current
DHCP Manageractivities.

This list shows the DHCP options for the
selected scope, and the icon shows
whetherit is a global or scope option.

Select a server or scope name
to expand or contract thelist of servers.

  
  

   

   
 

=
pyorUcnanno

scepe DHCP Options Vi
  

     
 

 
 @ 015 Domain Name--- microsoft.com

@ O22 Default Time-to-ive --- 0210  

  The icon shows whether Drag the split bar to size the panes.
a scopeis activated.

Important When you are working with DHCP Manager,all computer names are
DNShost names only. The full path specification might be used, such as
accounting.trey.com, or a name might be specified relative to the local domain. In
the previous example, other computers in the trey.com DNS domaincan refer
simply to accounting. The DNS host nameis not necessarily the same as the
NetBIOS computer name used in Windows-based networking. - 
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® Te connect toa DHCP server

1. From the Server menu, choose the Add commandto display the Add DHCP
Server To Known Server List dialog box.

; Enter the address of the DHCP server to add to
thelist of servers: 

2. In the DHCP Server box, type the NS short nameor IP address for the DHCP
serverin which you want to connect, and then choose the OK button.

For example, type an address such as 11.1.26.30 or type a DNS name, such as
corp0L.trey.com,in this box.

» ‘Yo disconnect from a selected DHCP server

* From the Server menu, choose Remove.

—Or—

Press DEL.

Defining DHCP Scopes
A DHCPscope is an administrative grouping of computers running the DHCP
Client service. You create a sconefor each subnet onthe network to define
parameters forthat subnet.

Each scope has the following properties:

« A uniaue subnet mask used to determine the subnet relatecl ta a given IP addresssit niet wah Bet 7 ee

» A scope nameassigned by the administrator when the scopeis created
. Lease duration values to be assigned to DHCPclients with dynamic addresses

Each subnet can have only one scope with a single continuous range of IP
addresses; those addresses must be valid for the subnet. To implement several
address ranges in a subnet, create a continuous range that encompasses them ail,
and then exclude the addresses between the intended ranges. The range can be
expanded later if you need more addresses.
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Creating Scopes
You must use DHCP Manager to create, manage, or remove scopes.

» Tocreate anew DHCP scope
i, In the DHCP Servers lst in the DHCP Manager window, select the serverfor

which you want to create a scope.

. From the Scope menu, choose Create.

SEes

Excluded Addresses:7 + Addtess 17.191.6.2 a
End Address: [71 101 50 255 cURUERSIERREORAS

Subnet Mask: {255 255.0 0

Exclusion Range:

Start Address: . . . |

Lease Duration

© Unlimited

@ Limited To: Day(s} [oof Hour{s}|90/ Minutes

iN

H

: 
. To define the available range of IP addresses for this scope, type the beginning

and ending IP addresses for the range in the Start Address and End Address
boxes.

The IP address range includes the Start and End values. This range should not
include addresses of existing statically configured machines. Eitherthese static
addresses should be outside the range forthe scope or they should be
immediately excluded from the range. Because the DHCP serveritself is
statically configured, be sure that its IP address is outside of, or excluded from,
the range of the scope.

Note You must supply this information before this scope can be activated.

In the Subnet Mask box, DHCP Manager proposes a subnet mask, based on the
IP address of the Start and End addresses. Accept the proposed value, uniess you
know that a different value is required.
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5, To define excluded addresses within the IP address pool range, use the
Exclusion Range controls, as follows:

» Type the first IP address that is part of the excluded range in the Start
Address box, and then type the last number in the End Address box. Then
choose the Add button. Continue to define any other excluded ranges in the
same way,

: Toexclude a single IP address, type the numberin the Start Address box.
Leave the End Address box empty, and then choosc the Add button.

» Toremove an IP address or range from the excluded range, select it in the
Excluded Addresses box, and then choose the Remove button.

The excluded ranges should include alt IP addresses that youassigned manually
to other DHCP servers, non-DHCP clients, diskless workstations, or RAS and
PPPclients.

6. To specify the lease duration for IP addresses in this scope, select Limited To.
Then type values defining the numberof days, hours, and seconds forthe length
of the address lease.

If you do not wantIP address leases in this scope to expire, select the Unlimited
option. As noted in “Guidelines for Lease Options”later in this chapter, infinite
leases should be used with great caution.

7, inthe Name box, type a scope name.

The scope name is any name you want to use to describe this subnet. The name
can include any combination of letters, numbers, and hyphens. Blank spaces and
underscore characters are also allowed.
 

Note You cannot use Unicode characters.

8, Optionally, in the Commentbox, type any string to describe this scope, and then
choose the OK button. .

 

Note When you finish creating a scope, a message prompts you that the scope has
not been activated, and then allows you to choose Yesto activate the scope
immediately. However, you should not activate a new scope until you have defined
the DHCP options to be configured forthis scope, 

Now you can continue with the procedures described in “Configuring DHCP
Option Types” and “Administering DHCP Clients” laterin this chapter. After you
have configured the options for this scope, you must activate it so thatDHCP client
computers on the related subnet can begin using DHCP for dynamic TCP/IP
configuration.
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® ‘To activate a DHCP scope

* From the Scope menu, choose the Activate command to make this scope active.

The menu command name changes to Deactivate whentheselected scopeis
currently active.

Changing Scope Properties
The subnetidentifiers and address poo] make up the properties of scopes. You can
change the properties of an existing scope.

You cannot exclude a range of addressesthat includes an active lease. You must
first delete the active lease, as described in “Managing Client Leases”later in this
chapter, and then retry the exclusion.

» To change the properties of a DHCP scope

1. In the DHCP Serverslist in the DHCP Manager window,select the scope for
which you wantto change properties, and then choose Properties from the Scope
menu.

~Or- .

In the DHCP Serverslist, double-click the scope you want to change.

2. In the Scope Properties dialog box, change any values for the IP address pool,
lease duration, or name and comment as described earlier in “Creating Scopes”
or in online Help. You can extend the address range of the scope, but you cannot
reduce it. You can, however, exclude any unwanted addresses from the range. ,

3, Choose the OK button.

Removing a Scope
Whena subnetis no longerin use, or any other time you want to remove an existing
scope, you can removeit using DE}CP Manager.If any [P address in the scopeis
still leased or in use, you mustfirst deactivate the scope until all client leases expire
or all client lease extension requests are denied.

When a scope is deactivated, it does not acknowledgelease or renewal requests, so
existing clients lose their leases at renewal time and reconfigure with another
available DHCP server. To assure thatall clients migrate smoothly to a new scope,
you should deactivate the old scope for at least half of the lease time, or until all
clients have been moved off the scope manually. To move a client manually, from
the Command Promptof the client computeruse the ipconfig/renew command, and
then restart the computerif necessary.
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EB
To remove a scope

1. Inthe DHCP Serverslist in the DHCP Manager window,select the scope you
want to remove.

2. From the Scope menu, choose Deactivate. (This command name changes to
Activate when the scope is nolactive.)

The scope must remain deactivated until you are sure the scope is not in use.

3, From the Scope menu, choose Delete,

The Delete commandis not available for an active scope.

Configuring DHCP Opiions
The configuration parameters that a DHCPserver assigns to a client are defined as
DHCP options using DHCP Manager. Mostof the options that you will want to
specify ate predefined, based on standard parameters defined in RFC 1541.

When you configure a DHCP scope, you can assign DHCP options to govern all
configuration parameters. You can also define, edit, or delete DHCP options, These
tasks are described inthe following sections.

Assigning DHCP Configuration Options
Besides the IP addressing information, other DHCP configuration options to be

_ passed to DHCP clients must be configured for cach scope. Options can be defined

Petitioner Vo

globally for all scopes on the currentserver, specifically for a selected scope, or for
individual DHCP clients with reserved addresses.

« Active global options always apply unless overridden by scope options or
DHCPclient settings.

: Active options for a scope apply to all computers in that scope, unless
overridden for an individual DHCPclient.

The Microsoft DHCP network packetallocates 312 bytes for DHCP options. That
is more than enough space for most option configurations. With some DHCP
servers and clients, you can allocate unused space in the DHCP packetto additional
options. This feature, called optionoverlay, is not supported by Microsoft DHCP
Server. If you attempt to use more than 312 bytes, some optionssettings will be
lost. In that case, you shouid delete any unused or iow-priority options.
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Wf you are using a third-party DHCP server, be aware that Microsofi DHCPclienis
do not support option overlays, either. If your option set is larger than 312 bytes, be
sure that the settings used by Microsoft DHCPclients are includedat the beginning
of the option list. Settings beyond the first 312 bytes are not read by Microsoft
DHCPclients.

The built-in options are describedin “Predefined DHCP Client Configuration
Options” later in this chapter.

Note Lease duration and subnet mask are defined for the scope in the Create Scope
dialog box. You cannot configure them directly as options.

> To assign DHCP configuration options

1. In the DHCP Servers list in the DHCP Manager window, select the scope you
want to configure.

2. From the DHCP Options menu, choose the Global or Scope command,
depending on whether you wantto define optionsettings for all scopes on the
currently selected server or the scope currently selected in the DHCP Manager
window.

4 Options for: Seever ii

F Unused Options:

G02 Time Offset { REESE REEf 1004 Time Server 0s Name Servers
006 DHS Servers S| taPeececd [BOS LPR Servers
607 Log Servers oS

k |808 Cockie Servers
870 Impress Setvers
011 Resource Location Served’ 

; Comment: Arrayaf router addressesordered hy preference |

3. In the Unused Options list in the DHCP Options dialog box, select the name of
the DHCP option that you want to apply, and then choose the Add button to
move the name to the Active Optionslist.

This list shows both predefined options and any custom options that you added.

Forexainple, if you want to specify DNS servers for computers, select the
option named DNS Servers in the Unused Optionslist and choose the Add
button.

If you want to remove an active DHCP option, select its name in the Active
Options box, and then choose the Remove button.
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4, Ta define the value for an active option, select its name in the Active Options
box, and then choose the Values button. Choose the Edit button, and then edit
the information in the Current Value box, depending on the data type forthe
option, as follows:

» Foran IP address, type the assigned address forthe selected option

- For anumber, type an appropriate decimal or hexadecimal value forthe
optien

« Fora string, type an appropriate ASCII string containing letters and numbers
for the option

For example, to specify the DNS name servers to he used by DHCPclients,
select DNS Servers in the Active Optionslist. Then choose the Edit button and
type a list of IP addresses for DNS servers, The list should be in the order of
preference.

Fordetatfs about the Edit Array and Edit Address dialog boxes, see the online
Help.

5. When you have completed all your changes, choose the OK button.
 

Tip If you are using DHCP to configure WINSclients, be sure to sct options #44
WINSServers and #46 Node Type. These options will allow DHCP-configured
computers to find and use the WINSserver automatically.

Creating New DHCP Options
You can add custom parameters to be included with DHCP?client configuration
information, You can aiso change values or other elemenis of the predefined DHCP
options. The option you add appears in the list of available DHCP options in the
DHCPOptions dialog boxes for definingoptions globally, per scope, and per
individual reserved DHCPclient.

To add new DHCP options

f, From the DHCP Options mean, chease Defaults.

2. In the Option Class list in the DHCP Options: Default Values dialog box, select
the class for which you want to add new DHCPoptions, and then choose the
New button.

The option class can include the DHCPstandard options or any custom options
that you add.

n
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Global

| Name: | |
Datatype: [ByteEY Cl aay

 

R Identifier: [|

ewoe 
3, In the Name box of the Add Option Type dialog box, type a new option name.
4, From the Data Type list, select the data type for this option as described in the

following list. If this data type represents an array, select the Array box.
 Data type Meaning

Binary Value expressed as an array of bytes

Byte An 8-bit, unsigned integer

Encapsulated An array of unsigned bytes

IP address An IP address of the form w.x.y.z
Long A 32-bit, signed integer

Long integer A 32-bit, unsigned integer

String An ASCH textstring

Word A 16-bit, unsigned integer

Tf you select the wrong data type, an error message appears or the value is
truncated or converted to the required type.

5. In the Identifier box, type a unique code numberto be associated withthis
DHCPoption. This must be a number between 0 and 255.

6. In the Comment box, type a description of the DHCP option, and then choose
the OK button.

7. In the DHCP Options: Default Values dialog box, select the option, choose the
Edit button, and then type the value to be configured by default for this DHCP
option.

8. Choose the O§% button.

You can delete custom DHCPoptions, but you cannot delete any predefined DHCP
options.
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» ‘To delete a custom DHCP option

1. From the DHCP Options menu, choose Defaults.

2. In the DHCP Options: Default Values dialog box, select the related class in the
Option Classlist,

3. In the Option Namelist, select the option you wantto delete, and then choose
the Delete button.

Changing DHCP Option Default Values
You can change the default vaiues for the predefined and custom DHCP options for
configuring clients. For example, you could change the default values for these
built-in options:

: 3 Router, to specify the IP addresses forthe routers on the subnet

» 6= DNSServers, to specify the IP addresses of the DNS nameservers used at
yoursite

« 15 = Domain Name, to specify the DNS domain names to be used for host name
resolution

Options that take an array of IP addresses have a default value of 0.0.0.0. You
should reset the default value of any such options you intend to use orbe sureto set
a different value when you assign the option either globally or for a selected scope,
as described in “Assigning DHCP Configuration Options”earlier in this chapter.

Te change a DHCP option value

1. Brom the DHCP Options menu, choose Defauits.

Comment: Array of time server addresses, by preference
Value

IP Addtess (117.101.8106
17,.701.5.453
41,901.12.44 

2. In the Option Class list in the DHCP Options: Default Values dialog box, select
the option class for which you want io change values.
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3. if you wantto change the defauit vaiue for an option, select the option you want
to change in the Option Namelist, choose the Edit button, and then type a new
value in the Value box.

Choosing the Edit button displays a special dialog box for editing strings, arrays
of IP address, or binary values. For information about usingthe special editing
dialog boxes, see the online Help for DHCP Manager.

4. If you want to change basic elements of a custom option,selectit in the Option
Namielist, and then choose the Change button.

You can change the name, data type, identifier, and comment for a DHCP
option, following the procedures described earlier in “Creating New DHCP
Options.”

5. When you complete all the changes you want to make, choose the OK button.

Defining Options for Reservations
You can assign DHCP options and specify custom values for DHCP clients that use
reserved IP addresses.

Por information about how to reserve IP configuration information for DHCP
cliems, see “Managing Client Reservations” later in this chapter.

> ‘To change DHCP options for reservations —

1. From the Scope menu, choose Active Leases.

2. Inthe IP Address list of the Active Leases dialog box, seiect the reserved
address whose options you want to change, and then choose the Options button.

The Options button is only available for reserved addresses; it is not available
for DHCPclients with dynamic addresses.

Ce  LisROMERO

Options for: $1.105.45.67  aehaeteaota Unused Options:
002 Time Offset
04 Time Server
805 Name Servers
867 Log Servers
008 Ceokie Servers
10 fmpress Servers
O11 Hesource Location Serve:#4

Active Options:

003Router / ;
069 LPR Servers
812 Host Name

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
  
 ennai

  

  FETARTTREESCSETSTSSRT
is ;
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3. In the DHCP Options: Reservation dialog box, select an option name in the
Unused Optionslist, and then choose the Add button to move the nameto the
Active Options fist.

if you wait to remove a DHCP option that has been assigned to the scope, select
its name in the Active Options box, and then choose the Remove button.

4, To change a value for an option selected in the Active Optionslist, choose the
Value button, choose the Edit button, and then enter a new value in the Current
Value box.

DHCP Ciient Configuration Options
‘The tables in this section describe the predefined options available for configuration
of DHCPclients. These options are defined in RFC 1533.

You can use Microsoft DHCPServer to set any of the options described in this
section. Microsoft DHCP clients however, support only the options whose code and
option namearelisted in bold type. If you have third-party DHCP clients, you can
set anyoption listed that is supported bythe third-party client software.

Table 13.A Basic Options   

Meaning  Code ‘Option name
0 Pad

255 End

i Subnet mask

2 Time offset

3 Router —

4 Time server

5 Name servers

6 DNSservers

Causes subsequentfields to align on word boundaries.

Indicates end of options in the DHCP packet.

Specifies the subnet mask of the client subnet. This
option is defined in the Create Scope or Scope Properties
diaiog box. It cannot besetdirectly in an Option dialoghnayVhs

Specifies the Universal Coordinated Time (UCT) offset
in seconds.

Specifies a list of IP addresses for routers on the client's
ouhinat 1

Specifies a list of IP addresses for time servers available
to the client.!

Specifies a list of IP addresses for name servers
available to the client.1

Specifics a list of IP addresses for DNS name servers
available to the client.! Muttihomed computers can have
only one list per computer, not one per adapter card.
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11

12

13

14

16

17

18
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Option name

Lag servers

Cockie servers

LPR servers

Impress servers

Resource location
servers

Host name

Bootfile size

Merit dumpfile

Domain name

Swap server

Root path

Extensions path

oldings Corp.a fag

Specifies a list of IP addresses for MIT_LCS User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) log servers available to the
chient.!

Specifies a list of IP addresses for RFC 865 cookie
servers available to the client.!

Specifies a list of IP addresses for RFC 1179 line-printer
servers available to the client.

Specifies a list of IP addresses for Imagen Impress
servers available to the client.!

Specifies a list of RFC 887 Resource Location servers
available to the client.1

Specifies the host name of up to 63 charactersfor the
client, The name muststart with a letter, end with a
letter ordigit, and haveas interior characters only
letters, numbers, and hyphens. The name can be
qualified with the local DNS domain name.

Specifies the size of the default boot imagefile for the
client, in 512-octet blocks.

Specifies the ASCII path name ofa file where the
chent’s core image is dumped ifa crash occurs.

Specifies the DNS domain namethe client should use
for DNS host name resolution.

specifies the IP address of the client’s swap server.

specities the ASCUpath namefortheclient’s root disk.

Specifies a file retrievable via TFTP containing
intormation interpreted the same as the vendor-extension
field in the BOOTP response, exceptthefile length is
unconstrained and references to Tag 18 in the file are
ignored.

| List is specified in order of preference.
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The following table lists IP layer parameters on a per-host basis.

Table 13.2 IP Layer Parameters per Host 

  Code Option name Meaning

19 IP layer forwarding Enables ordisables forwarding of 1P packet forthis
client. t enables forwarding; 0 disabiesit.

20 Nonlocal source Enabies or disables forwarding of datagrams with non-
routing local source routes. 1 enables forwarding; O disablesit.

2] Policy filtermasks Specifies policy filters that consist ofa list of pairs of IP
addresses and masks specifying destination/mask pairs
forfiltering nonlocal source roules. Any source rouied
datagram whose next-hop address does not match a
filtcr will be discarded by the client.

22 Max DG Specifies the maximum size datagram that the client can
reassembly size reassemble. The minimum value is 576.

23 Default time-to- Specities the default time-to-live (FTL) that the client
live uses On Outgoing datagrams. The value for the octet is a

number between ] and 255.

24 Path MTU aging Specifies the timeout in seconds for aging Path
timeout Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) values (discovered

by the mechanism defined in RFC 1191}.

25 Path MTU plateau Specifies a table of MTUsizes to use when performing
table Path MTU Discovered as defined in RFC £191. The

table is sorted by size from smallest to largest. The
minimum MTU vaiueis 68.
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The foilowing tabie lists [P parameters on a per-interface basis. These options
affect the operation of the IP layer on a per-interface basis. A client can issue
multiple requests, one per interface, to configure interfaces with their specific
parameters.

Table 13.3 IP Parameters per Interface

Code

26

27

28

29

30

3t

32

33

Option name

MTU option

Ali subnets are
local

Broadcast address

Perform mask

discovery

Mask supplier

Perform router

discovery

Router solicitation
address

Static route

Meaning

minimum MTU value is 68.

“Specifies whetherthe client assumes that all subnets of
the client’s internetwork use the same MTU asthe local

subaet where the client is connected. 1 indicates that all
subnets share the same MTU;0 indicates that the cHent

should assume some subnets might have smaller MTUs.

Specifies the broadcast address used on the client's
subnet,

Specifies whetherthe client should use Internet Control
Message Protacol (ICMP) for subnet mask discovery.
I indicates the client should perform mask discovery;
0 indicates the client should not.

Specifies whetherthe client should respond to subnet
mask requests using ICMP. 1 indicates the client should

. respond; 0 indicates the client showid not respond.

Specifies whetherthe client should solicit routers using
the router discovery method in RFC 1256. 1 indicates
that the client should perform router discovery; 0
indicates that the client should not useit.

Specifies the IP address to which the client submits
router solicitation requests.

Specifies a list of IP address pairs that indicate the static
routes the client should install in its routing cache. Any
multiple routes to the same destination are listed in
descending orderorpriority, The routes are
destination/router address pairs. (The default route of
0.0.0.0 is an illegal destination fora static route.) 
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The following tablelists link layer parameters per interface, These options afiect
the operation of the data link layer on a per-interfacebasis.

Yable 13.4 Link Layer Parameters per Interface

Code Gption name Meaning

34 Trailer Specifies whether the client should negotiate use of
encapsulation trailers (RFC 983) when using the ARP protocol. |

indicates the cHent should attempt to use trailer; 0
indicates the client should not use trailers.

35 ARP cache timeout Specifies the timeout in seconds for ARP cacheentries.

36 Ethemet Specifies whetherthe client should use Ethernet v. 2
encapsulation (RFC 894) or IEEE 802.3 (RFC 1042} encapsulationif

‘the interface is Ethernet. | indicates that the client

should use RFC 1042 encapsulation; 0 indicates the
client should use RFC 894 encapsulation. 

The following table shows TCP parameters, These options affect the operation of
the TCP layer on a per-interface basis.

Tabie 13.5 TCP Parameters 
  Code Option name Meaning

37 Default time-to- Specifies the detaull TTL the client should use when
live: sending TCP segments. The minimum value of the octet

is 1.

38 Keepalive interval Specifies the interval in seconds the client FCP should
wait before sending a keepalive message on a TCP
connection. A value of 0 indicates that the client should

not send keepalive messages on connections unless
specifically requested by an application.

39 Keepalive garbage Specifies whether the client should send TCP keepalive
, messages with an octet of garbage data for compatibility

with older implementations. 1 indicates (hat a garbage
octet should be sent; 0 indicates that it should not be
sent.
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The following table shows appticationlayer parameters. These miscellaneous
options are used to configure applications and services.

Table 13.6 Application Layer Parameters

  Code Option name Meaning

40 NES domain name Specifies the name of the Network Information Service
(NIS} domain as an ASCII string.

41 NIS servers . Specifies a list of IP addresses for NES servers available
to the client.!

42, NTP servers Specifies a list of IP addresses for Network Time
Protocol (NTP) servers available to the client. 

1 List is specified in order of preference.

The following options are for vendor-specific information.

Table 13.7 Wendor-Specific Information 

 Code Option name Meaning

43 Vendorspecific Binary information used by clients and servers to
info exchange vendor-specific information. Servers not

equipped to interpret the information ignoreit. Clients
that don’t receive the informationattempt to operate
withoutit.
 

Table 13.8 NetBIOS Over TCP/IP

 Code Option name Meaning

44 WINS/NBNS Specifiesa list of IP addresses for NetBIOS name
servers servers (NBNS).i

45 NetBIOS over Specifies a list of IP addresses for NetBIOS datagram
. TCP/IP NBDD distribution servers (NBDD).1

46 WINS/NBT nede—Allows configurable NetBIOS over TCP/IP clients to
type be configured as described in RFC 1001/1002, where

l=b-node, 2=p-node, 4=m-node, and 8=h-node. On
mulltihomed computers,the node type is assigned to the
entire computer, not to individual adapter cards.
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Table 13.8 NetBIOS Over TCPAP (contitued) 

Meaning Code Option name

47 NetBIOS scope
ee)

43 * Window system
font

49 X Window system
display

Specifies as a string that is the NetBIOS over TCP/IP
Scope ID for the client, as specified in RFC 1001/1002.
On raultihomed computers, the scope [D is assigned to
the entire computer, not to individual adapter cards.

Specifies a list of IP addresses for X Window font
servers available to the client.1

Specifies a list of IP addresses for X Window System
Display Manager servers available to the client!

t List is specified in order of preference.

Table 13.9 DHCP Extensions  

Meaning  

Specifies the time in seconds from address assignment
until the client’s lease onthe address expires. Lease
time is specified in the Create Scope or Scope
Properties dialog box, It cannot be set directly ina
DHCP Options dialog box.

Specifies the time in seconds from address assignment
until the client enters the renewing state. Renewal time
is a function of the lease time option, which is specified
in the Create Scope or Scope Properties dialog box. It
cannot be set directly in a DHCP Options dialog box.

Specifies the time in seconds from address assignment
until the client enters the rebinding state. Rebinding
fime is a function of the lease time option, whichis
specified in the Create Scope or Scope Properties
dialog box, it cannotbe set directly in a DHCP Options
dialog box. 

Code Option name

51 Lease time

58 Renewal (TL)
time value

59 Rebinding (T2)
time value
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Administering DHCP Clients
After you have established the scope and defined the range of available and
excluded IP addresses, DHCP-enabied clients can begin using the service for
automatic TCP/IP configuration.

 

You can use DHCP Manager to manage individual client leases, including creating
and managing reservations for clients.

Tip You can use the ipconfig utility to troubleshoot the IP configuration on
computers that use DHCP, as described in Appendix A, “TCP/IP Utilities
Reference.” You can also use ipconfig on TCP/EP-32 clients on Windowsfor
Workgroups 3.1] computers and on computers running Microsoft Network Client
version 2.0 for MS-DOS. 

Managing Client Leases
Theiease for the IP address assigned by a DHCPserverhas an expiration date,
which the client must renew if it is going to continue to use that address. You can
view the lease durationand other information for specific DHCPclients, and then
you can add options and changesettings for reserved DHCPclients.

Information about active leases in the currently selected scope is shown in the
Active Leases dialog box. In addition to information on individual leases and
reservations, the Active Leases dialog box also shows the total number of addresses
in the scope, the number and percentage of addresses that are currently unavailable
because they are active or excluded, and the number and percentage of addresses
that are currently avatlable.

Because the count of active leases and excluded addresses is an aggregate, it cannot
tell you want you want to know aboutonly the active leases. The Active/Excluded
count when a scope is deactivated reflects only excluded addresses. To determine
the numberof active leases and reservations, compare the Active/Excluded count
before and after the scopeis activated.

Leases are retained in the DHCP server database approximately one day after
expiration. This grace period protects a client’s lease in case of client and serverare
in different time zones, the two computers’ clocks are not synchronized, or the
client computer was off the network when the lease expired. These expired leases
are included in the aggregate Active/Excluded count, as well as in thelist of active
clients in the Active Leases dialog box. Theyare distinguished by a dimmed icon.
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« To view client iease information

1. In the DHCPServerslist in the DHCP Manager window, select the scope for
which you want to view or change client information.

2. Fromtbe Scope menu, choose Active Leases.
 SateenCenSot

egSRC

Total Addresses in Scope: 28,670
Active/Excluded: 16 {04}

Available: 26,654 (99%)

Client
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3. Inthe Active Leases dialog box, select the computer whose lease you want to
view in the IP Addresslist, and then choose the Properties button.

If you want to view only clients that use reserved IP addresses, check the Show
Reservations Only box.

4, Jn the Client Properties dialog box, you can view the unique identifier and other
cHent information, including thelease exptration date.

IP Address: TW 201.0

Unique Identifier: |2340897492
Client Name: ANNIEP2 

Client Comment:|Net adinin machine 

Lease Expires: 1994/08/16 20:53 
 

Note You can only edit the name, unique ID, and comment, or choose the
Options button in the Client Properties dialog box for clients with reserved IP
addresses.
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For information about the Options button in this dialog box, sec “Defining Options
for Reservations” earlier in this chapter.

You can delete the lease of any DHCP clientin the scope. The main reason for
doing so is to remove a lease that conflicts with an IP address exclusion or a client
reservation that you want to add. Deleting a lease has the same effect as if the
client’s lease expired—the nexttime that client computerstarts, it must enterthe
initialization state and obtain new TCP/IP configuration information from a DHCP
server. There is nothing, however, to preventthe client from obtaining a new lease
for the same EP address; you must make the address unavailable before the client
requests anotherlease.
 

important Delete only entries for clients that are no longerusing the assigned
DHCPleaseor that are to be moved immediately to a new address. Deleting an
active client could result in duplicate IP addresses on the network, because deleted
addresses will be assigned to new active clients.

After you delete a client’s lease and then set a reservation or exclusion, you should
always type the ipconfig /release commandat the command prompt for a DHCP
client computer to force the client to free its IP address. 

_» ‘To delete a client’s lease

1. In the JP Clientlist of the Active Leases dialog box, select the client lease you
’ want to cancel, and then choose the Delete button.

2. Make a reservation with the IP address or exclude it from the range.

3. Force the client with the existing lease to give it up.

Prom the Command Prompt on the client computer, use the ipconfig/release
command.

3. If you want, give this client a new IP address.

From the Command Prompt on theclient computer, use the ipconfig/renew
command.
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Managing Client Reservations
You can reserve a specific IP address for a client. Typically, you need to reserve
addresses in the following cases:

» Hor domain controllers if the network also uses LMHOSTSfiles that define IP
addresses fer domain controllers

» Forclients that use IP addresses assigned using another method for TCP/IP
configuration

» For assignment by RASservers to non-DHCPclients
- For DNS servers

If multiple DACPservers are distributing addresses in the same scope,the client
reservations on each DHCP server should be identical. Otherwise, the DHCP
reserved client receives different IP addresses, depending on the respondingserver.
 

Important The IP address and static name specified in WINS take precedence over
the IP address assigned by the DHCP server. For such clients, create client
reservations with the IP address that is defined in the WINSdatabase. 

» Foadd a reservation for 2 client

I, From the Scope menu, choose Add Reservations.

H IP Address: i 1095.41 25
| Unique Identifier: [08002b2b3308

! Client Name: MIKEMASI 
2. In the Add Reserved Clients dialog box,type information to identify the first

reserved client:

. IP Address specifies an address from the reserved address pool. You can
specify any reserved, unused IP address. DHCP Manager checks and warns
you if a duplicate or nonreserved address is entered.
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« Unique Identifier usually specifies the media access control (MAC) address
for the client computer’s network adapter card. You can determinethis
address by typing the net config wksta commandatthe command prompt on
the client computer.

» Client Name specifies the computer nameforthis client. This is used for
identification purposes only and does notaffect the actual computer name for
the client. This is not available for MS-DOS—based clients; in this case, only
the Unique Identifier appears.

» Client Comment is any optional text that you enter to describethis client.

3. Choose the Add button to add the reservation to the DHCP database.

You can continue to add reservations without closing this dialog box.

4. When you have added ail reservations, choose the Close bution.

After the IP address is reserved in DHCP Manager, the client computer mustbe
restarted to be configured with the new IP address.

If you want to change a reserved IP address for a client, you have to remove the old
reserved address, and then add a new reservation. You can change any other
information about a reserved client while keeping the reserved JP address.

Reserving an address does not automatically force a client who is currently using
the address to move elsewhere. If you are reserving a new address for a client or an
address that is different from the client’s current one, you should verify that the
address has not already been leased by the DHCPserver.If the address is already
in use, the client that is using it must release the address by issuing a release
request. To make this happen, at the Command Promptof the client computer, use
the ipconfig /release command. Clients using MS-DOS,and possibly clients using
third-party operating systems, will haveto restart their computers for the changeto
take effect. Because the client’s current address is now reserved, the client is moved
to a different address.

Reserving an address also does not force the client for whomthereservationis
made to move to the reserved address. In this case, too, the client mustissue a
renewal request. At the Command Prompt ofthe client computer, use the ipconfig
/renew command, and thenrestart the computerif necessary.The DHCPserver
will note that the client has a reserved address, and will move the client.
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» To change the reserved IP address

1. Make sure the reserved client is not using the old IP address by shutting down
the client computer immediately after issuing the ip config/release command on
that client computer.

2. In the Active Leases dialog box, select the reserved IP addressin the Client list,
and then choose the Delete button andthe OK button.

3. From the Scope menu, choose Add Reservations, and then enter information for
a new reservation as described earlier in this section.

” =& °rm fe3

1. From the Scope menu, choose Active Leases.

2. In the Clientlist of the Active Leases dialog box, select the address of the
reserved client that you want to change, and then choose the Properties button.

3. In the Client Properties dialog box, change the unique identifier, client name, or
comment, and then choose the OK button.
 

Note You can only change values in the Client Properties dialog box for
reserved clients. 

You can also view and change the options types that define configuration
parameters for selected reserved clients by choosing the Options button in the
Client Properties dialog box. Changing options fora reserved client follows the
sane procedure as usc to originally define options, as described in “Defining
Options for Reservations” earlierin this chapter.

Managing the DHCP Database Files
Thefollowing files are stored in the \systemroo\SYSTEM32\DHCPdirectory that
is created when you set up a DHCPserver:

«» DHCP.MDBis the DHCP databasefile.

- DHCP.TMPis a temporary file that DHCP creates for temporary database
information.
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» JET.LOGand the JET*.LOG files contain logs of all transactions done with the
database. Thesefiles are used by DHCPto recover data if necessary.

-» SYSTEM.MDBis used by DHCPfor holding information aboutthe structure of
its database.

Caution The DHCP.TMP, DHCP.MDB, JET.LOG, and SYS!TEM.MDB files
should not be removed or tampered Wwith.

The DHCP database and related Registry entries are backed up automatically at a
specific interval (15 minutes by default), based on the value of Registry parameters
(as described later in this chapter).

After DHCP has been running for a while, the database might need to be compacted
to improve performance. You should compact the DHCP database wheneverit
approaches 10 MB.

» Tocompact the DHCP database

1. At the DHCPserver, stop the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol using the
Control Panel Services option.

—Or-

At the command prompt, type the net step dhepserver command,°

2. Run the JETPACK.EXEprogram (whichis found ia the
\systemrootSYSTEM32directory) from File Manager or Program Manager.

3. Restart the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol on the DHCP server.

Caution Do not compact the SYSTEM.MDBdatabase. 
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Troubleshooting DHCP
The following error conditions can appearto indicate potential problems with the
DHCP server:

» The administrator can’t connect for a DHCP server using DHCP Manager. The
message that appears might be “The RPC serveris unavailable.”

« DHCPclients cannot renew the leases for their IP addresses. The message|that
appears on the client computer is “The DHCP clicnt could not renew the IP
address lease.”

ISNT Tt
+ The DHCP Client service or Microsoft DHCP Server service might be down

and cannotbe restarted.*

Thefirst task is to make sure the DHCPservices are running.

» To ensure the DHCP services are running

1. Use the Services option in Contro} Panel to verify that the DHCPservicesare
running.

In the Services dialog box for the client computer, Started should appear in the
Status column for the DHCP Client service. For the DHCP serveritself, the

Started should appear in the Status column for the Microsoft DHCP Server
service.

2. Ifa necessary service is not started on either computer, start the service.

In rare circumstances, the DHCP server cannot boot or a STOP error might occur.
If the DHCPserver is down, complete the following procedure to restart it.

»  Torestart a DHCP server that is down

1. Turn off the powerto the server, and then wait about one minute,

2, Turn on the power, start Windows NT Server, and then fog on under an account
with Adniiiustmaior rights.

3. At the command prompt, type the net start dhepserver command, and then
press ENTER.
  

Note Use Event Viewerto find the possible source of problems with DHCP
services, 
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Restoring the DHCP Database

Be

Pate =k

e
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If you ascertain that the DHCP services are running on boththe client and server
computers but the error conditions described earlierpersist, then the DHCP
database is not available or has become corrupted. If a DHCPserverfails for any
reason, you can restore the database from the automatic backupfiles.

To restore a DHCP database

* Restart the DHCP server using the procedure described earlierin this chapter.

If the DHCP database has become corrupted,it is automatically restored from
the DHCP backup directory specified in the Registry, as described laterin this
chapter.

To force the restoration of a DHCP database

© Set the value of RestoreFlag in the Registry to 1, and then restart the computer.

For information aboutthis parameter, see “Registry Parameters for DHCP
Servers” later in this chapter.

To manually restore a DHCP database
¢ If the two restore methods described earlier in this chapter do not work,

manually copy ail DHCP database files from the backup directory to the \DHCP
working directory. Then restart the Microsoft DHCP Serverservice.

If the backup databaseis also corrupted and you have an additional backup
stored elsewhere, copy the most recent usable backup to the \DHCP working
directory, and then restart the DHCP Serverservice.

Once you have restored the DHCP database using any of these methods, you need
to reconcile the database to add entries for any leased addresses that are not in the
restored database.

To reconcile the DHCP database

1. From the Scope menu, choose the Active Leases command.

2. In the Active Leases dialog box, choose the Reconcile button.
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Backing up the DHCP Database onte Another Computer

Ww

The DHCP database is backedup at regular intervals, whenever the DHCPservice
is stopped, and whenever Windows NTis shut down. When the DHCPservice
restarts, if it detects a corrupt databaseit restores the databasefrom the backup
copy stored in the (DHCP\BACKUPVETdirectory. There is no guarantee,
however, that database corruption will be detected during backup; it is a good idea
to periodically backup the database to another computer.

To back up a DHCP database to another computer

2 Usc the Replicatorservice to copyihe contents of the DHCP backup directory to
the new computer,

If the DHCPserverfails to restart because of a database problem,savethe existing
database to a different location, and then try restoring the database with the copy
you saved to another computer. Recent new leases are noted in the Registry but not
in the DHCP database; these addresses might be permanently lost from the address
range.

Creating a New DHCP Database
If the database has been cotrupted and you do not have a workable backup copy,
you have to delete the database, and then create a new one,

To create a new database

1, Movethefile \systemrooSYSTEM32\DHCP.MDBto another location.

2, Delete all files in the \systemroot\SYSTEM32\DHCPdirectory.

3, Delete all files in the \systemrooASYSTEM32\DHCP\BACKUPWETdirectory.
4 . Copythe file SYSTEM.MDB from the Windows NT Server CD-ROM or

floppy disks to the \systemroot\SYSTEM32\DHCPdirectory.
5. Restait the DHCP server,

When you check DHCP. Manager,the scopestill exists because'the Registry holds
the information on the address range of the scope, including a bitmap ofthe
addresses in use. You need to reconcile the DHCP database to add database entries
for the existing leases in the address bitmask. Asclients renew, they are matched
with these leases, and eventually the database is once again complete.
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» Toreconcile the DHCP database

1. From the Scope menu, choose the Active Leases command.

2. In the Active Leases dialog box, choose the Reconcile button.

Althoughit is not requited, you can force clients to renew their leases in order to
update the DHCP database as quickly as possible. From the Command Prompt of
the client computer, type the ipconfig/renew coramand.

Advanced Configuration Parameters for DHCP
This section presents configuration parameters that affect the behavior of DHCP
servers and clients, and that.can be modified only through Registry Editor. For the
changes to take effect after you modify any of these value entries, you must restart
the Microsoft DHCP Server service for server parameters or the DHCP Client
service for client parameters.
      

Caution You can impair or disable Windows NT if you makeincorrect changes in
the Registry while using Registry Editor. Wheneverpossible, use DHCP Manager
to make configuration changes, rather than using Registry Editor. If you make
errors while changing values with Registry Editor, you will not be warmed, because
Registry Editor does not recognize semantic errors.  

» To make changes to the DHCPserver or client configuration using Registry
Editor ;

1. Start the Registry Editor by running the REGEDT32.EXE program from File
Manager or Program Manager.
—Or-—

At the command prompt, type the start regedt32 command, and then press
ENTER.

Whenthe Registry Editor window appears, you can press Fi to get Help on haw
to make changes in Registry Editor.

2. In Registry Editor, select the window titled HKEY_LOCAL.MACHINE on
Local Machine, and then click the icons for the SYSTEM subtree until you
reach the subkey for the specific parameter, as described in the following
sections.

The following sections describe the value entries for parameters for DHCP servers
and clients that can be set only by adding an entry or changing their valuesin
Registry Editor.
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Registry Parameters for DHCP Servers
When you change any of these parameters except RestoreFlag, you mustrestari
the computerforthe changesto take effect. For the RestoreFlag parameter, you
raust restart the Microsoft DHCP Server service.

The Registry parameters for DHCP servers are specified under the following key:

.. SYSTEM\ current \currentcontroiset\services\DHCPServer\Parameters

APIPretecolSupport

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range = Ox], 0x2, Ox4, 0x5, Ox7
Default = Ox]

Specifies the supported protocols for the DHCPserver. You can change this
value to ensure that different computers running different protocols can access
the DHCP server. Thevalues for this parameter can be the following:

Oxi For RPC over TCPIP protocols
0x2 For RPC over named pipes protocols
Ox4 For RPC overlocal procedure call (LPC) protocols
Ox5 For RPC over TCPIP and RPC over LPC

0x7 For RPC overall three protocols (TCP/IP, named pipes, and LPC)

BackupDatabasePath

Data type = REGEXPANDSZ
Range =filename
‘Default = %SystemRoot%\system32\dhep\backup

Specifies the location of the backup database file where the database is backed
up periodically. The best location for the backup file is on another hard drive, so
that the database can be recoveredin case of a systemdrive crash. Do not
specify a network drive, because DHCP Manager cannot access a network drive
for datahase backun and recoveryeraneage Ree Ven ye

BackupInterval

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range = no limit
Default = 15 minutes

Specifies the interval for backing up the database.
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DatabaseCleanupinterval

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range = No limit
Default = 0x 15180 (864,000 minutes — 24 hours)

Specifies the interval for cleaning up expired client records from the DHCP
database, freeing up thase IP addresses for reuse.

DatabaseLoggingFlag

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range =Oor lt
Default = | (true-—-that is, database logging is enabled)

Specifies whether to record the database changesin the JET.LOGfile. This log
file is used after a system crash to recover changesthat have not been made to
the database file defined by DatabaseName. Database logging affects system
performance, so DatabaseLogging can be turned offif you believe the system
is highly stable and if logging is adversely affecting system performance.

DatabaseName

Data type = REG_SZ
Range =filename
Default = dhep.mdb

Specifies the name of the databasefile to be used for the DHCPclient
information database.

DatabasePath

Data type = REG_EXPAND_SZ
Range = pathname
Default = %SystemRoot%\System32\dhep

Specifies the location of the databasefiles that have been created and opened.

RestoreFlag

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range = 0 or |
Default = 0 (false—that is, do not restore)

Specifies whether to restore the database from the backup directory. This flag is
reset automatically after the successful restoration of the database.
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Reaistry Parameters for DHCP Clients
The Registry parameters for DHCPclients are specified underthe following key:

|. SYSTEM\ current \currentcontre]set\services\DHCP\Parameter \<opt i on#>

The Option# keys are a list of DHCP optionsthat the client can request from the
DHCPserver. For each of the default options, the following values are defineC:

RegLocation
Data type = REG_SZ
Default = Depends on the Registry location forthe specific option

Specifies the location in the Registry where the option value is written whenit is
obtained from the DHCPserver, The “?” character expands to the adapter name
for whichthis option value ts obtained.

KeyType

Data type = REG_DWORD
Default = Ox7

Specifies the type of Registry key for the option.

Guidelines for Setting Locai Policies
This section provides some suggestions for setting lease options, dividing the free
address pool among DHCPservers, and avoiding DNS naming problems.

ce kt eeee ve mf ca eoee a AT WH.for Managing DHCP Addressing Policy
Allocation of IP addresses for distribution by DHCP servers can be done
dynamically or manually. These methods use the same DHCPclient-server
protocol, but the network administrator manages them differently at the DHCP
server,

Dynamic Allocation of IP Addresses
Dynamic allocation enablesa client to be assigned an TP address from the free
address pool. The lease for the address has a lease duration (expiration date), before
which the client must renew the lease to continue using that address. Depending on
the local lease policies defined by the administraior, dynamically allocated
addresses can be returned to the free address poolif the client computeris not being
used, if it is moved to another subnet,or if its lease expires. Any IP addressesthat
are returned to the free address pool can be reused by the DHCP server when
allocating an IP address to a new client. Usually, the local policy ensures that the
same IP address is assigned to a client each time that system starts and that
addresses returned to the poolare reassigned.

“4
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After the renewal time of thelease time has passed, the DHCPcliententers the
renewing state (as described in Chapter 12, “Networking Concepts for TCP/IP”).
The client sends a request message to the DHCP serverthat provided its con-
figuration information. If the request for a lease extension fits the local lease policy,
the DHCPserver sends an acknowledgment that contains the new lease and
configuration parameters. The client then updates its configuration values and
retums to the boundstate.

Whenthe DHCPclientis in the renewing state, it must release its address
immediately in the rare event that the DHCPserversends a negative acknow-
ledgment. The DHCP server sends this message to inform a client that it has

incorrect configuration information, forcing it to release its current address and
acquire new information.

If the DHCP client cannot successfully renew its lease, the client enters a rebinding
state. At this stage, the client sends a request message to all DHCPserversin its
range, attempting to renew its lease.Any server that can extend the lease sends an
acknowledgment containing the extended lease and updated configuration
information.if the lease expires or if a DHCP server responds with a negative
acknowledgment,the client must release its current configuration, and then return to
the initializing state. (This happens automatically, for example, for a computerthat
is moved from one subnet te another.)

If the DHCPclient uses more than one network adapter to connect to multiple
networks, this protocol is followed for each adapterthat the user wants to configure
for TCPAP, Windows N'Tallows multihomed systemsto selectively configure any
combination of the system’s interfaces, You can use the ipconfig utility to view the
local IP configuration fora client computer.

When a DEICP-enabled computeris restarted, it sends a message to the DHCP
server with its current configuration information. The DHCPserver either confirms
this configuration or sends a negative reply so thatthe client mustbegin the
initializing stage again. System startup might, therefore, result in a new IP address
for a client computer, but neitherthe user mor the network administrator has to take
any action in the configuration process.

Before loading TCPAP with an address acquired from the DHCP server, DHCP
clients check for an IP address conflict by sending an Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP) request containing the address. If a conflict is found, TCP/IP does notstart,
and then the user receives an error message. The conflicting address should be
removed from the list of active leases or it should be excluded until the conflict is

identified and resolved,
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Guidelines for Lease Options
To define appropriate values for lease duration, you should consider the frequency
of the following events for your network:

« Changes to DCP options and default values
» Network interface failures

» Computer removals for any purpose

« Subnet changes by users becauseof office moves, laptop computers docked at
different workstations, and so on

All ofthese types of events cause IP addresses to be released by the client or cause
the leases to expire at the DHCPserver. Consequently, the IP addressesis returned
to the free address pool to be reused.

If many changes occur on your internetwork, you should assign short lease times,
such as two weeks, This way, the addresses assigned to systems that leave the
subnet can be reassigned quickly to new DHCPclient computers requesting TCP/IP
configuration information.

Another importantfactoris the ratio between connected computers and available IP
addresses. For example, the demand for reusing addressesis low ina network
where 40 systems share a class C address (with 254 available addresses). A long
lease time, such as two months, would be appropriate in such a situation. However,
if 230 computers share the same address pool, demandfor available addresses is
much greater, so a lease time of a few days or weeks is more appropriate.

Notice, however, that short lease durations require that the DHCPserver be
available whenthe client seeks to renew the lease. Backup servers are especially
important when short lease durations are specified.

Although infinite leases are allowed, they should be used with great caution. Even
in a relatively stahle environment, there is a certain amount of turnover among
clients. At a minimum, portable computers might be added and removed, desktop
computers might be moved from oneoffice to another, and network adapter cards
might be replaced.If a client with an infinite lease is removed from the network,the
DHCPserver is not notified, and then the IP address cannot be reused. A better
option is a very long lease duration, such as six months. A long lease duration
ensures that addresses are ultimately recovered.

o
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Guidelines for Partitioning the Address Pool
You will probably decide to install more than one DHCP server, so the failure of
any individual server will not prevent DHCPclients fromstarting, However, DHCP’
does not provide a way for DHCPservers to cooperate in ensuring that assigned
addresses are unique. Therefore, you must divide the available address pool among
the DHCPservers to prevent duplicate address assignment.

A typical scenario is a local DHCPserver that maintains TCP/IP configuration
information for two subnets. For each DHCPserver, the network administrator
allocates 70 percentofthe IP address poolfor local clients and 30 percentfor
clients from the remote subnet, and then configures a relay agent to deliver requests
between the subnets.

This scenario allows the local DHCPserver to respond to requests from local
DHCPclients mostof the time. The remote DHCP serverwill assign addresses to
chents on the other subnet only when the local serveris not available or is out of
addresses. This same method of partitioning among subnets can be used in a
multiple subnet scenario to ensure the availability of a responding server when a
DHCP client reqnests configuration information.

Guidelines for Avoiding DNS Naming Conflicts
DNScan be used to provide names for network resources, as described in
Chapter 12, “Networking Concepts for TCPAP.” However, DNS configuration is
static. With DHCP,a host can easily have a different IP addressif its lease expires
ot for other reasons,but there is no standard for updating DNS sérvers dynamically
whenIP address information changes. Therefore, DNS naming conflicts can occur
if you are using DHCPfor dynamicallocation of IP addresses.

This problem primarily affects systems that extend internetworking services to local
network uses. For:example, a server acting as an anonymous FTP serveroras an
electronic mail gateway might require users to contact it using DNS names.In such
cases, such clients should have reserved ieases with an unlimited duration.

For workstations in environments that do not require the computers to register in the
DNS name space, DHCP dynamicallocation can be used without problems.

Oe
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Using DHCP with BOOTP
BOOTPis the Bootstrap Protocol used to configure systems across internetworks.
DHCPis an extension of BOOTP. Although Microsoft DHCP Server does not
support BOOT?,it has ie problem mteroperating with ai existing BOOTP
installation. The DHCPserver simply ignores BOOTPpackets thatit receives.

You can continue to manage BOOTPclients with your existing BOOTPserver
as you manage otherclients on the same subnet using DHCP.If you want your
BOOTPclients to migrate to DHCP, you can take as much time as you need to do
80,

You must make sure, however, that the BOOTP server and the DHCP server do not
manage leases for the same IP addresses. The best way to ensure that there is no
overlap in managed addresses is to define the scope of the DHCPserveras the
entire address range that is managed by both the DHCP server and the BOOTP
server, and then exclude the address range that is managed by the BOOTPserver.
As BOCTPclients are dropped or upgraded to DHCP,the exclusion range can be
adjusted accordingly. ,

For information on defining address and exclusion ranges, see “Defining DILCP
Scopes” earlier mthis chapter.

Planning a Strategy for DHCP

bene
‘eed

This section describes how to develop strategies for piacing DIICP servers
on small-scale and large-scale installations. Most network administrators
implementing DHCPwill also be planning a strategy for implementing WINS
servers. The planning tasks described here also apply for WINSservers.In fact, the
adininistrator will probably want to plan DHCP and WINS implementation in
tandem. The following procedure describes the general planning tasks for planning
DHCP and WINS implementation.-

To plan for DHCP and WINSimplementation

1. Compilealist of requirements including the following types of requirements:

» Cfient support (numbers and kinds of systems to be supported)

« Interoperability with existing systems Gncluding yourrequirements for
mission-critical accounting, personnel, and similar information systems)

» Hardware support andrelated software compatibility (including routers,
switches, and servers}

. Network monitoring software (including SNMP requirements and other
tools)
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2. isolate the areas of the network where processes must continue uninterrupted,
and then targetthese areas for the last stages of implementation.

3. Review the geographic and physical structure of the network to determine the
best plan for defining logical subnets as segments of the intemetwork.

4. Define the components in the new system that require testing, and then develop a
- phase planfortesting and adding components.

For example, the plan could define units of the organization to be phased into
using DHCP andtheorderfor types of computers to be phasedin (including
Windows NT servers and workstations, Microsoft RAS servers and clients,
Windowsfor Workgroups computers, and MS-DOSclients).

5. Create a pilot project for testing.

Be sure that the pilot project addresses all the requirementsidentified in step L.

6. Create a second test phase, including tuning the DHCP (and WINS) server-
client configuration for efficiency.

This task can include detertnining strategies for backup servers and for
partitioning the address poolat eachserver to be provided to local versus remote
clients.

7. Documentall architecture and administration issues for network administrators.

8. Implementa final phase for bringing all organizational units into using DHCP.

While planning, rememberthat the actual placementof the sérvers in the physical
network need not be a major planning issue. DHCPservers (and WINSservers) do
not participate in the Windows NT Server domain model; domain membership is
not, therefore, an issue in planning for server placement. Because most routers can
forward DHCPconfiguration requests, DHCP servers are not required on every
subnet in the internetwork. Also, because these servers can be administered
remotely from any Windows NT Server computerthat is DHCP- or WINS-enabled,
location is not a major issue in planning for server placement.
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Planning a Small-scale Strategy for DHCP Servers
For a small LAN thatdoes not include routers and subnetting, the server needs for
the network can probably be provided with a single DHCP server.

In this case, planning includes determining the following types of information:

« The hardware and storage requirements for the DHCP server

» Which computers can immediately become DHCP clients for dynamic
addressing and which computers should keep their static addresses

4 ~ aw ate ualuiag ee eet Latta LS oe _ T MM -aliswte
» The DHCP option typcs and their values to be predefined for the DIKCP clienis

DHCP server

  
 

IP address
database
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Network

DHCPclients

Figure 13.1 A Single Local Network Using Automatic TCP/IP Configuration with
DHCP .
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Planning a Large-scaleStrategyfor DHCP Servers
The network administrator can use relay agents implementing RFC 1541 (usually
IP routers} so that DHCP servers located on one node of the internetwork can

respond to TCP/IP configuration requests from remote nodes. The relay agent
forwards requests from local DHCPclients to the DHCP server and subsequently
relays responses backto theclients. ,

 
 
 

 
 
 

DHCPprimary server

IP address
database  

Subnet 7

 
 

Figure 13.2 An Internetwork Using Automatic TCP/IP Configuration with DACP

The additional planning issues for a large enterprise network includes:

« Compatibility of hardware and software routers with DHCP,as describedat the
beginning of this chapter.

» Planning the physical subnetting of the network andrelative placement of DHCP
servers. This includes planning for placement of DHCP (and WINSservers)
among subnets in a way that reduces b-node broadcasts across routers.

» Specifying the DHCPoption types and their values to be predefined per scope
for the DHCPclients. This might include planning for scopes based on the needs
of particular groups of users. For example, for a marketing group that uses
portable computers docked at differentstations, or for a unit that frequently
moves computers to different locations, shorter lease durations can be defined
for the related scopes. This way, frequently changed IP addresses can befreed
for reuse, ,
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As one example, the segmenting of the WAN into logical subnets could match the
physical structure of the internetwork. Then one IP subnet can serve as the
backbone, and off this backbone each physical subnet would mamtaina separate [P
subnet address.

In this case, for cach subnet a single computer running Windows NT Server could
be configured as both the DHCP and WINSserver, Hach server would administer a
defined number of IP addresses with a specific subnet mask, and would also be
defined as the default gateway. Because the serverisalso acting as the WINS
server, it can respond to name resolution requests from ali systems on its subnet.

These DHCP and WINSservers can in turn be backup servers for each other. The
administrator can partition the address pool for eachserver to provide addresses to
remote clients.

There is no limit to the maximum numberofclients that can be served bya single
DHCPserver. However, your network can have practical constraints based on the
IP address class and server configuration issues such as disk capacity and CPU
speed,
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CHAPTER 14

Installing and Configuring WINS
Servers  

A WINSserver is a Windows NT Server computer running the Microsoft TCP/IP
protocol and the Windows Intermet Name Service (WINS) server software. WINS
servers maintain a database that maps computer names to JP addresses, allowing
users to easily communicate with other computers while gaining all of the benefits
of using TCP/IP.

This chapter describes how to install WINS servers and how to use WINS Manaper
to manage these servers. The following topics are included in this chapter:

» WINSbenefits

- Installing and administering WINS servers

» Configuring WINSservers and replication partners

. Managing static mappings

- Setting preferences for WINS Manager

- Managing the WINS database

« Troubleshooting WINS

» Advanced configuration parameters for WINS

. Planning a strategy for WINSservers

For an overview of how WINS works, see “Windows Internet Name Service and
Broadcast Name Resolution” in Chapter 12, “Networking Concepts for TCP/IP.”
 

Note WINS canalso be configured and monitored using SNMP. All configuration
parameters can. be set using SNMP,including configuration parameters that can
otherwise only beset by editing the Registry. For a list of WINS MIB objecttypes,
see Appendix A, “MIB Object Types for Windows NT.”

You can also use Performance Monitor to track WINSserver performance, as
described in Chapter 17, “Using Performance Monitor with TCP/IP Services.” 

zg
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Benefits of Using WINS
WINSservers offer the following benefits for yourinternetwork:

 

= Dynamic datahase maintenance to support computer nameregistration and name
resolution. Although WINS provides dynamic nameservices,it offers a
NetBIOS namespace, making it much moreflexible than the Domain Name
System (DNS) for name resolution.

» Centralized managementof the computer name database and the database
replication policies, alleviating the need for managing LMHOSTSfiles.

, Dramatic reduction of IP broadcast traffic in Microsoft internetworks, while
allowing client computers to easily locate remote systems across local or wide
area networks.

» The ability for clients on a Windows NT Server network(including
Windows NT, Windows for Workgroups, and LAN Manager 2.x) to browse
domains on the far side of a router without a local domain controller being

present on the other side ofthe router.

« Ascalable design, making it a good choice for nameresolution for medium to
very large internetworks.
 

Note WINSclient software is part of the Microsoft TCP/IP-32 for Windows for
Workgroups and the Microsoft Network Client 2.0 software that is included onthe
Windows NT Server compactdisc. Por information aboutinstalling these clients,
see the Windows NT Server Installation Guide. 

Installing WINS Servers
You install a WINSserveras part of the processofinstalling Microsoft TCPAP iin
Windows NT Server. The following instructions assume you have already installed
the Windows N'TServer operating system on the computer.

You must be logged on as a memberof the Administrators group to install a WINS
server,

» Toinstall a WINS server

1. Double-click the Network option in Control Panel to display the Network
Settings dialog box.

2. Choose the Add Software button to display the Add Network Software dialog
box.
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3. In the Network Software box, select TCP/IP Protocol And Related Components,
and then choose the Continue button to display the Windows NT TCP/IP
Installation Options dialog box.

4, Check the appropriate options to install, including at least one of the following
options:

« WINSServer Service

» SNMPService (for configuring and monitoring WINS using SNMPor
Performance Monitor)

5. Choose the OK button.

Windows NT Setup prompts you for the full path to the Windows NT Server
distributionfiles.

- 6. Type thefull path to the Windows NT Serverdistributionfiles, and then choose
the Continue button.

All necessary files are copied to your hard disk.

7, Complete all the required procedures for manually configuring TCP/IP as
described in Chapter 11, “Installing and Configuring TCPAP and SNMP.”

The Network Settings dialog box is displayed again after you finish configuring
TCPAP.

8. Choose the Close button, and then reboot the computer.

The TCP/IP and WINSsetversoftware is now ready foruse.

The Windows Internet Name Service is a Windows NTservice running on a
Windows NT computer. The supporiing WINSclient software is automatically
installed for Windows NT Server and for Windows NT computers when the basic
operating system is installed.

»  Tostart, stop, pause, or continue the WINSservice on any Windows NT
computer

1. In Control Panel, double-click the Services option.
—Or-

In Server Manager, choose Services from the Computer menu.

2. Inthe Services dialog box, select the Windows Internet Name Service, and then
choose the Start, Stop, Pause, or Continue button. Then, choose the Close
button.

You canstart, stop, pause, or continue the WINSservice at the command prompt
using the commands net start wins, net stop wins, net pause wins, or net
continue wins,
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Administering WINS Servers
When you install a WINSserver, an icon for WINS Manageris added to the
Network Administration group in Program Manager. You can use this tool to view
aid chanpe parameters for any WINSserver on the intemeiwork. To administera
WINSserver remotely, you can run WINS Manageron a Windows NT Server
computer that is not a WINS server.

You can also administer a WINS server remotely using SNMP. When you do so,if
some WINS queries from SNMP work and others time out, you should mcrease the
timeout on the SNMPtool youare using. ©

You must be logged on as a memberof the Administrators group for a WINS server
to configure that server.

» To start WINS Manager
1. Double-click the WINS Managericon in Program Manager.

~Or-

At the command prompt, type the start winsadmn command, and then press
ENTER,

 

You can include a WINSserver name or ip address with the command, for
example, start winsadmn 11.103.41.12 or start winsadmn myserver.

2. If the Windows Internet NameService is running on the local computer, that
WINSserveris opened automatically for administration. If the Windows
Internet NameServiceis not running when you start WINS, the Add WINS
Server dialog box appears, as described in the following procedure.
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Settings in the Preferences dialog box determine whetherthe
IP address or computer name appearsfirst in the list.

SeLSTa

Mappi Options

Server Start Time: 5/19/94 1:38:45 PH
{ Database Initialized: so
q Statistics Cleared: ——

4 Last Replication Times:
| Periodic:

Admin Trigger:
Net Update:

Total Queries Received:
: Successful:

Failed:

| Total Releases:
Successful:
Failed:

Total Registrations:

Drag the split bar to size the panes.

Note If you specify an IP address when connecting to a WINSserver, the
connection is made using the TCPAP protocol. Hf you specify a computer name, the
connection is made over NetBIOS. Thelist that appears in the WINS Server
window showsthe IP address first if you connected using TCP/IP, or the computer
namefirst, if the connection was made over NetBIOS,
 

To connect to a WINSserver for administration
*

In the WINS Manager window, select a server in the WINS Serverslist.

This list contains all WINS servers that you previously connected to or that have
been reported by partners of this WINSserver.
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» To connect to a server to which you have not previously been connected
1.

he

Choose the Add WINSServer commandfrom the Server menu to display the

Add WINS Serverdialog box.

 
 
 

Se

 Enter the computer name a: the IP address
of the WINS server to be added:

| WINS Server: [\WWajimpl ~
syle Pa eee

In the WINS Server box, type the IP address or computer name of the WINS
server you want to work with, and then choose the OK button. 

Note You do not have to include double backslashes (\)before the name. WINS
Manager adds these for you.  

The title bar in the WINS Manager window shows the IP address or computer name
for the currently selected server, depending on whether you used the address or
name to connect to the server. WINS Manager also shows somebasicstatistics for
the selected server, as described in the following table. Additional statistics can be
displayed by choosing the Detailed Information command from the Server menu.

Table 14.1 Statistics in WINS Manager 

 Statistic Description

Database Initialized The last time static mappings were imported into the WINS
database.

Statistics Cleared The time when statistics for the WINS server werelast
cleared with the Clear Statistics command from the View
menu. ,

Last Replication Times The times at which the WINS database waslast replicated.
Periodic The last time the WINS database was replicated based on

the replication interval specified in the Preferences dialog
box,

Admin Trigger The Jast time ihe WINS database was replicated because the
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Table 14.1 Statistics in WINS Manager (continued) 

 Statistic Description

Net Update The last trme the WINS database was replicatedas a result
of a network request, which is a push notification message
that requests propagation,

Total Queries Received The numberof name query request messages received by
this WINSserver. Successful indicates how many names
were successfully matched in the database, and Failed
indicates how many names this WINSserver could not
resolve,

Total Releases The number of messages received that indicate a NetBIOS
application has shut itself down. Successful indicates how
many names were successfully released, and Failed indicates
how many names this WINSserver could aotrelease.

Total Registrations The numberof messages received that indicate name
registrations for clients.

» ‘To refresh the statistical display in WINS Manager

e From the View menu, choose the Refresh Statistics command(or press #5).
~Or-

From the View menu, choose the Clear Statistics command to reset all statistical
counters.

-Or~

Use automatic screen refreshing, based on the interval you specify in the
Preferences dialog box, as described in “Setting Preferences for WINS
Manager”later in this chapter. ,

“ q
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»-Tosee information about the current WINS server

1. From the Server menu, choose the Detailed Information command.

j WINS Server Address
Compute: Name:
IP Address:
Connected Viaz
Connected Since:

fh Last 8 cavenging Fimes:

Extinction:
Venfication:

Unique Registrations:
Conflicts:
Renewals:

Group Registrations:
Conflicts:
Renewals:

 
\AA-ANNIEP2
14.103.47.12
FCPAIP
5720/94 4:19:09 Ph

Lasi Address Change: -- ~-

5720794 4: 08:49 PM

6720/84 3:38:43 Phi
5/20/94 10:08:48 AM

27836

The Detailed faformaiion dialog box shows information about the selected
WINSserver, as described in the table below.

 

2. To close the Detail Information dialog box, choose the Close button.

able 14.2. Detailed Information Statistics forWINS Manager

Statistic Meaning 

Last Address Cha
ngeiBe

‘Last Scavenging Times

Periodic

Admin Trigger

Extinction

 Holdimes Corp. ef a

was replicated.

Indicates the last times that the database was cleaned for

specific types of entries. (For information about database
scavenging, sec “Managing the WINS Database”laterin this
chapter.

Indicates when the database was cleaned based onthe

renewal interval specified in the WINS Server Configuration
dialog box.

Indicates whenthe database was last cleaned because the
administrator chose the Initiate Scavenging command.

Indicates when the dalabase waslast cleaned based on the

Extinction interval specified in the WINS Server
Configuration dialog box.
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Table 14.2 Detailed InformationStatistics for WINS Manager(continued) 

 Statistic ’ Meaning

Verification Indicates when the database waslast cleaned based on the
Verify interval specified in the WINS Server Configuration
dialog box.

Unique Registralions Indicates the number of name registration requests that
have been accepted by this WINSserver.

Unique Conflicts The number of conflicts encountered duringregistration of
unique names owned by this WINS server.

Unique Renewals The number of renewals received for unique names.

Group Registrations The numberof registration requests for groups that have
been accepted by this WINSserver. For information about
groups, see “Managing Special Names” iater in this chapter.

Group Confhets . The number of conflicts encountered during registration of
group names,

Group Renewals The number of renewals received for group names. 

For descriptions of the related intervals, see “Configuring WINS Servers”later in
this chapter.

Configuring WINS Servers and Replication Partners
You will wantto configure multiple WINSservers to increase the availability.and
balance the load among servers. Each WINSserver must be configured with at
least one other WINSserverasits replication partner.

Configuring a WINSserver includes specifying information about when database
entries are replicated between partners. A pull partner is a WINSserver thatpulls
in replicas of database entries from its partner by requesting and then accepting
replicas. A push partner is a WINSserver that sends update notification messages
to its partner when its WINS database has changed. When its partner responds to
the notification with a replication request, the push partner sends a copy ofits
current WINS database to the partner. For the databases on the primary and backup
WINSservers to remain consistent, they must be both push and pull partners with
eachother.It is always a goodidea for replication partners to be both pushand pull
partners of each other.

Forinformation about configuring preferences, see “Setting Preferences for WINS
Manager”laterin this chapter.
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Configuring WINS Servers
For each WINSserver, you must configure thresholdintervals for tnggering
databasereplication, based on a specific time, a time period, or a certain nuraber of
new records, If you designate a snecific time for replication, this occurs one time
only. If a time period is specified, replication is repeatedat that interval.

» ‘To configure a WINSserver

i. From the Server menu, choose the Configuration command.

This commandis available only if you are logged on as a memberof the
Administrators group for the WINS server you want to configure

2. To view all the options in this dialog box, choase the Advanced button.

 
 

 
 

  
 

WINS Server Configuration

Renewal Interval (homts): is|[a0B4-[00
Extinction interval [b.m:sk :[on F3-[oofg
Extinction Timeout (hms): [sf-[oo-(oo
Verify Interval {him:sk 160 el -{o0 | : ook

Push Parameters

Initial Replication

C1 Replicate on Address Change

Eel  
  

 
  

 
 

Puli Parameters
 

   
 

  

Ed Initiat Replication

Retry Count: 3
Advanced WINS Server Configuration ~

Starting Version Count {hex}: s———]
Log Detailed Events Database Backup Path:

4] Replicate Only With Partners

&] Backup Gn Termination

CI Migrate Onsott
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3. For the configuration options im the WINS Server Configuration dialog box,
specify time intervals as described in the following list.

Configuration option Description

Renewal Interval Speciftes how often a client reregisters its name. The default
is five hours.

Extinction Interval - Specifies the interval between when an entry is marked as
released and whenit is marked as exéiact. The default is

dependent on the renewal interval and, if the WINS serverhas
replication partners, on the maximumreplication time
interval. maximum allowable value is four days.

Extinetion Timeout Specifies the interval between when an entryis marked
extinct and when the entry is finally scavenged from the
database. The default is dependent on the renewalinterval
and, if the WINS server has replication partners, on the
maximum replication time interval. minimum allowable value
is one day.

Verify Interval Specifies the interval after which the WINS server must verify
that old namesit does not ownare still active. The default is

dependent on the extinction interval. , The maximum
allowable value is 24 days.

The replication interval for this WINS server’s pull partner is defined in the
Preferencesdialog box, as described in “Setting Preferences for WINS
Manager” later it this chapter, The extinction interval, extinction timeout, and
verify infervalare derived fromthe renewal interval and the replication interval
specified. The WINS server adjusts the values specified by the administratorto
keep the inconsistency between a WINSserverand its partners as small as
possible.

4. If you wantthis WINSserverto pull replicas of new WINS database entries
fromits partners when the systemis mitialized or when a replication-related
parameter changes, select the Initial Replication in the Pull Parameters
checkbox, and then type a value for Retry Count.

Theretry count is the numberoftimes the server should attempt to connect (in
case of failure) with a partner for pulling replicas. Retries are attempted at the
replicationinterval specified in the Preferences dialog box.If all retries are
unsuccessful, WINS waits for a period before starting replication again. For
information aboutsetting the start time and replication interval for pull and push
partners, see “Setting Preferences for WINS Manager”laterin this chapter.

5. To inform partners of the database status when the systemis initialized, select
the Initial Replication checkbox in the Push Parameters group. To inform
partners of the database status when an address changes in a mapping record,
select the Replicate On Address Change checkbox.
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6. Set any Advanced WINS Server Configuration options, as described in the
following table.

Table 14.3. Advanced WINS Server Configuration Options 

Configuration option 

Logging Enabled

Log Detailed Events

Replicate Only With
Partners

Backup On
Termination

Migrate On/Off

Starting Version
Count

Database Backup
Path

 

Description 

Specifies whether logging of database changes to JET.LOG
shouid be turned on.

Specifies whether logging events is verbose. (This requires
considerable system resources and should be turned offif
you are tuning for performance.)

Specifies that replication will be done only with WINS pull
or push partners. If this option is not checked, an
administrator can ask a WINS server to pull or push from or
to a non-listed WINSserver partner. By default,this option
is checked.

Specifies that the database will be backed up automatically
when WINS Manageris stopped, except when the system is
being shut down.

Specifies that static unique and multihomed records in the
database are treated as dynamie when they conflict with a
new registration or replica. This means thatif they are no
longervalid, they wiil be overwritten by the new
registration or replica. Check this option if you are
upgrading non-Windows NT systems to Windows NT, By
default, this option is not checked.

Specifies the highest version JD numberforthe database.
Usually, you will not need to change this value unless the
datahase hecomes corrupted and needsto start fresh. In
such a case, set this value to a number higher than appears
as the version numbercounter for this WINSserver on all

the remote partners that earlier replicated the local WINS
server's records, WINS may adjust the value you specify to
a higher one to ensure that daiabase récords are quickly
replicated to other WINS servers. The maximum allowable
value is 271 - 1.This value can be seen in the View
Database dialog box in WINS Manager.

Specifies the directory where the WINS database backups
wilt be stored. If you specify a backup path, WINS
automatically performs a full backupofits database to this
directory every 24 hours. WINSuses this directory to
perform an automatic restoration of the database in the
event that the database is found to be corrupted when WINS
is started. Do not specify a network directory. -

“|
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7. When you have completed all changes in the WINS Server Configuration dialog
box, choose the OK button.

Configuring Replication Partners
WINSservers communicate among themselves to fully replicate their databases,
ensuring that a name registered with one WINSserveris eventually replicated to all
other WINS servers within the internetwork. AH mapping changes converge within
the replication period for the entire WINS system, which is the maximum time for
propagating changes to all WINSservers. All released names are propagated to all
WINSservers after they become extinct, based on the interval specified in WINS
Manager.

Replication is carried out among replication partners, rather than each server
replicating to all other servers. In the following illustration, Serverl has only
Server2 as a partner, but Server2 has three partners. So, for example, Server] gets
all replicated information from Server2, but Server2 gets information from Server|,
Server3, and Server,

eee
|  Server4

 

 
Server5

Servert

Server3

Figure 14.1 Replication Configuration Example for WINS Servers
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Ultimately, all replications are pulled from the other WINSservers on an
internetwork, but triggers are sent by WINSservers to indicate when a replication
should be pulled. To achieve replication, each WINSserveris a push partneror pull
partner with at least one other WINSserver. A pull partner is a WINS serverthat
pulls in database replicas from its push partner by requesting aid then accepiing
replicas of new database entries in order to synchronize its own database. A push
partneris a WINSserverthat sends notification of changes and then sends replicas
to its pull partner upon receiving a request. Whenthe server’s pull partner
replicates the information,it pulls replicas by asking forall records with a higher
version numberthanthe last record stored from the last replication with the server

thea ste ae
or anciner pariner,.

Choosing whether to configure another WINSserver as a push partner or pull
partner depends on several considerations, including the specific configuration of
servers at yoursite, whether the partner is across a wide area network (WAN), and
how importantit is to propagate the changes.

. If Server2, for example, needs to performpull replications with ServerB, make
sure if is a push partnerof Server3.

. If Server2 needs to pushreplications to Server3, it should be a pull partner of
WINS ServerB.

Replication is triggered when a WINSserverpolls another server to get a replica.
This can begin at system startup and can then repeatat the timeinterval specified
for periodic replication. Replication is also triggered when a WINSserverreaches a
threshold set by the administrator, which is an update count for registrations and
changes.In this case,the server notifies its pull partners that it has reached this
threshold, and the other servers may then decide to pull replicas. Additionally, the
administrator can cause a replication immediately or at a specified time. Replication
at a specified time is a one-time only event, If the time specified has already passed,
replication does not occur.

re oe add a replication partner for a WINS server

L. From the Server menu, choose the Replication Partners commandto display the
Replication Partners dialog box.
This commandis available only if you are logged on as a memberof the
Administrators groupforthe local server.
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2. Choose the Add button to display the Add WINS Serverdialog box.

3. Type the name or IP address of the WINSserver that you want to addto thelist,
and then choose the OK button,

If WINS Manager can find this server, it adds it to the WINS Server list in the
Replication Partners dialog box.

4. From the WINSServerlist in the Replication Partners dialog box, select the
server you want to configure, and then complete the actions described in
“Configuring Replication Partner Properties” Jater in this chapter.

 

5. Ef you want to limit which WENSservers are displayed in the Replication
Partners dialog box, check or clear the options as follows:

« Check Push Partners to display push partners for the current WINSserver.

« Check Pull Partners to display pull partners for the current WINSserver.

» Check Otherto display the WINS serversthat are neither push partners nor
pull partners for the current WINSserver.

6. To specify replication triggers for the partners you add, follow the procedures
described in “Triggering Replication Between Partners” later in this chapter.

7. When you finish adding replication partners, choose the OK button.
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» ‘To delete replication partners

l. From the Server menu, choose the Replication Partners command to display the
Replication Partners dialog box,

ta Select one or more servers in the WINS Serverlist, and then choose the Delete

button, or press DEL.

WINS Manager asks you to confirmthe deletion if you checkedthe related
confirmation option in the Preference dialog box, as described in “Setting
Preferences for WINS Manager” laterin this chapier.

Configuring Replication Pariner Properties
When you designate replication partners, you need to specify parameters for when
replication will begin.

» To configure replication partners for a WINSserver

1. In the WINSServerlist of the Replication Partners dialog box, sclect the server
you want to configure.

2. Check either Push Partner or Pull Partner or both to indicate the replication

partnership you want, and then choose the related Configure button.
3. Complete the entries in the appropriate Properties dialog box, as described in the

following procedures.

» ‘Fo define pull partner properties

1. In the Start Time boxof the Pull Partner Properties dialog box, type a time to
indicate when replication should begin.

You can use any separator for hours, minutes, and seconds. You can type AM or
pm, for example, only if these designators are part of your time setting, as
defined using the International option in Control Panel.

 :

; Pull Pattacr 411.903.4712

; Replication balerval (homsk [3[oo -[oo = 
 Tataeae LevvecremFecemeenogussrerg epee cy, not ysriniethabetphnvrercena menanateSroeenechenpeeTN
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2. In the Replication Interval box, type a time in hours, minutes, and seconds to
indicate how often replications will occur, or use the spin buttons to set the time
you want.

Ef you want to return to the values specified in the Preferences dialog box,
choose the Set Default Values button.

3, Choose the OK button to return to the Replication Partners dialog box.

» To define push partner properties

1. In the Update Count box of the Push Partner Properties dialog box,type a
number for how many additions and updates madeto records in the database
will result in changes that need replication.

Replications that have been pulled in from partners do not count as insertions or
updates in this context.

The minimum value for Updaie-Countis 5.

ush Partner, 11.103.41.12 
If you want to return tothe value specified inthe Preferences dialog box, choose
the Set Default Values button.

2. Choose the OK button to return to the Replication Partners dialog box.

Triggering Replication Between Partners
You can also replicate the database between the partners immediately, rather than
waiting forthe start time orreplication interval specified in the Preference dialog
box, as described in “Setting Preferences for WINS Manager”laterin this chapter.

You probably want to begin replication immediately after you make a series of
changes, such as entering a rangeofstatic address mappings.
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» Tosend a replication trigger

e Complete one ofthe following tasks using the Replication Partners dialog box.

» Select the WINSservers to which you want to send a replication trigger, and
then choose the Push or Pull button, depending on whether you want to send
the trigger to push partners or pull partners.
—Or—

=: if you wantthe selected WINSserver to propagate the triggerto all its pull
' partners, select the Push With Propagation checkbox.

If the Push With Propagation checkbox is not selected, the selected WINS
server does not propagate the trigger to its other partners.

If the Push With Propagation checkboxis selected, the selected WINSserver
sends a propagate pushtriggerto its pull partners after it has pulled in the
latestinformation from the source WINSserver.If it does not need to pull in
any replicas becauseit has the same or more up-to-date replicas than the
source WINSserver, it does not propagate the trigger to its pull partners.

» Fo start replication immediately

¢ Inthe Replication Partners dialog box, choose the Replicate Now button,

Managing Static Mappings
Static mappings are permanentlists of computer name-to-IP address mappings that
cannot be challenged or removed, except when the administrator removesthe
specific mapping. You use the Static Mappings command in WINS Managerto add,
edit, import, or delete static mappings for clients on the network that are not WINS
enabled.

 

important If DHCPis also used on the network, a reserved (or static) IP address
will overtide any WINSserver settings. Static mappings should notbe assigned to
WINS-enabled computers. 

» To view static mappings

i. From the Mappings menu,choose the StaticMappings commandto display the
Static Mappings dialog box.
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Sort Order

© Sort Statie Mappings by [P Address
if; @ Sort Static Happings by Computer Name

Caution All changes made to the WINSdatabase using theStatic Mappings
dialog box take effect immediately. For this reason, you cannot cancel changes
made to the WINS database while working in the Static Mappings dialog box.
You must manually delete any entries that are added in error or manually add

back any entries that you mistakenly delete.

 
 

 

2. In the Sort Order group box, indicate whether you wantto sort static mappings
by IP address or computer name.

This selection determines the order in which entries appearin thelist of static
mappings.

3. Coriplete any ofthe following tasks:
» To cdit or add a mapping, follow the procedures described in “Adding Static

Mappings” and “Editing Static Mappings”later in this chapter.

» To remove existing static mappings, select the mappings you want to delete
from the list, and then choose the Delete Mapping button.

« To limit the range of mappings displayed in the list of static mappings,
choose the Set Filter button, and then follow the procedurein “Filtering the
Range of Mappings”later in this chapter.

1 To turn off filtering, choose the Clear Filter button.
4. Whenyou have finished viewing or changing the static mappings, choose the

Close button.
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Adding Static Mappings

v

Petitioner Vonage Holdings Corp. et

You can add static mappings to the WINS database for specific IP addresses using
two methods:

- Type static mappings in a dialog box

« Import files that contain static mappings

Te add static mappings te the WINS database by typing entries

1. In the Static Meppings dialog box, choose the Add Mappings buttonto display
the Add Static Mappings dialog box.

f |Ma-apears! @ Unique

IP Address: Q7 aga Fa Group
O Internet Group

© Multihomed 
2. In the Name box, type the computer nameofthe system for which you are

adding a static mapping.

You do not need to type two backslashes (\\} when entering the computer name,
because WINS Manageradds these for you.

. Inthe IP Address box, type the address for the computer.

If Internet Group or Multihomedis selected in the Type group box, the dialog
box shows additional controls for adding multiple addresses. Use the down-
arrow button to move the address youtype into the list of addresses for the
group. Use the up-arrow button to changethe order ofa selected address in the
list.

4, Select an option in the Type group box to indicate whetherthis entry is a unique
name or a kind of group with a special name, as described in the followingtable.

eb

 Type option Description

Unique Unique namein the database, with one address per name.

Group Normal group, where addresses of individual members are
not stored. The client broadcasts name packets to normal
proups.
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Type option Description 

Internet group Groups with NetBIOS names that have Ox1C as the 16th
byte. An intermet group stores up to 25 addresses for
members. The maximum numberof addresses is 25. For

registrations after the 25th address, WINS overwrites a
replica addressor, if none is present, it overwrites the oldest
repistration.

Multihomed Unique name that can have more than one address
(multihomed computers). The maximum numberof
addresses is 25. For registrations afier the 25th address,
WINSoverwrites a replica addressor, if none is present, iL
overwrites the oldest registration.  

Important For internet group names defined in this dialog box (that is, added
statically), make sure that the primary domain controller (PDC) forthat domain
is defined in the group if the PDC is running Windows NT Advanced Server
version 3.1.   

For more information, see “Managing Special Names”later in this chapter.
5. Choose the Add button,

The mapping is immediately added to the database for that entry, and then the
checkboxes are cleared so that you can add another entry.

6. Repeat this process for cach static mapping you want to add to the database, and
then choose the Close button.
 

Important Because each static mapping is added to the database when you
choose the Add button, you cannot cancel work in this dialog box. If you make a
mistake in entering a name or address for a mapping, you mustreturn to the
Static Mappings dialog box and delete the mappingthere. 

You can also import entries for static mappings for unique and special group names
from any file that has the same format as the LMHOSTSfile (as described in
Chapier 15, “Setting Up LMHOSTS”)}. Scope names and keywords otherthan
#DOM are ignored. However, normal group and multihomed names can be added
only by typing entries in the Add Static Mappings dialog box.
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E To import a file containing static mapping entries

1. In the Static Mappings dialog box, choose the Import Mappings button to
display the Select Static Mapping File dialog box.

2. Specify a fil
—-Or—

Sctect one or more filenames in the list, and then choose the OK button to

import the file.

ename.for a static mappings file by typing ils name in the box.

The specified file is read, and then a static mapping is created for each computer
name and address, If the #DOM keywordis included for anyrecord, an internetane

group is created (if it is not already present), and the address is addedto that group.

Editing Static Mappings

arenke /gnage Holdings Corp. et al. - E

You can change the IP addresses in static mappings owned by the WINSserver you
are currently administering.

To edit a static mapping entry

1. In the Static Mappings dialog box, select the mapping you want to change, and
then choose the Edit Mapping button, or double-click the mapping entry in the
list.

The Edit Static Mapping dialog box is displayed.

Computer Name: \WClingTree

f Wapping Type:~~Unique

4 IP Address: a) 
  

Note You can view, but not edit, the Computer Name and Mapping Type option
for the mapping in the Edit Static Mappings dialog box. 

2. In the IP Address box, type anew address for the computer, and then choose the
OK button,

The change is made in the WINS database immediately.
 

Note If you want to change the computer nameor group typerelated to a specific
IP address, you must delete the entry and redefineit using the Add Static Mappings
dialog box. 
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Filtering the Range of Mappings
You might want to limit the range of IP addresses or computer names displayed in
the Static Mappings or Show Database dialog boxes.

You can specify a portion of the computer name or IP address or both whenfiltering
the list of mappings.

» To filter mappings by address or name

i. In the dialog box for Static Mappings or Show Database, choose the Set Filter
button to display the Set Filter dialog box,

Eniteria

fP Address: {12.101 2" * 
2. Inthe Computer Name or IP Address boxes, type portions of the computer

name, IP address, or both.

You can use the asterisk (*) wildcard for portions of the name or address or
both, For example, you could type \acet* to filter all computers with namesthat
begin with acct. However, for the address, a wildcard can be used only for a
complete octet. That is, you can type 11.101.*.*, but you cannot enter 11.1*.1.1
in these boxes.

3. Choose the OK button,

The selected range is displayed in the Static Mappings or Show Databasedialog
box. Thefiltered range remains until you clear the filter,

If no mappings are found to match the range you specified, an information
message is displayed and thelist of mappings will be empty.

If a filter is in effect for the range of mappings, the Clear Filter button is available
for restoring the entire list.

» ‘To clear the filtered range of mappings

¢ Inthe Static Mappings or Show Database dialog box, choose the Clear Filter
button,

The list now shows all mappings found in the database.

a 7 é . —
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Managing Special Names

Petitioner Vonage Holdings Corp. et al. - Exinibit 1008-

WINS recognizes special names for groups, multihomed devices, and internet
groups. This section describes these special names and presents some backgroundton understan may WERE a4 oe epee AeA SEAS
details to help you understand naw WINS manages these Broups.

Normal Group Names
A group name does not have an address associated with it. Tt can be valid on any
subnet and can be registered with more than one WINS server. A group’s
timestamp showsthe last time for any change received for the group. If the WINS
erver receives a query for the group name, it returns PFEBPOPP (the limited

broadcast address). The client then broadcasts on the subnet, The group nameis
renewed when any memberof the group renews the group name.

Multihomed Names

A muitihomed nameis a single, unique name storing multiple addresses. A
multihomed device is a computer with multiple network cards and/or multiple IP
addresses bound to NetBIOS over TCP/IP. A multthomed device with multiple IP
addresses can register one or more addresses by sending one address at a time in a
special name registration packet. A multihomed name in a WINS database can have
one or more addresses. The timestamp for the record reflects any changes made for
any members of the name.

Each multihomed group name can contain a maximum of 25 IP addresses.

When you configure TCP/IP manually on a Windows NT computer, you use the
Advanced Microsoft TCP/IP dialog box to specify the EP address and other
information for each adapter on a multihomed computer.

if WINSis running on a multihomed computer, the 1P address of the WINSservice
is that of the first adapter to which Netbt is bound. When you configure clients’
WINSaddresses, you must specify this address, and not another one, suchas that of
an adapter that might be on the same subnet as the client. In some cases, the client
needs to determine when WINSsends a message, and all WINS messages originate
from the first adapter to which Netbt is bound.

A multihomed computerthat runs on more than one network should not be used as a
WINSserver. Because a multihomed computer running WINSserver always
registers its names locally and a computer can run only one instance of WINS, the
computer cannot register its name with two networks. Addittonally,
MS-DOS.--based clients always use the first IP address supplied by the WINS
server. When a client attempts a connection, the WINS server could give it the IP
address for the other network as the first address. In that case, the client’s

connection attempt would fail.
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A miultihomed WINS client on more than one network can be configured to register
with a different WENS server for each adapter card. The computers on each
network would use the WINSserver on their network to resolve names.

Internet Group Names.
The internet group nameis read as configuration data. When dynamic name
registrations for internet groupsare received, the actual address (rather than the
subnet broadcast address) is stored in the group with a timestamp and the owner ID,
whichindicates the WINS server registering that address.

The internet group name (which has a 16th byte ending in Ox1C reserved for
domain names, as described in the following section) can contain a maximum of 25
IP addresses for primary and backup domain controllers in a domain. Dynamically
registered names are added if the list is not static and has fewer than 25 members. If
the Hst has 25 members, WINS removes a replica member(that is, a member
registered by another WINS server) and then adds the new member, If all members
are owned by this WINSserver, the oldest memberis replaced by the new one.

WINSgives precedence over remote members to members in an internet group
name that registered with it. This preference meansthat the group name always
contains the geographically closest Windows NT Server computers. To establish
the preference of members of internet groups registered with other WINS servers
underthe \Partners\Pull key in the Registry, a precedence is assigned for each
WINSpartner as a value of the MemberPrec Registry parameter. Preference should
be given to WINSservers near the WINSserver you are configuring. For more
information about the value of this parameter, see its entry in “Advanced
Configuration Parameters for WINS”laterin this chapter.

The internet group nameis handled specially by WINS, which returns the 24
closest Windows NT Server computers in the domain, plus the domain controller.
The name ending in 1C is also used to discover a Windows NT Server computerin
a domain when a computer running Windows NT Workstation or Windows NT
Server needs a server for pass-through authentication.

H yournetworkstill has domain controllers running Windows NT Advanced Server
version 3.1 to be included in the internet group name, you must add theseto the
group manually using WINS Manager. When you manually add such a computer to
the internet group name,the list becomesstatic and no longer accepts dynamic
updates from WINS-enabled computers.

Forinformation. about related issues in LMHOSTSfor #DOMentries, see
“Designating Domain Controllers Using #DOM”in Chapter15, “Setting Up
LMHOSTS.”
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How WINS Handles Special Names
Special namesare indicated by a 16th byte appended to the computer name or
domain name. The following table shows some special names that can be defined
for static entries in the Add Static Mappings dialog box.

Table 14.4 Special Names for Statice Mappings 

  Nameending Usage How WINS handles queries

OxlE A normal group. Browsers WINS aiwaysreturns the limited
broadcast to this name and broadcast address (FFFPFFFP).
listen onit to elect a masterfg caect a mas

browser. The broadcast is done
on the local subnet and should
not cross routers.

0x1D Clients resolve this nameto WINSalways returns a negative
access the master browser for response.if the node is h-node or
server lists. There is one m-node, the client broadcasts a name

master browseron a subnet. query to resolve the name. For
registrations, WINS returns a positive
response even though the names are
not put into the database,

Ox1C The internet group name, WINStreats this as an internet group,
which contains a list of the where each member of the group must
specific addresses of systems renew its name individually or be
that have registered the name,_—released. The internet group is limited
The domain controller registers to 25 names. (Note, however, that
this name. there is no limit for #DOM entries in

LMBHOSTS.}

WINSretums 4 positive response for
a dynamic registration of a static 1C
name, but the address is not added to
the list. When a static 1C nameis

replicated that clashes with a dynamic
iC name on another WINS server, a

union of the members is added, and
the record is marked as static. If the

recordis static, members of the group
do not have to renew their IP
addresses.
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The following example.iliustrates a sample NetBIOS nametable for a Windows NT
Server domain controller, such as the list that appears if you type nbtstat -n at the
command prompt. This example shows the 16th byte for special names, plus the
type (unique or group).

NetBIOS Local Name Table

Name Type Status

<OC29870B> linique Registered
ANNIEPS <28> UNIQUE Registered
ANNIEPS <@0> UNIQUE Registered
ANNIEPDOM <Ga> GROUP Registered

ANNI EP DOM <10> GROUP Registered
ANNIEPDOM <18> UNIQUE Registered
ANNTIEPS <a3> UNIQUE Registered

ANNIEPS <LE> GROUP Registered
ANNIEPS <10> UNIQUE Registered
.._ MSBROWSE_. <@l> GROUP Registered

As shown in this example, several special names are identified for both the
computer and the domain. ‘These special names include the following:

; tatdb

Ox0 (shown as <00> in the example), the redirector name, which is used with
net view.

0x3, the Messenger service name for sending messages.

0x20, the LAN Manager server name.

_MSBROWSE_, the name master browsers broadcast to on the local subnet to

announce their domains to other master browsers. WINS handles this name by
returning the broadcast address FFFFFFFR.

Ox1B, the domain master browser name, which clients and browsers use to

contact the domain master browser. A. domain master browsergets the names of
all domain master browsers. When WINSis queried for the domain master
browser name, it handles the query like any other name query and returnsits
address.

WINSassumesthat the computer that registers a domain name with the IB
character is the primary domain controller (PDC). This name is registered by the
browser running on the PDC. This ensures that the PDC is in the internet group
namelist that is returned when a 1C name is queried, for which WINS always
returns the address of the 1B name along with the members of a 1C name.
If the PDC is not a Windows NT Server 3.5 computer, you shouldstatically
initialize WINS with the OxiB name of the PDC. The address should be the IP

address of the primary domain controller. Using Ox1B inthis situation is nat
required, but clients will find the PDC much more quickly and with less network
traffic.
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Setting Preferences for WINS Manager
You can configure several options for administration of WINSservers. The
commandsfor controlling preferences are on the Options menu.

» ‘fo display the status bar for help on commands

* From the Options menu, choose the Status Bar command.

Wheniis cotnmand is active, its name is checked on the menu, and the stulus

barat the bottom of the WINS Managet window displays descriptions of
commands a8 they are highlighted jin the menu bar.

» To set preferences for WINS Manager

I. From the Options menu, choose the Preferences command to display the
Preferences dialog box.

Tip To see all the available preferences, choose the Partners button. 

 
  
 

 

   
Server Statistics

O Computer Name Only Auto Refresh

@ iP Address Oriy Interval (Seconds}:[60
©) Computer Name {iP Address] Computer Names

© IP Address (Computer Hameo] ls LAN Manager-Compatible—_ a Les.

: [ane

   Address Display

   
  

  

  

(7 Validate Cache of "Known" WINS Servers at Startup Time

§d Confiim Deletetion of Static Mappings & Cached WINS servers    
 AettaEIFEINONES.SATESIA

H [Sr Pull Partner Default ConfigurationStat Tine: [(B00ams—~—CSsSSSC‘“‘CS*s*SC*@d

bceInterval (hom:s):[4El1BNew Push Partner Defaultoo]Update Count:

 
 

 
2. Specify settings for the options in which you want to change, and then choose

the OK button.
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The following list describes the various preferences in which you can set using this
dialog box:

Address Display group box
Select an option to indicate how you want address information to be displayed
throughout WINS Manager-——as computer name, [P address, or an ordered
combination of both.
 

Note Rememberthat the kind of address display affects how a connection is
made to the WINS server — for IP addresses, the connection is made via

TCP/IP; for computer names, the connection is made via named pipes.

Server Statistics group box
If you want the statistics in the WINS Manager window to be refreshed
automatically, select the Auto Refresh checkbox, and then enter a numberin the
Interval box to specify the number of seconds between refresh actions, WINS
Manageralso refreshes the statistical display automatically each time an action
is initiated while you are working in WINS Manager.

Computer Names
Select the LAN Manager-Compatible checkbox if you want computer names to
adhere to the LAN Manager naming convention.

LAN Manager computer names are limited to 15 characters, as opposed to 16-
character Ne(BIOS names used by some other sources, such as Lotus Notese. In
LAN Manager names, the 16th byte is used to indicate whether the device is a
server, workstation, messenger, and so on. Whenthis option is selected, WINS
adds and imports static mappings with 0, 0x03, and 0x20 as the 16th byte.

All Windows-based networking, including Windows NT,follows the LAN
Manager convention. This checkbox should, therefore, be selected unless your
network accepts NetBIOS name from other sources.

Miscellaneous group box
Ef you want the system to query the list of servers each time the system starts to
find out if each serveris available, select the Validate Cache Of Known WINS
Servers At Startup Time checkbox. If you want a warning message to appear
each time you delete a static mapping or the cached name of a WINSserver,
select the Confirm Deletion Of Static Mappings And Cached WINS Servers
checkbox.

New Puli Partner Default Configuration group box
in the Start Time box, type a time to specify the default for replication start time
for new pull partners, and then specify values in the Replication Interval box to
indicate how often data replicas will be exchanged betweenthe partners.

The Replication Interval should be the sameas,or less than, the lowestrefresh
time interval that is set on any of the replicating WINS servers, The minimum
value for the Replication Interval is 40 minutes.
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New Push Partner Default Configuration
In the Update Count box, type a numberto specify a default for how many
registrations and changes can occurlocally before a replication triggeris sent by
this server whenit is a push pariner. The minimum valueis 20.

Managing the WINS Database
The following files are stored in the \systemroo\SYSTEM32\WINS directory that
is created when you sei up a WINSserver:

» JETLOGis alog of all transactions done with the database. This file is used byfm Va at

WINSto recoverdata if necessary.

» SYSTEM.MDBis used by WINSfor holding information aboutthe structure of
its database,

= WINS.MDBis the WINSdatabase file.

« WINSTMP.MDBis a temporaryfile that WINS creates. This file may remain
in the WWINSdirectory after a crash.

You should back up these files when you back up other files on the WINS server.

Caution The JET.LOG, SYSTEM.MDB,“WINS.MMDB, andWINSTMP,MDB
files should not be removed or tampered within any manner.

 

 

Like any database, the WINS database of address mappings needs to be

periodically cleaned and backed up. WINS Managerprovides the tools you
need for maintaining the database. This section describes how io scavenge (clean),
view, and back up the database. For information on restoring and
moving the WINS database,see “Troubleshooting WINS”later in this chapter.

Scavenging the Database
The local WINS database should periodically be cleared of released entnies and oid
entries that were registered at another WINSserverbut did not get removed from
this WINS database for some reason. This process, called scavenging, is done
automatically overintervals defined bythe relationship between the Renewal and
Extinctintervals defined in the Configuration dialog box. You canalso clean the
database manually.

For example, if you wantto verify old replicas immediately instead of waiting the
time interval specified for verification, you can manually scavenge the database.
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» To scavenge the WINSdatabase

® From the Mappings menu, choose the Initiate Scavenging command,

The database is cleaned, with the results as shownin the following table.

State before scavenging State after scavenging

Owned active names for which Marked released

the Renewal interval has expired

Owned released name for which Marked extinct

the Extinct interval has expired

Owned extinct names for which Deleted

the Extinct timeout has expired

Replicas of extinct names for which Deleted
the Extinct timeout has expired

Replicas of active names for which Revalidated
the Verify interval has expired

Replicas of extinct or deleted names Deleted

Forinformation about the intervals and timeouts that govern database scavenging,
see “Configuring WINS Servers”earlier in this chapter.

After WINShas beenrunning for a while, the database might need to be compacted
to improve WINSperformance. You should compact the WINS database whenever
it approaches 30 MB.

+ ‘To compact the WENS database

1. At the WINSserver, stop the Windows Internet Name Service using the Control
Panel Services option or by typing net stop wins at the command prompt.

2. Run the IETPACK.EXE program (which is found in the
\systemroot\S YSTEM3?2directory).

3. Restart the Windows Internet Name Service on the WINSserver.

Caution Do not compact the SYSTEM.MDBdatabase. 

a
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Viewing the WINS Database
You can view the actual active and static mappings stored in the WINS database,
based on the WINSserverthat ownsthe entries.

e To view the WINS database

i, From the Mappings menu, choose the Show Database command todisplay the
Show Database dialog box.

 
 
 
  

  

 
7 Display Gyttons
Powne| 7 Son Cider

Sor hy IP Address |
Sort by Computer Name

Highest iD © Sorby Timestamp
as

©Sort by Version 1D

© Sor by Type  
 

Filter: None

 
aaeenerenerepernaman3 iappings & Timestamp Version iD

VeMSBROWSE,(01h) 41,103,414,12 5/20/94 4:14:45 PH

Ey SA-ANNIEP2[80h] 11.163.47.12 5/20/94 4:14:50 PH
i i) SMACANNIEP211 3b] 271.103.4112 8/20/94 4:14:49 PH5/20/94 4:14:50 PH

5720/94 4:14:49 PH
5/20/94 4:14.49 PH
8/20/94 4:14:48 Ph
5/20¢94 4:14:49 PM

me) SKA-ANNIEP2]20h] 11.903.41.12\WA-ANNIEPDOM{00h] 11.903.41.42
2, WA-ANNIEPDOM[1Bh] 11.4035.41.42
2 \NA-ANNIEPDOM[ICh] 11.103. 41.72
43 WWA-ANNIEPDON[IEh] 11.163.41.12

S44 
 

Only Mappings From Specific Owner, and then from the Seisct Ownerlist,
select the WINS server whose database you want to view.

By default, the Show Database dialog box showsall mappingsfor the WINS
database on the currently selected WINS server.

3. Select a Sort Order option to sort by IP address, computer name,timestamp for
the mapping, version ID, or type. (For information about types, see “Adding
Static Mappings” earlier in this chapter.)
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4, Tf you want to view only a range of mappings, choase the Set Filter button, and
then follow the procedures described in “Filtering the Range of Mappings”
earlier in this chapter,

Tip To turn off filtering, choose the Clear Filter button.

5. Use the scroll bars m the Mappings box to view entries in the database. Then
choose the Close button when you are finished viewing.

As shownin the Mappingslist, each registration record in the WINS database
includes these elements:

Item Description

Unique

ci Group, internet group, or multihomed
Computer name The NetBIOS computer name

IP address The assigned Internet Protocol address

Aors Indicates whether the mapping is active (dynamic)or static

Timestamp indicates when the record is setto expire.

Version ID A unique hexadecimal number assigned by the WINSserver during
name registration, which is used by the server’s pull partner during
replication to find new records

You can also use the Show Database dialog box to remove all references to a
specific WINSserver in the database, includingall database entries owned by the
WINSserver.

* To delete a specific WINS server’s entries in the database

® Inthe Show Database dialog box, select a WINSserverin the Select Ownerlist,
and then choose the Delete Ownerbutton.

a
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Backing Up the Database
WINS Managerprovides backup tools so that you can back up the WINS database.
After you specify a backupdirectory for the database, WINS performs complete
database backups every 24 hours, using the specified directory.

To back up a WINS database

I.

4,

From the Mappings menu, choose the Backup Database commandto display the
Select Backup Directory dialog box.

 
 
  

FaaneissSLIeee 

default

:
Sa

(> users a !
i .sme

|

Drives:

New Directory Name:

 

Specify the location for saving the backupfiles.

Windows NT proposes a subdirectory of the \WINSdirectory. You can accept —
this proposed directory. The most secure location is to back up the database on
another hard disk. Do not back up to a network drive, because WINS Manager
cannotrestore from a network source.

. If you want to back up only the newest version numbers in the database(that is,
changes that have occurr:rad since the last bhacknunl cal ct the EDer formSALAOS AhanadeReSL en She Cada Vsfy

Incremental Backup checkbox. 

Note You must have performed a complete backup before this option can be
used successfully.  

Choose the OK button.

You should also periodically back up the Registry entries forthe WINS server.

&
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» Te back up the WINS Regisiry entries

1. Rua the REGEDT32.EXEprogram from File Manager or Program Managerto
"start the Registry Editor.

2. In Registry Editor, select the HKEYLOCAL_MACHINEwindow, and then
select the following key:
. SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\WINS

3. From the Registry menu, choose the Save Key command to display the Save
Key dialog box.

4. Specify the path where you store backup versions of the WINS databasefiles.

For information about restoring the WINSdatabase, see the following section,
“Froubleshooting WINS.”

Troubleshooting WINS
This section describes some basic troubleshooting steps for common problems and
also describes how to restore or rebuild the WINS database.

Basic WINS Troubleshooting
The following error conditions can indicate potential problems with the WINS
server: ,

« The administrator can’t connect to a WINSserver using WINS Manager. The
message that appears might be, “The RPC server is unavailable.”

+ The WINSClient service or WindowsInternet Name Service might be down
and cannot berestarted.

The first troubleshooting task is to make sure the appropriate services are running.

» To ensure the WINSservices are running

1. Use the Services option in Control Panel to verify that the WINS services are
running.

In the Services dialog box for the client computer, Started should appear in the
Status columnfor the WINS. Client service. For the WINS serveritself, Started

should appearin the Status columnfor the Windows Internet Name Service.

2. Ifa necessary service is not started on either computer, start the service.

The following describes solutions to common WINS problems.
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» To locate the source of “duplicate name” errer messages

® Check the WINS database for the name.If there is a static record, removeit

fromthe database of the primary WINSserver.

—Or-

Set the value of MigrateOn im the Registry to 1, so the static records in the
database can be updated by dynamic registrations (after WINS successfully
challenges the old address),

» To locate the source of “network path not found” error messages on a WINS
cHent

e¢ Check the WINS database for the name.If the nameis not present in the
database, check whether the computer uses b-node nameresolution. If so, add a
static mapping for it in the WINS database.

If the computeris configured as a p-node, m-node,or h-node and if its IP
address is different from the one in the WINSdatabase, then it may bethatits

address changed recently and the new address has not yet replicated to the local
WINSserver. To get the latest records, ask the WINS serverthat registered theg g
address to perform a push replication with propagation to the local WINS
server.

» To discover why a WINSserver cannot pull or push replications to another
WINSserver

1. Confirm that the router is working.

2. Ensare that each serveris correctly configured as either a pull or push partner.

« IfServerA needs to perform pull replications with ServerB, make sure if is apush partner of ServerB.
“a If ServerA needs to push replications toServerB, it should be a pull partner

of WINS ServerB.

To detetmine the configuration of a replication partner, check the values under
the \Pull and \Push keys in the Registry, as described in “Advanced
Configuration Parameters for WINS”later in this chapter.

>» To determine why WINS backup is failing consistently

s® Make sure the path for the WINS backupdirectory is on a iocal disk on the
WINS server.

WINScannot back up its database files to a remote drive.
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Restoring or Moving the WINS Database
This section describes how to restore, rebuild, or move the WINS database.

Restoring a WINS Database
If you have determined that the WindowsInternet Name Service is running on the
WINSserver, but you cannot connectto the server using WINS Manager, then the
WINSdatabaseis not available or has becomes corrupted. If a WINS serverfails
for any reason, you can restore the database from a backup copy.

You can use the menu commands to restore the WINS database or restore it
manually.

» Torestere a WINS database using menu commands

1. From the Mappings menu,choose the Restore Database commandto display the
select Directory to Restore From dialog box.

2. select the location where the backup files are stored, and then choose the OK
bution.

»  Toresterea WENS database manually

L. Inthe \systemrooAsYSTEM32\WINSdirectory, delete the JET.LOG,
JET*.LOG, WINS.TMP, and SYSTEM.MDBfiles.

2. From the Windows NT Serverinstallation source, copy SYSTEM.MDBto the
\systemroonsYSTEM32\WINS directory on the WINS server.

Theinstallation source can be the Windows NT Server compactdisc, the
installation floppy disks, or a network directory that contains the masterfiles for
Windows NT Server.

3. Copy an uncorrupted backup version of WINS.MDBto the
\systemrootSYSTEM32\WINSdirectory.

4. Restart the Windows Internet Name Service on the WINS server.

Restarting and Rebuilding a Down WINSServer
in rare circumstances, the WINSserver may not boot or a STOP error might occur.
If the WINSserver is down, use the following procedure to restart if. -
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» Yorestart a WINS server that is down

1.

2.

Turn off the power to the server and wail one minute,

Turn on the power, start Windows NT Server, and then logon under an account
with Administratorrights.

. Atthe command prompt, type the net start wins command, and then press
ENTER.

If the hardware for the WINS serveris taalfiiictioning or other problems prevent
you from running Windows NT, you will have to rebuild the WINS database on
another comniterGRLOLIET COMAa

» Torebuild a WIENS server

1 If you canstart the original WINS server using MS-DOS, use MS-DOSto make
backup copies ofthefiles in the \wystemroof\SYSTEM32\WINSdirectory. Tf
you cannotstart the computer with MS-DOS, you will have to use the last
backup version of the WINS databasefiles.

. Install Windows NT Server and Microsoft TCP/IP to create a new WINSserver

using the same hard drive location and \systemroot directory. Thatis, if the
original server stored the WINSfiles on C\WINNT35\8YSTEM32\WINS,then
the new WINSserver should use this same path to the WINSfiles.

. Make sure the WINSservices on the new server are stopped, and then use
Repistry Editor to restore the WINS keys from backupfiles.

4, Copy the WINS backupfiles to the \systemrooASYSTEM32\WINSdirectory.
Ry Restart the new, rebuilt WINS server.

Moving the WINS Database
You mayfind a situation where you need to move a WINSdatabaseto another
computer. To do this, use the following procedure.

»  Tomove a WIENS database

1. Stop the Windows Internet Name Service on the current computer,

2. Copy the \SSYSTEM32\WIENSdirectory to the new computerthat has been
configured as a WINSserver.
Makesure the new directory is underexactly the samedrive letter and path as
on the oid computer.

If you must copy the files to a different directory, copy WINS.MDB,but not
SYSTEM.MDB. Uscthe version of SYSTEM.MDBcreated for that new

computer,

. Start the Windows Internet Name Service on the new computer. WINS will
automatically use the .MDB and .LOGfiles copied fromthe ald computer.
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Advanced Configuration Parameters for WINS
This section presents configuration parameters that affect the behavior of WINS
and that can be modified only through Registry Editor. For some parameters, WINS
can detect Registry changes immediately. For other parameters, you must restart the
Windows Internet Name Service for the changesto take effect.

Caution You ccan impair or1disable Windows NT if you make incorrect changesinin
the Registry while using Registry Editor. All but a few of the configuration
parameters that can be set by editing the Registry can also be set using WINS
Manager or SNMP. Wheneverpossible, use WINS Manager or SNMP to make
configuration changes, rather than using Registry Editor. 1f you make errors while
changing values with Registry Editor, you will not be warned, because Registry
Editor does not recognize semantic errors.  

» To make changes te WINS configuration using Registry Editor

i, Start the Registry Editor by running the REGEDT32.EXEfile from File
Manager or Program Manager.

—Or—

At the command prompt, type the start regedt32 command, and then press
ENTER.

Whenthe Registry Editor window appears, you can press F1 to get Help on how
to make changes in Registry Editor.

2. In Registry Editor, click the window titled HKEY_LOCAL,_MACHINE On
Local Machine, and then click the icons for the SYSTEM subtree until you
reach the appropriate subkey, as describedlater in this section.

The following describes the value entries for WINS parameters that can only be set
by adding an entry or changing values in Registry Editor.

Registry Parameters for WINS Servers
The Registry parameters for WINSservers are specified under the following key:

.  \SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Wins\Parameters

This subkey lists all the nonreplication-related parameters needed to configure a
WINSserver. It also contains a \Datafiles subkey, which lists all the files that
should be read by WINSto initialize or reinitialize its local database.

k
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DbFileNm

Data type = REG_SZ or REG_EXPAND_SZ
' Range = path name

Default = %SystemRoot%\system32\winswins.mdb

Specifies the full path name for the WINS databasefile.

DoStaticDatalIntt

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range =Oorl
Default = 0 (false—thatis, the WINS server does not initialize its database)

f this parameter is set to a non-zero value, the WINS server will initializeits
database with records listed in one or more files listed under the \Datafiles

subkey. Theinitialization is done at process invocation and whenever a change
is made to one or more values of the \Parameters or \Datafiles keys (unless the
change is to change the value of DoStaticDatalnit to 0).

TnitTimePause

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range = 0 or 1
Defanlt = 0 {no IWHtial pauseeyno mitial 2)

If set to 1, WINSstarts in the paused state—that is, WINS does not accept any
nameregistrations, releases, or querics~-until it has replicated with its partners,
or failed in the attempt, at least once. If InitTimePauseis set to 1, the
\WINS\Partners\Pull\initimeReplication parameter should be either set to 1
or removed from the Registry.

LogFilePath

Data type = REG_SZ or REG_EXPAND_SZ
Default = %SystemRoot%\system32\wins

This parameterspecifies the directory location of the log files created by WINS.
Thesefiles are used for recovery in case of a soft failure of WINS.

MeastInty]

Data type = REG_DWORD
Default = 2400 (seconds)

This parameterspecifies the time interval at which the WINSserver sends a
multicast to announceils presence to other WINSservers. The valueis
expressed in seconds. The minimum allowable value is 2400 seconds (40°

minutes).
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MeastTtl

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range = | to 32 a
Default = 6

This parameter specifies the number of times a WINS multicast announcement
can cross a router to another network.

NoOfWrkThds

Data type = REGDWORD
Range = I to 40
Default = Numberof processors on the computer

This parameter specifies the number of workerthreads.It can be changed
without restatling the WINS computer.

PriorityClassHigh

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range =Oor1
Default = 0 (false—thatis, the priority class is normal)

If the parameteris set to a non-zero value, WINSruns in highpriority class.
This setting is useful to ensure that other processes, such aé electronic mail or
other applications, do not preempt WINS,

UseSelff'ndPnrs

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range =Qor1
Default = 0

If the parameteris set to 1 and network routers supportmulticasting, WINS
Server automatically finds other WINSservers on the network and configures
them as push and pull partners. If the parameter is set to 1 and network routers
do not support multicasting, WINSfinds other WINSservers only onits subnet.
By default, partnership data created in this way is maintained automatically,
When a WINSserver is discovered through multicast, it is automatically
removed as a replication partner whenit shuts downgracefully. If the Registry
information about this partnership is changed manually using WINS Manager,
WINS Serverno longer maintains the partnership information whenthere is a
change.
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The following parameters in this subkey canbe set using the options available in
the WINS Server Configuration dialog box:

LogDetailedEvents
Logriierain
LogeingOn
RefreshInteryal

Tombstoneinterval (extinction interval)
TombstoneFimeout (extinction timeout)
VerifyInterval

Also, the \Wins\Parameters\Datafiles key lists one or more files that the WINS
server should read to initialize or reinitialize its local database with static records.

"If the full path ofthe file is not listed, the directory of execution for the WINS
serveris assumed to contain the data file. The parameters can have any names(for
example, DF1 or DF2). Their data types must be REG_SZ or REG_BXPAND_SZ.
 

Important The \Wins\Performance key contains values used for WINS
performance counters that can be viewed in Performance Monitor. These values
should be maintained by the system, so do not change these values. 

Registry Parameters for Replication Partners
Properties of WIENSreplication partners are specified under the \Wins\Partners key.

PersonaNonGrata

Data type = REG_MULTLSZ
Default = None

This parameter specifies the Internet Protocol (IP} addresses of WINSservers
whose recordsare not to be inserted into the local database during replication.If
there aie incorrect records in the databases of one or more WIINS Servers on

your network, you can prevent those records from being replicated to your
WINSServerdatabase by specifying the IP addresses of the WINSserversthat
own them underihe PersonaNonGrata parameter.

The \Wins\Partners key has two subkeys,\Pull and \Push, under whichare subkeys
for the IP addresses of al! push and pull partners, respectively, of the WINS server.

7
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Parameters for Push Partners

A pushpartner, listed under the \Partners\Pull key, is one from which a WINS
server pulls replicas and from which it can expect update notification messages, The
following parameter appears underthe IP address for a specific push partner. This
parameter can be set only by changing the value in Registry Editor:

MemberPrec

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range = @or 1
Default = 0

Specifies the order of precedence of addresses in an internet group, those for
which the sixteenth byte 1s OxitC. Addresses in the Ox1C namespulled from a
WINSpartnerare given the precedence assigned to the WINS server. 0
indicates low precedence, and 1 indicates high precedence. Locally registered
names always have high precedence. Set this value to 1 if this WINS server is
serving a geographic location that is nearby.

The following parameters appear under this subkey and can be set in the WINS
Server Configuration dialog box:

.  \SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services \Wins\Partners\Pull

InitTimeReplication
CommRetryCount

The following parameters appear under this subkey and can beset using the
Preferences dialog box:

_ ASYSTEM\CurrentControl Set\ Services \Wins\Partners\Pull\<Ip Address?

SpTime (Start Time forpull partner default configuration)
Timeinterval (Replication Interval)

For SpTime, WINSreplicatesat the set timeif it is in the future for that day. After
that, it replicates every numberof seconds specified by TimeInterval. If SpTime
is in the past for that day, WINSreplicates every number of seconds specified by
Timelnterval, starting from the current time Gf InitTimeReplication is set to 1).

io oo
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Parameters for Pull Partners

A pull partner of a WINSserver, listed under the \Partners\Push key, 1s one from
which it can expect pull requests to pull replicas and to whichit sends update
notification messages.

OnlyDynRecs

Data type = REG_DWORD
Range =O or|

Vea 4,

Default = 0

if set to 1, only dynamically registered records are replicated to a pull partner. If set
to 0, the default, all records, both dynamic and static, are replicated.

The following parameters appear under this subkey and can be set using the options
available in the WINS Server Configuration dialog box:

.. \SYSTEM\CurrentControl Set\Services \Wins\Partners\Push

init'TimeReplication
RplOnAddressChg

The following parameter appears underthis subkey and can besct using the options
available in the Preferences dialog box:

. A\SYSTEM\CurrentControySet\Services\Wins\Partners\Push\<Ip Address>

UpdateCount

Planning a Strategy for WINS Servers
The planning issues for implementing WINS servers are similarto those for
implementing DHCPservers, as described in Chapter13, “Installing and
Configuring DACP Servers.” Mosi network administrators will be installing both
kinds of servers, so the planning and implementation tasks will be undertaken
jointly for DACP and WINSservers.

This section provides some additional planning issues for WINSservers.
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Pjanning for Server Performance
A WINSservercan typically service 1500 name registrations per minute and about
760 queries per minute. There is no built-in limit to the numberof records that a
WINS server can replicate orstore.

Based on these numbers, and planning for large-scale power outage where many
computers will come on line simultaneously, the conservative recommendationis

that you plan to include one WINS server and a backup server for every 10,000
computers on the network.

Two factors can particularly enhance WINSserver performance. WINS
performance increases almost 25 percent on a computer with two processors. Also,
using NTFS as the file system also improves performance.

After you establish WINS servers in the internetwork, you can adjust the Renewal
interval. Setting this interval. to reduce the numbers of registrations can help tune
server response time. (The Renewalinterval is specified in the WINS Server
Configuration dialog box.)

Planning Replication Partners and Proxies
In one possible configuration, one WINS server can be designated as the central
set'ver, and all other WINS servers can be configured as both push partner and pull
patinerotthis central server. Such a configuration ensures that the WINS database
on each servercontains addresses for every node on the WAN,

Another optionis to set up a chain of WINSservers, where each serveris both the
push partner and pull partner with a nearby WINSserver. In such a configuration,
the two server's at the ends of the chain would also be push and pull partners with
each other. Other replication partner configurations can be established for your
site’s needs.

Only a limited number of WINS proxies should be designated on cach domain, so
that a limited number of computers are using resources to respondto broadcast
name requests.

: UF
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Planning Replication Frequency Between Hubs
A major tuning issue for WINSserversis replication frequency. You want
replication to occur frequently cnough that any server being downwill not interfere
with the reliability of name query responses. However, for longer wide area
network (WAN) lengths, you de not want replication to interfere with network
throughput.

For multiple network hubs interconnected by WANlinks, replication frequency can
be configured to be low comparedto the replication frequency of multiple WINS
servers at a single hub. For long WANlinks, infrequent replication ensures that the
links are available to carry client traffic without WINS affecting throughput.err

For example, the WAN servers at a central site might be configured to replicate
every 15 minutes. Replication between WAN hubsof a greater distance might be
scheduled for every 30 minutes. Replication between servers on different continents
right replicate twice a day.-

North America _

12psPES

 
 
 
 

“: 15 minutes

 Australia

 
 30 minuies -

Figure 14.2 Example of an Enterprise-Wide Configuration for WINS Replication
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CHAPTER 15

settingUp LMHOSTS  
The LMHOSTSfile is commonly used on Microsoft networks to locate remote
computers for network file, print, and remote procedure services and for domain
services such as logons, browsing, replication, and so on.

Use the LMHOSTSfile for smaller networks orto find hosts on remote networks
. that are not part of the WINS database (since name query requests are not

broadcast beyond the local subnet). If WINSservers are in place on an
internetwork, users do not have to rely on broadcast queries for name resolution,
since WINSis the preferred method for name resolution. With WINS servers in
place, therefore, the LMHOSTSfile might not be necessary,

This chapter presents the following topics:

« Editing the LMHOSTSfile

« Using LMHOSTSwith dynamic nameresolution
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Editing the LMHOSTSFile
The LMHOSTSfile used by Windows NT contains mappings of IP addresses to
Windows NT computer names (which are NetBIOS names). This file is compatible
with Microsoft LAN Manager 2.x TCP/AP LMHOSTS files.

You can use Notepad or anyother text editor to edit the sample LMHOSTSfile that
is automatically installed in the \wystemroot\SYSTEM32\DRIVERS\ETC directory.

This section provides some basic rules and guidelines for LMHOSTS.

Usethe following rules for entries in LMHOSTS:
» Each entry should be placed on a separate line.

» The IP address should begin in the first column, followed by the corresponding
computer name.

The address and the computer name should be separated by at least one space or
tab.

« NeiBiOS names can contain uppercase and lowercase characters and special
characters.If a nameis placed between double quotation marks, it is used
exactly as entered. For example, "AccountingPDC"is a mixed-case name, and
"HumanRscSr \0x03" generates a name with a special character.

Note With Microsoft networks, a NetBIOS computer name displayed within
straight quotation marksthat is less than 16 characterslong is padded with
spaces. If you do not want this behavior, make sure the quoted string is 16
characters long. 

» The pound sign G) character is usually used to mark the sCart of a comment.
However, it can also designate special keywords, as described in this section,
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The keywords listed in the following table can be used in LMHOSTS under
Windows NT. (LAN Manager 2.x, which also uses LMHOSTS for NetBIOS over
TCP/IP name resolution, treats these keywords as comments.)

Table 15.1 LMHOSTS Keywords

Keyword Description 

#PRE Addedafteran entry to cause that entry to be preloaded
into the name cache. By default, entries are not preloaded
into the name cache but are parsed only after WINS and
name query broadcasts fail to resolve a name. The #PRE
keyword must be appended for entries that also appear in
#INCLUDEstatements; otherwise, the entry in
#INCLUDEis ignored.

#DOM:<domain> Added after an entry to associate that entry with the
domain specified by <domain>. This keyword affects how
the Browser and Logonservices behave in routed TCP/AP
environments. To preload a #DOM entry, you must also
add the #PRE keywordto the line.

#INCLUDE<filename> Forees the system to seek the specified <filename> and
parse it as if it were local. Specifying a Uniform Naming
Convention (UNC) <filename> allows you to use a
centralized LMHOSTSfile on a server,If the serveris

located outside of the local broadcast area, you must add a
mapping forthe server before its entry in the #INCLUDE
section and also append the #PRE keyword to ensure that
it preloaded.

#BEGINALTERNATE Used to group multiple INCLUDEstatements. Any
single successful #INCLUDE causes the group to
succeed. .

#END_ALTERNATE Used to mark the end of an #INCLUDEstatement

grouping.

\Oxeut Support for nonprinting characters in NetBIOS names.
Enclose the NetBIOS name in double quotation marks
and use \Oxnnotationto specify a hexadecimal value for
the character. This allows custom applications that use
special names to function properly in routed topologies.
However, LAN Manager TCP/IP does not recognize the
hexadecimal format, so you surrender backward
compatibility if you use this feature.

Note that the hexadecimal notation applies onfy to one
characterin the name. The nameshould be padded with
bianks so the special character is last in the string
(character 16). 
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The following example shows howail of these keywords are used:

102.54.94.98 locaisry #PRE

102.54,.94,97 trey #PRE #DOM: networking #inet group's POC
142.64.94,182 “appname \@xi4d" #special app server
102.54.94.123 popular HERE #source servar

#BEGINALTERNATE

#INCLUDE \\tocalsry\public\ mhosts
#INCLUDE \\trey\public\Imhosts

diadds LMHOSTS from this server
#adds LMHOSTS from this server

#END_ALTERNATE

Tn the above example:

The servers named Jocaisrv and trey are specified so they can be used later in
an #INCLUDEstatement in a centrally maintained LMHOSTSfile.

‘The server named "appname \Ox14" contains a special character afterthe
15 characters in its name (including the blanks), so its name is enclosed in
double quotation marks.

The server named popular is preloaded, based on the #PRE keyword.

Guidelines for LMHOSTS
When youuse a hosttable file, be sure to keep it up to date and organized, Use the
following guidelines:

Petitioner Vonage Holdings

Update the LMNOSTSfile whenever a computeris changed or removed from
the network.

Because LMHOSTSfiles are searched one Ime at a time from the beginning, Hist
remote computers in priority order, with the ones used most often at the top of
the file, followed by remote systemslisted in #4INCLUDEstatements. Finaily,
the #PRE keyword entries should be left for the end of the file, because these are
preloaded into the cache at system startup time and are not accessedlater. This
increases the speed of searchesforthe entries used most often. Because each
line is processed individually, any commentlines that you add increase the
parsing time.

Use #PRE statements to preload popular entries and servers listed in
#INCLUDEstatementsinto the local computer’s name cache.
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Using LMHOSTS with Dynamic Name Resolution
On networks that do not use WINS, the broadcast nameresolution method used by
Windows NT computers provides a simple, dynamic mechanism for locating
resources by name on a TCP/IP network.

Because broadcast name resolution relies on IP-level broadcasts to locate resources,
unwanted effects can occurin routed IP topologies. In particular, resources located
on remote subnets do not receive name query requests, because routers do not pass
IP-level broadcasts. For this reason, Windows NTallows you to manually provide
computer name and IP address mappings for remote resources via LMHOSTS.

This section describes how the LMHOSTSfile can be used to enhance

Windows NTin routed environments. This section includes the following topics:

. Specifying remote servers in LMHOSTS
« Designating primary domain controllers using the #DOM keyword
« Using centralized LMHOSTSfiles

Specifying Remote Servers in LMHOSTS
Computer names can be resolved outside the local broadcast area if computer name
and IP address mappings are specified in the LMHOSTSfile. For example, suppose

‘the computer named CiientA wants to connect to the computer named ServerB,
_ which is outside ofits IP broadcast area. Both Windows NT computersare

configured with Microsoft TCP/IP.

Undera strict b-node broadcast protocol, as defined in RFCs 1001 and 1002,
ClientA’s name query request for ServerB would fail (bytiming out), because
ServerB is located on a remote subnet and does not respond to ClientA’s broadcast
requests. So an alternate method is provided for name resolution. Windows NT
maintains a limited cache of computer name and IP address mappings, whichis
initialized at system startup. When a workstation needs to resolve a name,the cache
is examined first and, if there is no matchin the cache, Windows NT uses b-node
broadcast nameresolution.If this fails, the LMHOSTSfile is used. Hfthis last
methodfails, the name is unresolved, and an error message appears.
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This strategy allows the LMHOSTSfile to contain a large number of mappings
without requiring a large chunk of static memory fo maintain an infrequently used
cache, At system startup, the name cache is preloaded only with entries from
LMHOSTStagged with the #PRE keyword. For example, the LMHOSTSfile could
contain the following information:

162.54.94.9) accounting #accounting server
102.54 ,94 94 payroll #payroll server
102.54.94.97 stockquote HEPRE #stock quote server
162.54.94,.1@2 printqueue #print server in Bidg 18

In this example, ihe server named stockqueteis preloaded into the name cache,
because it is tagged with the #PRE keyword. Entries in the LMHOSTSfile can
represent Windows NT Workstation computers, Windows NT Server computers,
LAN Manager servers, or Windows for Workgroups 3.11 computers running
Microsoft TCP/IP. There is no need to distinguish between different platforms in
LMHOSTS.
 

Note The Windows NT tag #PRE allows backward compatibility with LAN
Manager 2.x LMHOSTSfiles and offers added flexibility in Windows NT. Under
LAN Manager, the pound sign (#) character identifies a comment, so all characters
thereafterare ignored. But #PREis a valid tag for Windows NT. 

In the above example, the servers named accounting, payroll, and printqueue
would be resolved only after the cacheentries failed to match and after broadcast
queries failed to locate therm. After nonpreioaded entries are resoived, their
mappings are cached for a period of time for reuse.

+. 17
Windows NT limits the preload name cache to 100entries by default. This limit
only affects entries marked with the #PRE keyword. If you specify more than 100
entries, only the first 100 #PRE entries are preloaded. Any additional #PRE entries
are ignoredat startup but are resolved when the system parses the LMHOSTSfile
after dynamic resolution fails.

Finally, you can reprime the name cache by using the nbtstat -R commandto purge
and reload the name cache, reread the LMHOSTSfile, and then insert entries
tagecd with the #PRE keyword. Use the nbtstat command to remove or correct
preloaded entries that might have been mistyped or any names cached by successful
broadcast resolution.

x,:

a flab rio benete
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Designating Domain Controllers Using #DOM
The most common use of LMHOSTSis for locating remote servers for file and
print services. But for Windows NT, LMHOSTScanalso be used to find domain
controllers running TCP/IP in routed environments. Windows NT primary domain
controlicrs (PDCs) and backup domain controllers (BDCs) maintain the user
accountsecurity database and manage other network-related services, Because
large Windows NT domains can span multiple iP subnets,it is possible that routers
could separate the domain controllers from one anotheror separate other computers
in the domain from domain controllers.

The #DOM keyword can be used in LMHOSTSfiles to distinguish a Windows NT
domain controller from a Windows NT Workstation computer, a LAN Manager
server, or a Windows for Workgroups computer. To use the #DOMtag, follow the
name and IP address mapping in LMHOSTSwith the #DOM keyword, a colon, and
the domain in which the domain controller participates. For example:

102.54.94.97 treydc #O00M:treycorp #The treycorp PBC

Using the #DOM keyword to designate domain controllers adds entries to a special
internet group name cache thatis used to limit internetwork distribution of
requests intended forthe local domain controller, When domain controller activity
such as a logon request occurs, the request is sent on the special intemet group
name. In the local IP-broadcast area, the request is sent only once and picked up by
any local domain controllers. However, if you use the #DOM keyword to specify

‘domain controllers in the LMHOSTSfile, Microsoft TCPAP uses datagrams to also
forward the request to domain controllers located on remote subnets.

Examples of such domain controller activities include domain controller pulses
(used for account database synchronization), logon authentication, password
changes, master browserlist synchronization, and other domain management
activities.
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For domains that span subnets, LMHOSTS files can be used to map important
members of the domain using the #DOM keyword. The followinglist contains
suidelines for doing this task.

» Foreach local LMHOSTSfile on a Windows NT computer that is a memberin
a domain,there should be #DOMentries for ali domain controllers in the
domain that are located on remote subnets. This ensures that logon
authentication, password changes, browsing, and so on all work properly for the
local domain. These are the minimum entries necessary to allow a Windows NT
system to participate in a Windows networking internetwork.

: For local LMHOSTSfiles on all servers that can be backup domain conirollers,
there should be mappings for the primary domain controller’s name. and IP
address, plus mappings forall other backup domain controllers. This ensures
that promoting a backup to primary domain controller status does not affect the
ability to offerall services to members of the domain.

= If trust relationships exist between domains, all domain controllers for all trusted
domains shouid also be listed in the local LMHOSTSfile.

- For domains that you want to browse from your local domain,the local
LMHOSTSfiles should containat least the name and IP address mapping for
the primary domain controller in the remote domain. Again, backup domain
controllers should also be included so that promotion to primary domain
controller does not impairthe ability to browse remote domains.

For small to medium sized networks with fewer than 20 domains, a single common
LMHOSTSfile usuallysatisfies all workstations and servers on theinfernetwork.
To achieve this, systems should use the Windows NTreplicator service to maintain
synchronized local copies of the global LMHOSTSfile or use centralized
LMHOSTSfiles, as described in the following section.
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Nainies that appear with the #DOM keyword in LMHOSTSare placed in a special
domain namelist in NetBIOS over TCP/IP. When a datagram is sent to this domain
using the DOMAIN<IC> name, the name is resolved first via WINS or broadcast.
The datagramis then sent to all the addresses contained in the list from LMHOSTS,
and there is also a broadcast on the local subnet.
 

Important To browse across domains, for Windows NT Advanced Server 3.1 and
Windows NT 3.1, each computer must have an entry in its LMHOSTSfile for the
primary domain controller m cach domain. This remains true for Windows NT
version 3.5 clients, unless the Windows NT Server computeris also version 3.5
and, optionally, offers WINS naimeregistration.

However, you cannot add an LMHOSTSeatry for a Window NT Server thatis a
DHCPclient, because the IP address changes dynamically. To avoid problems, any
domain controllers whose names are entered in LMHOSTSfiles should have their

IP addresses reserved as static addresses in the DHCP database rather than running
as DHCPclients.

Also, all Windows NT Advanced Server 3.1 computers in a domain andits trusted
domains should be upgraded to version 3.5, so that browsing across domains is
possible without LMHOSTS. 

Using Centralized LMHOSTSFiles
With Microsoft TCPAP, you can include otherLMHOSTSfiles from local
and remote computers. The primary LMHOSTSfile is always located in the
\systemroot\SYSTEM32\DRIVERS\ETC directory on the local computers.
Most networks will also have an LMHOSTSfile maintained by the network
administrator, so administrators should maintain one or more global LMHOSTS
files that users can rely on, This is done using #INCLUDEstatementsrather than
copying the global file locally. Then use the replicator service to distribute multiple
copies of the global file(s) to multiple servers for reliable access. ;

Note !f network clients access a computer’s LMHOSTSfile, that computer’s
Registry parameter NullSessionShares must include the share where the
LMHOSTSfile is located. The NufiSessionShares parameter is in the Registry key
HEEY_LOCALMACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\_LanManServer\P
arameters. For detailed information on Registry parameters, see Chapter 14,
“Registry Value Entries,” in the Windows NT Resource Guide,
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To provide a redundantlist of servers maintaining copies of the same LMHOSTS
‘file, use the #BEGIN,ALTERNATE and #END_ALTERNATEkeywords. This is
knownas a block inclusion, which allows multiple servers to be searched fora
valid copy of a specific file. The following example shows the use of the
#INCLUDE and #_ALTERNATEkeywordsio include a local LMHOSTSfile Gn
the CAPRIVATEdirectory):

102.54,.94,97 treyde #PRE #DOM:treycerp #primary BC
102.54.94,99 treybde #PRE #DOM:treycorp #backun OC in domain
102.54.94.98 locatsyr  #PRE #00M:treycorp

#INCLUDE c:\private\imhosts #include a locat Imhosts

#BEGIN_ALTERNATE

#INCLUOE \\treydc\public\imhests #source for global file
#INCLUDE \\treybdc\public\lmhosts #backup source
#INC LUCE \\tocalsvr\public\]mhosts  #backup source
#END_ALTERNATE

Important This feature should neverbe used to include a remotefile from a
redirected drive, because the LMHOSTSfile is shared between local users who
havedifferent profiles and different logonscripts, and even on single-user systems,
redirected drive mappings can change between logonsessions.  

Ip the above example,the servers treydc and treybde are located on remote
subnets from the computer that owns the file. The iocal user has decided to include
a list of preferred servers in a local LMHOSTSfile located in the C:\PRIVATE
directory. During nameresolution, the Windows NT system first includesthis
private file, then gets the global LMHOSTSfile from oneof three locations:
treydc, treybde, or localsvr. All namesof servers in the HINCLUDEstatements
must have their addresses preloaded using the #PRE keyword; otherwise, the
#INCLUDEstatementis ignored.

The block inclusionis satisfied if one of the three sources for the global LMHOSTS
is available and noneofthe other servers are used. If no server is available, or for

some reason the LMHOSTSfile or path is incorrect, an event is added to the event
log to indicate that the block inclusionfailed.
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CHAPTER 16

Using the Microsoft
FTP Server Service  

When a Windows NT Server computer is mmmning the FTP Server service, other
computers using the FTP utility can connect to the server and transfer files. The
FTP Serverservice supports all Windows NTftp client commands. Non-Microsoft
versions of FTP clients might contain commandsthat are not supported. The FTP
Serverservice is implemented as a multithreaded Win32 service that complies with
the requirements defined in Requests for Comments (RFCs) 959 and 1123.

The FTP Server service is integrated with the Windows NT security model. Users
connecting to the FFP Server service are authenticated based on theirWindows NT
user accounts and receive access basedon their userprofiles. For this reason,it is
recommended that the FTP Server service be installed on an NTFS partition so that
the files and directories made available via FTP can be secured.
  

Caution The FTP Serverprotocolrelies on the ability to pass user passwords over
the network without data encryption. A user with physical access to the network
could examine user passwords during the FIP validation process.   

The following topics are included in this chapter:

+ Installing the FTP Server service

» Configuring the FTP Server service

. Administering the FTP Serverservice

« Advanced configuration parameters for FTP Server service

Forinformation about using performance counters to monitor FTP Servertraffic,
see Chapter 17, “Using Performance Monitor with TCP/IP Services.”
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Installing the FTP Server Service
It is assumed that you have installed any necessary devices and device drivers
before trying to install the FTP Serverservice.

You must be logged on as a memberof the Administrators group for the iocal
computer fo install and configure the FTP Serverservice.

a

bo

To install the FTP Server service

1. Double-click the Network option in Control Panel to display the Network
Settings dialog box.

Choose the Add Software buttonto display the Add Network Software dialog
box.

In the Network Software box, select TCP/IP Protocol And Related Components,
and then choose the Continue bution to display the Windows NT TCPAP
Installation Options dialog box,

Select the FTP Server Service option, and then choose the Continue button.

When prompted to confirm whether you are familiar with FTP security, choose
the Yes button to continue with the FTP Server service installation.

 
The File Transfer Protocol relies on the ability to pass user
passwords over the network without data encryption. A
user with physical access to the network may be able ta
examing users" passwords during FF? vatidation, Ate you
sufe you want to continue?

 

   
 

When prompted for the full path to the Windows NTdistribution files, provide
the appropriate location, and then choose the Continue button.

Afterthe necessary files are copied to your computer, the FTP Service dialog
box appears so that you can continue with the configuration procedure as
described in the next section. The FTP Serverservice must be configured in
order to operate.

 

Note For disk partitions that do not use the Windows NTfile system (NTE!8),
you can apply simple read/write security by using the FTP Servertool in the
Control Panel as described in the following section.  
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Configuring the FTP Server Service

a
o

After the FTP Server service softwareis installed on your computer, you must
configure it fo operate. When you configure the FTP Server service, your settings
result in one of the following situations:

» No anonymous FIP connection allowed. In this case, each user must provide a
valid Windows NT username and password. To configure the FTP Server
service for this, make sure the Allow Anonymous Connection box is cleared in
the FIP Service dialog box.

« Allow both anonymous and Windows NT users to connect. In this case, a user
can choose to use either an anonymous connection or a Windows NT username
and password. To configure the FTP Serverservice forthis, make sure only the
Allow Anonymous Connection box is selected in the FTP Service dialog box.

» Allow only anonymous FTP connections.In this case, a user cannot connect
using a Windows NT username and password. To configure the FTP Server
service for this, make sure both the Allow Anonymous Connections and the
Allow Anonymous Connections Only boxes are selected in the FTP Service
dialog box.

If anonymous connections are allowed, you must supply the Windows NT username
and password to be used for anonymous FTP. When an anonymous FTP transfer
takes place,Windows NT checks the usemame assigned in this dialog box to
determine whetheraccess is allowed to thefiles.
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» To configure or reconfigure the FTP Server service

1. The FTP Service dialog box appears autoinatically after the FTP Server service
software ts installed on your computer.

_-Or—

Tf you are reconfiguring the FTP Server service, double-click the Network
option in Control Panel to display the Network Settings dialog box. In the
installed Network Software box, select FTP Server, and then choose the
Configure button io display the FTP Service dialog box.

SEScuUeaOTEN
H ,

Maxiinum Connections: 22 He tdle Timeaut {min}: [10

Home Directory: |C-\users 
The FTP Service dialog box displays the following options:

item Description 

Maximam Connections Specifies the maximum number of FTP users who can
comnectto the system simultaneously, The default value is
20; the maximum is 50. A value of 0 means no maximum,
that is, aa unlimited number of simultaneous users.

When the specified nuniber of concurrent users are logged
onto the FTP server, any subsequent attempts to connect
will receive messages defined by the administrator. For
information about defining custom messages, see
“Advanced Configuration Parameters for FTP Server
Service”laterin this chapter.

Idle Timeout Specifies how many minutes an inactive user can remain
connected to the FTP Serverservice. The default value is

1G minutes; the maximum is 60 minutes.If the value is 0,
users are never automatically disconnected.
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Ttem Description 

Home Directory

Allow Anonymous
Connections

Username

Password

Allow Only Anonymous
Connections

Specifies the initial directory for users.

Enables users to connect to the FTP Serverusing the user
name anonymous (or ftp, which is a synonyrn for
anonymous). A password is not necessary, but the useris
prompted to supply a mail address as the password. By
default, anonymous connections are not allowed. Notice
that you cannot use a Windows NT user account with the
name anonymous with the FTP Server, The anonymous
user name is reserved in the FTP Server for the anonymous
logon function. Users logging on with the username
anonymous receive permissions based on the FTP Server
configuration for anonyinous logons.

Specifies which local user account to use for FTP Server
users who log on under anonymous. Access permissions
for the anonymous FTPuserare the same as the specified
local user account. The default is the standard Guest

system account. if you changethis, you must also change
the password.

Specifies the password for the user account specified in the
Username box.

Allows only the user name anonymousto be accepted.
This option is useful if you do not want users to log on
using their own user names and passwords because FTP
passwords are unencrypted. However, all users will have
the same access privilege, defined by the anonymous
account. By default, this option is not enabled.

2, Default values are provided for Maximum Connections, Idle Timeout, and
Home Directory. Accept the default values, or change values for each field as
necessary.

3. Choose ithe OK button to close the FTP Service dialog box and return to the
Network Settings dialog box.

4. To complete initial FTP Serverservice installation and configuration, choose the
OR button.

A message reminds you that you must restart the computerso that the changes
you made cantake effect.  

Note When you first install the FTP Serverservice, you must also complete the
security configuration as described in the following procedure for users to access
volumes on your computer.
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» To configure FTP Server security

i,

Petitioner Voras

After the FTP Server has been installed and you have restarted Control Panel,
double-click the FTP Server option in Control Panel.

Windows NT Server users can also use the FFP menu in Server Manager.

 
In the FTP User Sessions dialog box, choose the Security button to display the

_ FIP ServerSecurity dialog box.

Security Access

Partition: Allow Read

Fife System Type: NTFS 
In the Partition box, select the drive letter on which you want (o set security, and
then select the Allow Read or Allow Write check box, or both check boxes,

depending on the security you want for the selected partition.

Repeat this step for each partition.

Setting these permissions affects all files across the entire paitition on fie
allocation table (FAT) and high-performancefile system (HPFS) partitions, On
NTFSpartitions, this feature can be used to remove read or write access (or
both) on the entire partition.

Anyrestrictions set in this dialog box are enforced in addition to any security
that might be part of the file system. That is, an administrator can use this dialog
box to remove permissions on specific volumes but cannot useil fo grant
permissions beyond these maintained by the file system. Por example, ifa
partition is markedas read-only, no one can write to the partition via FFP
regardless of any permissions set in this dialog box,
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